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FROM THE EDITOR

The world of telecommunications is primed to experience many changes. With the dawn of a new administration come changes in executive policy and personnel. For example, President Obama recently announced that a new official would oversee security of the digital infrastructure. President Obama has also “borrowed” Professor Phil Weiser and appointed him to the U.S. Department of Justice. Though we will miss Phil immensely, we wish him all the best. He has been the rock of this journal since its inception and we are thankful that he has brought together such a great support network, including Paul Ohm, Dale Hatfield, Brad Bernthal, Harry Surden and Andrew Schwartz, to continue guiding the Journal. It is with these topics in the foreground that we are pleased to present the second and final issue of the seventh volume of the Journal on Telecommunications & High Technology Law.

This issue begins with an article from Professor F.M. Scherer discussing the evolution of patent reform in the United States and abroad. The next article is a contribution from authors Rick Whitt and Stephen Schultze. Their article discusses “Emergence Economics” and applies this concept to communication policy. The next two articles conclude the pieces presented at the Silicon Flatirons Digital Broadband Migration Conference, which focused on “Information Policy for the Next Administration.” Professor Christopher Sprigman’s article advocates applying antitrust principles to copyright law. Professor Ellen Goodman discusses how the goals of communication policy might not be best served through the auction process used in the 700 MHz auction.

As in every issue, we are also pleased to present student notes. Dana Jozefczyk, a Casenote and Comment Editor, writes about Apple’s Fairplay and the antitrust cases brought against Apple alleging illegal tying. In his article, John Bergmayer, the Lead Production Editor, argues against using lawyers or legislatures to create policy solutions with respect to “software monocultures” when these issues may be resolved through technical advancements. Finally, we are thankful to Faegre & Benson for sponsoring the 2008 Silicon Flatirons Writing Competition. David Wilson, JTHTL’s Editor in Chief for volume six, won the competition for his article regarding the Navajo Nation and the Internet to the

---

Hogan technology plan. In his article, he discusses jurisdictional questions surrounding tribal sovereignty regarding the plan and advocates policy and statutory changes.

I thank these authors for their contributions. I also cannot express enough gratitude to the entire board and the members for their time and commitment to the Journal. A special thanks to our Production Editors, John Bergmayer and Chris Larson, for their countless hours of work on these articles.

As I mentioned above, volume eight marks a transition year for the Journal. Judging by the work they have already done, I know there is no group of people better equipped to handle the changes than the board of volume eight, led by Blake Reid, Ty Martinez, Avi Loewenstein, Per Larsen and Jeff O’Holloran.

Finally, I have to thank my family and friends for their support and patience. I also must thank the many professors at the University of Colorado Law School who have provided astounding expertise and support. I am proud to call them my mentors and friends.

Along with the entire board of editors, I am pleased to present the second and final issue of the seventh volume of the Journal on Telecommunications & High Technology Law.

Hiwot Molla
Editor-in-Chief
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INTRODUCTION

During the 1980s and 1990s, important legislative, judicial, and diplomatic initiatives emanated from the United States, strengthening patent and copyright enforcement systems both domestically and in the broader world economy. The political influences that led to these changes are interesting in their own right. Even more interesting, however, is the fact that governmental emphasis on patent systems increased in the wake of impressive new findings from economic studies showing that patents played a surprisingly minor role in well-established corporations’ decisions to invest in research, development, and

---

* Aetna Professor Emeritus, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University. The author thanks Wesley J. Cohen, Cecil Quillen, and Phil Weiser for valuable comments.

1. For a contribution with a similar focus and some similar conclusions, see WILLIAM M. LANDES & RICHARD A. POSNER, THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW (2004), which is derived from WILLIAM M. LANDES & RICHARD A. POSNER, THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW (2003).
technological innovation. The opposing movements of the political and behavioral science currents will be a principal theme of this article.

I. THE TURBULENT EARLY HISTORY

Governments’ policies toward patents on inventions and copyright for artistic works have been marked by appreciable fluctuations over the course of history. At the dawn of the 17th century, patents and copyrights were components of the feudal system in Western Europe. Sovereigns awarded to selected individuals exclusive privileges to pursue a mechanical trade, publish books or music, and present theatrical performances—usually but not always those with close connections to the noble courts and often favorites of the court. The privilege system was attacked under the banner of the Enlightenment, first during the reign of James I in England (1603-25) and then during the 1779 French Revolution and the eastward spread of anti-feudal policies under Napoleon. It was replaced by patents and copyrights made available to the middle classes through more transparent procedures, but limited in the time span over which exclusivity was applicable. In the New World, granting to authors and inventors exclusive rights to their writings and discoveries for limited times was enshrined in Article I, Section 8, of the U.S. Constitution.

The period between the 1770s and 1840s, when patent and copyright laws spread rapidly, was followed, at least in Europe (but less so in the United States), by an “anti-patent” movement. In England, reforms following publication of Charles Dickens’ spoof, A Poor Man’s Tale of a Patent, simplified the processes by which patents were issued, imposed stricter examination of patent applications, and allowed abrogation of exclusive rights in cases of demonstrated abuse. The Swiss legislature repeatedly rejected proposals to enact patent laws, and in the Netherlands, existing patent laws were repealed in 1869, to be reenacted

3. See Machlup & Penrose, supra note 2.
only in 1910. The severe recession of 1873 triggered more favorable attitudes toward patents, and in 1887, even conservative Switzerland found it prudent to pass a patent law.

In the United States the patent system enjoyed widespread and persistent political support, among others, from Abraham Lincoln, who had personally patented an invention of his creation and who as an attorney in Illinois had litigated patent disputes. The public at large idolized inventors such as Thomas A. Edison and Alexander Graham Bell. Extensions over time of the Bell telephone monopoly and a cartel originally based upon the Edison electric lamp patents were sustained in a series of Supreme Court tests, reinforcing an earlier decision allowing a patent holder unilaterally to stipulate the minimum prices at which its licensees could sell its products and ignoring evidence that the patent-holder had pursued numerous parallel actions that in effect cartelized the relevant industry.

During the 1960s the Department of Justice sought to overturn the still-binding precedent, but was unsuccessful. In most respects, however, the tide turned again during the Great Depression of the 1930s. Growing hostility toward monopoly was precipitated by the belief that downward price rigidities enforced by monopolistic sellers (as well as by cartels authorized under President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s National Recovery Administration) inhibited recovery from the depression. Threats to national security posed by patent-based cartels in tungsten carbide machine tools and synthetic rubber raised questions about the abuse of patent grants. Similar problems surfaced in the wide-ranging investigations of the Temporary National Economic Committee (TNEC), which showed inter alia how industries such as glass container-making had been thoroughly regimented through collusive control of patents by the Hartford-Empire Company. At an American Economic Association symposium reviewing the TNEC’s findings, later Nobel Laureate George Stigler found the Hartford-Empire story “an eloquent example of an evil demanding correction” and concluded flatly that “[t]he case for limitation of restrictive [patent] licensing is surely irrefutable.”

7. See ERICH SCHIFF, INDUSTRIALIZATION WITHOUT NATIONAL PATENTS (1971).
9. See Bement & Son v. Nat’l Harrow Co., 186 U.S. 70 (1902); United States v. Gen. Elec. Co., 272 U.S. 476 (1926) (holding that since a valid patent allowed the patent holder to exclude others and hence to monopolize sale of the relevant products, licensing restraints that preserved the patent holder’s monopoly reward were acceptable).
10. See, for example, United States v. Huck Mfg. Co., 382 U.S. 197 (1965), in which an attempt to overturn earlier Bement and Gen. Elec. precedents failed with a 4-4 division of Supreme Court justices.
Hartford-Empire was an early target of the reinvigorated antitrust enforcement paralleling the TNEC hearings. Its extensive patent agreements with other bottle-making technology providers and users were found to violate the antitrust laws. To remedy the situation, a federal district court judge ordered inter alia that Hartford-Empire and companies with which it had joined forces be required to license all their bottle-making machinery patents—after a Supreme Court intervention declaring royalty-free licensing to be confiscatory—at “reasonable” (i.e., modest) royalty rates. After a subsequent Supreme Court decision stated that district court judges could exercise “judicial discretion” in formulating remedies for patent-based antitrust law violations, royalty-free licensing of General Electric’s electric lamp patents was imposed.

The Hartford-Empire and General Electric cases were followed by numerous antitrust settlements in which compulsory licensing of patents was ordered to remedy monopolistic situations where patents played a significant role. Between 1941 and the late 1950s, compulsory licensing decrees had been issued in settlement of more than 100 antitrust complaints, covering inter alia AT&T’s transistor and other telecommunications apparatus patents, IBM’s computer patents, and DuPont’s nylon and other synthetic fiber patents. The cumulative number of patents affected is estimated to have been between 40,000 and 50,000. Although the pace abated after 1960, additional decrees covered the roughly one thousand patents in Xerox’s plain-paper copying machine portfolio and several pharmaceutical products. Many European nations had until recently laws allowing compulsory licensing of patents, notably, in cases where an invention was not actually produced within the patent-issuing nation. However, the cumulative number of compulsory licensing orders has seldom exceeded a dozen in the typical large European nation—a far cry from the tens of thousands of patents covered by U.S. antitrust decrees. Most of the U.S. compulsory licensing decrees were entered by mutual consent rather than as the result of fully contested litigation. Only the General Electric decree imposed royalty-free licensing through a contested court order.


15. Id.
17. Staff of Subcomm. on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights of the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, supra note 14, at 5.
but several others, including the AT&T order of 1956, entailed royalty-
free licensing by mutual consent.  

II. **ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDIES**

The 1956 decree ordering the compulsory licensing of roughly
8,600 AT&T patents and the nearly simultaneous decree affecting IBM
patents inspired particularly intense public scrutiny. The *Wall Street
Journal* observed in an editorial:

So it may turn out that these are dangerous victories the Government
boasts about. The settlements in these cases indicate a belief that
everybody’s patents should be everybody else’s. But this is a
philosophy that strikes at incentive; new ideas and new inventions
may be lost. Such Government victories may turn out to be far more
costly for the nation than for the companies.  

Shortly thereafter eight colleagues and I formed a group to meet the
requirement for a “topic report” in a Harvard Business School course
taught by Professor Georges F. Doriot, moonlighting president of the
first modern American high-technology venture capital group, the
American Research and Development Corporation. We decided to study
the incentive effects of compulsory licensing decrees. We read widely in
the relevant literature (aided by studies commissioned under an ongoing
Senate Judiciary Committee investigation); fanned out to interview
twenty-two American corporations, many of whom had entered
compulsory licensing decrees; received mail questionnaires from sixty-
ine companies holding 45,500 patents; and conducted an extensive
statistical analysis of patenting trends. The results, privately published in
two book editions, were profoundly surprising to us. We discovered
that with rare exceptions, whether or not well-established corporations
could expect patent protection was typically unimportant in their
decisions to invest in research and the development of new products and
processes. “Of far greater everyday importance,” we concluded, “are
reward structures related to the necessity of retaining market positions, of
attaining production more efficient than competitors’, of securing the
corporation through diversification against disastrous product
obsolescence, and of gaining short-term advantages which can be
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exploited by advertising and well-developed sales channels.” To be sure, there were exceptions—notably, situations in which firms were making risky investments into fields where they had little technical or marketing experience, and arguably (since our sample included no startup companies) for small new enterprises seeking a competitive foothold against well-entrenched rivals. We found also from interviews, mail survey responses, and statistical analyses that prior compulsory licensing decrees had little or no unfavorable impact on research and development decisions, although they had led to less patenting of the inventions actually made and hence greater reliance on secrecy, especially on (concealable) process as distinguished from readily observed product inventions. This finding was supported in a later statistical study, conducted when company R&D spending data first became publicly available, which showed that the companies subjected to compulsory licensing decrees spent more on R&D relative to their sales on average than unimpacted companies of comparable size in the same fields of technology.

Unaware of our study, economists at Cambridge and Oxford Universities undertook similar research on how the absence of patent protection would affect the R&D behavior of British companies. They found that across all industries covered, the weighted average reduction in R&D expenditures if all patents, anywhere in the world, were subjected to compulsory licensing with reasonable (i.e., modest) royalties, would be eight percent. However, in pharmaceuticals, a negative impact of sixty-four percent was predicted. Careful interviews with U.S. companies by Edwin Mansfield and colleagues revealed similar

21. Id. at 149.

22. The ambiguous situation of startup companies was characterized by the reaction of Professor Doriot when we told him about our contemplated research: “Hell, patents are simply instruments with which big companies bludgeon my startups” (conversation with author). See SPENCER E. ANTE, CREATIVE CAPITAL: GEORGES DORIOT AND THE BIRTH OF VENTURE CAPITAL (2008), for a biography of Doriot.

23. F. M. Scherer, The Economic Effects of Compulsory Patent Licensing, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY MONOGRAPH SERIES IN FINANCE AND ECONOMICS 67-75 (1977). However, in The Incentive Theory of Patents in Action: The Effects of Patent Relief on the Incentive to Invest and the Incentive to Disclose (September 2005) (unpublished S.J.D dissertation, Harvard Law School) (on file with the author), Ziv M. Preis examines the effects of Federal Trade Commission consent decrees involving patents—90 percent of which accompanied merger case settlements—between 1980 and 1999. The results vary widely, but in some analyses, high-impact compulsory licensing decrees are found significantly to reduce R&D/sales ratios in the few years following, after which a reversal is typically observed. The analysis makes no attempt to control for merger effects per se (i.e., a high R&D firm acquiring a low R&D firm), as contrasted to the effect of compulsory licensing in the decrees under which mergers were allowed to be consummated.
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disparities between the incentive effect of patents in pharmaceuticals and other high-technology industries.\textsuperscript{26}

Many surveys have shown that the expectation of patent protection is much more important to investment in pharmaceutical R\&D than in most industries. Drug R\&D comes closest to what economists call the generation of knowledge as a pure public good. Most of the expenditure is directed toward finding molecules that might have interesting therapeutic action in human beings and then, through costly clinical trials, ascertaining that the target molecule is really effective and safe.\textsuperscript{27} Absent patents, once that evidence has been amassed, it might be available for any and all would-be generic imitators to exploit. All that may be needed for the free-rider (or more accurately, cheap rider) is to spend a sum on process engineering (tiny relative to the amounts spent on discovery and testing), whereupon a competing molecule can be marketed, if regulatory rules permit. However, further research added a caveat to this conclusion and clarified the role of what came to be known as “first mover” advantages as a barrier to rapid new product imitation and hence as a substitute for patent protection. Comparing side-by-side two pharmaceutical molecules, one unpatentable and one patented, Bond and Lean found that the erosion of the pioneer’s price premium and market share was as slow for the unpatented product as for the patented product.\textsuperscript{28} The reason, it became clear, was that being the first successfully to market a consumer product affixes in the mind of would-be purchasers an image of superiority and reliability that is hard for latecomers to surmount, whether the product is patented or not.\textsuperscript{29} However, it should be noted that the Bond and Lean study focused on products developed during the late 1950s, when regulatory strictures were more lax and the research and testing costs required to market a successful new drug entailed only about $1 million. By the late 1990s, the comparable costs had mounted to hundreds of millions of dollars, while the costs of engineering imitative generic products rose much less.\textsuperscript{30}

Four prominent economists at Yale University took a major step toward confirming the role hoped-for patent protection plays in R\&D


\textsuperscript{29} Id.

decisions. They obtained elaborate survey responses from 650 U.S. R&D managers. One set of questions, emulating earlier inquiries for a smaller sample by Mansfield, asked how much R&D, measured relative to the first mover’s R&D, would be needed to duplicate the first mover’s innovation. For major patented new products, the average fraction was roughly 85 percent (weighting category ranges by response rates); for major unpatented products, 65 percent. Thus, patent protection raised imitation costs, but even without it, imitators could not simply “free-ride” on the innovator’s work. The Yale group also asked respondents to rank on a scale of 1 (“not at all effective”) to 7 (“very effective”) the extent to which various instruments protected the competitive advantages from new and improved products and processes. The average scores across 130 industrial lines on the effectiveness of various means to reap the economic benefits of new and improved products were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of Appropriation</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secrecy</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patents to secure royalty income</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patents to prevent duplication</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving quickly down learning curves</td>
<td>5.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being first with an innovation</td>
<td>5.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior sales or service efforts</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having patent protection was found on average to be relatively unimportant compared to three other ways of gaining first mover advantages. For new and improved processes, it was even less important on average, while, not surprisingly, secrecy was ranked more highly than either of the patent measures. There were, to be sure, exceptions. Among seventy-seven industry groups with three or more responses, the pharmaceuticals industry ranked duplication-preventing patents as the most important means of holding off imitative competition, second in average score only to the agricultural chemicals field (with environmental effect test regulations similar to those imposed for pharmaceutical efficacy and safety).
Generally similar responses were obtained in an even larger Carnegie-Mellon University survey administered in 1994, to which more than a thousand industrial laboratory managers responded. Using a different scale than the Yale survey, respondents were asked on what percentage of their product innovations various means of appropriating inventions’ profit potential were effective. Patent protection had the second lowest average score of 34.83 percent, undercut only by “other legal” mechanisms. Lead time was viewed as the most important means, with an average score of 52.76 percent. Secrecy received much higher weight than in the Yale survey, with a 51 percent average, followed by complementary manufacturing capabilities (46 percent) and complementary sales and service efforts (43 percent). As in the Yale survey, patents received an unusually high score in pharmaceuticals, second only among 34 broad industry categories to medical equipment (ranging from catheters to imaging systems). Cohen et al. conclude that patents are only one piece of a broader strategy to protect inventions, cautioning, as other studies did, that situations exist, even in industries according only modest weight to patent protection, in which at the margin patents are decisive in inducing R&D investments.

Important lessons emerge from these queries addressed to real-world managers. First, alternative barriers to rapid imitation—the substantial R&D costs imitators have to incur, lags in recognizing opportunities, image and cost advantages accruing to the first mover, and the like, leave a substantial class of cases in which would-be innovators can anticipate revenue gains exceeding their innovation and production costs even when patent protection is totally absent. Second, given that non-patent stimuli to innovation exist, established firms are driven to undertake their own innovation efforts for fear of being overtaken by more aggressive rivals. This is the Schumpeterian “creative destruction” effect.

Third, patent protection does substantially enhance profit expectations in some industries—e.g., much more so in industries with characteristics such as pharmaceuticals than in semiconductors or computers, with more complex, multifaceted products. Fourth, there may
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be feedback effects from patent protection to Schumpeterian creative destruction. Patent protection may help trigger an upstart firm’s innovation that threatens established firms, but to the extent that it lessens the threat to established firms, it weakens their incentives to maintain a vigorous innovative pace.

These lessons appear to have trickled out at best slowly to the legal and policy-formulating communities. One might have expected the findings to have been especially relevant to legal scholars. However, a search of Social Sciences Citation Index for 1987 through May 2006 revealed that only 11 percent of the 496 citations received by the principal Levin et al. paper—the most acclaimed of the various patent survey reports, and with an appropriately high citation count—were in legal journals.43

The diffusion to economists also left something to be desired. Beginning in the early 1980s, there was an explosion of theoretical work on the economics of the patent system.44 However, nearly all of the theoretical contributions assumed—contrary to the empirical evidence—that patent protection was the only or principal barrier to rapid imitation of an invention or innovation.45 Clearly, economists were delinquent in providing an adequate theoretical basis for policy reforms.

III. THE IMPETUSES TO POLICY CHANGE

During the 1970s, new initiatives for patent policy change began accelerating in the United States. One might ascribe the changes to the cyclical character of patent policy change observed in the historical past, or to the increased susceptibility of the U.S. government to interest group lobbying. On the latter we shall have more to say later. There was, however, another impetus on the macroeconomic front.

In 1969, productivity—output per hour of labor input—in the nonfarm business sector of the U.S. economy stagnated and then entered a period of significantly diminished annual growth. By 1980, productivity

43. Social Science Citation Index, Citation Summary for Appropriating the Returns from Industrial Research and Development, http://www.thomsonreuters.com/products_services/scientific/Web_of_Science (search for author “Levin” and publication “Brookings”: then follow hyperlink “APPROPRIATING THE RETURNS FROM INDUSTRIAL-RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT”).

44. See F.M. Scherer, Patents: What Do We Know; What Must We Learn? (1996) (in the proceedings of a conference in Luxembourg on Appropriability and Patent Value: Econometric Aspects) (on file with the author), which shows that the number of articles covered by the ECONLIT bibliography with “patent” or some compound thereof in their titles rose from an average of four per year between 1969 and 1982 to 23 per year between 1984 and 1995.

was 16 percent less than it would have been had it continued the 2.46 percent annual growth rate it experienced from 1947 through 1969. By 1985, the shortfall was 20 percent. Also, company-financed R&D expenditures by U.S. industry, adjusted for general inflation, experienced the first break from a rising trend since the collection of statistics was initiated beginning with the year 1950. Further year-to-year declines occurred, and even in the good years growth was slower, so that by 1981, a 28 percent shortfall had accumulated. Research by David Ravenscraft and myself tapping data from a small but unusually detailed sample of company business units revealed that the decline in R&D spending was probably attributable to a drop in the profitability of R&D investments, and when R&D was cut back, its profitability rose again, precipitating new growth.

Two seminal papers published simultaneously in 1967 showed that, contrary to conventional wisdom among economists, the United States could attribute much of its comparative advantage in international trade to superior technological innovation. As the industrial nations of Western Europe and especially Japan recovered fully from the devastation of World War II, however, they began aggressively to challenge U.S. corporations for technological leadership. In 1975, U.S. exports of high-technology goods exceeded imports by a ratio of 2.4 to 1. By 1980, the ratio had declined to 1.95 to 1 and by 1985 to 1.05 to 1. The first reaction of U.S. industries to high-technology challenges from abroad was on average what the theory of arms races calls “submissive,” i.e., a relative decline in R&D outlays. Some industries such as integrated steel, automobile tires, and television sets essentially
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gave up. But others such as the producers of integrated circuits, medical imaging apparatus, optical fiber cables, earth-moving equipment, and (less unambiguously) airliners responded aggressively and redoubled their R&D efforts to retain or regain their world market positions.

It was argued, among other fora in Congressional hearings, that patent policy reforms could help restore U.S. technological leadership. Perhaps, but the chains of causation were clearly more complex.\(^55\) Reductions in corporate R&D spending were precipitated by a fall in profitability. If stronger patent protection could restore profitability, it might facilitate a resurgence. And it was true that the most formidable new rival to U.S. technological leadership, Japan, maintained a much weaker patent system, among other things requiring the licensing of most patents and limiting through foreign exchange controls the royalties Japanese firms could pay U.S. patent holders.\(^56\) But the exercise of patent rights within the United States did blunt some Japanese competition, e.g., in optical fibers and integrated circuits.

Alternatively, however, the profits from innovation may have declined because the pool of attractive technological opportunities had been depleted following intensive “fishing” during the decades following World War II. In this sense, the productivity growth slump that began around 1969 was an extension of the so-called Kondratieff cycles emphasized by Joseph A. Schumpeter in a 1939 classic.\(^57\) Industrial research and development efforts were intensified in those industries that elected to fight back against tougher foreign competition.\(^58\) But more importantly, growth was restored, sometimes with long lags, as a result of fundamental scientific and technological breakthroughs that underlay the information and biotechnology revolutions of the 1990s and the early
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21st century—notably, the invention of integrated circuits around 1959 and microprocessors in the early 1970s and the steady cost declines that occurred through learning-by-doing and denser circuit-packing; the laser in the late 1950s and optical fiber data transmission during the 1970s; and gene splicing during the early 1970s. Patents played some role in all of these achievements, but given uncertainties, long lags, and the university origins of key breakthroughs, hardly a precipitating role. The Department of Defense insisted upon widespread licensing of integrated circuit patents, and several early developers of microprocessors cross-licensed their patents among one another and to other chip makers. A small fortune was made through broad-based licensing of basic laser patents by the winner of a law suit claiming priority of invention, but only after litigation delays of more than two decades. From a beginning in 1980, the Cohen-Boyer gene splicing patents were licensed at modest royalties to hundreds of entities by Stanford University and the University of California, yielding cumulative total royalties to the two universities of some $124 million by 1995.

IV. HOW PATENT POLICY WAS CHANGED

We turn now to our analysis of the principal changes in U.S. patent policy, focusing mainly on events of the late 1970s and early 1980s.

A. Copyright Law

Changes in copyright law may have been precursors to what happened on the patent front, so a brief look is warranted. As of 1962, the life of a copyright was limited to 28 years, with one 28-year renewal to a maximum of 56 years allowed. Then, in the four decades that followed, Congress extended copyright lives eleven times, so that by the turn of the century, works were copyrighted for 70 years beyond the life span of the copyrighted work’s creator. In 1976, copyright extensions
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were made automatic, without the need to apply or register. According to Kevin Kelly, these changes occurred as an increasing number of creative works came to be owned not by individuals but by corporations able successfully to lobby Congress to prevent materials from returning to the public domain.\(^{64}\) Or as Lawrence Lessig concludes, “The law speaks to ideals, but it is my view that our profession has become too attuned to the client. And in a world where the rich clients have one strong view, the unwillingness of the profession to question or counter that one strong view queers the law.”\(^{65}\)

B. Patents from Government-Supported Research

World War II and its aftermath, including the cultivation of basic science through the National Science Foundation and the development of radar and atomic energy, brought the U.S. federal government into extensive technological cooperation with private industry and universities. Who should have primary rights to patents resulting from government-financed R&D was a question settled in a diversity of inconsistent ways. Some clarity was brought through a policy statement issued by President John F. Kennedy in 1963,\(^{66}\) but debate continued. In 1965 an inter-agency task force, the Committee on Government Patent Policy, operating under the auspices of the Federal Council for Science and Technology, undertook an ambitious empirical study of how the various patent policies were working.\(^{67}\) It hired a consulting firm, Harbridge House, to compile data on 2,024 patents made under government contracts and several hundred more originating in government laboratories, and to conduct a series of historical case studies on attempts to bring inventions conceived with government financial support into private-sector utilization.\(^{68}\) Harbridge House completed several interim volumes and, in May 1968, a four-volume compendium of research findings.\(^{69}\) The Committee on Government Patent Policy published its own report and patent policy recommendations in the fall of 1968\(^{70}\) and presented them at a briefing conference before the Federal

\(^{64}\) Kelly, supra note 63.  
\(^{65}\) Lessig, supra note 63, at 304.  
\(^{68}\) HARBRIDGE HOUSE, infra note 69, at I-17.  
\(^{70}\) It is reproduced in BACKGROUND MATERIALS, supra note 69, vol. II at 143-82. I
Bar Association in September 1969. The Committee’s recommendations, which emphasized flexibility in allowing contractors to obtain exclusive patent rights mainly when there were prospects of commercial utilization or when granting exclusive rights broadened the government’s potential contractor base, formed the basis for a new policy statement issued by President Nixon in August 1971.\footnote{Memorandum about Government Patent Policy, supra note 67.}

The Harbridge House research revealed that several variables affected the likelihood that government contract-originated inventions would be commercially utilized: (1) the intrinsic relevance of the technology to civilian needs; (2) whether the contractor had prior commercial experience in the relevant field; (3) how far the development had been carried under contract; (4) the magnitude of additional development outlays required in comparison to the market size and the risks attendant thereto; and (5) whether or not the contractor or another assignee had exclusive patent rights. For 1,720 patents on which complete data were available, commercial utilization rates varied over two key variables as follows:\footnote{This analysis is drawn from Scherer, supra note 23, at 78-84.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Contractor Had Prior Commercial Experience</th>
<th>Contractor Without Prior Commercial Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With exclusive rights</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without exclusive rights</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidently, patent protection mattered, although the chain of causation remained ambiguous. In some cases, the qualitative studies showed, exclusive rights encouraged investments in commercial utilization; in others, contractors bargained more vigorously to obtain exclusive rights when commercial utilization was expected.

The pharmaceutical industry was found again to be an extreme case. One in-depth Harbridge House study revealed that, up to 1962, drug companies routinely screened new organic molecules synthesized under government grants by academic researchers.\footnote{HARBRIDGE HOUSE, INC., REPORT ON EFFECTS OF GOVERNMENT PATENT POLICY ON DRUG RESEARCH AND NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT secs. I & IV (1967).} However, when the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) imposed new...
reporting requirements that threatened the exclusivity of drug companies’ rights to commercialize molecules found to be therapeutically interesting, such testing ceased abruptly. The moratorium ended in 1968 when HEW changed its policies to allow drug companies exclusive rights on grant-originated molecules they tested.\(^7\)

A particularly controversial question at the time was whether, when a government agency allowed its contractors to obtain exclusive patent rights, the government should retain “march-in” rights to require wider licensing of the patent if there was a failure to commercialize or there were monopolistic abuses in commercialization. Cases of clear abuse were found to be rare, in all but one questionable instance, because adequate substitute products existed. Both the Committee on Government Patent Policy and the Nixon memorandum\(^7\) recommended retention of march-in rights, to be used flexibly and presumably rarely under an implicit rule of reason, or in cases of jeopardy to public health or safety.

The U.S. Congress chose in due course to insert its own views into the debate. In 1965 S. 1809, embodying compromise policies, was approved by the Senate Judiciary Committee, but in 1967 its consideration by the full Senate was postponed indefinitely pending completion of the Harbridge House Study.\(^7\) A draft bill was proposed to Congress by the White House in August 1976, supplanted by a bill drafted in the House of Representatives.\(^7\) Hearings in 1976 before the House Committee on Science and Technology summoned as witnesses the executive secretary of the Committee on Government Patent Policy and others affiliated with it along with representatives of the principal government R&D contract-issuing agencies, industry, and an organization comprising university patent administrators.\(^7\) The Harbridge House report summary and related documents were published as background materials. No legislation ensued at first, but in subsequent sessions of Congress, further hearings were held by the House Science Committee as well as the Monopolies subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee. The latter hearing, in December 1977, added substantive balance, inviting as witnesses inter alia outspoken Admiral
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Hyman Rickover (father of the Navy’s nuclear submarine program), Walter Adams (an economist well-known for his anti-monopoly views), and the consumer activist chairman of the Federal Trade Commission.\textsuperscript{79}

After characteristic delays, two major bills emerged from the effort: the Bayh-Dole Act, signed into law in December 1980,\textsuperscript{80} and the Stevenson-Wydler Act, passed in October 1980.\textsuperscript{81} The floor debates were brief, and both bills sailed through Congress (controlled in both houses by Democrats) on voice votes. Bayh-Dole reversed the prevailing but flexible presumption that the government would retain title to inventions made under R&D contracts. It articulated a presumption that government contracts or grants to academic researchers or small businesses would normally permit patent rights to be retained by the contractors, subject to march-in under imprecisely articulated conditions. A 1987 executive order extended the presumption to apply to all government R&D contract recipients, regardless of their size.\textsuperscript{82} Stevenson-Wydler required the principal government agencies conducting R&D in-house to set up Research and Technology Applications offices. Since “the whole point of [the] bill [was] to stimulate the commercialization of industrial innovations,” as one Congressional proponent observed in the final debate,\textsuperscript{83} the offices were encouraged to negotiate exclusive patent licenses with industry for inventions resulting from agency research. In 1986, the Federal Technology Transfer Act extended Stevenson-Wydler to permit formation of cooperative research and development agreements (CRADAs) between government laboratories and industry, with the industrial partners retaining principal patent rights but paying royalties to cooperating agencies and their inventor employees.\textsuperscript{84}


\textsuperscript{82} Exec. Order No. 12591, 52 FR 13414 (1987) (one purpose of which is to “promote the commercialization . . . of patentable results of federally funded research by granting to all contractors, regardless of size, the title to patents made in whole or in part with Federal funds, in exchange for royalty-free use by or on behalf of the government . . .”).

\textsuperscript{83} 126 CONG. REC. H. 24,565, 24,565-67 (daily ed. Sept. 8, 1980) (comments of Mr. Hollenbeck in support of S. 1250, the Stevenson-Wydler Technology Act of 1980).


\begin{quote}
[A] Government-operated Federal laboratory may…waive, subject to reservation by the Government of a nonexclusive, irrevocable, paid-up license to practice the
\end{quote}
These legislative patent policy changes had important implications. Academic institutions in particular changed their behavior. Many which had not done so already created technology licensing offices to encourage patenting of relevant inventions by faculty researchers. University patenting rose sharply—from an average of 332 patents received per year during the last three years of the 1970s to 952 per year in the last three years of the 1980s. At least part of the increase appears to have been caused by the imposition of lower standards on the patents sought. There was a marked decline in the number of subsequent citations received by the average university patent following the law change. Links between university researchers and their industry counterparts increased in number and intensity, with an undoubted positive impact on the commercialization of academic research, especially in the field of biotechnology. Whether academic research as a result has been diverted at least marginally from basic to more applied goals and whether discoveries are disclosed more slowly so as not to jeopardize patentability is less than certain. To the extent that such consequences have followed, their desirability continues to be debated.

Especially in academic circles, but also on inventions made cooperatively with government laboratories, serious questions have arisen over the resulting product prices. As we have seen, patents are of special importance to pharmaceutical (and related biopharmaceutical) companies, in part because they provide strong protection from competitive imitation on products that often have relatively inelastic demands. This means that high prices can be commanded. AZT (azidothymidine), the first antiretroviral effective against AIDS, was synthesized by a medical institute researcher with federal research support. After the unpatented molecule was offered to the National Institutes of Health by the private firm Burroughs-Wellcome, its therapeutic efficacy was demonstrated in clinical trials conducted initially
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at NIH and Duke University with significant support from federal government funds. Burroughs-Wellcome was able to obtain “method of use” patents covering AZT along with exclusive marketing rights reflecting AZT’s early “orphan drug” status. It chose to sell AZT at annual costs per patient approximating $10,000 when production costs could not have been more than $2,000. This pricing strategy provoked outrage among AIDS advocates and members of Congress and elicited demands that the National Institutes of Health exercise their march-in rights to require the issue of non-exclusive patent licenses. That was not done, but Burroughs-Wellcome eventually implemented substantial price reductions in response to the public pressure. Several other drugs conceived or developed with federal government support have had similar high-price histories. What could have been the most egregious case was thwarted by a judicial finding of patent invalidity after the University of Rochester sought royalties it expected to reach $3 billion from its work, supported by National Institutes of Health grants, underlying the development of Cox-2 inhibitors.

The National Institutes of Health directorate has declined to exercise its Bayh-Dole march-in rights on patents covering drugs sold at particularly high prices. Indeed, as of 2005, the march-in provision had never been invoked by a government agency. There appear to be two main reasons. For one, the statutory text left ambiguities. The relevant march-in clause states in part that the granting agency has the right to
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compel issuance of non-exclusive licenses when:

(1) . . . [T]he contractor or assignee has not taken . . . within a reasonable time, effective steps to achieve practical application of the subject invention. . . [or]
(2) [A]ction is necessary to alleviate health or safety needs which are not reasonably satisfied by the contractor, assignee[s], or their licenses.96

Debate centers on the meaning of the “reasonably satisfied” provision. In response to a critical article in The Washington Post,97 the Bayh-Dole Act’s co-sponsors insisted that the march-in rights are not contingent upon the pricing of a resulting product or the profitability of the commercializing company, but they can be invoked only “when the private industry collaborator has not successfully commercialized the invention as a product.”98 This seems an unreasonable interpretation of subparagraph (2) above even if not (1), but on such fuzzy constructs, reasonable people can disagree. Also, the National Institutes of Health, which have been a focal point of march-in rights conflict, have been reluctant to serve as a judge of whether product prices are reasonable, viewing such decisions as the province of Congress or the antitrust agencies.99

C. A Special Court for Patent Appeals

The status quo as the 1970s began was for patent case decisions at the Federal district court level to be appealed to any of the ten regional appellate courts, while appeals from decisions of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office went to a special Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, sitting in Washington, D.C. There was considerable discontent over conditions in the appellate courts. Quite generally, an increased number of appeals with little expansion in the number of judges led to a perceived overload situation. Patent cases, which amounted to from one

99. For an explicit decision to this effect in a particularly egregious case—a fivefold increase in the price of an anti-AIDS drug that had already been marketed for seven years—see National Institutes of Health, Office of the Director, In the Case of NORVIR® Manufactured by Abbott Laboratories, Inc. (July 29, 2004), http://www.ott.nih.gov/policy/March-in-norvir.pdf.
to three percent of all decentralized appeals,\textsuperscript{100} were only a small part of the problem, although it was said (without clear quantitative evidence) that patent appeals were more complex than the average appeal. Patent advocates were unhappy over what they claimed to be wide differences in the outcomes of their appeals, allegedly because some appellate courts took a tougher line toward the validity of challenged patents, and on whether patents passing the validity screen were actually infringed, than others. This was said to have led to “forum shopping”—patent owners sought venue in appellate courts friendly toward patent protection while alleged infringers sought more skeptical courts. Differences between courts in legal precedents were also an alleged problem, and inter-court differences were seldom carried to the Supreme Court for resolution. Patent advocates sought a unified appellate venue that would minimize forum-shopping and generate consistent precedents.

Appellate court reform questions were addressed repeatedly by diverse study groups. One of the most thorough was the so-called Hruska Commission, chaired by Senator Roman Hruska, which delivered its conclusions in 1975.\textsuperscript{101} It favored creation of a new nationwide appellate court to which matters that posed important precedential questions (including patent cases) would be transferred at the behest of the normal appellate courts, which would retain jurisdiction over most patent appeals from federal district courts.\textsuperscript{102} Or alternatively, cases could be referred to the court by the Supreme Court when the high court was reluctant to hear an appeal itself.\textsuperscript{103} However, the proposal to create a separate court hearing all appeals on patents or other specialized subject matter was soundly rejected (a point largely neglected in subsequent Congressional reports and debate). The Commission warned that:

\begin{quote}
[T]he quality of decision-making would suffer as the specialized judges become subject to “tunnel vision,” seeing the cases in a narrow perspective without the insights stemming from broad exposure to legal problems in a variety of fields . . . . Judges of a specialized court, given their continued exposure to and greater expertise in a single field of law, might impose their own views of policy even where the scope of review under the applicable law is supposed to be more
\end{quote}
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limited... [I]ndeed the court as a whole may be “captured” by special interest groups.104

A consultant to the Commission found that among 90 identified conflicts on legal doctrines at the U.S. appellate court level, only three were in the patent field.105

The specific impetus for a unified court hearing patent appeals apparently coalesced when Attorney General Griffin Bell created within the Department of Justice an Office for Improvements in the Administration of Justice (OIAJ), headed by an assistant attorney general.106 A proposal calling for a new centralized appellate court, merging the Court of Patent Appeals and the Court of Claims, was circulated in July 1978 to “every office, agency, organization, and individual likely to have any significant interest in the subject.”107 OIAJ’s request for comments yielded 46 favoring the proposal, 29 opposed, and 15 that took no position.108 Given this impetus, the U.S. Congress began considering bills (H.R. 3806, 2405, and S. 1477, and eventually H.R. 4482 and S. 1700) that would create a unified new Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit with jurisdiction over all patent appeals as well as federal contract dispute claims, customs matters, and an array of other subject matter that was pruned back in Congressional committees.109 To advance their proposal, OIAJ staff made a concerted effort to co-opt Senator Edward Kennedy, chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, who was expected to challenge President Jimmy Carter in the 1980 election and might oppose a Carter-backed bill, but who introduced the OIAJ bill along with his own, adding amendments, in 1979.110 Bills were passed in both houses of Congress111 but became bogged down through unrelated procedural complexities in late 1980. The proposal was called up again in the 97th Congressional session beginning in January 1981—a Congress in which Republicans had gained a Senate majority while Democrats retained control of the House. New hearings were held. Two witnesses at the principal House Judiciary Committee hearing were judges from existing courts who would be automatically promoted to the

104. Id. at 234-35; see also MARVER BERNSTEIN, REGULATING BUSINESS BY INDEPENDENT COMMISSION 116-17 (1955).
105. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE, supra note 101, at 236.
107. Id. at 591.
108. Id. at 593.
new court, and another was a company patent attorney who would later be appointed to the new court. In addition to a former Commissioner of Patents, other witnesses represented the American Patent Law Association, the American Bar Association, the Industrial Research Institute (presumably reflecting the views of R&D-oriented corporations), and an independent committee opposing the new law, one member of which had testified in an earlier hearing on behalf of the American Bar Association.

The Bar Association was split. Some of its patent law members, and especially those who practiced in Washington, D.C., favored the bill. Others were against it. The ABA had created committees to consider the proposal for a centralized patent appeals court. At its plenary meeting in February 1980, a majority of the members present voted against it. The ABA representative at hearings in April 1981 reported “very, very substantial division in views among patent lawyers;” said that the forum shopping claim was overblown; and testified that:

Uniformity, without more . . . is quite plainly not a desirable objective. . .[T]he legal system as a whole reaps the reward that various ideas are able, in the words of Mr. Justice Holmes, to “compete for acceptance in the marketplace” such that the law is refined and grows in a rational and just manner.

A House committee report following the hearings recommended creation of the new court by merging the existing federal Court of Customs and Patent Appeals with the Court of Claims, with jurisdiction mainly for the subject matter of those lower courts but handling patent appeals from all federal circuits. It observed that the responsible Subcommittee had inquired “deeply into technological innovation as an element of productivity in the American marketplace” and cited witness testimony arguing that the new court would be “one of the most far-reaching reforms that could be made to strengthen the United States patent system in such a way as to foster technological growth and industrial innovation.” There was in fact no focused testimony on the
causes of the productivity slump or on how changes in patent policy might be expected to remedy it.

During the most extended debate on the issues, Rep. Tom Railback (R-Ill.) submitted for the record a list indentifying selected individuals and organizations that had, usually through letters, supported passage of the bill. Among 85 corporations favoring the bill, including two universities, 76 of the letters were signed by patent attorneys and only five by individuals whose titles suggested broader responsibilities. Among the 20 organizations cited for their support (none with responsible individuals identified), six were patent law groups, two federal bar associations, six business interest groups, and two were American Indian tribes. Since the call for comments in 1978 drew sharply divided opinions, mostly positive from corporate patent counsel and mostly negative from trial attorneys, one might ask why the letters listed in the 1981 debate were so overwhelmingly favorable. Selection bias could be one explanation, but another, according to OIAJ’s head, is that “OIAJ staff had organized the corporate patent counsel into an effective support group for the Federal Circuit.”

One amendment made to the bill during its journey through Congress was a statement of the sense of Congress that the quality of the Federal judiciary is determined by the competence of its judges, and that the President should nominate as judges for the new court “from a broad range of qualified individuals”—a counterfoil to the charge that the court’s judges would be narrow specialists.

In the definitive House of Representatives roll call vote on the bill November 18, 1981, 321 voted in favor and 76 against. Among Democratic congressmen, the vote in favor was 9.5 to 1; among

119. Id.
120. Id.
121. Meador, supra note 106, at 610. Professor Meador asserts that “had it not been for OIAJ there would today be no Federal Circuit,” because other organized sources of potential support failed to exercise leadership. Id. at 619.
Republicans (in the minority), 2.2 to 1.\textsuperscript{124} My regression analysis of the vote division introduced three explanatory variables:

\textbf{Table 3: Explanatory Variables}

| DEM | Dummy variable; 1 if Democrat, 0 if Republican. |
| RAND | Industrial research and development expenditures in 1981 (millions of dollars per million population), in a representative’s home state.\textsuperscript{125} |
| PROPAT | The percent of cases in which patents were found to be both valid and infringed on appeal in the representatives’ home appellate circuits between 1953 and 1977.\textsuperscript{126} |

The resulting regression equation in ordinary least squares\textsuperscript{127} was as follows, with VOTE scaled as 1 for a “yes” vote and 0 for a “nay” vote, and with t-ratios in subscripted brackets:

\textbf{Equation 1: Regression}

\[
\text{VOTE} = 0.706 + 0.222 \text{DEM} + 0.00033 \text{RAND} - 0.0035 \text{PROPAT};
\]

\[
[10.75] [5.83] [2.31] [2.04]
\]

\[
R^2 = 0.112; \text{N = 394.}
\]

The preponderance of Democratic support is verified, holding constant other variables. Representatives from states with relatively intensive R&D activity were more likely to support the bill, all else equal. Surprisingly, representatives from circuits with a high prior incidence of decisions in favor of patent holders were more likely to vote \textit{against} the court’s creation, all else equal.

The vote in the Republican-controlled Senate on December 8, 1981, was more one-sided, with 83 votes in favor and only six nays, three from each party.\textsuperscript{128} And so the new Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) was created, commencing its work on October 1, 1982.

\textsuperscript{124} Id.


\textsuperscript{126} ADAM JAFFE & JOSH LERNER, INNOVATION AND ITS DISCONTENTS 100 (2005).

\textsuperscript{127} Logit regressions were quite similar; the coefficients in OLS regressions are more easily interpreted as the amount by which the vote fraction shifts with a unit change in an explanatory variable.

Its initial complement of judges was inherited from the prior Court of Customs and Patent Appeals and Court of Claims. As of early 1983, four of the eleven sitting judges had backgrounds in patent law; seven others were from alternative backgrounds. The enabling statute urged the President to make new nominations “from a broad range of qualified individuals.” A committee appointed by President Reagan to explore the sources of declining productivity growth and identify improvements recommended to the contrary that the President appoint “experienced patent lawyers to vacancies that occur in the new Court of Appeals . . .” The recommendation does not appear to have had much impact. In May 2006, the court, whose membership had turned over completely, had five active judges with patent practice backgrounds and six without. However, the court heard a spectrum of cases broader than merely patent matters. Although assignment to panels was in principle random, the choice of the judge who would report the panel’s decision, and hence with the opportunity to set at least a precedential tone, was far from random. A study by John Allison and Mark Lemley revealed that in 143 patent validity decisions rendered by the Court between 1989 and 1996, 63 percent of the decisions were written by judges with prior patent practice experience, even though the judges with a patent background comprised only 38 percent of the total number of judges participating in panels hearing validity arguments. Similarly, in a panel discussion among CAFC judges televised by C-SPAN3 on May 19, 2006, chief judge Paul Michel observed that the court did not want judges without patent law experience hearing patent cases and noted the importance of “cohesion” among the CAFC members.

Senator Robert Dole was quoted in the floor debate as saying in Judiciary Committee deliberations preceding the passage of S-1700 that “the bill [will] not substantively affect current law.” However, affect it did. The changes were immediate and dramatic, but also subtle. Most significantly, the new CAFC proved to be much more generous than the decentralized appellate courts in ruling that patents whose validity was

---


132. Federal Judicial Center, supra note 129.


134. Panel Discussion among CAFC Judges (CSPAN3 television broadcast, May 19, 2006).

135. 126 CONG. REC. S. 29,887 (daily ed. Dec. 8, 1981) (statement of Sen. Charles Grassley). I was told the same thing about the bill’s intent by a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee staff at the time.
challenged on the basis of insufficient novelty or utility were in fact valid. The old courts rejected roughly two thirds of the patents on validity grounds; the new court upheld roughly two thirds. This fed back to induce a higher acceptance rate at the district courts. With a validity ruling more likely, there were more attempts by patent holders to enforce patents, whose ultimate success depended then upon whether the courts ruled the relevant patents to have been infringed. The new appellate court’s statistical record in infringement questions, on the other hand, was tougher on patent-holding claimants than in the previous decentralized courts. In interpreting the so-called doctrine of equivalents, the CAFC tended to view the scope of litigated patents more narrowly than its predecessors. But with a higher fraction of patents found to be valid, the percentage of tested patents found to be both valid and infringed rose during the first decade of the court’s existence before declining, and the absolute number of patents found to be both valid and infringed per year more than doubled, with a generally rising trend.

The new court also blazed a trail toward accepting new kinds of patents, e.g., on business methods and computer software, on which the difficulties of showing that prior art would preclude patenting were particularly great, and (with Supreme Court encouragement) an expanded array of life form inventions—much wider than the European Community chose to protect. It proved more amenable to accepting jury findings, despite evidence that juries were more likely to be awed by claims of technical novelty than judges. The new court was more willing than the decentralized courts to grant preliminary and final injunctions


139. Lunney, supra note 137, at 80 (App. I).

140. However, in 2008, in the In re Bilski case, the appellate court invited outside comments on whether its earlier State Street Bank precedent (1998) allowing business methods patents should be overturned. See America’s Patent System: Methods and Madness, ECONOMIST, May 10, 2008, at 75 (discussing In re Bilski, 545 F.3d 943 (Fed. Cir. 2008) and State Street Bank & Trust v. Signature Financial, 149 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 1998)).


eliminating infringers from a field—although on this, its exertions may be restrained by an important Supreme Court pronouncement in 2006 denying that there is a “general rule” supporting injunctions in patent infringement. Instead, the traditional four-factor test (including considerations of equity) should be applied.\(^\text{143}\) And very significantly, the CAFC revised the principles for assessing damages in cases of proven infringement, making it more likely that estimates of profits lost by the patent holder would err on the generous side, favoring the “profits lost” standard over the milder “reasonable royalty” standard, and awarding damages under both standards even though the latter is logically subsumed within the former.\(^\text{144}\) Under the new standards, courts imposed several damages awards running into the hundreds of millions of dollars.\(^\text{145}\)

The Federal Circuit’s new rulings on balance strengthened patent protection, made it likely that companies found to be infringing valid patents would pay substantial damages, and hence raised the perceived benefits to companies (and universities) from building strong patent portfolios. Patent applications and patent issues soared in the years following the creation of the CAFC (marked by a dotted vertical line), as shown in Figure 1. A regression analysis shows a distinct and statistically significant break in the series at the year 1983,\(^\text{146}\) with the growth rate of applications (less subject than patent issues to Patent Office backlog fluctuations) averaging 1.4 percent per year between 1955 (after postwar adjustments were accomplished) and 1982, and 5.97 percent per year between 1983 and 2004. With many more patents being sought, more patent attorneys had to be hired. The number of patent attorneys per billion dollars of price level-adjusted industrial R&D expenditures rose from approximately 50 in the 1970s to 75 in the mid-1990s.\(^\text{147}\) With many more patents being issued, specific areas of technology became more congested, leading to a higher likelihood that one firm’s proprietary technology would conflict with another firm’s.\(^\text{148}\) In an analogue of an


\(^{145}\) See, e.g., Polaroid Corp. v. Eastman Kodak Co., 833 F.2d 930 (Fed. Cir. 1986); Gyromat Corp. v. Champion Spark Plug Co., 735 F.2d 549 (Fed. Cir. 1984); Bio-rad Lab., Inc. v. Nicolet Instrument Corp., 739 F.2d 604 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

\(^{146}\) The F-ratio in a test of differences is 8.54, which is highly significant statistically, with N = 20 and 81. The data, including only “utility” patents and not design or plant patents, were obtained from the Patent and Trademark Office web site. For a more detailed analysis, see Bronwyn Hall, Exploring the Patent Explosion, 30 J. TECH. TRANSFER 35 (2005).


\(^{148}\) See, for example, JAMES BESSEN & MICHAEL J. MEURER, PATENT FAILURE: HOW JUDGES, BUREAUCRATS, & LAWYERS PUT INNOVATORS AT RISK (2008), which estimates that the combined litigation costs for plaintiffs and defendants exceed the estimated
arms race, companies strove all the more vigorously to expand their patent portfolios so they could use their patents in defensive counter-claims when accused of infringement. With many more patents and higher damages if one’s technology were found to infringe another firm’s patents, developing new products became like walking through a mine field, with dire consequences from a misstep.

While stronger patent protection per se should have increased the profitability of innovation and hence stimulated R&D expenditures, all else equal, the increased danger from infringing another firm’s patents exerted an opposite negative influence. Figure 2 shows the long-run trend of U.S. industrial expenditures on research and development from 1953, the first year covered by consistent surveys, through 2000.149 Outlays are measured in constant 1996 dollars. As in Figure 1, the plot is logarithmic, so that a straight line indicates a constant rate of growth. Factors other than the legal regime in which patents were administered—notably, macroeconomic shocks, the energy shocks of 1973-74, and the advent of wholly new technologies such as the World Wide Web—had an obvious impact. The most that can be said is that there is no noticeable acceleration of the growth rate in R&D following the creation of CAFC. In a statistical test comparing the periods 1956-82 and 1983-2000, the rates of growth are insignificantly different.150 I conclude that the CAFC did change patent policy when the legislators who supported it said it would not, that the record of debates on the enabling bill contains no solid evidence that the change would in fact stimulate R&D, and that there is no evidence of an acceleration in company-financed R&D between the 27 years before the bill was enacted and the 18 years thereafter.

D. Pharmaceutical Patent Reforms


149. Figure 1 and Figure 2 are available in the Appendix of this article. NAT’L SCI. FOUND., SCIENCE & ENGINEERING INDICATORS: 2004, vol. 2, at A4-5, tbl.4-4, available at http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind04/pdf/volume2.pdf.

complaints, leading eventually to the Hatch-Waxman Act of 1984.\textsuperscript{151}

For the makers of relatively new, typically patented, drugs, the key problem was declining effective patent life. Responding to the record of adverse side effects found with the tranquilizer Thalidomide, the Kefauver-Harris Act of 1962\textsuperscript{152} increased the Food and Drug Administration’s power to ensure that new drugs were safe. It also required proof from well-controlled clinical trials of a new drug’s efficacy as well as its safety. Clinical trial periods and FDA decision-making lengthened appreciably as a result—to an average of 7.5 years, with considerable variation—between the time when the FDA authorized testing in human beings to the date at which approval for marketing a new drug (a so-called NDA) was granted.\textsuperscript{153} Typically, drug companies filed for patent protection when animal tests demonstrated possible therapeutic effects, about a year before human tests began. With an average lag between patent application and patent issuance of from two to four years and a patent life (since changed) of 17 years from issue to expiration, new drug marketers enjoyed on average only 10 to 13 years from the initiation of marketing to patent expiration, at which point, in principle, generic competition could begin. Both directly and through their trade association, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ Association (PMA), the research-oriented drug companies sought relief from Congress in the form of patent life extension.

The generic drug manufacturers also had a problem. Because of restrictive FDA rules approved by the Supreme Court,\textsuperscript{154} the obstacles to generic competition were substantial even after relevant patents expired. Generic producers were not able simply to “free ride” on the test results of the original drug producers, which, the pioneers claimed, generated data that were their exclusive property. Would-be generic producers were required to conduct their own clinical trials nearly as extensive as those of the pioneers. This barrier to imitation significantly discouraged generic entry.\textsuperscript{155} Generic drug companies sought from Congress eased testing requirements taking advantage of an original drug’s evident safety and efficacy, proved in both FDA-required tests and the marketplace.

Extensive hearings were conducted by several Congressional committees.\textsuperscript{156} The witnesses included not only top officials of the

---

\textsuperscript{153} Id.
\textsuperscript{156} E.g., Patent Term Restoration Act of 1981: Hearings on H.R. 1937, H.R. 6444, and S.
principal interested parties—the PMA, the Generic Pharmaceutical Industry Association, the Food and Drug Administration, and various drug companies—but also the government’s Office of Technology Assessment, which had made a study of the various proposals; a leading economic researcher on the economics of pharmaceutical innovation; a university-based physician who had done important research on drug testing; consumer advocate Ralph Nader; and a representative of the AARP, among others. The relevant issues were thoroughly aired.

In the end, compromise language was negotiated by the two principal outside parties—the PMA and the Generic Industry Association. It had two main parts. First, an extension on the life of one patent, chosen by the drug firm, would be allowed to compensate for regulation-mandated test and decision delays. The maximum extension, however, could not be more than five years or enough only to allow an effective patent life of 14 years from the time of FDA approval.157 Second, once patents expired, generic producers would be allowed to enter the market immediately on the basis of chemical analysis and abbreviated clinical tests—typically involving 24 subjects—showing that the generic version was chemically identical (i.e., bioequivalent) to, and was absorbed into a patient’s bloodstream at approximately the same rate as the originally patented and FDA-approved drug.158 The most controversial part of the compromise, Section 202, the so-called Bolar amendment,159 allowed generic drug makers to produce experimental quantities of a still-patented product “solely for uses reasonably related to the . . . submission of information under a Federal law which regulates . . . drugs”—i.e., to conduct the trials demonstrating bioequivalence. In this way, the generic drug maker could submit its application to the FDA and, with luck, hit the ground running with its marketable product the day the original drug’s blocking patent expired. The Bolar amendment established a new principle—that experimental


158. Id.

159. The name comes from a decision by the new Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in Roche Prod. Inc. v. Bolar Pharm. Co., 733 F.2d 858 (Fed. Cir. 1984), superseded by 35 U.S.C. § 271(e) (2006), preventing generic manufacturers from producing test quantities of a drug while the drug was still under patent.
uses of a product might not be blocked by patent protection. 160

After the more controversial provisions were accepted, the compromise law was passed unanimously in the House of Representatives and by voice vote in the Senate. 161 Within the pharmaceutical industry, however, controversy persisted. A cabal led by the Swiss-based company Hoffmann-LaRoche was displeased and saw to it that the president of the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, Lewis Engman, who had played a key role in brokering the compromise that eventually reached Congress, 162 was fired from his position.

The Hatch-Waxman Act had important effects. The share of all drug prescriptions dispensed in the United States and filled generically rose steadily from 19 percent in 1984, when the new law was passed, to 47 percent in 2000, with further increases expected. 163 Generic competition clearly became more vigorous. 164 Significant patent life extensions were also achieved, partly under the main terms of the Act and partly through strategic manipulation of provisions defining the various parties’ rights in patent disputes. 165 The extension in patent lives should have increased industry profits, but more rapid and extensive generic competition worked in the opposite direction. Industry profitably did increase markedly after passage of the Act, 166 but the rising trend began three years earlier and had two other plausible causes—the advent of so-called “rational drug design” in which scientific knowledge played a larger role, and the rapid spread of health insurance plans with drug expenditure reimbursement, which reduced the elasticity of demand and hence supported increased prices for patented drugs sold under monopolistic conditions.

A plausible argument can be advanced that the Act shaped an ideal compromise in terms of stimulating pharmaceutical innovation. Longer

160. For an extension reversing the CAFC’s narrow reading of the Bolar amendment and allowing use in investigating novel drugs at preclinical stages as well as for generics, see Merck KGAA v. Integra LifeSciences, 545 U.S. 193 (2005).


164. One consequence is little recognized. By reducing the front-end testing costs incurred for generic entry, the Act’s provisions not only encourage early generic competition, but make it possible for more generic firms to squeeze into a given market, intensifying price competition. The existence of Hatch-Waxman plus the large size of the U.S. market explains why U.S. generic drug prices tend to be the lowest in the industrialized world.

165. Many of the manipulations were found to be illegal. See FEDERAL TRADE COMM., GENERIC DRUG ENTRY PRIOR TO PATENT EXPIRATION: AN FTC STUDY (2002); Joe Nocera, Generic Drugs: The Window Has Loopholes, N.Y. TIMES, July 1, 2006, at C1.

166. See Scherer, The Link, supra note 50.
patent protection had at the margin its desired effect in increasing the profitability of a given efficacious new drug. Less widely recognized, but equally true, the acceleration of generic competition forced pharmaceutical makers to intensify their efforts to discover and test improved replacement products, for without them, the sales and profits from a patented drug can be expected to plummet shortly after patent expiration.\textsuperscript{167} Thus, the Act provided both a carrot and a stick to encourage innovation.

\textbf{E. Changes in Administration of the Patent-Antitrust Interface}

There were other Congressional and judicial decisions altering patent policy in the 1980s and 1990s. Here we note briefly one other line of development—the presumptions applied by the U.S. antitrust agencies when the exploitation of patent positions was alleged to conflict with antitrust prohibitions.

During the 1970s the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice articulated a list of nine so-called “no-no’s,” most of which delineated what a patent holder could do in licensing to other firms before running afoul of the antitrust laws.\textsuperscript{168} The approach in effect asked whether restrictions written into patent licenses were necessary and whether less restrictive measures could have achieved the same objectives. Agreements to set minimum prices at which licensees could sell licensed products and to restrict licensing of third parties, mandatory package licensing, and requirements that the licensee buy unpatented products from the licensor (i.e., ties) were viewed with special skepticism.\textsuperscript{169}

Partly because of Supreme Court decisions taking a more benign view of certain vertical restraints (such as exclusive franchising) and the installation of relatively pro-business Reagan appointees, a more tolerant view emerged on how patents and antitrust interacted. An early statement by an Antitrust Division official said that the nine no-no’s “contain more error than accuracy” as statements of rational economic policy.\textsuperscript{170} Five years later a deputy assistant attorney general criticized the “history of antagonism toward patent licensing” and urged that patent

\textsuperscript{167} See Interview with Sidney Taurel (CEO of Eli Lilly) (CSPAN3 television broadcast May 8, 2006).


\textsuperscript{169} Id.

licensing could have numerous pro-competitive benefits. On this he was clearly correct. Some deeper premises, however, were debatable. Ignoring the emerging literature on alternative first-mover advantages, he singled out patents as instruments for preventing free-riding on investments in technology, arguing that “patents create property rights without which technology would not exist—or certainly not in its current abundance.” As the work of Taylor and Silberston and of Mansfield, already available at the time, made clear, this could be true for some new technologies, but by no means for all. The DoJ spokesman’s further premise, therefore, is also questionable:

Efforts to appropriate as much as possible of the surplus—the social value in excess of marginal cost—lying under the demand curve for the patented technology do not harm competition. Indeed, the potential for appropriating those rents is the engine that drives the technology market.

In effect, the implication was that almost anything done unilaterally to increase an innovator’s profits was beneficial for competition—and given the way antitrust had come to be interpreted, beneficial for consumers. Such a view goes too far. In 1995, after substantial interaction with the legal and scholarly communities, the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission jointly issued new Guidelines for the Licensing of Intellectual Property (Guidelines). In effect, the Guidelines stated that the antitrust agencies would analyze questionable patent/antitrust interactions on a “rule of reason” basis, asking whether a restraint “is reasonably necessary to achieve procompetitive benefits [e.g., superior or more extensive innovation] that outweigh . . . anticompetitive effects.” Given the complex repercussions of the practices addressed, a careful “rule of reason” approach seems eminently reasonable. One might hope, however, that antitrust agency staff charged with enforcing the guidelines and the courts interpreting them possess a broad understanding of what economic analysis—on both the theoretical and empirical sides—reveals about the limited and conflicting roles patents play.

Pessimism on this last point is in order, since two more recent authoritative reports on the intersection between antitrust policy and

172. Id.
173. See Mansfield, supra note 26; TAYLOR & SILBERSTON, supra note 24.
175. ABA ANTITRUST GUIDELINES, supra note 168, at 116.
176. Id.
patent policy essentially mimic the assumptions accepted by Department of Justice staff in the 1980s. Ignoring decades of empirical evidence accumulated by economists on the role of patents, both imply that the expectation of patent protection is a principal basis for investment in new technology. The Department of Justice/Federal Trade Commission report, for example, opens by asserting that “Intellectual property laws create exclusive rights that provide incentives for innovation . . . [and] prevent others from appropriating much [sic] of the value derived from . . . inventions or original expressions.”\(^\text{177}\) It goes on to assert that “intellectual property laws protect the ability to earn a return on the investments necessary to innovate.”\(^\text{178}\) Initiating its analysis with an approving citation to the 1981 Department of Justice statement quoted above, the Antitrust Modernization Commission states that “the courts and the antitrust agencies in recent decades have evidenced a greater appreciation of the importance of intellectual property” and suggests that “[i]ntellectual property may be critical to future innovation in an industry.”\(^\text{179}\) If the enforcement agencies and courts are led to believe that the expectation of patent rights is the principal inducement to innovation and ignore the important role of other first-mover advantages, they will be wrong more often than right in balancing antitrust objectives against intellectual property considerations in rule of reason cases.\(^\text{180}\)

\section*{F. Extension of U.S. Patent Standards to Other Nations}

Undoubtedly more important than reforms in domestic patent law were U.S. efforts to influence the patent laws of other nations, especially less-developed nations. Piracy of copyrighted music, motion pictures, and computer programs—matters not addressed in this paper—was one provocation.\(^\text{181}\) On patents, a key problem was the fact that the Paris


178. Id. at 2.

179. ANTITRUST MODERNIZATION COMM’N, REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS at 39–40 (2007). A more nuanced view—“the premise that greater protection of intellectual property necessarily fosters more innovation turns out to be false”—is advanced by the Commission’s only economist member. See Dennis W. Carlton, Does Antitrust Need To Be Modernized?, 21 J. ECON. PERSP. 155, 165 (2007).

180. This bias is not evident in the National Academy of Engineering report on the patent system. In Chapter II of the report, the equivocal role of patents as incentives for innovation is clearly acknowledged. See NAT’L RES. COUNCIL, PATENT SYSTEM FOR THE 21ST CENTURY 32–33 (2004).

181. The term “piracy” was already used to denote cribbing of musical compositions in the 18th Century. See F. M. SCHERER, QUARTER NOTES AND BANK NOTES: THE ECONOMICS OF MUSIC COMPOSITION IN THE EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH CENTURIES 167, 176 (2004).}
Convention governing international patent relations, inaugurated in 1883, allowed member nations to determine the coverage of their patent laws, requiring mainly that they not discriminate between domestic and foreign patent applicants.\textsuperscript{182} Many nations had patent systems providing much less protection for inventions than the United States did. Among 33 sizeable developing and high-income nations in 1990, for example, 14 offered no patent protection for pharmaceutical products, 15 none for food products, and 11 none for chemical products.\textsuperscript{183} Eight of the 33, including Switzerland, home to three of the world’s leading pharmaceutical companies, had joined the list of nations allowing patents for pharmaceutical products only between the years 1975 and 1989.\textsuperscript{184}

For pharmaceuticals, in which patents are accorded such importance, Italy was an early bete noire and focus of action. A patent law passed in 1939 and still applicable in the 1970s excluded pharmaceutical products from patentability.\textsuperscript{185} As a consequence, Italy became a world leader in producing and exporting generic pharmaceuticals to other nations—immediately for importing nations without product patent protection, otherwise as soon as national patent laws allowed. Among other things, during the late 1960s Italy was a major supplier of early “wonder drugs” (broad-spectrum antibiotics) to the U.S. military purchasing authorities. This was stopped through an amendment to a foreign assistance bill, offered by a Congressman from Indianapolis on the floor of the House of Representatives in 1961 and passed by a vote of 87 to 65 (less than a quorum) after cursory debate.\textsuperscript{186} A 1963 attempt to change the Italian law, led by large Italian pharmaceutical companies, was blocked in the Italian Parliament owing to small-firm opposition.\textsuperscript{187} During the 1970s, a group of multinational pharmaceutical companies from the U.S.A., Germany, Japan, and Switzerland, joined by some larger Italian firms, challenged the constitutionality of Italy’s law. In March 1978, Italy’s Corte Constitutionale found the exclusion of pharmaceutical products to be unconstitutional and ordered the prompt acceptance of drug patent applications.\textsuperscript{188} In the decade that followed, pharmaceutical R&D and
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\textsuperscript{182} Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, art. 2, Mar. 20, 1883, 21 U.S.T. 1583, TIAS No. 6932.
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\textsuperscript{185} See Weisburst, infra note 188.


\textsuperscript{187} Herbert Koschetz, Italian Sees Rise in Drug Research, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 26, 1963, (Business and Finance), at 47.

\textsuperscript{188} Sandy Weisburst, Strengthening Patent Protection in Italy (Mar. 1995) (unpublished senior thesis, Harvard University) (on file with Harvard University). The results are
new product launches did not rise relative to world trends, while Italy’s
balance of trade in pharmaceuticals dropped from positive to negative.\textsuperscript{189} India took Italy’s place as the world’s leading supplier of generic drugs to
countries without product patents and, given its first-mover advantage, as
an early generic supplier in the United States.

Beginning in the late 1970s a concerted effort began to bring the
full array of laggard nations up to U.S. patent law standards. Among the
prime movers were the U.S. pharmaceutical companies. Unlike the other
legislative developments covered by this paper, the lobbying efforts that
followed are richly documented.\textsuperscript{190} Between 1981 and 1987, Edmund
Pratt, CEO of Pfizer Inc., was chairman of the U.S. President’s Advisory
Committee on Trade and Negotiations (ACPTN). Its subcommittee on
intellectual property was chaired by IBM CEO John Opel. In their role
as advisors to the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR), coordinating
international trade matters for the Executive Branch, and also in their
communications with Congress, they pushed hard to bring patent and
copyright issues to the forefront of U.S. trade dealings with other nations
and international agencies. At the time, USTR had, with the exception
of one overburdened staff member, virtually no independent economic
analysis capability. Pratt and Opel reached out to organize lobbying
efforts by other industry groups such as the Pharmaceutical
Manufacturers Association, the Business Roundtable, and a panoply of
organizations seeking copyright protection.

These lobbying efforts led initially to the passage of two
amendments to Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974,\textsuperscript{191} which defines
unfair trade practices against which the United States might retaliate.
The first, in 1984, authorized the U.S. government to impose unilateral
sanctions against nations that failed to provide adequate intellectual
property protection.\textsuperscript{192} Section 301 was strengthened into what was
called “Special 301” in 1988, requiring the USTR to prepare an annual
report identifying foreign nations with the most objectionable patent and
copyright policies, placing those nations on a priority list, and
commencing an investigation to determine whether the subject nations’

\textsuperscript{189} Id. at 67-82.
\textsuperscript{190} See MICHAEL P. RYAN, KNOWLEDGE DIPLOMACY: GLOBAL COMPETITION
AND THE POLITICS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (1998); MICHAEL SANTORO, PFIZER:
GLOBAL PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (1992). Much of what follows is
drawn from those publications.
“IP” policies merited retaliatory measures. The USTR proceeded cautiously, establishing in 1989 only a “priority watch list” that included Brazil, India, Mexico, the Peoples Republic of China, South Korea, Saudi Arabia, and Thailand. In May 1989 the United States imposed 100 percent tariffs on $39 million of imports from Brazil as punishment for its deficient pharmaceutical patent policies. Threats were levied against Mexico, South Korea, China, and Thailand, among others. In 1991 the first actual priority list was issued, naming Thailand, India, and China as prime targets. Thailand’s government had been dissolved in a no-confidence vote as a direct consequence of a patent bill introduced into the National Assembly in 1988 in response to early U.S. pressure.

The business advisors to the U.S. government and their industry allies also worked on a broader international front. Both directly and through U.S. representatives, they sought to have the Paris Convention modified to require uniformly high patent law standards for member nations. Attempts to reach this goal through the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO), a branch of the United Nations, and at the Nairobi round of Paris Convention negotiations were a failure. Efforts with WIPO were “a disaster,” a Pfizer executive said, because “WIPO works by majority, and simply put, there were more of them than us.” Nairobi Round initiatives during the late 1970s failed because United States, European, and Japanese delegates were unable to agree on a united front. Absorbing the lessons from these failures, Pratt and Opel organized a combined lobbying campaign by U.S. patent and copyright-sensitive industries, who in turn recruited their counterparts in Europe, e.g., the Dolder Group of pharmaceutical companies, and the Keidanren in Japan. All put pressure on their governments to make stronger intellectual property rights a priority issue in international trade deliberations.

The opportunity arose with the start of a new round of international trade policy negotiations—the Uruguay Round—in September 1986. The United States’ component of the effort was organized through an “Intellectual Property Committee” comprising the chief executives of 13

194. RYAN, supra note 190, at 80, 85-86.
196. Santoro, supra note 190, at 7 (quoting Lou Clemente, Pfizer general counsel and chair of the intellectual property committee of the U.S. Council for International Business).
198. So-called because their chief executives met each year at the Dolder Grand Hotel in Zürich.
major companies. Working with their counterparts from Europe and Japan, the IPC members distributed in June 1988 a 100-page “Basic Framework” setting goals for the inclusion of intellectual property issues in whatever treaty resulted from Uruguay Round negotiations. A key to the agreed-upon strategy was “linkage.” Most less-developed nations opposed their inclusion, but United States negotiators, supported inter alia by individuals seconded to their team from the Patent and Trademark Office, made it clear that the United States would not ratify any treaty unless it included IP standards, and there would be no cherry-picking—all provisions had to be accepted by a ratifying nation. If less-developed nations were eventually to secure relief from the Multi-Fibre Agreement, which limited the textile exports on which they had comparative advantage, and developed-nation barriers to agricultural product imports, they would have to go along with the intellectual property provisions. And perhaps even more important, having intellectual property questions covered by the ratified Uruguay Round Treaty removed most possibilities that the United States could brandish its Section 301 sword unilaterally. Tough bargaining yielded a compromise draft of what came to be called the “TRIPS” (Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights) agreement, which was included in the final draft treaty compiled by the GAAT Secretary-General and in the ultimate Treaty of Marrakech that replaced GAAT with the World Trade Organization.

U.S. advocates of TRIPS argued among other things that less-developed nations should welcome strengthened patent laws because they would encourage domestic innovation, which among other things flourished in the early history of the United States, and because it would induce more inward technology transfer through foreign direct investment by multinational enterprises. There is an element of paradox in this argument, since most less-developed nations with weak patent policies were opposed to the changes, which suggests that the LDCs did not know what was good for them. The argument also overlooks the fact that during the first 47 years of its existence, the United States provided strong patent protection to domestic residents, but denied patents to foreigners, whereas LDCs were being asked under TRIPS to increase the scope of their patent protection to both domestics and foreigners.


200. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY COMMITTEE, BASIC FRAMEWORK OF GATT PROVISIONS ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (1988).

Economic theory provided at best ambiguous guidance on the alleged benefits to poor nations of strong and open patent systems. Some econometric studies suggested that strong patent systems encouraged inward foreign direct investment, but the most positive early findings were based on subjective measures of patent system strength that could have reflected the evaluators’ broader views on the desirability of nations for investing. The only early study using more objective measures reported negative or inconclusive results.

The opposition of LDC negotiators to uniform U.S.-grade patent protection led to compromises in the TRIPS version ultimately accepted. For one, full implementation of TRIPS by nations categorized as least-developed could be delayed until 2005. Provision was made in Article 40 for non-exclusive compulsory licensing of patents in cases of monopolistic abuse and also, in Article 31:

[Such] use may . . . be permitted if, prior to such use, the proposed user has made efforts to obtain authorization from the rights holder on reasonable commercial terms and conditions and that such efforts have not been successful within a reasonable period of time. This requirement may be waived by a Member in case of a national emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency or in cases of public noncommercial use.

Curiously, most references to this provision in the U.S. press have stressed the “national emergency” part and ignored the language allowing compulsory licenses when negotiations have failed to converge on “reasonable commercial terms.” How that misconception was propagated is unclear.

Article 31, subparagraph (f), also stipulated that compulsory licenses be authorized “predominantly for the supply of the domestic market of the Member authorizing such use.” For most of the world’s least-developed nations, this provision posed a special difficulty in such areas as pharmaceuticals, since those nations typically had neither the technical


204. TRIPS, supra note 201.
205. See TRIPS art. 31, supra note 201.
206. See TRIPS art. 31 (f), supra note 201.
capabilities nor sufficient demand to support efficient domestic drug production under license. The problem was singled out as critical at the start of the Doha Round of trade negotiations in 2002, and in 2003, agreement was reached on amendments allowing waivers from subparagraph (f) for least-developed nations and for other nations showing that they lack the capacity to manufacture particular pharmaceutical products.207

Thus far, the compulsory licensing provisions of the TRIPS agreement have been implemented sparingly—most notably, by Thailand for seven pharmaceutical patents and Brazil for one.208 But their use has been threatened frequently to induce, especially from multinational pharmaceutical companies, substantial product price concessions or, e.g. in Brazil, voluntary licensing to domestic suppliers at modest royalties.209

Indeed, even the United States (along with Canada) threatened compulsory licensing in 2001 to elicit substantial price reductions from Bayer AG of Germany on the drug Cipro when terrorist activity threatened an epidemic of otherwise untreatable anthrax.

V. PROPAGANDA

In many contemporary discussions of patent policy, and even in this paper, the term “intellectual property” trips off the tongue as if it were implanted in the human brain’s genetically inherited grammar. It is certainly a magical phrase. “Patents” and “copyrights” are words with little or no appeal to the moral sensibilities. But “intellectual property!” What right-thinking person could be against property? And who among the scribbling professions could not be all the more entranced when the property is intellectual?

What strikes a scholar who has been studying patent questions for more than a half century is that the phrase “intellectual property” was almost never heard during the 1950s and 1960s. None of the O’Mahoney Committee’s 28 commissioned titles exploring the history,

207. World Trade Organization, Decision of the WTO General Counsel of 30 Aug. 2003 (IP/C/W/405). At the December 2005 WTO Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong, the compromise was adopted as a permanent amendment to the TRIPS agreement.

208. See Sauwakorn Ratanawijitratsin, Pharmaceutical Policy in Thailand, Address at a conference on Pharmaceuticals in the Asia-Pacific (Mar. 2008) (paper available at Stanford University). After three licenses were issued, Thailand in 2007 was put on the United States “Priority Watch List” for alleged TRIPS violations. In 2008, after the issue of four more compulsory licenses, a new Thai government was reconsidering its policies. Rwanda is believed to have imported an AIDS drug from Canada under compulsory license.

implementation, and economic consequences of the patent system during the late 1950s contains the term. A search of the two most comprehensively bibliographic of the O’Mahoney Committee studies and a later Joint Economic Committee study reveals very few cited works, mostly ancient, using the term. \(^{210}\) It repays effort therefore to investigate how the phrase achieved common currency.

At first, “property” appears to have entered the literature without its “intellectual” modifier. Patent-like privileges were given out by sovereigns in the period of late feudalism, and in the revolutions against feudalism and royal fiat, some acceptable substitute for “privilege” had to be invented. The U.S. Constitution refers to “exclusive rights,” but in Europe at the end of the 18th Century, it was de rigueur to refer to a creator’s rights in inventions and artistic creations as “property.” The usage was not without controversy. In their survey of French antecedents, Machlup and Penrose observe that “those who started using the word property in connection with invention had a very definite purpose in mind: they wanted to substitute a word with a respectable connotation, ‘property,’ for a word that had an unpleasant ring, ‘privilege.’ This was a very deliberate choice on the part of politicians working for the adoption of a patent law in the French Constitutional Assembly.” \(^{211}\) The property construction was rejected by Thomas Jefferson, who wrote flatly that “Inventions then cannot, in nature, be a subject of property.” \(^{212}\) Nevertheless, the property concept proved to be durable, and the first world-wide patent treaty, in 1883, was called the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property.

“Intellectual” was added to “property” much later. The earliest known printed use of the term is in an obscure Massachusetts federal circuit court ruling. \(^{213}\) Polymath Lysander Spooner used the term in the

---


\(^{211}\) Fritz Machlup & Edith Penrose, The Patent Controversy in the Nineteenth Century, 10 J.Econ. Hist. 1, 16 (1950); see also Machlup & Penrose, supra note 2, at 22.

\(^{212}\) Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Issac McPherson (1813), in The Jeffersonian Cyclopedia 728 (John P. Foley, ed., 1900). A consistent but more extended discussion is found in what appears to have been an earlier letter to McPherson reproduced at 433.

\(^{213}\) Davoll v. Brown, 1 Wood. & M. 53, 7 F. Cas. 197 (Cir. Ct. D. Mass. 1845). (Following his mention of the term, Judge Woodbury cites a Supreme Court decision, Grant v. Raymond, 31 U.S. 218 (1832), but nowhere in that decision is the phrase “intellectual property” found). In a German-language paper available in English only on the world-wide web, Harvard Law School professor William W. Fisher reports a search uncovering one use of the term by the U.S. federal courts during the 19th Century, no uses between 1900 and 1930, two in the 1930s, six in the 1940s, ten in the 1960s, and 41 in the 1980s. William W. Fisher
The term appears four times in French and German titles from the 1860s cited in Machlup’s bibliography, mostly addressed to the attack on patent systems being waged in Europe at the time. Its next recorded appearance in American literature titles, gleaned from a search of three major research library catalogs, was in a collection of essays by N.S. Shale in 1878. It then reappears, according to the compendium by Julius Allen, in the titles of three articles published between 1944 and 1952 in the house organ of the U.S. Patent Office, J. OF THE PATENT OFFICE SOC. A published lecture by Sir Arnold Plant titled The New Commerce in Ideas and Intellectual Property followed in 1953.

The phrase’s takeoff into widespread use may have been associated with the creation of the Geneva-based World Intellectual Property Association (WIPO) in 1966 and its predecessor, United International Bureaux for the Protection of Intellectual Property, founded in 1963. Few intervening references could be found in bibliographies and library catalogs. A seminal role in establishing those organizations was played by Arpad Bogsch, who before their formation was a legal counselor at the U.S. Copyright Office. Obituaries at the time of his death in 2004 called him “the founding father of modern Intellectual Property” and “the creator of the modern intellectual property system.” None of the six books, all on copyright, written by Bogsch before 1966 and listed in the Harvard University catalog, included the words “intellectual property” in their title, but he appears to have been an important contributor to their acceptance in popular discourse. He plainly did not create the modern system of granting exclusive rights in inventions and other creative works.


216. See Nathaniel S. Shaler, Thoughts on the Nature of Intellectual Property and Its Importance to the State (1878).
217. Ratanawijirasin, supra note 208, at 15, 29.
218. Arnold Plant, The Economic Theory Concerning Patents for Inventions, 1 ECONOMICA 30 (1934) (Plant’s earlier and more famous work which does not use the phrase and contains a remarkably prescient view of first mover advantages as a substitute for patenting).
Other organizations followed suit during the period when the U.S. patent policy reform movement was at its peak. The American Patent Law Association changed its name to American Intellectual Property Law Association and made a corresponding change in the name of its journal (now AIPLA Q. JOUR.) in 1983 or 1984. The relevant section of the American Bar Association was still named the Section of Patent, Trademark & Copyright Law in 1987, but it then changed its name to Section on Intellectual Property Law and in 1993 renamed its quarterly newsletter the *IPL Newsletter* in place of *PTC* Newsletter. The ABA sponsored a conference on “Industrial and Intellectual Property: The Antitrust Interface,” in October 1984. *The Intellectual Property Journal* was initiated in 1984. During the early 1980s the office of the U.S. President’s Special Trade Representative created a new position, Assistant USTR for International Investment and Intellectual Property. The industry lobbying group formed in 1986 to influence deliberations under the Uruguay Round was called the Intellectual Property Committee. In 1989 a revived subcommittee of the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on the Judiciary was named the Subcommittee on Courts, Intellectual Property, and the Administration of Justice. In 1994 the U.S. Senate still had a Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights, and Trademarks. It was dissolved in 1995 and reborn in 2005 as the Intellectual Property Subcommittee.

Semantics are not policy. But they undoubtedly influence policymaking as well as being influenced by it. The growing use of the term “intellectual property” to describe patent and trademark matters probably contributed to the emergence of a favorable mind set that in turn set the stage for the patent policy reforms of the 1980s.

**CONCLUSION**

Legislative, administrative, and judicial actions altered U.S. patent policy in significant ways during the 1970s and 1980s. Some of the legislative changes were well-grounded in objective analyses of the problems at hand and what could be accomplished; others, and in particular the centralization of patent appeals in a Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, were not. In most cases, the parties with the strongest vested interest in new legislation got what they wanted—most generally, with the exception of the generic drug provisions in the Hatch-Waxman Act, a strengthening of the role patents play in American industrial life. The patent law profession thrived. But the changes brought negative consequences along with the positive. In

221. PTC stands for Patent, Trademark, and Copyright.
222. SANTORO, supra note 190, at 9.
particular, by encouraging the proliferation of patents covering inventions of dubious novelty and increasing the statistical probability that knowing or inadvertent infringement of patents leads to dire consequences, it increased the risks as well as the rewards from inventive activity. It is far from clear that the positive effects outweigh the negatives. Fortunately, as economic studies have shown repeatedly, patents do not play a particularly important role in most fields of industrial innovation, and equally fortunately, those who advise industrial leaders in their journeys through the patent minefield are adept at negotiating solutions that in most instances avoid serious impediments to the pace of technological progress. It is nevertheless useful to assess the negatives and attempt to correct them through legislative or judicial action. In this, we would be emulating the example of one of the world’s most famous inventors, James Watt, who observed “I have been trying experiments on the reciprocating engine, and have made some alterations for the better and some for the worse, which latter must return to their former form.”

On the assumption that the Appellate Court for the Federal Circuit will not be disbanded, one key to improvement is seating judges with a broad perspective on how technological progress is actually induced. Over the long run, this can be achieved if the President and Senate, in exercising their powers of appointment and consent, insist that nominees be persons of broad experience and wisdom and shun nominees representing a narrow interest group—e.g., the patent bar. In practice, to be sure, judges with the capabilities of an Oliver Wendell Holmes or a Learned Hand are rare and best-suited for higher responsibilities. At minimum, therefore, nominees to the court should be subjected to a searching examination on their knowledge about how innovation takes place in the real world. Appropriate preparatory readings can be suggested.


is likely, however, to take at least a decade. In the interim, it would be desirable for the highest judicial authorities to encourage attendance of ACFC judges at broad-ranging seminars on the science, sociology, and economics of technological innovation. These should be quite different from the outings organized at posh spas by special interest groups. They should be planned and operated by a reputable university faculty and staffed by scholars with a diverse range of interests and biases.

Absent such remedies, the ACFC’s worst abuses can be checked by active Supreme Court rejection of the Federal Circuit’s decisions. This happened in May 2006 when the Supreme Court articulated more stringent guidelines for the issuance of injunctions in the eBay case.225 It happened again in April 2007 when the Court demanded more careful scrutiny of inventions claiming novel ways of applying well-known concepts.226 Among other things, the Court exhibited commendable social science insight into the dynamics of invention:

We build and create by bringing to the tangible and palpable reality around us new works . . . . These advances, once part of our shared knowledge, define a new threshold from which innovation starts once more. And . . . the results of ordinary innovation are not the subject of exclusive rights under the patent laws. Were it otherwise patents might stifle, rather than promote, the progress of useful arts.227

Congressional clarification of key concepts might also help. It remains uncertain whether reforms being considered in 2008, but stalemated at the time this article was revised, will be sufficient to do the job.228

With the Bayh-Dole Act, the key open challenge is balancing the interest in exclusive rights against the broader public interest in securing maximum public benefit from the government’s investments in basic science. As a general principle recognized by the law’s drafters, exclusivity helps to stimulate investment in development and commercialization. But there was recognition, at least at the time the law was enacted, that abuses might occasionally require the exercise of the law’s march-in rights. Congress should reiterate that it intended a
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225. eBay Inc., 547 U.S. 388.

226. KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398 (2007). In KSR the Court appears to have been returning to the more critical stance adopted by Thomas Jefferson, who drafted the first U.S. patent law and served implicitly as the first federal patent examiner. See Letters from Thomas Jefferson to Oliver Evans (1814) and Isaac McPherson (1813), in THE JEFFERSONIAN CYCLOPEDIA, supra note 212, at 680.

227. KSR Int’l, 550 U.S. at 727.

balance to be struck. It should create a special panel with the difficult
task of determining when exclusive rights on government-supported
inventions have been abused and the extent of licensing required to set
matters right.

The Hatch-Waxman Act was in many respects an ideal
compromise, trading longer periods of patent protection to compensate
for regulatory lags with speedier entry of generic drugs into production
once blocking patents have expired. The threat of generic entry in turn
spurs pharmaceutical firms to redouble their R&D efforts in order to
replenish their new product pipelines. The main problem with Hatch-
Waxman is that drug developers have exhibited great ingenuity in
finding ways to extend their periods of patent protection by accumulating
patents on minor variants of the originally proven molecule and paying
the first-moving generic entrant not to enter, using a loophole in the law
to block the entry of other would-be generic producers. Congress should
clarify the law, remaining faithful to the Constitutional requisite that
exclusive rights be “for limited Times”229 and insisting that drug
production be opened up for generic competition once basic patents have
expired, leaving however the right to produce validly patented
improvement molecules exclusively in the hands of the original drug
developer (or any other firm that patents and tests improved variants).

For the federal antitrust agencies, the extension of patent
monopolies in time through profuse improvement patenting and their
extension in scope through restrictive cross-licensing agreements pose
important enforcement problems. Here too, the problem is in part one of
education. Those who manage the antitrust agencies need to learn that
there are important barriers to rapid imitation, enhancing incentives for
innovation, other than the patent system, so maximization of monopoly
rewards associated with patent holdings is unlikely to maximize
economic welfare. These agencies need to learn that extension of patent
monopolies over time and in scope is more likely to suppress than
stimulate innovation.230 They need to learn, as my colleagues and I did a
half century ago, that compulsory licensing of patents is not likely to
decimate firms’ incentives for investment in innovation. Knowing this,
they may come to appreciate that carefully considered intervention in
cases of protracted and abusive monopoly through patenting can on
balance be beneficial. The emphasis, to be sure, is on careful
consideration, clear precedents, and appropriate timing.

Without doubt the most important of the issues addressed in this

230. See Merges & Nelson, supra note 224; for seven case studies, F. M. Scherer,
Technological Innovation and Monopolization, in ISSUES IN COMPETITION LAW & POLICY
(Wayne Dale Collins ed., 2008).
paper is the extension of first-world patent standards to third-world nations under the Treaty of Marrakech. At their present stage of development, having to confer patents on first-world products is likely to reduce, not enhance, the welfare of hard-pressed low-income nations. The United States and other rich nations should not undertake retaliatory measures against less-developed nations that exercise their clear right under the Treaty to order compulsory licensing, import patented drugs from other low-price nations, or limit the scope of patent protection on borderline products.231 Even when they allow patent rights to be exercised, their demand and the monopoly profits that can be derived from it are unlikely to be sufficient to stimulate greatly increased inventive activity in the first world.232 Among other things, their demand is too weak to stimulate much development of new drugs targeted toward tropical diseases, i.e., those prevalent only in the third world. But it is at least arguable, even if not universally accepted, that the rich nations have an obligation to help their fellow humans in this regard. This means that in rich nations, public and philanthropic funds should be generously allocated to foster the development and distribution of drugs and vaccines whose main use will be to lessen the burden of disease in the third world. This will be a step back from the Machiavellian logic that underlay negotiation of the Marrakech Treaty, but it will be a step forward for humanity.
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INTRODUCTION

As the financial crises of 2008-09 amply illustrate, your typical member of Congress or White House staffer probably knows less about economics than ordinarily is assumed. And what they think they know has been superseded by newer, more robust, and more accurate forms of thought.

The hoary economics presented to us in public policy debates maintains, for example, that the market is linear and always seeks equilibrium, that economic actors are perfectly rational, with perfect knowledge of themselves and the marketplace, that production is generated only by capital markets or government subsidy, that growth is exogenous, and the whole of the economic system is always equal to the sum of its parts. It turns out that every one of these key assumptions is either overstated, or plain wrong. Recently, the U.S. economy has been paying a heavy price for some of these flawed assumptions.

This paper will introduce the rough formula for what we call here “Emergence Economics”—namely, that individual agents, acting through interconnected networks, engage in the evolutionary market processes of differentiating, selecting, and amplifying certain business plans and technologies, which in turn generates a host of emergent economic phenomena. This formula is fueled by the latest findings from physics, biology, psychology, cognitive neuroscience, and plain common sense. The Internet then will be discussed as a notable and perhaps unique product of market and non-market forces, as modular infrastructure, and as a platform for broad-based innovation. Next, the paper will turn to some key emergent phenomena, including ideas, innovation, economic growth, and what we call “Net effects.” Finally, we will bring these economic and technological elements to bear in the world of communications policy, where a proposed new framework separates out the virtues of “tinkering” with market gaps and inputs, versus the vices of “tampering” with evolutionary processes and outcomes.

Back to School

Today’s discussions about national communications policy often seem to be rooted to the past, in the form of economic and technology assumptions that more or less ended in the 1960s. As it turns out, the rise of new economic thinking, along with new technology platforms culminating in the Internet, directly challenge many of those chief assumptions. Now is the time to articulate the fundamental economic and technology tenets that should inform our nation’s communications and information policies, and to begin suggesting some ways those
policies should be recast in their light.

We don’t deny that today’s economics of academia currently incorporates much of the schools of thought that collectively we refer to here as “Emergence Economics,” or that certain strands of this thought have surfaced repeatedly throughout the history of economics. It is certainly not our intention to create, or settle, a dispute over whether and how the various facets of Emergence Economics are being incorporated into presumed policy economics, here called “Old School Economics.” Our only point is that the prior version represents the story of economics as told to, and accepted by, most of our nation’s policymakers and thus has become a bulwark of official thinking about public policy issues. By contrast, the various schools of Emergence Economics simply are not familiar to most policymakers. It is our hope that, little by little, this reality can begin to change.

**A New Economy**

Twenty years ago, no one would have anticipated the Internet as we know it today. Consumer-grade computer modems were still in their infancy, and the few dial-up online communities that existed were a far cry from the globally connected “network of networks” that now pervades so much of what we do. In many ways, the Internet was a happy accident. What started out as isolated islands—universities, bulletin board systems, commercial services—linked together and grew as the result of the actions of millions of unaffiliated people. The underlying software protocols opened up the ability to interact and speak freely across thousands of interconnected networks. The growth of the Internet, and the online and offline economy it facilitates, was beyond even the wildest predictions. In many ways, the Internet is what happened while we were busy planning something else.

Even with the benefit of hindsight, we do not fully understand what led to this success. Advances in computer technology, including digitization of information, dramatic increases in computing power, and concomitant declines in the cost of computer storage, were necessary conditions, but they also could have facilitated a variety of other outcomes. To comprehend how the Internet developed into a thriving marketplace of innovation and economic growth, many turn understandably to the field of economics. Unfortunately, Old School Economics has little to say about this leading test case.

**A New Framework**

Two fundamental observations drawn from Emergence Economics lead us toward a more helpful analytic framework.
First, we live in a *networked* economy, formed bottom-up by interactions between people in a highly connected marketplace. Some basic rules govern these interactions, but for the most part the system emerges freely and unpredictably. Economic actors become nodes, and the structure of the market evolves based on their collective practices. Whereas Old School Economics more often than not attempts to statically engineer these relationships, Emergence Economics recognizes that such an abstraction fails to accurately represent a far messier reality. Instead, the network economy thrives when there is space for experimental evolution, in which new ideas emerge and technology constantly is refined.

Second, we live in a *growth* economy in which the chief currency is ideas, and the mechanism for growth is innovation. While Old School Economics tells us that productivity comes simply from adding more capital, or generating greater efficiency, Emergence Economics emphasizes ways in which technologies, broadly defined, transform the means of production. The advent of new technologies can create better recipes for economic growth. What’s more, these technologies do not emerge inexplicably from outside the system, but instead are the product of economic actors working within (indeed, comprising) the system according to diverse motives. In addition, growth is not limited by physical goods, but is enabled by the transmission, reproduction, and improvement of ideas. An economic framework that actually recognizes this dynamic can establish a foundation for even greater growth in the future.

This networked growth economy differs greatly from some traditional economic models that posit static, linear forms of growth. Economists often use the phrase “virtuous circle” to describe systems that contain positive feedback loops in which their outputs cycle back into their inputs. Rather than moving toward equilibrium, these economies are self-reinforcing and have the potential to multiply their effects in unexpected ways—generating both positive and negative feedback. The virtuous circle often appears in the form of technological innovation that facilitates future technological innovation and drives “network effects” where each new user adds benefit to the rest of the system. Emergent economies combine these dynamics, harnessing the discoveries of others in such a way that the system as a whole grows far more effectively than if it were a disconnected set of actors. The interdependent virtuous circles can become part of a complex *virtuous feedback* network.

And so, what of the proper role of the government policymaker—the legislator, the regulator, the reviewing judge—in the face of an innovation-fueled, network-connected, emergent economy? There is little doubt that the policy environment needs to catch up to newer
economic thinking. As we shall see, while the lessons here are many, at bottom they point to caution, and even outright skepticism, about becoming a more active force in the market. Such caution should be tempered by optimism. The tools of government, when employed sparingly, carefully, and in the right context, can improve the environment for new ideas, economic growth, and human freedom. However, this bottom-up regulatory approach requires an appreciation for, and understanding of, esoteric-seeming topics like network-based dynamics, and the conditions that are most likely to foster productive tipping points.

Some Caveats

We have a few important caveats to relay at the outset. First, the literature in this field is broad and deep in some places, scanty and unfinished in others. Nonetheless, as Michael Shermer rightly declares, economics has been undergoing “the most dynamic revolution since Adam Smith,” because “rich transdisciplinary hybrids are emerging to breathe new life into an old science . . . .”2 This paper necessarily presents an overview of what so far is known, or surmised, or even guessed at, but it does not purport to replace the foundational work of many others. Nor do we seek to discredit the world of modern economic thinking; indeed, as previously noted, many of the intellectual trends we discuss here slowly but surely are being incorporated into more mainstream schools. In particular, we look to Joseph Schumpeter and Friedrich Hayek as two towering transitional figures linking together various strands of Old School Economics and Emergence Economics. The chief concern is that, while mainstream economic thinking today appears to be incorporating new intellectual frontiers, many policymakers still cling to the basic assumptions underpinning older forms of economic theory, as if those assumptions remain received wisdom. As a result, our objective here is comparatively humble, yet practical: to condense what currently comprises this sprawling body of advancing work in a way that can aid policymakers and others in analyzing public policy issues, particularly in the communications realm.

In addition, the coming discussion of “markets” and “systems” and “properties” should not cause us to lose sight of the common human element. Whatever happens in any agent-constructed space, such as economics, should be taken to reflect humanity in all its breadth and depth. Words and concepts are not the things they describe; they merely serve as organizing principles to try to make sense of a seemingly disorganized world. Ironically, economics, technology, and law—

together which form the three-way intersection for this paper—often are perceived as sterile, artificial, and even tedious fields. We would argue instead that they should be seen as the flesh-and-blood instantiation of ordinary humans participating actively in the world.

Moreover, it must be stressed that all economic models inherently are wrong to one degree or another. As mere abstractions of reality, they inevitably miss at least some of the nuance and sinew of the world that each of us inhabits. While the concepts explored here should not be confused with exacting corollaries to the real world, nonetheless, they do provide an important corrective to what has gone before.

Finally, we must point out that neither author of this paper is an economist, at least (yet) by training or trade. Perhaps some will dismiss what follows solely for that reason; after all, the saying goes, “the only thing more dangerous than an economist is an amateur economist.”\(^3\) Still, the world of economic theory should not only be available to, and articulated by, a cloistered few.\(^4\) As Old School Economics gradually, and we think inevitably, gives way in the minds of policymakers to new forms of economic thinking, we can only hope that more of us are able to join in the evolving conversations.

I. EMERGENT ECONOMY: OVERTHROWING THE OLD REGIME

A. Introducing Emergence Economics

So what exactly is this supposedly new form of economics? Analyst Eric Beinhocker adopts the term “Complexity Economics” to describe a variety of different analytic and empirical approaches to the economy, with a more exacting faithfulness to the real world. In this paper we combine Beinhocker’s impressive synthesis with emerging work in other areas, most notably network science, new growth theory, and behavioral economics. Other useful contributions include the origins of innovation, competition theory, “Net effects” like spillovers and social production, and economic sociology. As a result, we thought it best to avoid confusion by using a broader umbrella phrase, “Emergence Economics,” to denote this more wide-ranging set of emerging viewpoints that have found, or are finding, their way into mainstream economics.

In reality, this “new” economics draws from several long existent but submerged themes in neoclassical economics. Phenomena once thought

\(^3\) Economist Jokes, http://netec.mcc.ac.uk/JokEc.html.

\(^4\) We also take heart from Hayek’s statement that “an economist who is nothing but an economist cannot be a good economist.” F.A. HAYEK, THE FORTUNES OF LIBERALISM 196 (Peter G. Klein, ed., 1992).
to be minimally important, peripherally relevant, or outside the scope of proper economic thinking altogether are being brought to the forefront. In the case of communications-based technology sectors, for example, economist Hal Varian has noted that:

[There are some forces that are particularly important in high-tech. These forces are not “new”; indeed, the forces at work in network industries in the 1990s are very similar to those that confronted the telephone and wireless industries in the 1890s.]

Varian undoubtedly is correct—many of the various elements at play in today’s economy have been there for many decades. Perhaps the best way to understand Emergence Economics is to compare it to the earlier, more traditional form of economics, which was handed down to us by the neoclassical theorists, synthesized by post-war economists, and still remains the intellectual grounding for many of today’s political theories. Below, we will look briefly at four aspects of what we call Old School Economics—markets, competition, people, and analysis—and contrast them with the different perspectives brought by Emergence Economics.

One gating question first must be addressed, however: if Emergence Economics actually presents a more truthful version of the economic landscape, and has been or is being incorporated into more mainstream economic theory, why have these ideas taken so long to be absorbed into the social and political mainstream? Economist Paul Ormerod cites as likely reasons sheer intellectual inertia and, until recently, a lack of sophisticated analytic tools. Unfortunately, as we shall see, public policy in the United States still tends to hew closely to the dictates of Old School Economics. In a small way, this paper seeks to offer a much-needed corrective to that situation.

1. The Nature of Markets: Complex Cascades

Neoclassical theory states that the economy is a static equilibrium system, existing at rest, and moving from one equilibrium point to another as it seeks balance. Under this view, the economy literally is a

6. PAUL ORMEROD, WHY MOST THINGS FAIL ix (2005). One author goes so far as to claim that traditional economist theories employ an explicitly religious defense of the marketplace. See ROBERT NELSON, ECONOMICS AS RELIGION (2001). Another author notes that some supporters of traditional economics want so badly to believe in their models that, “paradoxically, these economic formulas and models were symptoms of the very desires and emotions they were designed to eliminate.” MARK TAYLOR, CONFIDENCE GAMES 276 (2004).
closed equilibrium system. Neoclassical theory also sees an “invisible hand” at work in competitive markets. In a free market economy, the thinking goes, a natural resting point is reached, where supply equals demand, resources are put to their most efficient use, and the welfare of society is optimal. Such a market is deemed optimally efficient. The business cycle is just that: a regular, periodic, and predictable movement between boom and recession. Economic processes are dominated by dampening, negative feedback that keeps things contained. Any indeterminacy typically is assumed away by econometric models. The business cycle is determined exogenously, by occasional shocks originating from outside the system itself.

By contrast, a central tenet of Emergence Economics is that the economy is a “complex adaptive system,” which is a subcategory of open systems. In a complex adaptive system, micro-level interactions lead to the emergence of macro-level patterns of behavior. A key aspect of any complex adaptive system is the inherent lack of predictability in its future operations, because they do not add up in a simple, linear way. As one example, financial markets are far more turbulent, deceptive, and risky than previously thought, with prices leaping up and down in a more or less concentrated fashion. Oftentimes, small, innocuous events can set off avalanches of change that are inexplicable in Old School Economics, while large disturbances ultimately may have no lasting impact. The direction of the stock market relies on the actions of millions of individual agents, motivated by innumerable and interrelated concerns. Dips and peaks in the economy refuse to recur in a predictable manner.

To quote 2002 Nobel Prize winning economist Vernon Smith, “We do not understand why markets work as they do.”

Further, the economy is not an equilibrium system at all, and will never reach a resting place, for such a state would equal death. Ormerod

---

7. See TAYLOR, supra note 6, at 239–40.
8. ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 79–80.
9. Id. at 191. Léon Walras, champion of economic equilibrium theory, famously noted, “For, just as a lake is, at times, stirred to its very depths by a storm, so also the market is sometimes thrown into violent confusion by crises, which are sudden and general disturbances of equilibrium.” LÉON WALRAS, ELEMENTS OF PURE ECONOMICS 381 (William Jaffe trans., George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 1954) (1874).
10. W. BRIAN ARTHUR, ET AL., THE ECONOMY AS AN EVOLVING COMPLEX SYSTEM II (1997). Or, as Michael Shermer puts it, economies are complex systems “that emerge out of the simple actions of people just trying to make a living and provide for their children.” SHERMER, supra note 2, at 5.
points out that there are numerous empirical and theoretical bases to criticize the concept of general equilibrium. The real world also exhibits positive feedback, or increasing returns; there are always new sources of positive feedback, so there is no “long run” in the real world. Time is an important element of economic phenomena, one missing in general equilibrium theory.

The idea that the market is optimally efficient also runs headlong into reality. Lawrence Summers has noted that careful analysis “call[s] into question the theoretical as well as empirical underpinnings of the Efficient Market Hypothesis,” while Yale’s Robert Shiller claims that the “efficient market hypothesis is the most remarkable error in the history of economic theory.” Mark Taylor, a noted expert on complexity theory, agrees that the efficient market hypothesis and related theories “were wrong on virtually every count,” so that “the more carefully one ponders the markets, the more suspect the whole notion of efficiency becomes.”

Old School Economics is riddled with these basic flaws for a good reason. It is widely understood that neoclassical economic theory has viewed the economy through the prism of the physical sciences of the late 19th Century, particularly atomistic statistical mechanics. The metaphor appropriated from the Industrial Revolution is the economy as a human-made machine (like a steam engine), whose behavior is fixed, stable, predictable, and controllable. This perspective emphasizes static rules executed by top-down hierarchies of relatively expert and impartial officials who prize efficiency and consistency. By contrast, Emergence Economics views the economy through the prism of modern day physics and biology, with metaphors better suited to the Information Revolution. Under that perspective, human society, of which the economy is a subset, is more like a living organism—a complex system characterized by constant change, evolution, and disequilibrium that percolate from the bottom up.

14. ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 50–51.
16. KEVIN PHILLIPS, BAD MONEY—RECKLESS FINANCE, FAILED POLITICS, AND THE GLOBAL CRISIS OF AMERICAN CAPITALISM 78 (2008). As Warren Buffet put it, “I’d be a bum on the street with a tin cup if markets were always efficient.” Id.
17. TAYLOR, supra note 6, at 269, 273.
18. See BALL, supra note 12, at 204–06; TAYLOR, supra note 6, at 273; ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 17-35.
20. AXELROD & COHEN, supra note 19, at 28-31.
21. See ORMEROD, supra note 19. Crucially, the neoclassical economists failed to include in their thinking the Second Law of Thermodynamics, which describes entropy and the notion of an open system.
One illustrative example of the different approaches is the prices for goods and services. Traditionally one of the central tensions in economics is between producers (supply) and consumers (demand). Supply and demand supposedly balance out precisely; there is no waste, and goods are distributed in a “Pareto optimum” way. Further, to maximize a firm’s profits, the price should always be set equal to marginal cost (or where additional revenues will exceed additional costs).\textsuperscript{22} Relatedly, stock prices accurately reflect all available information at all times, and so should follow a “random walk,” with no patterns or clues for future prices.\textsuperscript{23}

Emergence Economics challenges each of these assumptions.\textsuperscript{24} Supply rarely equals demand. Empirically, we often see a wide divergence in the prices of individual goods and services. Demand and cost curves are extremely difficult to know with any clarity.\textsuperscript{25} Uncertainty and lack of information shroud the future in doubt, which makes setting prices that much more difficult.

2. The Nature of Competition: Imperfect Incentives

The traditional view of economic competition is that “perfect competition” compels free markets to allocate scarce resources in a manner so efficient that all our conflicting wants and needs are resolved in the most satisfactory manner possible.\textsuperscript{26} The watch phrase is “consumer sovereignty.”\textsuperscript{27} Free markets are presumed to be both efficient and fair. The efficiency principle says that under perfect competition, and with no market failures, free markets will squeeze as many useful goods and services as possible out of the available resources (maximal output at minimal prices), and that anything that interferes with the price system’s ability to do so is a detriment to social well-being.\textsuperscript{28} The concept that the supply of every traded good or service is precisely equal to the demand for it at prevailing prices led to the related concept that the economy rests in perfect equilibrium.\textsuperscript{29}

Now, however, the study of competition slowly is turning from a

\textsuperscript{23} TAYLOR, supra note 6, at 244-46.
\textsuperscript{24} Robert Nelson calls these theories “an economic tautology.” NELSON, supra note 6, at 58-69.
\textsuperscript{25} ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 23-35; BALL, supra note 12, at 254-55.
\textsuperscript{26} Ormerod observes that the phrase “perfect competition” is “yet another example of the terrifying ability of economists to brand their central concepts so effectively.” ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 83-84.
\textsuperscript{28} JAMES CASE, COMPETITION 160-63 (2007).
\textsuperscript{29} Id. at 183-84; BALL, supra note 12, at 191.
theoretical to an experimental science. And the “free market rarely, if ever, operates under conditions of perfect competition . . . .” 30 Further, careful analysis shows that most firms are not pure maximizers of profit or utility, but also seek to attain other primary objectives such as attracting and retaining productive workers. 31 Common diversions to raising prices include predatory pricing, discriminatory pricing, price-fixing, attempts to monopolize, and unfair and deceptive advertising claims. In addition, the demonstrated phenomenon of “sticky prices” leads to higher than necessary prices that refuse to descend to their theoretically sanctioned levels. 32

Old School Economics also has failed to convey the reality of modern-day competition in another fundamental way. The classical world view is founded on scarce material objects and their efficient allocation—or as Paul Romer puts it, “a finite quantity of things with which we can work—basically, the matter in the earth’s crust.” 33 Value comes from rearranging that matter into a more valuable form. The physical world is characterized by diminishing returns, and increasing cost per additional unit produced. Firms compete via prices in existing goods, and laws were built around establishing property rights and ensuring no monopoly control. In the Information Age, however, we rely increasingly on ideas as “the recipes we use to rearrange [matter] to create more value and wealth.” 34 Because ideas are not scarce, the process of discovering them does not suffer from diminishing returns. Indeed, increasing returns come from both the “shoulders-of-giants” process (new ideas build on existing ideas, and then beget more new ideas), and falling costs per unit (such as producing a software CD). Competition is facilitated not by firms trying to drive prices, but by firms seeking to capture market share through new products.

Joseph Schumpeter was an original prophet in this area. He saw claims about “perfect competition” as relatively unimportant; instead, what counts is “competition from the new commodity, the new technology, the new source of supply, the new type of organization . . . competition which . . . strikes not at the margins of the profits and the outputs of the existing firms but at their foundations and their very lives.” 35 Schumpeter also argued that some degree of monopoly is preferable to perfect competition, because supernormal profits are the

30. BAll, supra note 12, at 255.
31. Id. at 268–69.
32. CASE, supra note 28, at 196.
34. Id.
temporary fruits of innovation. Persistent competition from innovations creates a threat that “disciplines before it attacks,” so that as soon as innovators cease to innovate, pricing power will desert them.36

3. The Nature of People: Behavioral Beings

Under Old School Economics, the pursuit of self-interest is a rational activity of individuals, based on utility (a measure of pleasure and pain). Paul Samuelson, a towering figure in 20th Century economics, assumed that people are “representative agents,” both logical and consistent in their behaviors, and have perfect knowledge of all probabilities. Old School Economics also includes assumptions about *homo economicus* possessing “rational and errorless choice, presupposing perfect foresight,” and “foreknowledge free from uncertainty.”37

Unlike the academic equations and assumptions that undergird Old School Economics, behavioral economics is based on the actual discernible rules by which humans make everyday decisions.38 In the real world, barriers to decision making almost always exist. Information is costly, incomplete, and rapidly changing. At best, we employ “bounded rationality,” by making decisions in the face of obvious external and internal constraints.39 Ormerod observes that every individual decision involves massive complexity and defies the orderly application of the rational calculations of economic theory. Indeed, “in the new economics, we not only address a specific problem, we try to start from the outset with rules of behaviour which have empirical support rather than with rules which we believe *a priori* a rational agent ought to follow.”40 We will discuss this critical point in further detail in Part II.

Further, there is no such thing as self-interested individuals acting in isolation. Hayek showed us that desirable outcomes are the joint product of both individual actions and the institutional framework in which individuals operate.41 Social change is both volatile and often inexplicable, as agents engage in “clustering” and “herding” behavior. Ample evidence demonstrates that, in Beinhocker’s words, “the

36. Id. at 85. Some modern-day students of “imperfect competition” do not necessarily agree with this point, as some oligopolies may cling to pricing power indefinitely. One salient example mentioned in the literature is Microsoft, which could have sold its Windows operating system for $49, but instead chose a profit-maximizing price of $89. See CASE, supra note 28, at 206. Indeed, these same economists observe that free markets long have tolerated all manner of supernormal profits, and such markets tend to evolve into tight oligopolies over time. Id.
37. CASE, supra note 28, at 199; BALL, supra note 12, at 209-11.
38. BALL, supra note 12, at 213-14.
39. Id. at 211-12.
40. ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 125.
41. Id. at 224.
interactions of millions of people, making decisions, engaging in strong reciprocal behavior, acting out their cultural norms, cooperating, competing, and going about their daily lives, creates an emergent phenomenon that we call society—a phenomenon as real as the emergent pattern of a whirlpool.”

4. The Nature of Analysis: Mismatched Models

Traditional economic theory has proven inadequate in terms of the two standard criteria for a scientific theory: prediction and explanation. Models in Old School Economics often use simplifying and highly restrictive assumptions. Famously, Milton Friedman insisted that unrealistic assumptions in economic theory do not matter so long as the theories make correct predictions. Such optimism would seem misplaced. Indeed, all mathematical statements are conditional in nature. Assumptions must be appropriate for the purpose of the model, and must not affect the answers the model provides for that purpose. In econometrics, statistical correlations do not provide a causal explanation of the phenomena, and data often is not readily available or is problematic. Paul Ormerod believes that, “to be of any value, theories must be confronted with reality.” Philip Ball explains further that:

Economic models have been augmented, refined, garlanded, and decorated with baroque accoutrements. Some of these models now rival those constructed by physicists in their mathematical sophistication. Yet they still lack their “Newtonian” first principles: basic laws on which everyone agrees.

There also is an uncomfortable feeling that economic models oftentimes lose the human element in their too-neat equations. We want to believe that economic theory does not regard us as “automata” and

42. BEINHOCKER, supra note 22 at 450.
43. See, e.g., Milton Friedman, The Methodology of Positive Economics, in ESSAYS IN POSITIVE ECONOMICS 3, 30-31 (1953) (“Perennial criticism of ‘orthodox’ economic theory as ‘unrealistic’... because it assumes man to be selfish and money-grubbing... ready to change prices and/or pricing rules whenever their sensitive intuitions... detect a change in demand and supply conditions” and “assumes markets to be perfect, competition to be pure, and commodities, labor, and capital to be homogeneous... is largely beside the point unless supplemented by evidence that a hypothesis differing in one or another of these respects from the theory being criticized yields better predictions for as wide a range of phenomena.”).
44. Robert Atkinson notes, for example, that “innovation changes the quality of capital. If all you can measure is quantity, you're going to miss the real story... In short, we need to look at the real economy as it plays itself out over time in the millions of workplaces in the nation.” ROBERT D. ATKINSON, THE PAST AND FUTURE OF AMERICA’S ECONOMY 147 (2004).
45. ORMEROD, supra note 6, at xiii.
46. BALL, supra note 12, at 181.
“preprogrammed, omniscient computers” to make their mathematical models work, but instead takes seriously “the thousand and one parts of our daily lives that cannot be reduced to numbers but that make our lives worth living.”

B. Presenting a Rough Formula For Emergence

Economic activity fundamentally is about order creation. We organize our world by transforming energy, matter, and information into the goods and services we want. By cooperating, specializing, and trading, we can create even more order than otherwise we could on our own.

The complex interactions that make up our networked innovation economy are not simple to model, and in turn do not lend themselves to simplistic policymaking. This kind of market operates as an open, dynamic, and nonlinear system. Emergence Economics is our suggested umbrella phrase for a rapidly developing field that incorporates a broad set of tools to understand this type of activity. Eric Beinhocker outlines some of the principles of this approach in his recent book, The Origin of Wealth. We have assembled these and other elements into a rough formula that captures the essence of the economic activity:

Agents + Networks + Evolution = Emergence

Agents in this case consist of the full spectrum of economic actors—large and small businesses, noncommercial organizations, ordinary consumers, individuals with varying motivations, universities that generate foundational research, government officials, and others. These agents form ad hoc relationships that change over time and interconnect into larger social networks. Through this process, individual agents build on others’ innovations, and the system overall evolves toward greater productivity. When these dynamics arise, the system develops an emergent structure, generating spontaneous and nonlinear growth (or in some cases, decay). Emergence, then, is what results from a complex interplay of agents, networks, and evolutionary forces.

This is not meant to suggest a straightforward linear equation. Each element is its own complex adaptive system, which greatly expands the
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50. It must be noted here that the rough formula for emergence is a generic calculation that can work equally well for humans acting in other complex adaptive systems, such as political or social roles. For a far more in-depth treatment of the mathematical equations of evolutionary dynamics, see MARTIN NOWAK, EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS (2006).
scale and scope of the resulting emergent behavior. Instead of straightforward emergence (if there is such a thing), we have emergence layered on top of emergence, many times over. The “rough formula,” thus, is an over-simplified approximation intended to illuminate these properties and should not be misconstrued as a faithful representation of reality. By isolating, we both illustrate and distort.

Importantly, what we exchange in this system are not just finished goods and services—per traditional economic theory—but raw ideas, applied technologies, and new means of productivity. Communications networks—increasingly converging to the Internet—constitute a core physical infrastructure that supports such growth across many sectors of our economy. Innovation and technology are key elements, because they propagate through the network as components of new recipes for economic growth. We will explore more fully in later sections the role of the Internet, and the emergence of ideas and innovation, economic growth, and “Net effects.” We will also show how policymakers generally should not attempt to engineer or intrude into these market-based relationships, but still can help keep the system open to productive dynamism. For now, though, we will sketch out the four interrelated components of a “rough formula for emergence.”

1. Agents

Any theory of economics must begin with a sound theory of human nature. After all, “[e]conomies are ultimately made up of people.” With that overarching premise in mind, we will briefly examine how Old School Economics is built on the flimsy and ultimately unsupportable premise that human beings are perfect economic agents.

In this paper, we will use the word “agent” generically to describe humans acting in their environment. To be an agent is to have several different meanings and connotations: as a self-possessed entity, as acting on behalf of others, and in the chemical sense, providing catalytic change. The term is preferred to either consumer or user, both of which tend to reduce humans to a one-way relationship of purchasing access to goods, services, or other resources.

Agents are economic actors, and individual nodes in a network. Whether acting as consumers or investors, CEOs or government officials, all of us play this interactive role in the economy. The central insight of economics is that agents respond to incentives. Beyond that observation, traditional economic theory assumes that agents have

51. BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 115; see also SHERMER, supra note 2, at 190 (“Any theory of economics must begin with a sound theory of human nature.”).
52. WILLIAM EASTERLY, THE ELUSIVE QUEST FOR GROWTH 143 (2001); ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 63.
definite characteristics. These assumptions include: agents are modeled collectively, use complex deductive calculations to make decisions, have complete information available for free to gather and process, account for all relevant factors, face no transaction costs, have perfect freedom to act, make no errors and have no biases and—being perfect—have no need for learning or adaptation. Under the standard model of human behavior, each of us displays perfect rationality, by pursuing our economic self-interest in carefully calculated ways. Economic actors only interact through market prices. As Leijonhufvud has put it, the usual economic model of human behavior posits incredibly smart people in unbelievably simple worlds.

Each of these assumptions is misplaced. Much well-grounded thinking about agents and what they do comes from the latest teachings of evolutionary psychology, neuroscience, and game theory. In fact, a new form of economics has emerged—behavioral economics—with the actual human being at its core. Behavioral economics seeks to right some of the false assumptions that lie at the heart of Old School Economics. For example, agents do not possess perfect rationality; instead, at best they live with bounded rationality. Imperfect and asymmetric information is the rule, rather than the exception, in most high-stakes competition. Nor are we “homogeneous billiard balls or gas molecules” but creatures with different interests, intentions, and biases, all of which inevitably color whether and how we make economic decisions. These aspects of our behavior stem from the fact that our senses, thoughts, and memory are attuned to the embodied, evolved environment of early *homo sapiens*. Survival and procreation, not “truth,” are the governing realities that have shaped us. In summary, then, recent research in the area yields several observations:

- we prefer stories to statistics (relying on anecdotal evidence);

---
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• we seek to confirm (remembering the hits and forgetting the misses);
• we crave causality (underestimating the role of chance and coincidence in life);
• we misperceive aspects of our world (senses can be deceived);
• we oversimplify (avoiding analysis paralysis);
• we have faulty memories (memory is constructive);
• we hold beliefs based on many external influences (parental, sibling, peer, educational, social, and cultural);
• we have framing biases;
• we rely only on available evidence;
• we utilize linear processing;
• we have difficulty accurately calculating risk and probabilities;
• we can be confused and even paralyzed by having too many options;
• we compartmentalize our economic behavior; and
• we have individually varying skills, perspectives, and intuitions.60

In particular, Stanovich notes that while our problem-solving strategies lead us to select regular, deterministic, indication-dependent, functional, and linear processes, the world itself exhibits irregular, indeterminate, and independent processes.61 We fall for the “decision illusions” our minds show us, because “we are limited to the tools nature has given us, and the natural way in which we make decisions is limited by the quality and accuracy of these tools.”62

These varying aspects of our behavior obviously directly affect


61. STANOVICH, supra note 60, at 63-69.

62. ARIELY, supra note 60, at 243.
whether, why, and how we make decisions in the marketplace. As just one example, profit-seeking entities can actively prey on those constraints as part of the process of selling goods and services, which only exacerbates the shaky foundations for an agent’s market decisions. A broker in a particular transaction might obscure relevant information in the interest of gaining higher commissions, or the exclusive provider of services might package them in such a way that consumers do not realize that they could get a better deal with alternative combinations. Others have pointed out the political implications for democratic societies as well.

Of course, firms are just collectives of individuals, and often act as if possessed of a single mind. Firms share similar individual characteristics of agents, in particular routinely lacking relevant information and possessing inherent uncertainty. Ormerod states that agents of all types, including firms and governments, “have very limited capacities to acquire knowledge about the true impact either of their strategies on others or of others on them.” Agents face massive inherent uncertainty about the effects of their actions.

Some see the constraints inherent in our human information processing systems as signs of significant and inherent weakness—the proverbial glass half empty. However, other research points in the opposite direction: human beings are more capable, multi-faceted, and flexible than heretofore has been recognized. Again, these fundamental characteristics are not reflected in Old School Economics. Among the key findings:

- we have a variety of motivations, including non-economic ones;
- we utilize not just reason but imagination, intuition, and insight as the foundations for creative thinking;
- we often know more than the official producers;
- we can understand and even transcend our constraints;
- we are wired to engage in market-exchange calculations;
- we are altruistic, cooperative, and sharing creatures;

---

63. See, e.g., PAUL W. GLIMCHER, DECISIONS, UNCERTAINTY, AND THE BRIAN (2003); RICHARD RESTAK, THE NAKED BRAIN (2006); TALEB, supra note 60 (humans tend to overestimate causality and underestimate luck). Recent books have also begun to apply lessons from biology and complexity science to the management of large organizations. See, e.g., THE BIOLOGY OF BUSINESS (John Henry Clippinger III, ed., 1999) (collection of essays explaining “the Complex Adaptive System of management”); AXELROD & COHEN, supra note 19.


65. ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 21-35.

66. Id. at 221.
• we can use intelligent action to “tip” the world in certain directions;
• we use induction (pattern recognition), as well as deduction (the scientific method); and
• we possess important traits as autonomous entities interacting to carry out particular tasks.67

Most importantly, human beings have an inherent ability to learn, to adapt, to change, and to grow. We “evolved the adaptation of adaptability.”68 Our brains have been created with built-in plasticity, so that they are malleable and open to conscious change from new experiences and new learning.69 We are adaptive agents (or more precisely, agents capable of adaptation) in an ever-evolving landscape. Nor are we the selfish automatons that Old School Economics presupposes.70 Stanovich further insists that we can use our rational self-determination to gain control over our mismatched genetic and cultural programming,71 while Donald surmises that we can take advantage of our hybrid brain/cultural mind to break free from our evolutionary heritage.72 As populations of agents, we can learn from each other, share new ideas and innovations, and serve as a fertile environment for growth.73 We also have recourse to a vast array of culturally and socially embedded “ideaspaces” that populate our extended minds.74

Another point is worth stressing here: the traditional focus on the single individual, standing alone in her perfect wisdom and forethought, ignores growing evidence that large groups of people often can be better at solving problems, reaching decisions, predicting the future, and

68. SHERMER, supra note 2, at 190 (emphasis in original removed).
70. In an often-overlooked work, Adam Smith declares: “How selfish soever man may be supposed, there are evidently some principles in his nature, which interest him in the fortunes of others, and render their happiness necessary to him, though he derives nothing from it, except the pleasure of seeing it.” ADAM SMITH, THE THEORY OF MORAL SENTIMENTS 1 (J.J. TOURNEISEN 1793) (1759).
71. STANOVICH, supra note 60, at 95-171.
73. AXELROD & COHEN, supra note 19, at 5.
74. OGLE, supra note 67, at 13-17 (2007).
fostering innovation. Philip Ball puts it well:

One of the features of collective behavior arising from local interactions is that it becomes impossible to deduce the global state of a system purely by inspecting the characteristics of its individual components. This is physical science's most important message to social science: do not be tempted too readily into extrapolating from the psychology of the individual to the behavior of the group.

While we will return to this concept at a later point, for now the crucial takeaway is that Old School Economics has little to say about collective intelligence operating in the marketplace.

In short, evolutionary psychology, neuroscience, and game theory studies together show that humans are both more limited, and more limitless, than Old School Economics has assumed. We are eminently fallible, yet highly adaptable, agents. Any well-grounded economic theory must take nuanced account of both the half-empty and half-full views of economic agents. Neoclassical economic theories fail this fundamental test.

2. Networks

Of course, constrained yet adaptable agents (normal human beings) do not exist in a vacuum. The full productive potential of agents comes from their interactions with each other, which facilitate sharing of information and effort. Any particular agent may have a link to several other agents, which in turn link to others through lines of communication, common tasks, market agreements, or any number of other relationships.

In Old School Economics, agents only interact indirectly, through static and closed market mechanisms. As a result, many of the connections within the economy are downplayed, or even ignored. Reality is a bit more complex than that. In a dynamic system, relationships are bound to change over time. The true value of an agent is affected, and often greatly enhanced, by links to other agents. It is the structure of the connections between the component parts that gives systems of people their distinctive and characteristic features. When viewed as a whole, human systems show themselves to be complex sets of

76. BALL, supra note 12, at 297-98.
77. BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 97, 141-59.
78. ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 146.
79. Id. at 173.
relationships that can be fully understood neither from the perspective of the individual agents, nor the system as a whole.

The economy is best conceptualized and analyzed as a connected system, a network of individual agents. In the language of network science, the agents are “nodes” and the links are “edges.” Thus, networks are interactions of nodes and groups of edges between and among nodes. In particular, the interactions of agents (whether individuals, firms, or governments) include inherent elements of unpredictability and help create complexity in the overall system. Networks both define, and are defined by, these interactions.80

The characteristics of networks sometimes can be counterintuitive, but once understood, can be extremely powerful. The field of network science explores how networks form and attempts to explain why certain dynamics arise in networks that do not appear in more static, linear systems.81 In fact, there is a growing consensus that “common structures, growth patterns, and collective behaviors will arise in networks composed of very different kinds of elements and linkages.”82

As mentioned previously, physicists and biologists for decades have been studying complex adaptive systems, which are open systems of interacting agents that adapt to each other and the environment. Examples of complex adaptive systems include neurons in the brain, immune systems, biological ecosystems, and the Internet. Economies too are a type of complex adaptive system. Such complex systems may be understood as energy flow structures organized by thermodynamic principles.83 Economic and social systems are essentially dynamic, and not static.84 Some have termed it the “econosphere”—the economy as a dynamic, evolving system.85

In many systems, individual actors end up having indirect positive effect on others. Economists call these effects “positive externalities”, and often discuss the benefits that accrue to others as “spillovers.”86 For

---

81. ALBERT-LASZLO BARABASI, LINKED (2003); STEVEN JOHNSON, EMERGENCE (2002); DUNCAN J. WATTS, SIX DEGREES (2003).
84. Ormerod, supra note 6, at 18-21, 50-51.
85. Science writer Philip Ball criticizes the practice of using the term “complexity science” to explain aspects of human behavior. He relies instead on the concept of a science of “collective behavior,” and sees the market laws emerging from the ordinary (but still unpredictable) push and pull of trade. BALL, supra note 12, at 5-6, 179-80.
example, I may invent a new method for scanning bar codes that yields me great profit, but you might adopt or adapt this technology to your own benefit (provided that the law allows). Furthermore, to the extent that different agents share this standard—say, a manufacturer using bar codes for inventory management and a retailer using the same codes to automate checkout—the system benefits exceed the sum of the parts. In complex networks, these benefits flow more freely than in disconnected islands. The type of externalities referred to as “network effects” arise only in networks. In this case, each new node added to the network creates added value for the existing nodes. One classic case is the telephone network, in which a globally interconnected system is substantially more valuable to all than a regional or locally delimited system.

A more recent example is the digital network Ethernet standard. The more individuals that owned Ethernet equipment, the more useful the network that connects them together—which eventually helped catalyze the explosion of consumer Internet use. The presence of externalities means that a great deal of what happens in a network, and the value that is created, comes from and flows to other nodes. It also means that the total value created is greater than what each node can create or capture in isolation. In other words, a network becomes more valuable to its users as it grows.\(^87\) We use the term “Net effects” later in this paper to refer to a diversity of presumed externalities that in fact arise internally from the complex network itself.

Network formation theory looks at networks as endogenous constructs that both produce and are produced by a collection of interactions.\(^88\) There are two broad classes of how networks form: random formation, from graph theory (as formulated by Spulber and Yoo),\(^89\) and strategic formation of individual, self-interested agents, from game theory (as formulated by Werbach).\(^90\)

To begin with, networks have a tendency to expand slowly and then exhibit explosive growth as individual networks interconnect. Positive externalities accelerate this activity, because these highly interconnected networks represent considerably more value, and the effects of each new

---

87. Here is another instance where a basic tenet of Old School Economics—most markets are characterized by declining and eventually negative returns to scale—does not necessarily comport with reality.


node feeds back into the system. However, these types of “phase transitions”—abrupt jumps from one state of connectedness to another—can also work in the reverse direction. If those who control particularly central nodes, edges, or clusters see benefit in restricting use of those assets, they can exponentially dampen the growth of the network as a whole.91

Another feature of networks is that they can help reduce “transaction costs” of finding and negotiating interactions with partners. This is true both of literal networks, like the Internet, and figurative networks, like social or market relationships. An isolated node would have to generate its own value or negotiate with others to obtain what it needed. Traditionally, the presence of these transaction costs has been used to explain why “firms” are created.92 By bringing many entities together under a single umbrella, an organization can limit the transaction costs required. In complex networks, these units need not be limited to literal “firms,” and the multitude of links can reduce transaction costs in more dynamic fashion.

Complex real world networks exhibit three other kinds of behavior worth noting here. Small world behavior states that the diameter of a network (the average number of links between any two nodes) tends to grow much more slowly than the number of nodes.93 This means that a relatively small number of “hops” is necessary to connect any two nodes in the network. In other words, a small worlds network is relatively tightly connected.94 Scale-free dynamics states that some nodes are vastly more connected than others, so that additional links are more likely to connect to nodes that are already well connected. This behavior explains the so-called “rich get richer effect,” where preferential attachment by new users is a real element of networks.95 Finally, self-organized criticality and critical points refer to a network’s state of precarious stability, where one of several paths is imminently possible.96 Taken together, these three characteristics provide important insights on how and why complex networks like economies behave the way they do.

91. Id. at 28. While such restrictions can appear to make rational sense from the perspective of one agent, another agent with better understanding of the greater dynamics at work likely will find a way to avoid such counter-productive behavior, while also capturing more value than an isolationist approach would yield.


93. See, e.g., MARK BUCHANAN, NEXUS (2002); DUNCAN J. WATTS, SMALL WORLDS (1999).

94. Strandburg et al., supra note 82, at 1305.

95. Id. at 1308-09.

96. BALL, supra note 12, at 227-41.
3. Evolution

Old School Economics has no explicit mechanisms for explaining endogenous novelty (within the system), agents who learn and adapt, or sudden growth in complexity. By contrast, Emergence Economics uses the universal algorithm of evolution as the basis for much of its analysis.

“Ultimately, economics is a biological science. It is the study of how humans choose. That choice is inescapably a biological process.” Ilya Prigogine explains that “[w]e live in an evolutionary universe . . . [where] the laws of nature . . . no longer deal with certitudes but possibilities . . . [and] irregular, chaotic motions . . . constitute[] the very foundation of macroscopic systems.” The economy is one such macroscopic system, and, as we have seen, specifically a complex adaptive system. As such, evolution becomes the ideal algorithm for creating value within that system, an iterative process of experimentation by agents that includes first differentiation, then selection, and finally amplification of things that work. To Schumpeter, “[t]he essential point to grasp is that in dealing with capitalism we are dealing with an evolutionary process.”

Hayek, another transitional figure in 20th Century economics, also gained the insight that markets involve “the evolutionary formation of such highly complex self-maintaining orders.”

a. The Three Stage Process

Evolution is the universal algorithm for change in biological systems, and now has been identified as operating within economic systems as well. Natural selection is simply a description of certain evolutionary processes initiated by agents. In economic systems, one can usefully think of the process of “natural” selection as comprised of three interrelated stages: differentiation, selection, and amplification. The first step of evolution is differentiation, in which intelligent agents identify and propose various possible approaches. Next, through observation and action, these agents sort through the variation to find
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97. BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 97, 187-217.
98. Glimcher, supra note 63, at 336.
100. SCHUMPETER, supra note 35, at 82-83.
102. GEERAT VERMEIJ, NATURE: AN ECONOMIC HISTORY, at 43-58.
103. SHERMER, supra note 2, at 41. Corning clarifies that “natural selection does not in fact do anything”—it is not a mechanism or causal agency. In reality, “the differential 'selection' of a trait, or an adaptation, is a consequence of the functional effects it produces in relation to the survival and reproductive success of an organism in a given environment. It is these functional effects that are ultimately responsible for the trans-generational continuities and changes in nature.” Peter A. Corning, The Re-Emergence Of “Emergence”: A Venerable Concept In Search Of A Theory, COMPLEXITY, July/Aug. 2002, at 18, 27.
what works and what does not, and select the most fit solutions. Finally, the agents share and iterate on the most successful approaches, throwing out the others and amplifying the effects. In other words, natural selection both “weeds out” what fails to work and “weeds in” what does.

So adaptation is the formation and continual testing of hypotheses about the environment. This same evolutionary formula lies at the heart of the market process. Agents, acting as “selectors,” pick and choose which products, services, and other transactions they want to engage in, and other agents respond accordingly. The different routines that each firm develops are analogous to the genes, or “genotypes,” of biological organisms; in turn, these routines influence the specific characteristics of the output (the “phenotypes,” or physical organisms themselves) produced by the different firms. These firms then use the infrastructure of the network as the environment to evolve both their practices and the structure of the network itself. Out of this astonishingly complex series of moves, an ordered market system evolves.

Evolution allows for experimentation with a variety of solutions to problems, means of innovation, and shared experience. Many problems we encounter are complex and lack clear ideal paths to a solution. Scientific discovery has long exhibited this hit-or-miss characteristic, and technological breakthroughs similarly can come from unexpected directions. As Daniel Dennett puts it, “evolution is a search algorithm that ‘finds needles of good design in haystacks of possibility.’” Evolution discovers design, through trial and error, acting as “The Great Tinkerer.” Chance and accident also play a significant role in

104. For a more complete overview of the basics of evolution in a networked economy, see BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 213-16.

105. TALEB, supra note 67, at 17. Other analysts employ a somewhat different schema for the evolutionary process. For example, authors Axelrod and Cohen divide up the evolutionary algorithm into Variation (the raw material of adaptation), Interaction (between agents and populations of agents) and Selection (to promote adaptation). AXELROD & COHEN, supra note 19, at 32-151. They explain that “harnessing complexity” refers to changing the structure of a complex system to increase some measure of performance. Id. William Wallace talks about technology creating disruptions to the economy that trigger the “FROCA” process (Frontier, Release, Overexploited, Crash, Adaptation). WILLIAM WALLACE, TECHNO-CULTURAL EVOLUTION 7 (2006). By an interesting reverse analysis, Geerat Vermeij shows how processes common to all economic systems—competition, cooperation, adaptation, and feedback—in turn also govern evolution. VERMEIJ, supra note 102.

106. VERMEIJ, supra note 102, at 55.

107. See, e.g., RICHARD NELSON & SIDNEY WINTER, AN EVOLUTIONARY THEORY OF ECONOMIC CHANGE (1982).


109. BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 14 (citing DANIEL DENNETT, DARWIN’S DANGEROUS IDEA (1996)).
evolution,” as well as simple luck. If we assume a particular design space in which agents experiment, they can adapt successful designs by continuing to iterate on what proves useful, and eventually converge on one or more “fitness functions.” The environment is the design space of evolution; the market—the “econosphere” or “marketspace”—is the design space of economics. People use this design space to purchase, sell, and barter the goods and services best suited to meet their unique needs and desires.

Fitness is the measure of the potential for value creation; it is a contingent concept, premised on the challenges and opportunities of a particular environment. By one account, fitness is simply an entity’s capacity to satisfy customer concerns. Viewed functionally, “fitness is measured by the capacity to connect and interrelate effectively and creatively.” In networked systems, fitness is an emergent property, arising as an interplay of dynamic elements within the system as a whole. Ogle argues that increasing fitness triggers tipping points by balancing an agent’s reach and reciprocity (its weak and strong ties to other entities) within a dynamically linked network of idea-spaces. Ormerod explains that if we increase the fitness threshold at which agents become extinct in the design space, we are making it more difficult for them to survive, and if we reduce it, we are making it easier. “We can readily think of this as corresponding to more and less competitive environments, respectively.” Because this “solution space” of fitness is complex and often changing, this is not a linear process. Instead, it is continuous innovation that takes place in parallel and works by building shared knowledge that feeds back into the system.

Although the three-stage formulation of the market’s evolutionary process sounds simple, there are several challenges to successfully employing it. One problem is the sheer number of possible formulas. To

10. STEPHEN JAY GOULD, WONDERFUL LIFE 285, 288 (1989) (“Our own evolution is a joy and a wonder because such a curious chain of events would probably never happen again, but having occurred, makes eminent sense . . . . The modern order is largely a product of contingency.”).
11. “The reason free markets work is because they allow people to be lucky, thanks to aggressive trial and error, not by giving rewards or ‘incentives’ for skill. The strategy is, then, to tinker as much as possible . . . .” TALEB, supra note 67, at xxi.
12. BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 195-206.
13. SHERMER, supra note 2, at 8.
14. OGLE, supra note 67, at 104-05.
16. OGLE, supra note 67, at 111.
17. Id. at 109.
18. ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 230. Others note that strong selection pressure amplifies the success of the “best” agent while diminishing overall variety in the system, while weaker selection pressure provides more variety but sacrifices some agent fitness. AXELROD & COHEN, supra note 19, at 129-30.
try each one can prove to be impractically complex, or the partnerships required can introduce insurmountable transaction costs. To complicate further the process, it can be difficult to discern whether an idea will prove fruitful until several iterations are made or until a complementary approach is developed. In this case, it helps to encourage a plethora of experimentation with minimal barriers to cross-pollination. Participants in the fitness environment inevitably are blind at any given moment to the higher level patterns that are emerging. Finally, successful evolution can only take place when experimenters overcome the social tendency of “path dependence,” in which agents simply do things “as they have always been done.”

Ormerod’s “Iron Law of Failure” further explains that it is failure, not success, which is the distinguishing evolutionary feature of corporate life. Most firms fail. On average, more than 10 percent of all economically active firms in the United States become extinct each year, with roughly the same number of new firms added back to the market. As part of this process, weaker firms are replaced by firms with higher levels of fitness to the existing environment. Traditional economic theory simply ignores this widespread existence of corporate failure. As biological evolution relies on accident—mutation—as the basis for potential change, so do entities in the economic environment often prosper, or fail, due to the exigencies of a particular environment—in other words, fickle fortune.

119. OGLE, supra note 67, at 112.
120. ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 12.
121. Id. at 180; see also ATKINSON, supra note 44, at 115-16 (the underlying churning of business is a central feature of the New Economy).
122. Taleb claims that the concept of evolutionary fitness is overstated, and that evolution ultimately is a series of flukes, some good, some bad. “The fools, the Casanovas, and the blind risk takers are often the ones who win in the short term.” TALEB, supra note 67, at 116-17. Some companies survive simply because they were “the lucky ones.” Taleb insists we should love free markets because “operators in them can be as incompetent as they wish.” Id. at 181.
123. ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 17-35. Ball agrees that many economic theories of the firm fail to acknowledge that “most firms are ephemeral.” BALL, supra note 12, at 267. The larger lesson is that, for selection to occur, the system needs “superfecundity”—more designs than the environment can support—which thus creates competition. In biology, there are more potential organisms than any ecosystem can support. The same undoubtedly is true for the market, which helps explain Ormerod’s “Iron Law of Failure.”
124. Again, Taleb finds luck to be the grand equalizer in a free market, because almost everyone can benefit from it, and it is far more egalitarian than even intelligence. “Randomness reshuffles society’s cards, sometimes knocking down the big guy.” TALEB, supra note 67, at 222. Ormerod observes as one example the success of Microsoft’s Windows operating system, which “was far more the result of a series of accidents than of a far-sighted, planned strategy.” ORMEROD, supra note 6, at 122-24.
b. *Two Types of Technology*

Writ large, technologies can be thought of as “knowledge of everything—products, processes, and forms of organization—that can create economic value.” Evolution operates on two broad types of technologies, which Richard Nelson refers to as “Physical Technologies” (“PTs”) and “Social Technologies” (“STs”). Physical Technologies are means or recipes for producing objects or ideas; they consist of specifications, instructions, shareable practices, and other ways of transforming materials to serve a goal. These technologies have a modular, building-block character of components plus architecture, and instill order in the physical realm. Social Technologies, on the other hand, are methods and designs for organizing people in service of a goal, and instilling order in the social realm. This might consist of a particular team structure or collaborative relationship. The modern day corporation is seen by some as an enabling technology in its own right and crucial to economic development.

In reality, the two types of technologies evolve in relation to each other, and with concrete business designs (referred to in Beinhocker’s work as “Business Plans”) that incorporate one or both. A software company might find that one specific software development toolkit makes its work easier, and that small working groups of engineers further improves productivity. Physical Technologies can enable Social Technologies and vice-versa. Each type of technology constitutes an evolution of modular ideas that has the potential to be plugged into other scenarios. As with firms, technologies are subject to their own “law of failure” in the market.
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125. Richard G. Lipsey et al., Economic Transformations 10 (2005). While new technologies cause economic growth by increasing the output that can be produced from a given set of resources, they also enable new products, new processes, and new forms of organization. Id.


128. John Micklethwait & Adrian Wooldridge, The Company xxi (2003). The company has flourished in modern markets because capital can be pooled for investment, investor risk is spread, transaction costs are reduced, and effective management structures are imposed on large organizations. Id.; see also Ball, supra note 12, at 250-54.

129. Vermeij observes that “in organisms, technology is part of the body; in people, it is an extension—mechanical, intellectual, and cultural—that we design and that, at least figuratively speaking, takes on a life of its own. In both cases, technology evolves; in organisms it does so largely through natural selection, in humans by engineering and market forces.” Vermeij, supra note 102, at 47. Kurzweil has commented that “technology is the continuation of evolution by other means.” Taylor, supra note 115, at 221.

130. As Romer has remarked, “there are many more dead ends out there than there are useful things to discover.” Ronald Bailey, Post-Scarcity Prophet, Reason, Dec. 2001,
technologies lies in their capacity to be shared and re-used.

As we have seen, biological ecosystems provide a powerful analogy and insight to the functioning of business networks. Under one model, companies work to connect a large and distributed network of companies to their customers, providing “platforms” that other firms can leverage to increase productivity, enhance stability, and spur innovation. The “keystone” is a pattern of behavior that improves the performance of an ecosystem and, in so doing, improves individual performance. Just as “keystone species” in nature play central roles in their ecosystems, companies such as Wal-Mart, Microsoft, and Li & Fung deploy “keystone strategies,” using effective collaboration to actively shape and regulate the workings of their business ecosystems.

c. Losing One’s Balance

All of this flies in the face of traditional economic notions of linear progression and natural equilibrium. Old School Economists project a single optimal balance for a particular market, and see growth as a smooth trajectory of improved efficiency and increased output. Our more complex view of the process acknowledges that there are several possible “peaks” of high productivity that operate in different ways, and that it is possible to arrive at those peaks via different “fitness functions.” Indeed, just when one peak has reached its maximum utility (say, bamboo-based light bulb filament), an entirely different approach might offer a far better fit (such as tungsten-based light bulb filament).

The notion of fitness implies that combined Physical Technologies and Social Technologies are used by agents to navigate a market landscape of possible growth trajectories—like a map of mountains. In these fitness landscapes, agents combine PTs and STs into a Business Plan (“BP”), according to various strategies. As one approach reaches its limit or a peak, one might say that an equilibrium of sorts has been reached—but only until it is upset inevitably by a different approach making use of a different combination. This leads to a “punctuated equilibrium” that is disrupted by “keystone” technologies.

132. Id at 113-15.
133. Id. at 145-67.
134. For further discussion of the creation and development of fitness landscapes in evolutionary biology, see DENNETT, supra note 109, at 190-95.
Ultimately, no one company can hope to out-innovate the market. An ecosystem tends to beat a product (perhaps even something as innovative as the iPod) because its collective of competitors can explore and innovate and invest in many more ideas than any single company can muster. Supra note 22, at 332 (emphasis in original). Beinhocker observes that “in evolutionary systems, sustainable competitive advantage does not exist; there is only a never-ending race to create new sources of temporary advantage.” Supra note 110, at 74 (citing Francis Crick’s version of Orgel’s Second Rule).

The bottom line is, “evolution is cleverer than you are.”

4. Emergence of Networks and Growth

Decades of research show that the economic system is a complex adaptive system, where micro interactions of agents lead to macro structures and patterns. Supra note 138, at 332 (emphasis in original). In other words, “more is different.”

Emergence is not some mystical force that magically comes into being when agents collaborate. Supra note 139, at 116. Emergent properties are physical aspects of a system not otherwise exhibited by the component parts. They are macro-level features of a system arising from interactions among the system’s micro-level components, bringing forth novel
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behavior.\textsuperscript{141} The brain is an example: the single neuron has no consciousness, but a network of neurons brings forth, say, the smell of a rose. Similarly, when agents interact through networks, they evolve their ways of doing work and discover new techniques. Out of this combined activity, a spontaneous structure emerges. Without any centralized control, emergent properties take shape based on agent relationships and the conditions in the overall environment. Thus, emergence stems from behavior of agents, system structures, and exogenous inputs.\textsuperscript{142}

Emergent systems are often described as being “organism-like” in the sense that they are constantly growing and adapting. Each agent follows localized rules and motivations, but the end result is additive and interdependent. Analogies drawn from biology include the ant colony. Ants follow basic rules for seeking food, emitting pheromones to leave a trail to the food they find, and following other ants’ pheromone trails to make their way to food and back to the colony. These characteristics appear in many human systems. James Odell notes that, “[w]ith the stock market, thousands of agents act independently to buy and sell shares of particular stocks and bonds. Yet from this independent behavior, an organism-like product called the stock market emerges.”\textsuperscript{143} Much of the development of cities similarly derives from the bottom up.\textsuperscript{144}

Emergent systems have no single ideal structure. They exist in an ever-changing environment and consist of complex interactions that continuously reshape their internal relationships. Brian Arthur notes that our subjective beliefs constitute the very DNA of the market, and so “co-evolve, arise, decay, change, mutually reinforce, and mutually negate.”\textsuperscript{145} The market “emerges from subjectivity and falls back into subjectivity.”\textsuperscript{146} The many independent actions of agents unify, but they do not necessarily work toward one particular structure or equilibrium. For example, emergent systems can be robust to change, and they can be far better at evolving toward efficiency than top-down systems. On the other

\textsuperscript{141} Tom De Wolf & Tom Holvoet, Emergence Versus Self-Organisation 3464 LECTURE NOTES IN COMPUTER SCI. 1 (2005). Characteristics of emergent systems include micro-macro effects, radial novelty, coherence, interacting parts, dynamical, decentralized control, bi-directional links between the macro- and micro-levels, and robustness and flexibility. Id. at 3-5.

\textsuperscript{142} BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 185.

\textsuperscript{143} Odell, supra note 67.

\textsuperscript{144} Citizens solve local problems, combining resources and expertise in the form of new technologies. Steven Johnson describes how early cities evolved around new farming mechanisms, with urban emergence intensifying as fossil fuel technologies were developed. “And with that new flow of energy, new kinds of cities emerged: the factory towns of Manchester and Leeds, and the great metropolitan superorganisms of London, Paris, and New York.” JOHNSON, supra note 139, at 113.


\textsuperscript{146} Id. at 6.
hand, emergent structures can fall apart when their basic conditions are altered in such a way that they work against the health of the system as a whole. If the ants stop leaving pheromone trails, they can no longer cooperatively feed the colony. If corrupt stockbrokers are allowed to unethically manipulate the system, the complex structure of price signals falls apart. If cities are saddled with stagnant industries, their growth falters, and their economies can crumble. As our current economic woes illustrate, the line between emergence-fostering actions and emergence-stifling actions sometimes can be difficult to discern.

Agents’ actions in turn affect the other agents, setting off both positive and negative feedback loops. Beinhocker uses the helpful metaphor of adjusting shower temperatures.\textsuperscript{147} The delay between adjusting the knob and the change in temperature means that one is likely to over-shoot, oscillating back and forth until finally settling on the right temperature.\textsuperscript{148} But this is a simple case with a single agent. In a recent study, an economist and a physicist sought to understand what happens in youth hostels where many showers share the scarce “market” for hot water.\textsuperscript{149} They found that:

Tuning one’s shower in some hotels may turn into a challenging coordination game with imperfect information. The temperature sensitivity increases with the number of agents, making the problem possibly unlearnable. Because there is in practice a finite number of possible tap positions, identical agents are unlikely to reach even approximately their favorite water temperature.\textsuperscript{150}

Fortunately we have developed some understanding of what types of conditions lead away from such negative feedback loops, and towards more productive emergence. Generally speaking, a greater ability of agents to connect and explore new modes of production will facilitate the chance connections that a top-down designer might not foresee. Better global information sharing and feedback between agents facilitates better local decisions. The system as a whole can take a leap forward when new innovations come out of this process and are replicated throughout the network. Inductive tinkering by a single agent can lead to breakthroughs with widespread payoff.\textsuperscript{151}

\textsuperscript{147} See BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 101, 394.
\textsuperscript{148} Id.
\textsuperscript{150} MATZKE & CHALLET, supra note 149, at 1.
\textsuperscript{151} In this important sense, the ant colony analogy falls short. Ants are not known to innovate their basic rules for foraging or their colony structure: they do not build new tools for finding food, nor do they have diverse motivations and modes of compensation for their work.
In place of Old School Economics’ conventional wisdom of the market’s “invisible hand,” Beinhocker emphasizes a notion of “fitness functions.” Various emergent structures may be more or less fit for the environment and the task at hand. The best chance of finding good fitness functions lies in leaving the emergent system open to subsequent emergence.

As we shall see, emergence can take several different forms, including ideas, innovation, economic growth, and spillovers. Emergent phenomena include economic patterns such as oscillations, punctuated equilibrium, and power laws. Economic growth comes primarily from new ideas; people, ideas (instructions) and things (materials). An evolutionary approach to economics admits that we do not know now, nor will we ever know for sure in the future, the ideal set of market rules. Instead, we should be content to develop supporting institutions that preserve a bounded space for evolutionary activity, and at most look to shape the inputs to the fitness function of the marketplace.

II. NETWORKED ECONOMY: THE INTERNET AS THE ULTIMATE EMERGENT PLATFORM

‘Tis true, there’s magic in the web of it.
William Shakespeare

Just as economic theory has been turned upside-down thanks to innovative new analytical and empirical work on many fronts, so have the staid assumptions of telecommunications technology been cast aside by the rise and success of the Internet. In many ways, the Internet is the ultimate emergent phenomenon: a platform for untold forms of economic, social, and personal connectivity and interaction. As we have seen, every network of agents operates under a certain set of rules, developed over the course of time in contingent ways. To understand better how the Internet is a novel creation of history—one which can and should play a significant role in shaping our public policy framework—we need to understand what makes the Internet so unique and successful.

For starters, it is important to understand that the “network of networks” we call the Internet is not some neutral, value-free assemblage of routers and servers and fiber optics. Generally, technology may be viewed from a certain perspective as “neutral,” but how we design and use it reflects a distinctive social and psychological bias. As an artifact of human ingenuity, technology expresses deep-seated desires, wants, needs, and fears. While component parts may be used for a variety of

152. See Beinhocker, supra note 22, at 195.
purposes—think for example, of the assemblage of mechanical systems into either exploratory rocket ships or atomic weapons—the design and assembly and uses of those components inevitably reflects very human impulses.

In the case of the present-day Internet, that built-in bias is reflected in the key elements of its architecture and infrastructure. As Lawrence Lessig already has shown us, “Code is Law,” or rather, computing technologies are products of human design that affect our behavior. The structure of the Internet reflects the ethos that produced it. Those who struggled to bring forth the Internet did so in the full knowledge that they were imbuing it with specific characteristics that reflected their personal and professional value systems. Those values include interconnectivity, openness, flexibility, and the lack of a pervasive centralized authority. The Net is also oriented towards user activities at the so-called “edge” of the network, as opposed to network activities at the network’s “core.” At the same time, the Internet has no fixed, inherent nature, except for what we build into its architecture. The Net is what we make it.

A. The Net’s Origins

1. Overlooked Components: The Social, Economic, and Legal Backdrop

In describing the essential architectural and modular ingredients that make up the Internet, many tend to neglect some of the most critical elements: namely, the social, economic, and legal environment within which the Internet operates. Some have referred to a technology’s “context of use,” which describes the society and the web of other artifacts within which technologies are always embedded. A technology is not severable from the culture in which it is embedded. “Material artefacts encode, embody, convey, or transmit whole systems of

155. See id.
156. BALL, supra note 12, at 374. See also MANUEL CASTELLI, THE INTERNET GALAXY 36 (2001) (“The culture of the producers of the Internet shaped the medium.”).
158. Depending on your viewpoint, the Internet at any one moment is a technical architecture (physical assets, logical protocols, and software), or a complex of providers (who owns, operates, and manages the technical components), or a complex of users and their applications and content, or a substrate for economic and non-economic activity, or a process of human interactions. No single conceptual metaphor can hope to capture all of these elements at once.
immaterial ideas and behavioural patterns.”

Technology evolves with us, our human capacities, our culture, and our environment. Susan Crawford helpfully has called it the “code/law background medium,” but it actually involves a richer and more complex mix of elements. Indeed, one cannot divorce the Net from its social, economic, and legal context. The ecosystem of the Internet is but a part of the larger ecosystem of human life.

Starting at least in the 17th Century, and extending to today, the “constitutive choices” about the modern media—the press, postal and telecommunications networks, cinema, and broadcasting—have taken place in the context of larger political and economic transformations. In particular, U.S. government policymakers undertook supremely political objectives with important economic consequences. In short, politics created our media world, from the emergence of the first newspapers and postal systems to the rise of the mass press, telecommunications, motion pictures, and broadcasting in the 20th Century. Critical choices about freedom of expression, ownership of media, the architecture of networks, secrecy, privacy, and intellectual property have made the modern media as much a political as a technological invention.

The Internet is no different. Now that the post-industrial, information society has come, what kind of society it proves to be ultimately will be a political choice. The Net is subject to the very same social, economic, and political forces that affect any other part of the world, real or virtual. Because of this rich backdrop, government officials and policymakers potentially have an enormous role in shaping the architecture and uses of the Internet. As we shall see, the U.S. Government in particular can, and inevitably will, to some extent “regulate the Internet.”

2. An Unlikely Birth

It has become a truism that the commercial Internet, and particularly the World Wide Web, is a phenomenon built largely by end users operating at the periphery of the network. Nonetheless, surprisingly few bother to stop to ponder exactly what that truism may mean, or what specific implications can be drawn for the future.

Certainly the Internet did not start out that way. After all, despite

163. Id. at 1-19, 385-402.
some of the more extreme rants of self-proclaimed “cyberlibertarians,”
the Internet is a creature spawned not in the rich soil of the valleys
around San Jose, but in windowless conference rooms at the Pentagon,
with the aid of government-sponsored academia. In particular,
government, military, and academia provided the structure and financial
support for the nascent network. As a result, “the Internet was born at
the unlikely intersection of big science, military research, and libertarian
culture.”164

Indeed, “the real history of the Internet reaches back to that terribly
traditional, often-reviled institution of our collective aspirations:
government.”165 The “gift culture of the ARPANET”—the secret
scientific research project funded by the U.S. military—became a prolific
incubator of many innovations.166 As one noted historian has concluded,
“public investment in science and technology—channeled through
institutions that continued, however, to be decentralized and
competitive—proved instrumental in the emergence of computer
sciences, advanced telecommunications, and other developments that led
directly to the contemporary phase of the information revolution.”167 Of
course, it is highly ironic that centralized decision-making led to a
decentralized Internet, that military desire to create a resilient and
efficient system led to a highly interconnected, distributed network, and
that the top-down mandate to use a particular root protocol allowed the
Net to become a platform for bottom-up user choice and freedom.168

The Internet required three decades of subsidies to reach
commercial market introduction.169 It has been estimated that the U.S.
Government spent some $125 million building the Internet’s predecessor
networks.170 Only government, it seems, can afford to be that patient.171

Networking pioneer and entrepreneur Charles Ferguson has
observed that new technologies like the Internet typically come from
neither the venture capital industry nor from the free market.172 Instead,
he explains that “virtually all the critical technologies in the Internet and Web revolution were developed between 1967 and 1993 by government research agencies and/or in universities.” During that same time period, a $10 billion commercial online services industry arose in the free market. “The comparison between the two,” he argues, is extremely clear and extremely unflattering to private markets. The commercial industry’s technology and structure were inferior to that of the nonprofit Internet in every conceivable way, which is the primary reason that they were so rapidly destroyed by the commercial Internet revolution. Internet technology was around and available for more than twenty years, continuously evolving under the noses of companies like AT&T, IBM, CompuServe, AOL, and even Microsoft. But somehow these companies managed not to notice. Neither, by the way, did most VCs.

It certainly is unclear whether the free market alone could or would have created such a thing as the Internet, but the available evidence is not promising. As Ferguson points out, in the 1980s and early 1990s, wholly incompatible, proprietary computer networks arose—bulletin boards, online service providers, private networks, email services. Without the existence of a ready alternative like the Internet, such “closed” networks may well have become the prevailing marketplace norm. Kevin Werbach has noted that “the victory of the interconnected outcomes over the centralized ones was always contingent on historical, regulatory, economic, and cultural factors.” The Internet may be viewed as an example of a path-dependent creation, a “telecommunications anomaly,” and even a historic accident. Some may see the Internet as the “Black Swan” of the communications world, a wholly unexpected event that came out of nowhere to bring a profound and widespread impact to the economy.

---

173. *Id.* at 13. The emergence of the home computer out of the “Homebrew Computer Club,” an eclectic San Francisco-based hobbyist group, rather than IBM, HP, or Xerox, provides an interesting parallel to the Net’s rise over proprietary alternatives. As Richard Ogle puts it, “[t]he failure of the mainstream computer industry to anticipate the arrival of the personal computer—an enormous failure of insight and imagination—exemplifies once again the fact that being in thrall to the wrong idea-space can blind you to what seems obvious to others.” OGLE, supra note 67, at 78.

174. FERGUSON, supra note 172, at 13. Some have noted that the Internet did not so much drive out its competitors as subsume them. See Mark A. Lemley & David McGowan, *Legal Implications of Network Economic Effects*, 86 CAL. L. REV. 479, 552 (1998).

175. Werbach, supra note 88 at 18.


178. Taleb calls the Net “unplanned, unpredicted, and unappreciated upon its discovery,
The U.S. Government’s role certainly was not limited to funding, research, prodding, and eventual privatization. On the regulatory front, policymakers made key decisions that dictated whether and how the Internet would develop into a mass-market phenomenon.179 Beginning in the late 1960s with the original Computer Inquiries, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) explored ways to protect the nascent online environment from regulation, and give it access to vital communications links. The FCC’s Computer Inquiry safeguards governed consumer access to last-mile ramps—ordinary phone lines—owned and controlled by the incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs), and used to access online services. This regulatory framework essentially buttressed the Internet’s own open and end-to-end design principles.180

The Computer Inquiry rules did several important things. First, the world was divided into basic communications services (regulated as common carriage),181 and enhanced information services (left unregulated). Enhanced services were defined as computer-based software applications and services that utilized the public switched telephone network (PSTN).182 Second, providers of enhanced services (known as ESPs) gained the right to access basic services, on a nondiscriminatory basis, using the ILECs’ commercial rates and terms. This end user right eventually became known as ISP open access. Third, ESPs and others had the concomitant right to attach lawful devices, such as computer modems, to the ILECs’ phone networks. The end result was a modular regulatory framework, with targeted common carriage regulation of the lower infrastructure layers of the network, and an “unregulation” regime applicable to the upper applications, devices, and content layers.183

and . . . well after.” TALEB, supra note 67, at 135. One question is whether this supposed Black Swan event is still endogenous to (arising from within) the market, or whether the U.S. Government’s extensive involvement in the Net’s birth and success makes it an exogenous happenstance. The answer to that question well could dictate how one approaches the Internet as an economic phenomenon.

179. For a more fulsome discussion of this regulatory history, see Richard S. Whitt, A Horizontal Leap Forward, 56 FED. COMM. L.J. 587, 597-600 (2004).


182. The FCC’s rules define enhanced services as those services “offered over common carrier transmission facilities used in interstate communications, which employ computer processing applications that act on the format, content, protocol or similar aspects of the subscriber’s transmitted information; provide the subscriber additional, different, or restructured information; or involve subscriber interaction with stored information.” 47 C.F.R. § 64.702(a) (2008).

183. Kevin Werbach observes that the FCC’s decision “meant that data services, which
The FCC also took other important steps, such as classifying ESPs as end users, thus protecting them from the excessive per-minute telephony access charges normally applicable to carriers for long-distance telephone traffic that originates and terminates to the ILEC networks.\textsuperscript{184} In addition, following the breakup of AT&T in 1984, U.S. District Court Judge Harold Greene presided over a consent decree that barred the Bell Operating Companies from providing interLATA information services until 1991.\textsuperscript{185} Finally, in the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Congress retained the FCC’s basic/enhanced split in the form of new definitions of “telecommunications services” and “information services,”\textsuperscript{186} and added a statutory provision decreeing that the Internet should remain unfettered by regulation.\textsuperscript{187} Thus, in the Computer Inquiry era spanning roughly from 1980 to 2005, the United States had an open and unregulated communications platform by design (the Internet) that was married by regulation to open end points (the local telephone network).

B. The Net’s Architecture

The Internet today is a network of networks, an organic hodgepodge of disparate infrastructure melded together through common software protocols. Understanding the what, where, why, and how of this architecture goes a long ways towards understanding how the Net fits into the rough formula of emergence we discussed above, and in turn the implications for communications policy going forward.

1. The Law of Code: Modularity

The modular nature of the Internet describes the “what,” or its overall structural architecture. The use of layering means that functional tasks are divided up and assigned to different software-based protocol layers. For example, the “physical” layers of the network govern how electrical signals are carried over physical wiring; independently, the “transport” layers deal with how data packets are routed to their correct destinations, while the application layers control how those packets are used by an email program, web browser, or other user application or service. This simple and flexible system creates a network of modular
“building blocks,” where applications or protocols at higher layers can be developed or modified with no impact on lower layers, while lower layers can adopt new transmission and switching technologies without requiring changes to upper layers. Reliance on a modular system of layers greatly facilitates the unimpeded delivery of packets from one point to another.  

Put simply, the Internet is comprised of Code, stacked in Layers. One can view Code, the software and hardware components of the network, as the bricks and mortar. Writ large, these components constitute “[a] set of procedures, actions, and practices, designed in particular ways to achieve particular ends in particular contexts.” By contrast, layers constitute the architectural features of the Internet, in this case its modular structure. The layers are what we build using the raw materials of Code as the building blocks:

[Engineers use multiple protocols that partition a communication problem into disparate sub-problems and organize the software into modules that handle the sub-problems. Functions are allocated to different protocol layers or levels, with standardized interfaces between layers. The flexibility offered through the layering approach allows products and services to evolve by accommodating changes made at the appropriate layer, rather than having to rework the entire set of protocols. In other words, layering allows changes to implementation of one layer without affecting others, as long as the interfaces between the layers remain constant.]

Layers create a degree of “modularity,” which allows for ease of maintenance within the network. This modularity, or independence, of each layer creates a useful level of abstraction as one moves through the layered stack. In particular, the user’s ability to alter functionality at a certain layer without affecting the rest of the network can yield tremendous efficiencies when one seeks to upgrade an existing application (higher layer) that makes extensive use of underlying physical infrastructure (lower layer).

2. Smart Edges: End-to-End

The end-to-end (“e2e”) design principle describes the “where,” or the place for network functions to reside in the layered protocol stack. The general proposition is that the core of the Internet (the network

188. See generally Whitt, supra note 179, at 601-09.
191. Whitt, supra note 179, at 602-03.
192. Id. at 604.
itself) tends to support the edge of the Internet (the end user applications, content, and other activities). Some have rendered this broadly as dumb networks supporting smart applications. A more precise technical translation is that a class of functions generally can be more completely and correctly implemented by the applications at each end of a network communication.

The e2e principle suggests that “[s]pecific application-level functions usually cannot, and preferably should not, be built into the lower levels of the system—the core of the network.” Instead, such functionality ideally operates on the edges, at the level of client applications that individuals set up and manipulate. E2e architecture “[i]s designed to be fairly simple, open and stable at the network level while allowing users the freedom to develop innovative applications to run on top of it.” Thus, users remain the driving force in such a system. Rather than relying upon the creativity of a small group of innovators who might work for the companies that control the network, the e2e design enables anyone with a network connection to design and implement a better way to use that network. As Lee McKnight has observed, “most Internet businesses operate on the edge of the Internet, which is where the intelligence and processing power resides by design.” The resulting explosion of innovative applications on the Internet likely never would have happened but for the incorporation of the end-to-end design into the network. Thus, innovation and creativity become decentralized. This differs from traditional telephony and cable networks, where control over security, protocols, or permitted applications and content are handled in the core (in headends and central offices), away from the users at the edge. As a result, the power and

193. Id. at 604-05.
195. David D. Clark & Marjory S. Blumenthal, Rethinking the Design of the Internet: The End-to-End Arguments vs. the Brave New World, 1 ACM TRANSACTIONS ON INTERNET TECH. 70, 71 (2001).
197. BOLLIER, supra note 165, at 102.
198. Id.
200. McKnight, supra note 171, at 47.
functionality of the Internet is left in the hands of the end users.202

With regard to the Internet, the end-to-end argument now has been transformed into a broader principle “[t]o make the basic Internet protocols simple, general, and open, leaving the power and functionality in the hands of the application.”203 In the words of one commentator, e2e has become “a policy preference of potentially profound meaning.”204 Of course, the e2e principle can be prone to exaggeration. One cannot have a modern data network without a core, and in particular the transport functionality to connect together the myriad constituents of the edge, as well as the widespread distribution of the applications and content and services provided by the edge. Elements of the core network, while erecting certain barriers (such as firewalls and traffic shaping) that limit pure e2e functionality, may still allow relatively unfettered user-to-user connectivity at the applications and content layers. To have a fully functioning network, the edge and the core need each other. And they need to be connected together.

3. A Network of Networks: Interconnection

Werbach has recently pointed out an often under-appreciated aspect of the Internet’s architecture: connectivity.205 This aspect of the Net goes to its “why,” which is the overarching rationale of moving traffic from Point A to Point B. Werbach believes that “the actual development of the Internet focused not on the edges, but on the links.”206 The early Internet was designed with an emphasis on internetworking and interconnectivity, and moving packets of data transparently across a network of networks:

The defining characteristic of the Internet is not the absence of discrimination, but a relentless commitment to interconnection. . . . The engineers and entrepreneurs who laid the foundations for today’s commercial Internet developed a set of technical protocols, business norms, and contractual arrangements to link together diverse

202. By precluding discrimination, e2e also “[s]ets the conditions necessary for a fair fight, so that what survives is truly the fittest and not merely the favored.” Tim Wu, The Broadband Debate, A User’s Guide, 3 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L., 69, 83 (2004). “E2e can help erase through competition the invariable mistakes that a centralized network planner will make.” Id. at 83-84.


204. Jonathan Sallet, Just How Open Must an Open Network be for an Open Network to be Labeled Open, 8 FIRST MONDAY, 1, 6 (2003), http://www.firstmonday.org/issues/issue8_3/sallet/.

205. See Werbach, supra note 88, at 3.

206. Werbach, supra note 183, at 507.
networks.\textsuperscript{207}

Interconnecting then is the baseline goal embedded in the Internet’s architecture, creating incentives and opportunities for isolated systems to come together, and for edges to become embedded in tightly interconnected networks.\textsuperscript{208} Werbach has shown that interconnectivity creates both decentralizing and centralizing trends in the Internet economy, and both centripetal force (pulling networks and systems into the Internet commons) and centrifugal force (towards the creation of isolated gated communities). He expresses concern that the Net increasingly is being pushed towards disaggregated, proprietary islands of connectivity.\textsuperscript{209}

4. Agnostic Protocols: IP

The design of the Internet Protocol (“IP”), or the “how,” allows for the separation of the networks from the services that ride on top of them. IP was designed to be an open standard, so that anyone could use it to create new applications and new networks. By nature, IP is completely indifferent to both the underlying physical networks, and to the countless applications and devices using those networks. In particular, IP does not care what underlying transport is used (such as fiber, copper, cable, or radio waves), what application it is carrying (such as browsers, e-mail, Instant Messaging, or MP3 packets), or what content it is carrying (text, speech, music, pictures, or video).\textsuperscript{210} Thus, IP enables any and all user applications and content. IP also was designed to follow the e2e principle.\textsuperscript{211} Thus, using IP, individuals are free to create new and innovative applications that they know will work on the network in predictable ways.

In 1974, Vint Cerf and Robert Kahn issued their seminal paper on the TCP/IP protocol suite, in which the authors “present a protocol design and philosophy that supports the sharing of resources that exist in different packet switching networks.”\textsuperscript{212} Based in large part on how Cerf and Kahn designed that protocol suite (plus more than a little help from

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item[207.] Werbach, supra note 88 at 3. Some of the flavor of this scheme can be found in Postel’s Law, named after John Postel: “be conservative in what you do, be liberal in what you accept from others.” Werbach, supra note 183, at 518.
\item[208.] Werbach, supra note 183, at 529.
\item[209.] Werbach, supra note 88, at 8.
\item[210.] Whitt, supra note 179, at 604-07.
\item[211.] Timothy Wu, Network Neutrality, Broadband Discrimination, 2 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 141, 146 (2003).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
the U.S. Government to ensure its universal use on the networks), the Internet Protocol has become the ubiquitous “bearer” protocol at the heart of the Internet.\textsuperscript{213}

C. The End Result: A “Virtuous Feedback Network”

From these various architectural components of the Internet, the end result is that IP helps fashion a “virtuous hourglass” from disparate activities at the different network layers. In other words, the Net drives convergence at the IP (middle) layer, while at the same time facilitating divergence at the physical networks (lower) and applications/content (upper) layers. The interconnected nature of the network allows innovations to build upon each other in self-feeding loops. This network topology and universal connectivity gives meaning to what some have labeled the Net’s three golden rules: nobody owns it, everybody uses it, and anyone can add to it.\textsuperscript{214} One might refer to this as a “virtuous feedback network.”

From the above discussion of the Internet’s different yet related design components, one can see the resulting whole: that, generally speaking, no central gatekeeper exerts unilateral control over activities on the Internet.\textsuperscript{215} This governing principle allows for vibrant user activity and creativity to occur at the network edges. Moreover, the values imbued into the Net’s architecture were there from the beginning.\textsuperscript{216} In such an environment, entrepreneurs need not worry about getting permission for their inventions to reach end users. In essence, the Internet has become a distributed, yet connected, platform for emergence.\textsuperscript{217} Indeed, technology platforms such as the Internet are both open (accessible) and communal (adaptable). One could think of it like the electric grid, where the ready availability of an open, standardized, and stable source of electricity allows anyone to build and use myriad of

\textsuperscript{213.} See Whitt, supra note 179, at 629.
\textsuperscript{215.} Of course, as alluded to earlier, talk about an “edge” versus “core” dichotomy should not obscure the messy reality that the Net includes crucial top-down core elements. ICANN runs the domain name system (DNS) so that there is common addressing scheme for users, while the IETF makes critical engineering and standards decisions that then are implemented throughout the system. One irony is that a certain centrality of common standards and addressing schemes may well be necessary in order for the Net’s decentralized nature to fully emerge.
\textsuperscript{216.} NAUGHTON, supra note 157, at 268-77.
\textsuperscript{217.} These aspects may help explain why the Internet is different from previous forms of communications and transportation infrastructure. See, e.g., VARIAN, ET AL., supra note 5, at 4 (while the Internet represents one instance of “combinatorial innovation,” its uniqueness may stem from its foundational software protocols, which are quite different from the physical devices that drove previous technologies).
different electric devices.\textsuperscript{218}

The Internet is more than that: it is a complex adaptive system, whose architecture is much richer than the sum of its parts.\textsuperscript{219} As such, Net-based human activities produce emergent and self-organizing phenomena. Metaphors seem to fall short when describing the Internet; it is by various accounts an object and a process, a place and an idea.

As the networks and users that comprise it continue to change and evolve, the Net’s core principles of modularity, e2e, interconnectivity, and agnosticism are constantly being pushed and prodded by technology, market, and legal developments. That is not to say these developments are inherently unhealthy. Clearly there are salient exceptions to every rule, if not new rules altogether, and the Internet needs to adjust to the realities of security concerns like denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, and the needs of latency-sensitive applications like streaming video. The question is not whether the Net will evolve, but how. Will the inevitable changes come organically, or will they be imposed unilaterally? And by whom?

III. GROWTH ECONOMY: THE EMERGENCE OF IDEAS, INNOVATION, AND “NET EFFECTS”

The emergent phenomena of new ideas and innovation, channeled through generative networks of agents such as the Internet, provide powerful fuel for economic growth and other important effects. Growth long has been a concern for economists as they seek to understand what drives nations to build and maintain wealth. In a highly networked economy, the benefits of innovation in physical and social technologies go beyond traditional economic growth, and generate a diversity of what we call “Net effects.”

An initial point is to understand that the Internet as a platform for new ideas and innovations has been slighted in Old School Economics as a mere “exogenous” influence. In fact, general platform technologies like the Internet are endogenous elements, which in turn fuel growth within the system. Beinhocker puts it succinctly:

\begin{quote}
\textbf{[A]} change in technology, such as the invention of the Internet, can be seen as an exogenous shock to the economic system . . . . The problem with this approach is that it gives economists an escape hatch and allows them to put the most difficult and often most interesting questions outside the bounds of economics. For example,
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{218} Richard Lanham finds that the Net reflects “the comedy of the commons,” as it is developing into an ever-richer community resource that “combines the power of a free market, where individual gain leads to collective benefit, with the cooperative ownership of the cultural conversation.” Richard A. Lanham, The Economics of Attention 13 (2006).

\textsuperscript{219} Barabási, supra note 189, at 174.
if technological change is treated as a random, outside force (like the weather), then one doesn’t need a fundamental theory of the interaction between technological change and changes in the economy.\textsuperscript{220}

Yochai Benkler also notes that “our theories of growth and innovation assume that industrial models of innovation are dominant.”\textsuperscript{221} Economics for too long has focused only on production, labor, and capital as the key elements of the market. To these, Romer, who helped found the New Growth school of economics, now has added knowledge and technology.

The “Net effects” we discuss below are a variety of pecuniary and non-pecuniary benefits that emerge when networked agents interact. Economists often treat these effects as “externalities”—meaning that the forces cannot be accounted for purely in terms of traditional market transactions. This includes “spillovers” (non-affiliated entities benefit from others’ innovations), peer-production (networks allow diversely motivated agents to collaborate), and all social, political, and cultural benefits outside the purview of standard market analysis. It is tempting to think of these Net effects as consisting of “primary” benefits (economic growth) versus “secondary” benefits (miscellaneous “economic” and “non-economic” advances). Terms like “spillovers” suggest as much, connoting an unintended minor consequence of a major economic activity. Yet we should be hesitant to impose such a dichotomy on this complex mesh of human activities. Not only do “Net effects” help fuel core growth, they can have profound positive impacts on human life.

Countless things emerge from a networked, layered, end-to-end platform like the Internet. For purposes of this paper, the next two sections will delve into those emergent phenomena that have a direct bearing on the public policy landscape. In brief, ideas and innovation emerge from the Net, which in turn brings economic growth and various “Net effects.”

\textbf{A. The Nature of Ideas and Innovation}

So where do ideas, and then innovation, come from, and why? Ideas have a diverse and unpredictable variety of sources and uses. As we will see, ideas can be wedded to things, and to other ideas, in ways that drive innovation, and in turn create a host of positive economic and non-economic benefits. As Douglass North puts it, ideas and their creation are “the fundamental driving force of the human condition.”\textsuperscript{222}
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Ideas are the raw material for innovation. Crawford observes that “ideas are not like goods; they are potentially far more valuable.” In the ordinary transformational cycle, ideas become concepts, which become inventions, which are utilized for commercial or other purposes. They are the recipes for combining atoms into useful things; while the atoms are limited, the ideas themselves essentially are unlimited. Innovation, by contrast, is the application of ideas—invention plus implementation. Ideas and innovation form an essential feedback cycle, where input becomes output, becomes input again.

Hayek claimed that “there is no simple understanding of what makes it necessary for people under certain conditions to believe certain things. The evolution of ideas has its own laws and depends very largely on developments that we cannot predict.” But we can still try.

1. Ideas

One reason that economic growth defies simple explanation is that ideas beget future ideas, amplifying total output. It is difficult to know at any given time how much a particular idea will produce, as its cascading effects have yet to be realized. Any one innovation is likely to build on another. This “standing on the shoulders of giants” concept is the familiar motivation for much of our intellectual property law, which seeks to balance incentives for one innovator to produce with the benefits to innovators down the road. For years, economists had given short shrift to this reality in their models of economic growth because it was deemed simply too complex. Technological progress, and the ideas that led to it, were considered “exogenous”—outside of the system.

However, Kenneth Arrow noted in 1962 that “[i]nformation is not only the product of inventive activity, it is also an input.” This simple observation articulates in the language of economics something that seems almost intuitive today. Still, seeing ideas as inputs is critically important and fundamentally different from the results in simple linear economic models. Arrow described innovation as an inherently uncertain process, and discussed ways in which a society might spur innovation despite this risky environment. He ultimately concluded that there was

---

224. Others draw lines in the technological change process between invention, innovation, and diffusion. LIPSEY ET AL., supra note 125, at 12.
no clear, single, optimal path, but that the best approach is to foster a diversity of modes of production. In any event, an economy that provides fertile ground for idea creation, reuse, and adaptation tends to spur growth and future innovation more readily than one that does not.

In Beinhocker’s telling, ideas that make up Physical Technologies or Social Technologies are particularly valuable in the process of evolution toward more productive systems. Because they feed back into the economy in the form of recipes for production, and because they can be adapted in new and unexpected ways, ideas generate increasing returns. Further, Romer found that knowledge builds on itself, “which means that as we learn more, we get better and better at discovering new things. It also means there’s no limit to the amount of things we can discover.”

A second overlooked aspect of ideas is that they can be re-used infinitely. In 1990, economist Paul Romer published a landmark paper entitled “Endogenous Technological Change.” Building upon Arrow’s description of the self-feeding nature of information, Romer further examined the nature of ideas. His key observation was that ideas are non-rival, meaning that any number of persons can simultaneously make use of them. Whereas two people cannot both eat the same apple, for example, ideas can be copied and shared without depriving anyone of their use. However, ideas also are partially excludable, meaning that through law and other constructs we can sometimes prevent this sharing from occurring. Nevertheless, as the cost of transmitting ideas approaches zero, the marginal cost approaches zero as well. From the perspective of social welfare, these ideas would be shared for free. Since information is a non-rival welfare, these ideas would be shared for free. Since information is a non-rival good, it takes only one person to invent an idea, which an entire group then can adapt.

On the Internet, ideas and the resulting innovation could not
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230. Of course Romer was not the first to have this insight. Thomas Jefferson noted that if nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others of exclusive property, it is the action of the thinking power called an idea, which an individual may exclusively possess as long as he keeps it to himself; but the moment it is divulged, it forces itself into the possession of every one, and the receiver cannot dispossess himself of it.

Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Isaac McPherson (Aug. 13, 1813), in THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 333 (Albert E. Bergh ed. 1905) (1907). Albert Einstein similarly remarked, “[i]f I give you a pfennig [penny], you will be one pfennig richer and I’ll be one pfennig poorer. But if I give you an idea, you will have a new idea, but I shall still have it, too.” The MacTutor History of Mathematics archive, A meeting with Einstein, Mar. 1996, http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Extras/Einstein.html.


behave less like physical goods. By contrast, something like crops of corn require physical goods to grow (water, fertilizer, soil). Crops also must be grown in a physical place, transported physically for sale, and once purchased cannot be shared without depriving the original owner of the good. Online, ideas exhibit very different characteristics: they are built on top of other ideas, they sometimes exist only ethereally on hard drives, and they are transmitted instantly and cheaply. These intangible ideas increasingly drive the growth of the economy as a whole, and Romer’s explanation of this phenomenon (to be explored further shortly) helps explain how some economies are able to grow much more rapidly than their linear counterparts.

A third attribute of ideas is that they are relatively easy and inexpensive to share, at least outside the confines of intellectual property law. Economist Ronald Coase first explained in the late 1930s how modern firms are formed to reduce transaction costs that would otherwise make many types of production prohibitively inefficient.233 When using traditional price mechanisms, certain costs are introduced in each transaction, such as matching buyer and seller, negotiating the contract, and other overhead related to exchanging the good. Within a firm, these costs can be dramatically reduced or eliminated entirely because activities can be coordinated without negotiating prices, paying sales taxes, or incurring other costs.

In a highly networked environment, sharing certain types of goods becomes much easier and cheaper than ever before. Specifically, nonrival ideas can spread effortlessly to the extent that they are non-excludable. Sharing of innovations has historically involved low transaction costs; with the advent of the Internet, these costs approach zero. Once an idea has been created, eliminating barriers to sharing it can lead to the most efficient use and further innovation. Coase’s bright line between individual and firm begins to blur in an innovation economy that takes full advantage of this structure.234 In some cases, loosely related individuals operating outside of market dynamics develop critical components of the technological infrastructure that multiply production throughout a variety of sectors of the economy.

A final important aspect of ideas is that they flourish in open systems. Whereas industrial economies based on physical capital require large firms, networked economies thrive when small businesses and entrepreneurs innovate in a maximally open environment. The network ideally should enable access to markets and connect people to ideas, regardless of size. These diversely configured actors then introduce

growth-fueling ideas for the next generation of producers. Throughout history, goods have been manufactured primarily for a purpose that was known by the producer. Nevertheless, they have often been modified to the great benefit of the overall market. Ideas are especially flexible in this way, and the platforms we use to generate them are most efficient when they facilitate that flexibility.

2. Innovation

If there is any one business lesson of the last decade that has acquired near-universal empirical support and expert agreement, it is this: innovation is a good thing. The creation of new and different objects, processes, and services are at the heart of any rational conception of economic growth and the fulfillment of human potential. No matter what you call it—creativity, entrepreneurism, novelty, ingenuity—the global economy feeds on the constant infusion of the products of innovation.

The 20th Century will be credited by many as the century of innovation.235 Indeed, one historian has demonstrated that the "accelerating growth [of useful knowledge] . . . has affected the world more [profoundly] than all other social and political changes taken together."236 Innovation is a much-admired concept, yet in many ways still rather mysterious and elusive. It has been defined in some quarters as invention plus implementation.237 Where ideas are the raw makings of a recipe, innovation is the fashioned process or product. More specifically, innovation involves the process of taking a raw idea and developing it into a concept, which "yields some type of invention, and which is finally implemented and commercialized."238 However one chooses to define it, "[i]nnovation is the source of economic variation,"239 and "the key factor enabling growth and change in capitalist economies."240

Research shows conclusively that innovation tends to flow from the users, not the consumers or providers; from the many, not the few; from the connected, not the isolated; from individuals and small groups, not larger organizations; from the upstarts, not the established; from the decentralized, not the concentrated; from the flat, not the hierarchical; from the autonomous, not the controlled.241 Innovation is produced from
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those users motivated by many incentives, including profit, pride, and personal fulfillment. The arrival of innovation is not usually predictable or orderly,242 indeed, “invention often is the mother of the unforeseen.”243 While individual innovations tend to be minor and incremental, collectively they create technical progress. There is also a separate “demand side” perspective to innovation, based on extensive research showing that “venturesome” consumers adopting and using technology are crucial to maintaining economic prosperity.244

Clayton Christensen placed the concept of innovation squarely before the general public in his acclaimed trilogy.245 His writings focus on what he calls sustaining innovations—those allowing firms to provide better and more profitable products to their customers—as opposed to disruptive innovations—those offering initially poorer performance along the dimension that existing customers care about the most. Christensen found that modularity can have a profound impact on industry structure, because it enables independent, nonintegrated organizations to sell, buy, and assemble components and subsystems. “[I]n a modular world, [firms] can prosper by outsourcing, or by supplying just one element.”246 Such firms can become, not just a mere link in a value “chain,” but an integral component of a complex and evolving value “net.”


244. Amar Bhide, The Venturesome Economy (2008). Bhide argues that “the willingness and ability of users to undertake a venturesome part plays a critical role in determining the ultimate value of innovations.” Id. at 323. He cites a number of supportive elements of the U.S. economic system, including a high level of inclusiveness and participation, a wide variety of organizational forms, venturesome beliefs that embrace new technologies and goods, and a premium on growth. Id. at 409.

245. Clayton M. Christensen, The Innovator’s Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail (1997); Clayton M. Christensen & Michael E. Raynor, The Innovator’s Solution (2003); Christensen, Anthony, and Roth, supra note 241.

Christensen believes that the Internet’s decoupling of services and transport creates innovative new business models across customers and markets. In his words, “IP is the ultimate modular interface.” Users operating at the so-called edge of the Internet are responsible for many of the key innovations that we enjoy today. The Internet in itself can be seen as a rare breakthrough innovation. Lee McKnight posits that the Internet facilitates rapid development and diffusion of innovations by network users. IP acts as a “bearer service”—the general purpose platform technology linking technologies, software, services, customers, firms, and markets—so that the Internet becomes “an innovation engine that enables creation of a remarkable range of new products and services.” Thus, “the Internet works its magic through rapid development, diffusion, and validation of innovations.” Benkler describes how the Internet helps disrupt the traditional producer/consumer model by empowering the rise of end users who can play both roles as part of a continuing conversation and exchange of information. The “Great Shopping Mall” can be transformed into the “Great Agora,” featuring “unmediated conversation of the many with the many.” “The Internet may be considered a disruptive innovation, but in essence it’s a new way of doing business—a new tool to accomplish the same result.” As Crawford puts it, the central presumption of Internet innovation is that “everything not prohibited is permitted.”

Obviously, these observations amount to a generalization, one not true for all times, places, and people. Certainly, there are innovative large, entrenched organizations—think Apple—and countless uncreative small ones. Nor can a market system survive only with innovation-churning entrepreneurs; after all, “[b]ig firms remain essential to refine and mass-produce the radical innovations that entrepreneurs have a greater propensity to develop or introduce.” With regard to the Internet, innovations also are not limited to the content and applications layers, or to consumer-facing retail offerings; they happen deep in the
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logical and physical infrastructure of the network. Indeed, layering with IP at the center allows for significant network innovation below, as well as above, the IP layer. If nothing else, however, the concept of “innovation from the edge” provides a useful corrective to present-day presumptions about how markets actually work in a capitalist society, and highlights the importance of the edge of the Internet to the rest of us.

B. Economic Growth

So what is growth? To most economists it means a rising standard of living for a country’s citizens, measured according to the increase in gross domestic product (GDP) per capita. More generally, growth is measured according to how much value a nation is perceived to produce for each citizen. Growth in economic output per person is “the most important measure and determinant of economic performance . . . ”255 To Emergence Economics, growth arises from the discovery of new recipes, and the transformation of things from low-value to high-value configurations. In shorthand, it is turning ordinary sand into semiconductors. Romer explains it this way:

Economic growth occurs whenever people take resources and rearrange them in ways that are more valuable. A useful metaphor for production in an economy comes from the kitchen. To create valuable final products, we mix inexpensive ingredients together according to a recipe. The cooking one can do is limited by the supply of ingredients, and most cooking in the economy produces undesirable side effects. If economic growth could be achieved only by doing more and more of the same kind of cooking, we would eventually run out of raw materials and suffer from unacceptable levels of pollution and nuisance. Human history teaches us, however, that economic growth springs from better recipes, not just from more cooking. New recipes generally produce fewer unpleasant side effects and generate more economic value per unit of raw material.256

Some see undesirable effects from growth, like the disruption of traditional culture, congestion, and damage to the environment.257 While these very real social costs should not be downplayed, “conventional thinking about economic growth fails to reflect the breadth of what growth, or its absence, means for a society.”258 Most think only of a
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higher material standard of living, but there are also significant social, political, and moral benefits not priced by the market. Moreover, “changes in per capita GDP radically understated the impact of economic growth on the average person.” More often than not, economic growth “fosters greater opportunities, tolerance of diversity, social mobility, commitment to fairness, and dedication to democracy.” However, economic progress needs to be broadly based if it is to foster real social and political progress; conversely, stagnation in living standards can lead to rising intolerance and incivility. Growth’s byproduct of increased leisure also has had “the most liberating and enriching impact on the citizens of the West.” Further, the “enhancement of human freedom is both the main object and the primary means of [economic] development.” Romer sums it up that “better growth policy could have implications for the quality of life in all dimensions that are so large that they are hard to comprehend.”

So economic growth is a key component to a country’s well being. As Romer observes, “[b]y far the most important characteristic of capitalist economies, which distinguishes them from all other previously and currently existing societies, is their slow but steady underlying rate of real economic growth.” Still, economists long have sought to understand the mystery of how economic growth happens, and why some nations seem to make sudden jumps whereas others grow slowly.

To be sure, the economy is a complex network of interactions; individual agents, acting according to diverse incentives, create growth as an emergent phenomenon. In the late 1980s, however, a new generation
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of economists began to appreciate the concept of growth in the context of technological progress.

New Growth Theory reminds us that growth flows from within the system itself, and is directly and profoundly affected by conscious decisions made by economic actors. As Crawford puts it in the context of networked economies, “[t]he economic growth-based . . . [story] is straightforward: the greatest possible diversity of new ideas that will support our country in the future will come from the online world, because of its special affordances of interactivity, interconnectivity, and unpredictable evolution.” If we wish to secure the Internet as an engine for growth going forward, however, we first must understand how to preserve this generative quality in the midst of complex network effects.

1. The Road to Romer

Adam Smith’s foundational 1776 work, *The Wealth of Nations*, theorized that as a firm developed specialized roles for workers, their skills would benefit the productivity of the firm and thus the market overall. The cost of goods they produced would be disciplined by the “invisible hand” of competitive pricing, and the market would converge on an optimally efficient equilibrium. In the mid-20th century, Joseph Schumpeter modified this competitive hypothesis, pointing out that firms often form temporary monopolies and subsequently are unseated by other firms in an act he called “creative destruction.” The critical advantage of these winning new entrants is their improved technology. Through this process, innovation occurs in a stair-step fashion rather than a continuous line.

Much of economic growth theory has focused on how best to encourage development of these technologies. Nobel Prize winning economist Robert Solow recently observed that Schumpeter:

worked out his conception of the entrepreneur, the maker of “new combinations,” as the driving force and characteristic figure of the
fits-and-starts evolution of the capitalist economy. He was explicit that, while technological innovation was in the long run the most important function of the entrepreneur, organizational innovation in governance, finance, and management was comparable in significance... I think that this is Schumpeter’s main legacy to economics: the role of technological and organizational innovation in driving and shaping the growth trajectory of capitalist economies.  

This distinction between technological and organizational innovation is a mirror of the Physical Technologies and Social Technologies that Richard Nelson has identified at the heart of complex economic growth. Even though Solow refers only to the first type of innovation explicitly as a “technology,” he is saying the same thing—new ways of working with things and new ways of organizing people are the most important contributions to economic growth.

Solow’s own work on growth theory in the 1950’s was highly influential, but ultimately failed to fully explain the stair-step pattern of technological progress that Shumpeter described. In Solow’s growth model, technology fed into the system at a steady rate. When it came to explaining what generated this innovation, however, the Solow model was at a loss, because it treated this technological advance as something that happened exogenously, coming from outside the economy itself. To be sure, technology had assumed a place of importance, but the core question of how to encourage technology and the resulting growth remained unanswered.

2. Enter New Growth Theory

In fact, Schumpeter’s core claims about how technological change happens would lay somewhat dormant until the 1980s. By the end of the decade, younger generations of economists were hard at work on the “increasing returns” problem. In short, they asked “why do some economies appear to grow very rapidly, despite the assumption that all the traditional inputs are increasing at a steady rate?”

Exogenous factors are background conditions and givens that lay outside an economic model. In traditional economic theory, the factors of production are land, labor, and capital. Knowledge and human nature were simply “givens,” a fixed part of the background.  

In 1990, then-unheralded economist Paul Romer released a paper where he concluded that the new factors of production should be classified as people, ideas, and things. More importantly, he found that technological change and

273. COYLE, supra note 177, at 39.
the growth of knowledge should be viewed as endogenous to the system. Romer cited a clear distinction between rival goods (corporeal goods of absolute possession and limited sharing) of objects (atoms), versus nonrival goods (non-corporeal goods that can be copied or shared and used by many people at the same time) of ideas (bits).274

So there are objects, and there are ideas. And to Romer, ideas are what truly matter in generating economic growth. He accepted Kenneth Arrow’s observation that information (and therefore technological progress) is not only a product of the economy but also an input back into it, creating a positive feedback effect.275 At the same time, he noted Schumpeter’s point that firms can be spurred to innovate to gain or retain their market power.276 But he also altered these basic ideas in critical ways. Arrow’s feedback loop of technological knowledge became not simply learning-by-doing within firms, but rather a global multiplier of productivity when this non-rival information resource was shared. Ideas, Romer explained, cannot be over-used. Schumpeter’s “creative destruction” could happen, according to Romer, in situations where monopoly was neither complete nor highly difficult to overcome.277

A world of objects does not lead to sustained growth, let alone exponential growth. Instead, growth happens when information is fed back into the economy for ongoing re-use, never diminishing the usefulness of the information itself. Mechanisms generating new ideas are as important as access to abundant resources for economic growth.278 Optimal growth happens when the non-rivalry of information is balanced by the appropriate degree and type of excludability, giving innovators incentive to undertake research and development in the first place. In short, “technological change . . . lies at the heart of economic growth.”279

Romer’s work ignited a wave of research on endogenous growth—the explanation of how growth is fed by economic factors.280 It was called “new growth theory” to distinguish it from the “neoclassical” approach derived from Solow. In new growth theory, technological progress became a critical fourth component of economic growth models—both on the input and the output sides of the equation. Professor Charles Jones asserts that Romer’s papers “lay out with startling clarity the link
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between economic growth and ideas.”

The economics of ideas is different from the economics of objects. For example, because ideas are non-rival, my use of an idea does not inherently reduce the “amount” of the idea available for you to use. There also is an increasing return to ideas, and to ideas and objects together. This notion of the increasing return of ideas is one of the central elements of Romer’s theory. Professor Jones points out one ground-breaking consequence: the accumulation of ideas is able to sustain growth in a way that the accumulation of capital cannot. The strongest growth, and the most “virtuous” complex network, feeds ideas back into the system.

The mystery of why some nations grow at faster rates than others can now be explained, at least in part, in terms of how effectively a particular nation’s economy optimizes the creation of these new innovative recipes for growth. As Romer says, “it is ideas, not objects, that poor countries lack.” Pointing to a different component of the “rough equation” for emergence, Benkler has observed that “what most poor and middle-income countries lack is not human creativity, but access to the basic tools of innovation.”

3. Implications For Technological Change

So “long-term growth is driven mainly by technological change,” and in turn “new technologies radically alter more or less everything in the socio-economic order.” Still, Romer’s work, while monumental, leaves important details to be worked out. How does trade between nations affect this dynamic? What is the appropriate balance between the incentives of exclusion and the increasing returns of openness? Are there modes of production in which the innovators share freely from the start? What types of technologies afford the greatest growth potential when they are not restricted by exclusion?

One potential answer to the final question has been articulated in
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the ongoing research on “General Purpose Technologies” (“GPTs”). A GPT is a special type of technology that has broad-ranging enabling effects across many sectors of the economy. Some define a GPT as a generic technology that eventually comes to be widely used, to have many uses, and to have many spillover effects.\textsuperscript{288} The foundational work on GPTs was first published by Timothy Bresnahan and Manuel Trajtenberg in 1992.\textsuperscript{289} They describe how this particular type of technology is most likely to generate increasing returns in line with Arrow and Romer, with growth coming from specific applications that depend on ideas in the “general” layer of technology. Specifically, GPTs play a role of “enabling technologies” by opening up new opportunities rather than offering complete, final solutions.\textsuperscript{290} The result is “innovational complementarities,” meaning that “the productivity of R&D in a downstream sectors increases as a consequence of innovation in the GPT technology. These complementarities magnify the effects of innovation in the GPT, and help propagate them throughout the economy.”\textsuperscript{291}

Whereas Romer focused generally on the overall economy, the GPT literature makes clear that some technologies are especially important when it comes to non-rival reuse and follow-on innovation. Over the past decade, economists have expounded upon how electricity, motors, personal computers, and software platforms all exhibit this characteristic.\textsuperscript{292} Citing Trajtenberg’s work, Joel Mokyr makes a persuasive case that the semiconductor is the greatest “macroinvention” since the emergence of electricity.\textsuperscript{293} The Internet in particular is a GPT, with “the potential to contribute disproportionately to economic growth” because it generates value “as inputs into a wide variety of productive activities engaged in by users.”\textsuperscript{294} One lesson for policymakers is that
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when considering the appropriate balance between various market incentives, one must also consider the extent to which a particular type of technology is a GPT. Looking back at the development of the IT industry more than ten years after his key GPT paper, Bresnahan commented:

But let us be clear that the lesson here for Schumpeterian Economics is far more general than the narrow and specific point about “open architecture,” which seems like a technical concept from computing. Instead, the point is about the role of a permissive, forward-looking system of innovation in which inventions can come from multiple sources. . . . The most economically important use of a general purpose technology need not be determined by the inventors of the GPT, but rather by the inventors of complements, applications.295

The additional lesson drawn from Schumpeterian economics is that not all market dynamics are strictly Schumpeterian—at least in the way that term often is employed in contemporary policy rhetoric. To be sure, dynamism, waves of destruction, and temporary incumbency all are part of healthy markets. Nonetheless, the “Schumpeterian” perspective too often becomes twisted into bald assertions that policymakers have no useful role whatsoever because market power inevitably is transitory, and leads invariably to innovation. This is an unhelpful dumbing-down of Schumpeter’s insights, one which also overlooks additional significant progress in economic thinking since his time.

Keeping GPTs “general” is not always in the clear interest of a firm that might seek to control them. That firm might envision greater profits or efficiency through making a tremendously useful resource more scarce, by charging much higher than marginal cost, or by customizing solely for a particular application.296 While these perceptions might be true in the short term, or for that one firm’s profits, they can have devastating effects for growth of the economy overall. The more general purpose the technology, the greater are the growth-dampening effects of allowing it to become locked-down in the interest of a particular economic agent.

Relatedly, Jonathan Zittrain of the Oxford Internet Institute has experience,” the rate of innovation in GPTs has accelerated greatly over the last 10,000 years. LIPSEY ET AL., supra note 125, at 131–32.

295. Timothy Bresnahan, Creative Destruction in the PC Industry, in PERSPECTIVES ON INNOVATION 105, 114, 118 (Franco Malerba & Stefano Brusoni eds., 2007).

296. This is not to say that firms cannot create specialized implementations of GPTs. On the contrary, much of the value of GPTs comes from specific instantiations. Nobody would think of toting a desktop computer on a plane in order to work en route, but most laptop computers are not fundamentally different with respect to their general-purpose nature than desktops. If, however, a firm obtained and exercised control over the fundamental PC, operating system, or network platforms, welfare-enhancing specializations would be foreclosed.
discussed how “the generative Internet” has great “capacity to produce unanticipated change through unfiltered contributions from broad and varied audiences.”297 The important feature of generative platforms, such as the Internet, is that users easily can do numerous things with them, many of which may not have been envisioned by the designers. If, for example, the Internet had been built solely as a platform for sending email, and required retooling to do anything else, most applications and business models never would have developed.298

Finally, technological change is a historical process in which there is a clear arrow of time. Because “agents’ behavior and choice sets are path-dependent, technological change is replete with the possibility of multiple equilibria, lock-ins, and possible ‘butterfly effects.’”299 When it comes to new generative platforms like the Internet, history matters.

C. The External is in: “Net effects”

Of course, the Internet is not just about reducing costs and increasing the supply of goods and services. To many people, the Net is about the less-tangible values. The market is not everything.

Old School Economics defines the “market” in a fairly narrow way, as the result of trading capital and goods and services, and recognizes no values that are not expressed in actual market choice behavior. However, the market can be seen as far more than the sum of economic transactions. Viewed from a broader perspective, the market is more akin to The Great Agora of ancient Greece, the marketplace that held many important human interactions, whether for pecuniary gain or other intrinsic benefits.300 Under this view, people are more than a bundle of economic wants and needs. Not just consumer or users, we have meaning beyond our economic activity. We value things that we will never purchase.301 To the extent Old School Economics fails to account for these values and activities, it paints an incomplete picture of human behavior.

The value of new ideas and innovation goes far beyond the sum of explicit capital exchange. As outlined below, new ideas result in innovation spillovers, social production, and even the rise of a new “social layer” of the Net. Benjamin Friedman makes a similar point when he reminds us that economic growth creates a host of social, political, and

298. See id.
299. LIPSEY ET AL., supra note 125, at 14.
300. BENKLER, supra note 251, at 565.
301. STANOVIĆ, supra note 60, at 261.
political goods that private markets do not trade or price. 302 These additional benefits are not just along for the ride; in addition to being important in their own right, they form a synergistic relationship with economic gain and growth. Recognizing these very real “externalities” goes against the pervasive bias in Old School Economics that only that which can be modeled or quantified as directly benefiting pecuniary interests is meaningful.

1. Innovation Spillovers

When new technologies are developed, they can benefit the private innovator, the public, or both. If the innovator has the ability to exclude others from using the technology, he can charge for its use and thus capture its value. However, it is uncommon for innovations to be completely excludable, and even rarer that the technology controller can find a way to “internalize” all of the value. Invariably, some of the value “spills over.” Thus, spillovers are a type of externality from those transactions. The private benefits or costs do not completely capture the social benefits or costs, so one market participant’s actions affect others without compensation being paid or received. Pollution is a classic example of a negative externality; scientific research is one form of positive externality.

Professors Frischmann and Lemley, among others, wish to bring back into economic thinking the overall benefits of preserving spillovers, here defined as “uncompensated benefits that one person’s activity provides to another.” 303 Spillovers generally fall into two categories: unanticipated consumer surplus, and third party benefits. 304 Regardless of the classification scheme employed, it is a simple fact that “no innovator has captured all or even most of the social benefits of his or her invention.” 305 Frischmann and Lemley’s primary thesis is that the social value of innovations often far exceeds the private value, and these spillovers in turn actually encourage greater innovation. 306

Economists sometimes try to distinguish between “real” spillovers that truly benefit parties outside the market, and “pecuniary” spillovers that are ultimately resolved and accounted for within a market and between private parties. 307 However, real spillovers often end up feeding

---

302. Friedman, supra note 258, at 400.
304. Id. at 105. Others have used the language of knowledge “leaks” which create a gap between social returns and individual (or firm) returns. EASTERLY, supra note 52, at 152-53.
305. Frischmann & Lemley, supra note 303, at 103.
306. Moreover, if all spillovers were completely captured by the original innovator, the economic conditions of everyone else would not improve. In essence, spillovers lift all boats. Id.
307. Those spillovers resulting in a wedge between private and social returns—and thus
back into the economy in the form of overall social welfare, while pecuniary spillovers have unforeseen long-term effects through nonrival reuse and follow-on innovation. Economic literature on various types of spillovers reflects this ambiguous nature of externalities versus internalities. For example, some economists speak of “network externalities” while others insist on “network effects.” The dynamic and social value of ideas makes them difficult to account for purely in terms of internalized private transactions.

Traditional economic thinking dictates that the economy functions best when firms maximally internalize “real” spillovers, using property rights and price signaling to allocate resources efficiently. The economics of innovation paint a somewhat different picture, particularly when it comes to general purpose technologies. GPTs help “rejuvenate the growth process by creating spillovers that go far beyond the concept of measurable externalities” and far beyond those agents that initiated the change. This has important implications when trying to tally the sum total of beneficial value and activity generated by the Internet.

2. Peer Production

Yochai Benkler’s *The Wealth of Networks* lays out the case for social production. The wealth of networks is in their potential for widespread participation in making, sharing, and experiencing information. Benkler discusses the current and potential benefits from social production, the “networked information economy,” and the possibility of reversing the control focus of the industrial information economy. He argues that social production serves important values, including autonomy, democratic participation in the political sphere, construction of culture, justice and human development, and community. He also points out that “advanced economies rely on non-market organizations for information production much more than they do in other sectors.”

Benkler’s major work addresses some nine different “ideal-type deficiencies affecting net welfare—are deemed to be “real” or “technological;” examples include the social benefits of education, and the social costs of pollution. Those spillovers involving only a transfer of surplus wealth between producers and consumers are deemed “pecuniary;” the classic example is a consumer purchasing a product for less than he or she was willing to pay.


309. Id. at 106-07.

310. See also COOPER, supra note 86, at 127 (new forms of collaborative production “bind people together in productive, social, and economic relations to produce and self-supply an increasing array of micro-products to meet their needs.”).

311. BENKLER, supra note 67, at 29-32.

312. Id. at chs.5-10.

313. Id. at 47.
information production strategies.” Here we will only distinguish between two broader modes of human behavior intrinsic to his work. At root, Benkler is interested in peer production, a form of activity outside the traditional producer/consumer relationship. Information agents in highly connected networks with low transaction costs find new ways of working together and generating productivity. The Internet, of course, provides plentiful examples of this type of production.

In some of these modes of production, traditional economic incentives play a part, and agents seek traditional economic gains. The resulting innovation is important because users get precisely what they want, which in turn increases social welfare. Social welfare is very probably increased by the presence of innovations freely revealed by users. This does not count innovations made available in commerce.

“Social welfare is likely to be higher in a world in which both users and manufacturers innovate than in a world in which only manufacturers innovate.” Social welfare equals the total income of a society. Similarly, the principles of “Wikinomics” (being open, peering, sharing, and acting globally) lead to what its proponents call mass collaboration. The claim is that, “with peer production we will harness human skill, ingenuity, and intelligence more efficiently and effectively than anything we have witnessed previously.” The “Long Tail” of economic abundance (where the mass of niche markets creates a long-tail graphical distribution) helps power this peer production.

Another group of these modes of production constitutes social production, in which agents operate under non-traditional incentives. Here, Benkler points out that people produce things for different reasons, including a variety of social-psychological rewards. So incentives clearly matter to people, but not all are purely economic. Philip Weiser estimates that 70 percent of all Web pages “are built by individuals from their desire to share ideas, rather than to make money.” Research suggests that computer programmers working for money are likely to be less creative than those programming as a hobby in their own time. There can be an inverse relationship between creativity
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and external reward. Volunteer contributors of code to widely used software products are often strongly motivated to innovate by the joy and learning they find in their work.

Benkler argues that “the basic technologies of information processing, storage, and communication have made nonproprietary models more attractive and effective than was ever before possible.” Among other things, this allows new “patterns of social reciprocity, redistribution, and sharing . . . .” In a sufficiently open and ubiquitous network, the benefits of the traditional firm can apply to all individuals.

3. The “Social Layer”

Crawford takes perhaps the most expansive view of the non-pecuniary benefits of the Internet as an ideas and innovation platform that enables human interactivity. In “The Project of Communications Law,” she claims that a focus only on future applications-layer innovation from the Internet (as promulgated by Web companies), or the Net as a “content-delivery supply chain” (as seen by the broadband companies and the FCC), provides an “impoverished (or at least incomplete) perspective on communications.” Interestingly, she includes Yochai Benkler and his social production vision in the “application-layer” centric camp.

Crawford views human online communities as a form of complex adaptive system, which generate not only economic growth, but also new forms of persistent social interaction and dynamic human relationships, which evolve in complex and unpredictable ways. She urges “a changed perspective on the internet that takes as central the evolution of human connections and relationships online.” As part of that mission, she touts “cognitive diversity,” which ensures that “people with diverse experiences training, perspectives, predictive models, interpretations, and tools are online.” She sees the Net as allowing “innovation in social relationships at a system level,” which goes beyond seeing the “content” layer of the Internet as the “social layer.” The existence of such a social layer promotes diversity, the democratization of information (in creation, distribution, and access), and the decentralization of democracy. Crawford sums it up nicely:

323. DOUTHWAITE, supra note 241, at 125.
324. VON HIPPEL, supra note 67, at 8.
325. BENKLER, supra note 67, at 462.
326. Crawford, supra note 223, at 3.
327. Id. at 23.
328. Id. at 27, n.109. Scott Page has substantiated a similar point about the benefits of diversity: individuals with vastly different backgrounds and life experiences can yield superior outcomes versus like-minded experts. See PAGE, supra note 241.
Treating the internet like just another proprietary, competing network that is no different from the telephone network will cause as-yet-unborn technologies, applications, collaborations, human creativity, devices, growth, economic development, and innumerable other intangible and tangible valuable and interesting things never to come into existence.\(^{330}\)

**D. A new vision of wealth**

The American quest to understand prosperity was founded in Adam Smith's discussion of the wealth of nations. In his analysis, wealth comes from specialized production moderated by perfect competition. The “invisible hand” operating in the marketplace generates optimal outcomes.

From the perspective of Emergence Economics, the picture is more complex, but also more true to our contemporary reality. Physical constraints no longer need limit most forms of production, and shareable ideas motivate core growth. These ideas come from an evolutionary process and are fed back into the economic system. “Wealth is knowledge, and its origin is evolution.”\(^{331}\) Prescribing the exact nature of competition takes a back seat to understanding whether competitors are motivated to innovate. The interconnected nature of our real and ethereal networks multiplies the potency of these technologies, and offers new ways to work and cooperate.

The market’s successful role in generating wealth does not necessarily imply that this wealth is distributed in an optimally equitable manner. Policymakers certainly can and should address concerns about wealth distribution, but should strive to do so outside the context of the market’s evolutionary processes. Any programs ideally would remain consistent with the premises of Emergence Economics by harnessing, rather than impeding, market forces. Further, as we discuss later, the Internet’s ability to democratize the “Long Tail” sources and distribution of innovations suggests that widespread access to the Net through more, bigger, and open broadband on-ramps may help alleviate some of these equity concerns.

Promoting wealth involves safeguarding the generative potential of these technologies, whether they are at risk from government hubris, undue market power, or other forces. Along the way, many ideas will fail, but unforeseen breakthroughs will eclipse the losses of these failed experiments. Spillovers are central. Social production is a potent model

\(^{330}\) Crawford, supra note 196, at 37; see also Susan P. Crawford, *The Ambulance, the Squad Car, and the Internet*, 21 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 873, 931 (2006).

\(^{331}\) BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 450.
IV. POLITICAL ECONOMY: EMERGING IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Politics is the art of looking for trouble, finding it everywhere, diagnosing it incorrectly, and applying the wrong remedies.

Groucho Marx\textsuperscript{332}

So after several dozen pages of intermediate economics and a smattering of Internet history and technology, where are we? Hopefully at this point the patient reader has come to a new appreciation for the complexities of agents and networks evolving together in adaptive markets, the Internet as an optimal platform for massive emergence, and the importance of innovations, economic growth, and other emergent market and non-market phenomena.

This paper will not have accomplished its primary objective, however, with a mere overview of the teachings of what we have come to call here Emergence Economics. We have something more constructive in mind. To repeat what now should be obvious, the marketplace of goods, services, technologies, and ideas does not exist in a pristine state, carved out of equations and metaphors on a university lecture hall blackboard. The market is the living, breathing incarnation of all of us. And a considerable part of that “us” is “The State.”

This final section will address briefly how Emergence Economics can help us gain a new outlook on the appropriate roles of government and market in our daily affairs. We will see that these two human constructs are not polar opposites, but rather two distinct and different ways of approaching matters of considerable importance to each of us. Indeed, some argue that public policy is its own complex adaptive system, co-evolving with the economic sector.\textsuperscript{333} By enlisting the assistance of our new learning, we will recommend some useful mechanisms for markets and states not just to coexist uneasily, but to reinforce each other’s strengths, hopefully in a manner that maximizes tangible and intangible benefits for all concerned. Our aim here is not to

\textsuperscript{332} AND I QUOTE 265 (Ashton Applewhite et al., eds., rev. ed. 2003).

argue for one exclusive approach to communications policy, or grapple with specific thorny policy issues, but rather to suggest ways to shift the terms and ground of the debate so that they more faithfully reflect economic realities.334

Others have sought to bring to bear on the law the most recent insights of complexity science, network science, and neuroscience.335 Here we will use the overarching topic of communications law and policy to suggest a course of possible action for lawmakers and regulators to encourage—cautiously and deliberately—the discovery and proliferation of More Better Ideas. We will suggest that this goal can be accomplished largely through market-driven policies that favor more, bigger, and open broadband network facilities leading to a generative Internet platform.

A. The Overall Role of Government

1. The Co-Evolution of Markets and Governments

Some have called economics and politics the 8th and 9th layers of the Internet.336 While largely accurate, one misleading element of that metaphor is that the two are not separate and distinct spheres of influence. Politics and economics form the background context for each other, and for the Net itself. Each is a particular and extraordinary manifestation of evolutionarily-constrained human intelligence. Like economies, political systems—laws, edicts, regulations, principles, bully pulpits, norms, and the various agents who employ them—are a social construction, a form of human-made culture.337 ‘Law itself is a self-organized emergent property of thousands of informal mores and

334. A more comprehensive approach to “adaptive policymaking,” including devising a policy design space, will be presented in a forthcoming paper by one of the authors. See Richard S. Whitt, Adaptive Policymaking: Evolving and Applying Emergent Solutions for U.S. Communications Policy, 61 FED. COMM. L.J. No. 3 (forthcoming 2009). Here we are deliberately confining ourselves to economics—writ large via the newer schools of economic thought—as a foundational basis for public policy. We do not mean to suggest that other, more normative factors should not, and will not, also play a supporting role in the policymaking process.

335. See, e.g., Michael Katz & Howard Shelanski, Mergers and Innovation, 74 ANTITRUST L.J. 1 (2006); Lemley & McGowan, supra note 174, at 479; Strandburg et al., supra note 82, at 1296 (Strandburg urges legal scholars to “jump on the network bandwagon in greater numbers because of the important conceptual advances and analytical tools that network science provides.”). Some have even given book-length treatment to the combination of law and science. See, e.g., STEVEN WINTER, A CLEARING IN THE FOREST (2001) (proposing to unite cognitive science and the law).


restrictions that were codified over time . . . .”338 To Crawford, “[a]ttention should be paid to the evolutionary ecosystem of the law as the background medium in which innovation occurs, business models evolve, and social factions grow and prosper.”339

Old School Economics tends to view government as a corrupting exogenous force, an unwelcome outside influence that usually does far more harm than good. Milton Friedman famously remarked that “the government solution to a problem is usually as bad as the problem.”340 Or as Philip Ball puts it, “free-market fundamentalists argue that total noninterventionism is the best way to let the economy reach equilibrium.”341

Emergence Economics comes at the question from a slightly different direction. Obviously, we now know that the idea of an equilibrium market, one of perfect efficiency and optimal outcomes, lacks serious foundation. More critically, in Ball’s words, “it is time to recognize such claims for what they are: expressions of faith, unhindered by facts and based largely on predetermined views about the role of governments, taxation, and legislation.”342 As the history of the Internet amply demonstrates, government can and does play a constant, active, supporting role in the market, shaping the parameters of what companies and individuals can do, even if from the sidelines.343

From one perspective, government can be seen as a separate, yet interconnected agent, operating within the market itself. Putting aside the appealing but misguided notion of the pure “free market,” the economy simply could not survive without basic laws to prop it up. Statutes and regulations concerning contracts, property, torts, securities, criminal activity, worker and consumer protection, intellectual property—these and more provide the grounding for modern day economic activity. Beinhocker has observed that “the economic evolutionary system is constructed out of a vast array of Social Technologies, many of which rely on government.”344 The state, with its
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uniquely coercive authority, is critically important in setting the rules of the game. Of course, that role has far greater legitimacy in democratic societies.

This legal superstructure also serves the vital purpose of instilling trust and cooperation in strangers, so that they are willing to engage in market transactions. Without such trust, economies cannot hold. In the case of U.S. financial entities in 2008 and 2009, the result has been a frozen credit market, with banks unwilling to lend money. Modern capitalism cannot hope to flourish where legal institutions do not function properly. The law of the jungle decidedly is not the law of the free market.

So the workings of the economy rely on the government. But in turn, economics should inform the law. And of course, the question comes down to how much government is enough. A key distinction between a capitalist and socialist economy is whether the ultimate arbiter of economic fitness is a market or a hierarchy. The easy assumption is that only the state can be a hierarchy, and thus improperly attempt to impose ill-fitting top-down solutions on the market. Beinhocker reminds us, however, that firms too are hierarchies, with similar cognitive constraints that can lead to flawed judgments. Regulation can be public, or private, and the impact on other agents in the market can be much the same: restraints on freedom of choice and action.

Moreover, the economy is a social process, one that does not exist apart from the rest of our lives as social beings. As such, citing behavioral psychology, Beinhocker argues that the true market perspective on human behavior is neither Left (humans are inherently altruistic) nor Right (humans are inherently self-regarding). In truth, we are actually a mix of both, or what behavioral economists call “strong reciprocity.” This means we are predisposed to cooperate in social situations, but also to punish group members who behave selfishly. Further, the Right is

345. Ormerod, supra note 19, at 96. No less a conservative authority than Milton Friedman observes, “[t]he existence of a free market does not of course eliminate the need for government. On the contrary, government is essential both as a forum for determining the ‘rule of the game’ and as an umpire to interpret and enforce the rules decided on.” MILTON FREEMAN, CAPITALISM AND FREEDOM 15 (Chicago University Press 1980) (1960).
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349. As one set of researchers puts it: “The behavioral sciences have traditionally offered two contrasting explanations of cooperation. One, favored by sociologists and anthropologists, considers the willingness to subordinate self-interest to the needs of the social group to be part of human nature. Another, favored by economists and biologists, treats cooperation as the result of the interaction of selfish agents maximizing their long-term individual material interests . . . . [W]e show that a significant fraction of people fit neither of these stereotypes.
correct that the economy is too complex for central planning to work effectively. Hayek in particular pointed out that policymakers have knowledge coordination problems, possess no perfect rationality, and utilize no good market feedback mechanism. On the other hand, the Left also is correct that markets, while useful and necessary, are not optimally efficient. The question is not states versus markets, Beinhocker explains, but “how to combine states and markets to create an effective evolutionary system.”

Surprisingly (at least to some), Hayek endorses an active role for government—for some purposes:

It is important not to confuse opposition against . . . [central] planning with a dogmatic laissez faire attitude. The liberal argument is in favor of making the best possible use of the forces of competition as a means of coordinating human efforts, not an argument for leaving things just as they are . . . . To create conditions in which competition will be as effective as possible, to supplement it where it cannot be made effective, to provide the services which, in the words of Adam Smith, “though they may be in the highest degree advantageous to a great society, are, however, of such a nature, that the profit could never repay the expense to any individual or small number of individuals”—these tasks provide, indeed, a wide and unquestioned field for state activity. In no system that could be rationally defended would the state just do nothing.

Put differently, the question is not whether government necessarily is part of the market, but what that role should be. Instead, we should take “a pragmatic approach to the market, against the quasi-religious views that it is always right or fundamentally evil . . . . Markets are not magic, nor are they immoral.” If we no longer assume (as Old School Economics does) that markets invariably converge on optimal efficiency, there is reason to believe that government intervention may in some instances be beneficial. Policymakers can have a role in facilitating positive outcomes from this ecosystem, but this role should be carved out carefully, guided in part by the various schools subsumed within Emergence Economics.

Rather, they are conditional cooperators and altruistic punishers . . . which we call strong reciprocators.” HERBERT GINTIS ET AL., MORAL SENTIMENTS AND MATERIAL INTERESTS xi (Herbert Gintis et al. eds., 2005). It is thought that gene-culture coevolution resulted in strong reciprocity in human beings. Id. at 27-28.
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2. The Policymaker As Adaptive Economic Agent

Easterly correctly observes that “government is not a single, all-knowing actor. Government instead is a coalition of politicians representing different factions.”354 The policymaker, whether an individual or an agency, a member of Congress or the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), acts as a representative of government. They are authoritative agents in the economic system, as well as their own complex adaptive systems.355 As such, the policymaker needs to overcome the typical analytical flaws of economic agents, and try to see the market with fresh eyes.

In fact, as just another agent operating within the economic system, the policymaker possesses all of the cognitive constraints—and adaptive flexibility—of any other agent. True, policymakers in modern democracies are answerable to political hierarchies (if elected, their constituents; if selected, both the elected and their constituents). Further, policymakers have a unique power: the unilateral coercive authority that comes from the state. Whether a policymaker acts or refrains from acting has repercussions in the world. So the policymaker invariably has an impact on the surrounding ecosystem of the market.

The human desire to predict and control runs deep. And planning inherently is a significant and unavoidable part of a policymaker’s job. Yet short-term prediction and control of the economy is inherently impossible, due largely to our data gathering and processing shortcomings as agents, and the inherent complexity and unpredictable movements of markets.356 The pitfalls of central planning of markets are fundamentally problems of information.357 Much economic policy in the West has been and remains conducted on the basic of short-term forecasts of the economy. “Politicians have sought to change the world. But the point is to interpret it correctly.”358

The vigor of markets comes from their decentralized nature; they empower people to find creative solutions to problems. Government laws and policies inevitably help shape part of the fitness environment within which companies compete and other agents make their choices.359 The crucial question, then, is how those government actions affect that fitness
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environment. Given policymakers’ all-too-apparent constraints, the complexity of the market itself, and the effective workings of the market in providing growth and other emergent benefits, considerable caution is warranted.

Ideally, then, U.S. policymakers will not attempt to intervene in the day-to-day processes of the American marketplace. This means, in brief, that government generally should leave to market mechanisms the workings of the evolutionary algorithm: agents differentiating, selecting, and amplifying specific Physical Technologies, Social Technologies, and Business Plans. But this does not mean that policymakers need remain on the sidelines. Where policymakers have identified important public policy goals and objectives, the key is to employ market forces, as much as feasible, to achieve those desired ends. In other words, policymakers should “tinker” with the fitness landscape in ways that can bolster, and not hinder, evolutionary processes. In general, then, government should do less, not more—but less still can become more, if done better.360

B. A Communications Policy Approach For Innovation And Growth

Our new economic and technology foundations necessarily implicate significant changes to our public policy thinking. We need a new approach to our nation’s communications policy, one rooted in Emergence Economics and its useful lessons.

We next will sketch out one approach to communications policy that should support greater levels of innovation and growth. This treatment necessarily will be brief at this point, and only provides some suggestions on ways to use Emergence Economics as a guiding instrument. It is our contention that policymakers should have as their ultimate aim to foster an ecosystem in the communications sector that imparts greater economic and non-economic benefits for all agents—producers and consumers, policymakers and citizens. Market forces—defined broadly as the sum total of human productive activities serving a range of pecuniary, social, and personal purposes—remain the most effective mechanism for those benefits to fully emerge.

1. Why Communications Policy?

Why focus on communications policy? Because first and foremost, human communications matter. Our species can only survive and flourish when our power of communication is fostered. Modern technologies have enabled us to build powerful shared platforms where all variants of person-to-person interaction are possible. As Mokyr has demonstrated,

360. ORMEROD, supra note 19, at 96, 184.
widespread access to such platforms greatly aids in the dispersion of useful knowledge.\textsuperscript{361} Here are several different yet related ways that the concept has been described:

Information and communications are core elements of autonomy and of public political discourse and decision making. Communication is the basic unit of social existence. Culture and knowledge, broadly conceived, form the basic frame of reference through which we come to understand ourselves and others in the world . . . . The basic components of human development also depend on how we produce information and innovation, and how we disseminate its implementations.\textsuperscript{362}

The complexity of human interactions has been fostered throughout the ages by communications technology, which facilitates the exchange of information on all levels, from individuals to governments. The more information is exchanged, the more feedback processes occur and thus, in general, the more complexity. Computer networks are now transforming the nature and speed of such communication, and the sheer volume of accessible information.\textsuperscript{363}

The parameters of the current Information Age become clear when we understand the information revolution not only as a major sociocultural change but also as something like an orbital movement in which information revolves in such a way that it begins to act on itself. The information revolution occurs when information turns on itself and becomes self-reflexive. This turn has been made possible by new electronic and telematic technologies, through which information acts on information to form feedback loops that generate increasing complexity. This is why the information revolution issues in the moment of complexity.\textsuperscript{364}

As we have seen, the Internet so far has been an optimal platform for generating new ideas and innovation, economic growth, and other Net effects. Government policies inevitably affecting the Net specifically, and the communications sector more generally, have a profound impact, for good or ill, on the national economy. In short, communications policy should be seen potentially as a major lever, whether upward or downward, for economic development and growth.

\textsuperscript{361} MOKYR, \textit{supra} note 236, at 290-91.
\textsuperscript{362} BENKLER, \textit{supra} note 67, at 464.
\textsuperscript{363} PETER COVENEY & ROGER HIGHFIELD, \textit{Frontiers of Complexity} 338 (1995).
\textsuperscript{364} TAYLOR, \textit{supra} note 115, at 106.
a. The Compelling Need To Rethink Our Priorities and Approaches

In conjunction with the critical role of communications in economic and non-economic human endeavors, there is a real need to correct decades of flawed thinking that underpins what passes for communications policy in this country. The forces of Old School Economics have found fertile ground in the communications field.

For the most part, incumbent actors and industries have embraced Old School Economics as a basis to argue for less economic regulation. They claim that the “free market” should have primacy, and “perfect competition” produces the optimal results in the public interest. They also argue that a relatively modest version of the nation’s antitrust laws offer the only way to deal with competition/market power concerns. Yet policy opponents of the incumbents tend to argue from the other side of the same coin: that government regulation inevitably is the best response to deal with economic or social concerns. For some of these players, market failure is endemic, and governments are best equipped to rectify the market’s many perceived failings. In short, both camps see the market as a coldly efficient machine, one side with approval, the other with approbation. As Julie Nelson puts it, the mechanical metaphor of the market can lead to “naïve and irresponsible neoliberal probusiness policies” versus “naïve and impractical antimarket alternatives.”

Unfortunately neither those on the self-proclaimed “Right” or “Left” appear to realize that in many cases they are operating

---

365. For example, the Cato Institute cites its support for traditional America “principles of limited government, free markets, individual liberty, and peace.” Cato’s Mission, www.cato.org/about.php. As we have seen these concepts are not entirely self-evident, or at least well defined. Of course it is not the ultimate aims, but how they are to be achieved, that deserves the closest scrutiny.

366. As just one example, a recent white paper argues that there are almost no forms of “bundling” and tie-in sales that raise anticompetitive concerns in technology markets, because they invariably create efficiency and do not foreclose competition. Stan Liebowitz & and Stephen Margolis, Bundles of Joy: The Ubiquity and Efficiency of Bundles in New Technology Markets, PERSPECTIVES FROM FSF SCHOLARS, Jan. 24, 2008, http://www.freestatefoundation.org/images/Bundles_of_Joy.pdf, at 2. While we acknowledge that bundling often can be pro-consumer and pro-competition, we think it goes too far to claim that to be the case in nearly all instances, or that “a product achieves a degree of market power... wherever an innovation succeeds.” Id. at 46. As we explain above, successful innovations do tend to create market power, but certainly do not constitute the only source.

367. For example, Free Press states that the “broken” media system “isn’t natural,” and that media should be compelled to “serve the public interest” by being “vibrant, diverse and independent.” Free Press and the Free Press Action Fund, http://www.freepress.net/node/121. Again, whether one agrees or not with those goals, it is not obvious that reliance on regulatory fiat alone is the optimal means for fulfilling them.

368. JULIE A. NELSON, ECONOMICS FOR HUMANS 53, 57 (2006). Nelson suggests as an alternative metaphor the economy as a beating human heart, connoting a living, vital organ. Id. at 59.
from false premises. Without a deeper and richer appreciation for economic realities, though, it is impossible to discern whether and how any of these viewpoints should be given credence.

The Federal Communications Commission apparently can do little in this environment but follow the prevailing economic notions. In one order after another, the agency tends to parrot the stated views of the dominant players, on both sides of an issue, and couches its policies in the vernacular of Old School Economics. One recent prominent example is the FCC’s 2005 decision deregulating broadband services provided by the incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs). 369 Here the FCC defined the ILECs’ combined Internet access/broadband transmission services as a unitary information service, and thus outside traditional common carriage regulation such as the Computer Inquiry nondiscriminatory access safeguards. That Wireline Broadband Order exemplifies many of the flaws of relying on traditional economic thinking, at least in this case as articulated by the incumbent LECs and their allies.

The sole question the Commission saw fit to ask and answer in that order is whether the costs of the Computer Inquiry regulations outweigh their benefits to the broadband providers. The analysis focuses tightly on a traditional analysis of costs and benefits, and only of the broadband providers themselves—not the Internet, or its users.370 Tellingly, nowhere in the 86-page order does the Commission discuss broadband as a platform to the Internet, or any potential impact on the generative Internet itself. Indeed, aside from briefly discussing and dismissing concerns raised by independent Internet service providers, the order rarely utilizes the word “Internet.”

The FCC also adopts easy assumptions about the state of the broadband market, without recourse to record evidence, save citations to filings by broadband providers themselves.371 For example, the FCC claims that the then-current broadband market is competitive, and growing far more competitive with expected imminent entry by providers of fixed and mobile wireless services, satellite services, and broadband over powerline (BPL) services.372 To those who point to persistent market concentration between the cable companies and telephone providers, the Commission in these orders showed scant regard for that reality.


370. Id. ¶¶ 43, 65-69.

371. Notably the order is littered with phrases including words like “expect” and “anticipate” and “predict.” The agency at one point even admits that much of its analysis is based on “what our predictive judgment tells us about how [the broadband] market is likely to develop.” Id. ¶ 43. Unfortunately, the conclusions are rendered with far more certainty, and finality, than this couched language otherwise would warrant.

372. Id. ¶¶ 33, 50.
companies, the FCC claims that such arguments are premised only on “snapshot data” that are “both limited and static,” as compared to “larger trends” in “the dynamic nature of the marketplace forces.” Of course, while those phrases are couched in the language of Emergence Economics, such duopoly “snapshots” endure to this day. 

Amazingly, the FCC casually dismisses one of its more singular achievements of the late 20th Century. “The Computer Inquiry rules themselves reflect a fairly static picture of network development, and an assumption that a line could be drawn between the network functions and computer processing without impeding technological innovation.” The counter-assertion that such line drawing resulted, not in an arguable reduction of broadband network innovation, but an explosion of online innovation, leading to the Internet itself, seems never to have been seriously contemplated, although it was plainly presented.

The Commission further “expect[s] that facilities-based wireline carriers will have business reasons to continue making broadband Internet access transmission services available to ISPs without regard to the Computer Inquiry requirements.” The implicit assumption is that the broadband “market” and its incentives system would function properly, allowing for mutually-satisfactory agreements between broadband providers and independent ISPs. This expectation is reached

373. Id. ¶ 50.
374. Robert D. Atkinson, Framing a National Broadband Policy, 16 COMMLAW CONSPECTUS 145, 175-76 (2007) [hereinafter Atkinson, Framing]. See generally Robert D. Atkinson, The Role of Competition in a National Broadband Policy, 7 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 1 (2009) [hereinafter Atkinson, Competition]. The Commission also cites the incumbent LECs themselves for the self-serving proposition that “the additional costs of an access mandate diminish a carrier’s incentive and ability to invest in and deploy broadband infrastructure investment.” Wireline Broadband Order, supra note 369, ¶ 44. Absent the ISP access rules, the FCC posits, broadband providers could “produce new or improved services in response to consumer demand.” Id. ¶ 71. Even if these arguments have merit—and current evidence is spotty at best—strong counter-claims about stifling independent ISP-based innovations were not afforded similar weight.
375. Id. ¶ 70.
376. As one example, the BroadNet Alliance, a coalition of national, regional, and local independent ISPs, submitted pleadings in the FCC’s docket explaining how the FCC’s ISP-related policies have played a pivotal role in enabling the Internet. Reply Comments of the BroadNet Alliance in Appropriate Framework for Broadband Access to the Internet Over Wireline Facilities, CC Dkt. No. 02-33 (July 1, 2002). In particular, the coalition filed a detailed white paper showing that the Computer Inquiry rules “in large part enabled the rise and amazing success of the online world,” by creating conditions that allowed consumers to reach the online providers of their choice. Id. at 2. As a later ex parte explained, “should this critical access to those facilities no longer be made available to ISPs under the Computer Rules, the only remaining choice for broadband Internet access will be the incumbent’s ISP. . . .” Ex Parte Filing of the BroadNet Alliance in Appropriate Framework for Broadband Access to the Internet Over Wireline Facilities, CC Dkt. No. 02-33 (July 24, 2002). That prediction proved prescient.
377. Wireline Broadband Order supra note 369, ¶ 64.
despite the fact that “we cannot state unequivocally that incumbent LECs would not otherwise provide wholesale access, absent this compulsion.” Nonetheless, despite this lack of confidence, and little record evidence of current or expected market competition to generate the necessary economic incentives, the FCC concludes that “the public interest is best served if we permit competitive marketplace conditions to guide the evolution of broadband Internet access service.” The Commissioners felt obliged to add, “this does not mean that we sacrifice competitive ISP choice for greater deployment of broadband facilities.” But that is precisely the high-stakes calculus the agency utilized here. The sad reality is that the independent ISP industry all but disappeared in the wake of the FCC’s decision, to the point where policymakers and industry players today refer to the integrated broadband/Internet access providers as “ISPs”—effectively acknowledging the reality that there are no others. Causality is always difficult to assign, but the FCC’s decision must have played at least some pernicious role.

So the FCC—an independent regulatory body charged with holding industry expertise and operating in the public interest—renders decisions that appear to display little appreciation for the ways that actual markets function, and sometimes fail to function. In the case of the Wireline Broadband Order, the agency in particular: (1) relied on arguments and evidence largely from interested party agents; (2) kept a tight focus on the costs and benefits to a single set of agents, the incumbent broadband providers; (3) conversely failed to factor in the potential impact on the Internet as a generative platform; (4) recognized the broadband carriers’ supposed market incentives to invest in broadband networks, without appreciating their more obvious incentives not to strike commercially-viable deals with competing ISPs; (5) rejected without a more searching analysis its own Computer Inquiry precedent drawing lines between Internet access and broadband networks; (6) acted through revamped statutory definitions, rather than more flexible deregulatory tools such as forbearance; and (7) generally showed a

378. Id. ¶ 63.
379. Id. ¶ 85.
380. Id. ¶ 79.
381. As one commentator sums it, “connectivity has been vertically integrated.” MARTIN FRANSMAN, THE NEW ICT ECOSYSTEM 31 (2007).
382. For example, if in fact certain computer processing is so tightly wedded to underlying communications network functionality, as the Commission claims, why would facilities-based Internet access not be defined as a telecommunications service? The agency still could deal separately with the regulatory implications through more tailored statutory tools, such as the forbearance provision of the Communications Act. See 47 U.S.C. § 10 (2000).
383. Among other advantages, the forbearance approach would have offered the agency a more empirically-based, provisional, and reversible statutory tool. Instead, one of the many ironies of the FCC’s ostensibly deregulatory decision is that, by defining its way out of
decided lack of skepticism about its own predictive judgment. Moreover, the Commission added to its failings by not allowing for any post-decision accountability, which would allow the agency to revisit the decision’s factual support after a certain period of time. Such a revisit could include, for example, asking whether broadband deployment and competition were developing as anticipated, and whether independent ISPs were able to strike adequate wholesale deals to provide competing ISP services to consumers.

As we transition from existing communications-related industries to a new world ruled by IP-based networks and applications, we should look towards a different approach. The FCC, for one, needs a framework and some conceptual tools that do a better job of respecting the economic world as actually lived.

b. Caution Ahead

Generally speaking, we have more to lose than to gain from direct government involvement in Internet-based markets, especially if such intervention is based on misunderstanding or even ignorance of market dynamics. As Ormerod observes, imperfect markets plus imperfect regulators equal a strong dose of caution.384

In particular, government clearly can impede innovation. Technological creativity has proven to be politically vulnerable; “the history of technological progress is the history of an endangered and much-resisted species.”385 Mokyr finds that in centralized bureaucracies, whether governmental or corporate, “there is a built-in tendency for conservatism” and resisting innovation.386 But there is more to it than that:

The political economy of technological change thus predicts that it will be resisted by well-organized lobbies, whereas its defenders will usually be a motley group of consumers and inventors and perhaps a few groups with a direct interest in economic growth. The struggle between the two parties will always take the form of a non-market process, because relying on market forces alone would, by definition, lead to the triumph of the new technology.387

384. ORMERO D, supra note 6, at 138-39.
385. MOKYR, supra note 236, at 223-34.
386. Id. at 238.
387. Id. at 253-54.
Putting aside this “purposeful self-interested resistance to new technology,” by the same token we do not intend to imply that the Internet inevitably is the only source of innovation or growth, or that public policy should be skewed relentlessly in that direction. Instead, we are offering a needed corrective to the static thinking of the recent past, largely informed by outdated if not fatally flawed economic theory. Similarly, government policymakers need not approach the Internet as some precious museum piece, which should be forever fixed in the same configuration. The Net in many ways is a living thing, a constantly changing process reflecting countless human choices. It would be as much a mistake for a government official to tamper with the evolutionary algorithm so as to attempt to preserve the Net as it is, as it would have been to prevent its original creation and launch in the name of preserving the original commercial online companies.

At the same time, because the Net has brought such amazing benefits, and promises so much more, there is real value in trying to retain certain core elements against counter forces. Werbach has nicely summed up the challenge: to engage in a balancing act between the centripetal and centrifugal forces that shape the Net. In our view, this balancing act must begin with a presumption (but only that) that interconnected, end-to-end, layered networks like the Internet provide real economic and “spillovers” value. Beyond that, policymakers must be vigilant, open to new ideas, and flexible in devising and implementing policy measures.

An important distinction to keep in mind is the means versus the ends. As we shall see, the ultimate end goal of more good ideas, and the follow-on objectives of many more open and big broadband pipes, may follow reasonably, but the means of achieving those objectives are not so obvious. In particular, the means are influenced by a healthy skepticism that legislators and regulators will get the formula right. That skepticism should be tempered by an understanding of agent limitations—users and firms alike—and an often-opaque marketplace.

2. Defining Our Mission: Goals and Objectives

In sketching out a game plan for revamping U.S. communications policy, first we will need to distinguish between different elements of an

388. Id. at 220.
389. The Internet community has developed many successful mechanisms for evolving itself through iterative self-governance. One remarkable example is the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), a voluntary group that collaboratively has defined the ever-evolving core protocols for decades. The open, shared standards that come out of this group reflect the diverse constituencies involved, but to date have preserved agents’ ability in the network to connect in a transparent fashion.
overarching policy design space. One way to understand this framework is to break it down into its component parts, which include goals, objectives, projects, and tools.\textsuperscript{390} The goals are the largest, longest term elements to be accomplished (for example, landing on Mars). The objectives are the intermediate term aims (building and testing a rocket ship to send to Mars). The projects are the specific, short-term aims (devising elements of the engine that will power the rocket), while the tools are the practical mechanisms utilized for achieving all of the above (computer programs that model different components of the rocket ship). The organizational and institutional elements of the design space (the policy players and the policy rules, respectively) are important as well. Consistent with our discussion in previous sections, the chief aim is to be bold about the vision of goals and objectives, while more modest yet flexible about the particular programs and tools used to accomplish them.

\textit{a. One Goal: More Good Ideas}

At this point, we trust that the turn in the discussion will appear almost self-evident. As we have seen, ideas are the fodder, the raw material, for economic growth and other beneficial Net effects. New technologies—products, processes, and forms of organization—are the most important determinant of long-term economic growth.\textsuperscript{391} The free flow of information between and among people can lead directly to a raft of BPs, PTs, and STs competing vigorously and effectively in the marketplace, along with every form of information, entertainment, political discourse, and commercial and non-commercial speech. One overarching goal for policymakers, especially in the communications field, should be to see the market generate a greater number of useful ideas so as to drive the evolutionary process to optimal heights. Romer calls for a “combinatorial explosion” of ideas.\textsuperscript{392} By furthering an increased quantity of beneficial new ideas, more potential innovation is enabled.

Crawford for one appears to agree with this goal of More Good Ideas. She recently argued that a key organizing principle for communications law should be to support the emergence of diverse new ideas online.\textsuperscript{393} Crawford interprets this as “allowing the end-to-end,
content-neutral, layer-independent functions of the internet to flourish and allowing groups and human attention to pick and choose from among the bad ideas presented online, enabling good ideas to persist and replicate.”

Of course, what is “good” or “bad” should not be for any to decide unilaterally for anyone else. The market’s role, through each and all of us, is to churn through the various options—BPs, PTs, STs, and all other instantiations of useful knowledge—and select what is most fit. The “Long Tail” of the Internet suggests that fitness landscapes can be enabled for a much wider array of options than otherwise has been available previously to market agents. Even a “failed” idea for most agents in the market increasingly can manage to succeed with at least some of us in the deeper niches.

b. One Objective: Harnessing Broadband As An Optimal Internet Platform

With the ultimate end goal in mind—More Good Ideas—we next need a more near-term set of policy objectives that will help us achieve that goal. While obviously there are a number of salient possibilities in the communications sector, we select by way of example the objective of harnessing broadband networks to serve as an optimal platform for the public Internet. Here we will touch on three interrelated components of such a policy objective: Open Platforms, More Platforms, and Bigger Platforms. In each case, the focus is on broadband providing enhanced access to the generative Internet (as opposed to other uses, such as private networks broadcasting proprietary content). Our discussion here necessarily will be brief, and is intended for illustrative purposes.

i. Open Broadband Platforms

First, we should want to promote “open” platforms leading to the Internet, capable of adaptive power by the myriad of end users interacting, innovating, and competing with each other. As we have seen, the Net is not just an e-commerce platform, but also a means of distributing and validating ideas, and other aspects of human communications. The Long Tail, among other things, also helps extend economic growth beyond the “winner take all” mentality, to numerous niches served by smaller players (who also have a chance to become big

394. Id. at 35-36.
395. Author Whitt has produced a companion paper that focuses exclusively on U.S. broadband policy; this section necessarily provides only a modified and truncated portion of that work. Richard S. Whitt, Evolving Broadband Policy: Taking Adaptive Stances to Foster Optimal Internet Platforms, 17 COMMLAW CONSPECTUS (forthcoming 2009).
players). An enormous gradation of ideas, whether fit to all, or some, or a few, can exist on the Net.

So how do we define openness? There are a variety of ways to analyze the question. As just one example, Jonathan Sallet has written about the various ways of thinking about open networks. He observes that openness can vary based on different perspectives on the network—content and applications accessed by end users, for example, versus the network and ISP connectivity utilized by competing network providers. As Sallet notes, the Bell System traditionally was completely open at the content layers, because any end user could communicate with any other end user, but almost completely closed at the network layers, because there was no right to attach terminal equipment or interconnect competing networks. Kevin Werbach reminds us to think about openness at, and between, the physical interfaces, where the network meets content (such as technical standards for modems), and logical interfaces, where the content moves through the network (such as unique identifiers and routing databases). For now it is useful to note that “openness” can occur at different interfaces within the broadband network, between and among elements of the physical layer, the logical layer, and the applications and content layers.

The Internet itself provides important clues about the degrees of openness for the on-ramps that serve our larger goal of more good ideas. The combination of layering, network connectivity, IP as an agnostic

396. Jonathan Sallet, supra note 204, at 3.
397. Id. at 6-7.
398. Notably the FCC’s “Internet Policy Statement” principles focus only on one end of the broadband connection—the consumer—and all but ignore the other end—the providers of applications, content, and devices. The Statement indicates that “consumers are entitled to access the lawful Internet content of their choice, . . . run applications and use services of their choice, . . . [and] connect their choice of legal devices that do not harm the network . . . .” Appropriate Framework for Broadband Access to the Internet Over Wireline Facilities, Policy Statement, 20 FCC Red. 14,986 (2005), available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-05-151A1.pdf. This approach overlooks the fact that, if broadband providers take certain actions that end up reducing the supply of such applications and content, the consumer will suffer, even if his or her own “right to access” remains untouched. Given the critical importance of innovation and competition from the edge of the Internet, we should want both ends of the broadband pipe to be open.
400. In a sense, it is true that the Internet today is not an absolutely “neutral” place, in that the various servers, routers, and content delivery networks that comprise it in part can and do distinguish between various forms of traffic. The whole point of the Internet is that it is a robust freewheeling marketplace of ideas and commerce and interaction. We have less concern about the “neutral” state of the Net’s architecture than local broadband networks because, among other differences, commercial arrangements between Net players (a) do not otherwise deliberately block or degrade other parties’ access to the Net, and (b) are struck today in a comparatively competitive environment, with no single decision-maker able to impose its will on others.
“bearer” protocol, and of course the e2e principle, have allowed end users to utilize the Net as a ubiquitous platform for their activities. The mantra of “innovation without permission” also helps clarify what we mean here. At bottom, we should want users to operate freely, and not be required to secure before-the-fact approval from network operators for their lawful activities. Given the enormous positive values springing from the Internet, then, the government should see as one of its objectives adopting broadband policies that do not interfere with—if not enhance—the salient features of the Net. In particular, agnostic protocols, interconnectivity, and e2e functionality are positive network characteristics that should be preserved and promoted for the Internet’s on-ramps.401

What we are touting here is an overall environment of openness on broadband platforms, and not necessarily a prescription. How one achieves an open network can be very different from compelling it as a legal or regulatory mandate. A related point comes from the debates over “network neutrality,” which inaptly is referred to by too many proponents and opponents alike as a regulation-first approach to preserving openness, rather than (in the authors’ view) as the desired outcome.402 To argue for open platforms to the Net as an objective is not to suggest any particular approach to making it happen. Further, it is not all good out there on the Net. As a faithful reflection of humanity, the Net has its share of unseemly conduct and criminality. To be open to the best does not imply to be open to all.403 Still, going forward we should remain “open” to other ways of thinking about openness.

ii. More and Bigger Broadband Platforms

Another major national policy objective to support More Good Ideas should be more and bigger broadband networks. The broadband-enabled Internet is rapidly changing the world in countless beneficial

401. Elsewhere author Whitt has discussed optimal Internet access as including the twin “openness” dimensions of sufficient capacity for, and overall integrity of, Internet access on broadband networks. Whitt, supra note 395.

402. The current debate over network neutrality is focused only on last-mile broadband connectivity, where the relative lack of competition renders the threat of unilateral gatekeeping more significant and tangible. Thus, it is a misnomer to refer to “net” neutrality, as if the Internet itself is supposed to be completely neutral to all traffic. Of course, it serves the rhetorical objectives of some to criticize various broadband openness proposals as amounting to “regulation of the Internet.” We are really talking about the end points serving the consumer, meaning something more like “broadband neutrality” or “broadband openness”—phrases which at this point we doubt will catch on in the current political “marketplace of ideas.”

403. Jonathan Zittrain has discussed how open systems like the Internet can be prone to abuse, and argues convincingly for a strategy that “blunts the worst aspects of today’s popular generative Internet and PC without killing those platforms’ openness to innovation.” Zittrain, supra note 297, at 150.
ways. From a purely economic perspective, broadband connectivity is becoming a catalyst for innovation, productivity growth, job creation, and global competitiveness. In addition to enabling far richer uses of the Internet, broadband is an innovation platform of its own, and a source of network-based innovations. Broadband also serves as a platform to educational opportunity and civic discourse.

At the same time, there are major challenges both in terms of the reach and the depth of today’s broadband offerings. Put simply, we need bigger broadband pipes, and more of them. In the United States, we have relied on a policy that leaves broadband infrastructure largely in the hands of private entities. In conjunction with such private investment, however, many still see a salient role for public policy. Robert Atkinson for one offers an approach to fashioning “a national broadband policy,” which he separates into (1) broadband everywhere (providing separate incentives for rural deployment), (2) broadband for everyone (developing digital literacy and broadband applications), (3) greater speeds, and (4) more competition.404

Broadband’s externalities present a unique challenge to any objective of fostering More and Bigger Platforms. We have every reason to want to give broadband providers the proper economic incentives to further invest in their networks, and to incent new entrants where the economics make sense. By the same token, as we have seen, communications infrastructure typically generates large social benefits not captured by the infrastructure provider. For broadband networks, “because effects” (money made because of something) are greater than “with effects” (money made from selling that something).405 Atkinson sees four kinds of positive externalities (what we have called innovation spillovers) attributable to broadband networks: (1) network externalities (network effects), both direct and indirect; (2) prosumer investments (consumers become both users and producers); (3) competitiveness externalities (international leadership in technology); and (4) regional externalities (particularly impacts on rural communities).406 He points out that broadband is unique in that “the social returns of broadband investment exceed the private returns to companies and consumers . . . . [T]here is considerable reason to believe that there are significant externalities from high-speed broadband, and that if left to themselves, market forces alone will lead to less investment in broadband than is societally optimal.”407

Broadband providers seek to capture (internalize) those externalities by serving as an Internet platform—meaning they want to gain at least

404. Atkinson, Framing, supra note 374, at 164.
405. Frischmann & Lemley, supra note 303, at 102-05.
407. Id. at 145, 154.
some of the “because effects” revenues and profits. For many this incentives system is the root cause of the “network neutrality” policy debates, which we will not address in any depth here. However, the larger point is that these positive externalities do not appear to register in the incentives structure of the broadband providers. Thus, “[t]he profit/loss statements of individual firms fail to take into account the positive externalities from a widely deployed broadband network, including economic growth, lower-cost health care, and higher quality education.” Where these positive externalities exist, so that private investment generates total social value in excess of individual firm value, it may be appropriate for the government to get involved.

As we will argue in the next section, government involvement in contestable markets generally should be limited to a form of “tinkering” with the fitness landscape, through a mix of additional inputs, connectivity, incentives, and feedback. With regard to the need for additional competition in the broadband market, for example, it is not clear that the government has a major prescriptive role, save to remove any regulatory hurdles and get out of the way. While it is one thing to take away impediments that prevent new broadband platforms from emerging in the fitness environment, it is quite another to seek to compel private parties to uptake a specific technology where the economics normally would not support such a result. Atkinson warns that the role of government should not be proactively to compel or subsidize the deployment of additional broadband networks, largely because it is not clear that otherwise it makes sense economically for a “third pipe” competitor to enter the consumer broadband market. Given the complexities and uncertainties of the market, policymakers would be wise to heed that warning.

408. We will only note that Joseph Farrell and Philip Weiser describe how broadband providers might tend to internalize “complementary” externalities (“ICE”), and argue that such private internalization mitigates competitive and consumer harm. Joseph Farrell & Philip J. Weiser, Modularity, Vertical Integration, and Open Access Policies: Towards a Convergence of Antitrust & Regulation in the Internet Age, 17 HARVARD J. L. & TECH. 85 (2003). At the same time, they identify a variety of exceptions to this tendency. Id. Even where these exceptions do not apply, however, the nature of innovation spillovers would argue that overall social welfare in this domain rarely is served by private firm internalization alone. Frischmann & Lemley, supra note 303, at 135-39. Furthermore, as Barbara van Schewick has explained, broadband providers retain certain economic incentives to disadvantage non-affiliated application innovators despite the ICE principles. Barbara van Schewick, Towards an Economic Framework for Network Neutrality Regulation, 5 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 329 (2007).


410. Atkinson, Competition, supra note 374, at 15. In Atkinson’s words, “[e]nable, but don’t promote.” Id.
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C. Applying the Adaptive Policy Framework: Enabling without dictating

So what specific lessons can Emergence Economics impart to policymakers, particularly those involved with the information and communications technology sector? One suggestion is to adopt a conceptual framework that separates out those market activities that should not be susceptible to the employment of policy tools, from those that should. We believe in brief that policymakers generally should endeavor—at most—to foster the market’s processes, rather than interfere with or even attempt to replace those processes. As we will explain in the sections to follow, this “adaptive policymaking” dichotomy would still allow certain “tinkering” with the fitness environment—providing useful inputs, connectivity, incentives, and feedback. However, the basic workings of the evolutionary algorithm—agents differentiating, selecting, and amplifying various technologies and business plans—should be left to the effectiveness, merits, and complexity of the open market.

Admittedly the line drawing here between harmful dictating and beneficial enabling is not yet a rigorously grounded exercise. But we submit that adopting and utilizing a conceptual framework such as this is preferable to current policy rationalizations based on Old School Economics. We also recognize that this proposed framework remains contingent to circumstances. In an arguably contestable market, where adequate supply and choices for end users allows the evolutionary processes to function, and institutions foster accountability and social trust among market agents, the “tinkering without tampering” formula should prove most effective. Where, however, one market sector may require only minimal tinkering to maximize innovation, economic growth, and emergent public benefits, another sector might benefit from more extensive intervention designed to prop up insufficient market forces, or repair or replace damaged institutions. On balance, we believe that the provisional nature of the enterprise speaks well to our overall emphasis on flexible, tailored, context-specific, and reversible steps by policymakers.

1. Not Dictating the Evolutionary Process

Trusting the evolutionary process of the market amounts to trusting ordinary people to make the right decisions about their lives. Such a stance is democratic with a small “d.” Moreover, while the results may not be optimal or efficient for all, the market comes closest to the meritocracy we should want. The self-organizing market process promotes effectiveness over efficiency, and coordinates economic
decisions better than any known options—not optimally, just better.\textsuperscript{412} To paraphrase Winston Churchill, “markets are the worst form of economic system—except for all the others.”\textsuperscript{413}

Effective policymakers need to possess at least two qualities: the ability to make reasonably accurate forecasts, and the ability to understand the effects of changes in policy on the system in question.\textsuperscript{414} As we have seen, there are deep underlying reasons for the inability to plan and control outcomes successfully. Ball notes that “[t]here are few easier targets than governmental, regulatory, and planning decisions that have had the opposite of their intended effects. In many such cases these unwanted outcomes can be put down to a failure to appreciate the interconnected and interactive nature of the system concerned.”\textsuperscript{415} Government officials’ predictive ability, and the likelihood of unintended consequences in a CAS like the market, should loom large as potential drawbacks to market interventions.

There will be losers as well as winners from economic growth. The evolutionary process between market players involves weeding out the good from the not-as-good, or preferred over not-as-preferred, or adapted to not-as-adapted. As the path of growth proceeds, old industries die and new ones are created. Agents in the old industries typically will plead for protection against the new technology. The government should resist mightily such entreaties,\textsuperscript{416} and refrain from interfering in the weeding-out process by leveling the proverbial playing field to benefit one company, or sector, or industry. Favoring any particular outcome interferes with the effectiveness and meritocratic nature of the contest itself. Under Ormerod’s “Iron Law of Failure,” evolution necessarily includes extinction. Policymakers should respect that process and not try to disrupt what is beneficial to the system as a whole. Much as forest rangers sometimes allow fires to burn out the ecosystem for its own sake, policymakers should want the fitness threshold—the minimum productivity level necessary for survival—to be sufficiently high for a healthy overall system.\textsuperscript{417}

At the same time, this does not suggest that the government must refrain from intervening to ameliorate the effects of adaptive change

\textsuperscript{412} Lipsey et al., \textit{supra} note 125, at 45.
\textsuperscript{413} In a 1947 speech to the House of Commons, Churchill said that “it has been said that democracy is the worst form of government except all those other forms that have been tried from time to time.” Ralph Keyes, \textit{The Quote Verifier: Who Said What, Where, and When} 43 (Macmillan 2006).
\textsuperscript{414} Ormerod, \textit{supra} note 6, at 55-57.
\textsuperscript{415} Ball, \textit{supra} note 12, at 454.
\textsuperscript{416} Easterly, \textit{supra} note 52, at 181-82.
\textsuperscript{417} Ormerod, \textit{supra} note 6, at 231. As an aside, in the public policy arena often it is those who shout most loudly and vociferously about the disciplinary virtues of the free market, who are in most need of them.
through targeted efforts, such as worker education and retraining programs. However, where markets are functioning adequately to provide agents with sufficient choice and opportunities to act, the forces of change themselves should not be impeded, else innovation and growth are threatened.

a. Don’t Differentiate

First, adaptive policymakers should not be in the habit of creating, proposing, or emphasizing particular market alternatives. Businesses, working according to a myriad of strategies, are far better at generating new ideas, and having them tested in the marketplace, than government entities. Beinhocker discusses how the balance between bureaucratic and entrepreneurial tendencies in the market can sustain the evolutionary process of consistent incremental process and occasional big jumps.418 When the government steps directly into this process, it risks over-emphasizing narrowly-conceived technologies or business plans. For example, the Federal Communications Commission has recognized the innovation-hampering nature of its traditional “command and control” approach to mandating how spectrum licensees use their frequencies.419

This is not to say that there should be no governmental role in encouraging the differentiation process. For example, where markets are not functioning properly, it may be helpful to facilitate convening the relevant market actors to fashion cooperative solutions. Whole sectors often face critical dilemmas or limitations, while individual businesses erect intentional or unintentional walls between themselves. If the government can provide a venue for collaborative differentiations, it can productively support the process without controlling it. Similarly, there may be a limited role for the policymaker when businesses rely on scarce government-controlled resources, such as rights-of-way or radio spectrum.

b. Don’t Select

Second, the adaptive policymaker should not have any direct role in business plan selection. Market actors must be free to select the Physical

418. BEINHOCKET, supra note 22, at 152-56.
and Social Technologies that make up their Business Plans, and to innovate toward what they think will be “most fit” for the economic landscape. Selection is the heart of evolution, and the heart of markets. Here, Beinhocker discusses how the “Big Man” process of selection can slow down or even halt the process of evolution. If a single agent controls the system, often according to self-interest that does not align with overall growth, the process is distorted. He explains that:

In a big man system, the fitness function maximized is the wealth and power of the Big Man (and his cronies), rather than the overall economic wealth of the society. Thus, the creative, entrepreneurial, and deductive-tinkering energies of the population are directed toward pleasing the Big Man.420

Policymakers need to be attuned to Big Man thinking that arises from within government structures, as well as similar thinking that comes from outside. The instinct to pick outcomes can manifest itself in well-intentioned bureaucratic design, or in regulatory capture by market actors. Even tempting calls for solutions in the name of enabling the market—like creating new or stricter property rights, or allocating resources to the highest bidders—can become a form of selection favoring certain preferred agents over others.

c. Don’t Amplify

Third, it should not be the adaptive policymaker’s role to amplify the “most fit” business plans. New technologies undoubtedly are exciting, but interfering with the evolutionary process at this stage is very risky. Artificially bolstering a successful but nascent approach at the same time threatens to push aside competing innovations, or successful current plans. Amplifying either legacy or new approaches threatens the ability of the market to sort itself out according to the wishes and actions of market players.421

420. BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 288.
421. Some argue, for example, that the State of California’s foray into energy deregulation promoted market conduct that tended to create higher prices, but discouraged other conduct that could have led to price reductions. Darren Bush and & Carrie Mayne, In (Reluctant) Defense of Enron: Why Bad Regulation is to Blame for California’s Power Woes (or Why Antitrust Law Fails to Protect Against Market Power When the Market Rules Encourage its Use), 83 OR. L. REV. 207, 211 (2004). The authors there believe that the government’s “deregulatory” structure, which among other things relied on non-existent excess capacity to discipline wholesale prices, and consumer price caps to freeze retail prices, actually legitimized anticompetitive conduct by Enron and others, “and made that conduct the norm.” Id. at 212. Whether one accepts or not this particular interpretation of the complex set of events in California during 2000-2001, it is clear that government actions amplifying specific business plans can lead to negative market outcomes.
Instead, amplification should happen only at the level of individual agents as they navigate the fitness landscape. Business Plans that fail will be de-emphasized; technological combinations that work will be repeated and spread. As this amplification occurs, agents will explore variations on the successful strategy by tweaking it and iterating through the differentiation and selection processes once again.

Amplification of good ideas across multiple agents or sectors happens when agents observe or actively exchange knowledge. This presupposes a certain degree of connectivity or cooperation, and here the government may again have a limited and indirect role. When agents close off access to knowledge—through obfuscation, strict propertization, or resistance to shared standards—their actions are counter-productive to the market-wide process of amplification.

2. Enabling the “Econosphere”

A far more appropriate role for government, where important policy goals and objectives are at stake, is to experiment with different changeable elements of the fitness environment within which the evolutionary algorithm operates. As Beinhocker puts it:

Policies that get the government involved in differentiating, selecting, and amplifying Business Plans would be seen as interfering in economic evolution . . . . In contrast, policies that shape the fitness environment, while leaving Business Plan selection and amplification to market mechanisms, are a different matter . . . . As long as markets provide the mechanism for selecting and amplifying Business Plans, then the economic evolutionary process will innovate and adapt in response to those regulations.422

One can characterize this role with different metaphors: enabling the “econosphere,” filling in market “gaps,” tinkering with inputs, or revising rules of the “contest.”423 In one sense, the market constitutes a giant search engine, with economic agents competing algorithmically to determine the optimal results. The fundamental point is to improve the market’s ability to formulate and present different options (the quantity function), while leaving the selection processes themselves undisturbed (the quality function). To the extent that growth comes not only from capital markets or government subsidy, but also, if not primarily, from technological progress, the government’s role should be to generate conditions in which such growth can occur, without picking or

422. BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 426.
423. Francois Jacob first popularized the notion that “evolution is a tinkerer.” François Jacob, Evolution and Tinkering, 196 SCIENCE 1161 (1977).
subsidizing the winners, or hindering the losers.424

For purposes of this discussion of communications policy, we believe environmental “tinkering” by adaptive policymakers can be accomplished in at least four different ways: (1) feeding the evolutionary algorithm through diversifying inputs, such as Business Plans and their accompanying Physical Technologies and Social Technologies; (2) fostering connectivity between agents, so that communications links are optimized; (3) shaping the fitness landscape to create economic incentives and increased market trust for certain activities; and (4) enhancing market feedback mechanisms, to facilitate better decisions through generating greater flows of timely and accurate information. Again, to suggest these potential steps of supplying inputs, connectivity, incentives, and feedback is not to endorse their use in any or all situations. Only where an overarching policy decision requires some form of market implementation should one or more of these steps even be considered, and perhaps implemented. But if done correctly, these relatively modest steps can provide major emergent benefits.

The notion of enabling from within the given construct of the market in part has its roots in the insight that some constraints, such as lack of foresight and uncertainty about outcomes, are simply inevitable. Policymakers would be wise to heed this insight, and act within the inherent limitations of human endeavors. In the words of Mark Taylor, a noted complexity theory expert:

One of the perennial promises of visionaries is that in the future, all things will be possible. Whatever constraints we suffer in this world will disappear and we will be able to enjoy a freedom now barely imaginable. Such promises, however, are always cruel because they cannot be fulfilled. Possibilities are inevitably limited by constraints that can never be overcome. The only viable freedom is not freedom from constraints but the freedom to operate effectively within them . . . Constraints provide the parameters within which thinking and acting must occur.425

A related issue is that policymakers of all persuasions appear

424. A salient example of “tinkering without tampering” outside the ICT space would be various proposals to curb greenhouse gas emissions, including carbon dioxide, by using “carbon offsets.” This so-called “cap and trade” system is intended to harness market forces by establishing a total cap on carbon emissions, and then allowing entities to mitigate their own emissions by purchasing “credits” generated from more efficient, alternative fuel sources. While some proposals raise concerns about verification and enforceability—and claims that the government is only licensing pollution—the approach itself is consistent with the notion of productive “tinkering” by tapping into market incentives to achieve larger public policy objectives.

425. TAYLOR, supra note 115, at 224.
chronically unable to admit that any single aspect of their policy has failed.\endnote{426}{ORMEROD, supra note 6, at vii.} They must come to accept the reality that both “market failure” and “policy failure” are inevitable, and learn from the mistakes made, or fitness not achieved. More to the point, failure creates fodder for future growth. “Paradoxically, failure at the detailed, individual level, whether plant or animal, company or government policy, is absolutely necessary for the health and vitality of the system as a whole. We need change and evolution to make progress.”\endnote{427}{Id. at viii.} Policymakers should prize their own unique position and ability to tinker, and thereby encourage “perpetual novelty, adaptation as a function of entire populations, the role of variety and experimentation, and the potential of decentralized and overlapping authority.”\endnote{428}{AXELROD & COHEN, supra note 19, at 29.}

In all respects, then, policy decisions in these contexts should be seen not as enduring mandates, but as a series of experiments that compete to evolve over time. Adaptive strategy suggests that policymakers should levy many small bets, in a trial-and-error (or better, trial-and-success) fashion. One should be willing to execute for today, and adapt for tomorrow.

a. Feed the Algorithm

First, the adaptive policymaker can “feed the algorithm” of evolution by adding additional inputs to the process. These inputs include Business Plans, Physical Technologies, and Social Technologies. In some ways, this puts the government in the role of a lab technician, providing different plans and technologies for agents to experiment with in the market through selection.

By allowing, and even nudging, additional inputs to feed the algorithm, optimal amounts of novelty, knowledge, and growth are generated. A diversity of inputs serves as the raw material for differentiation. Ideas are the key input, because they can become innovation (when combined with implementation), physical technologies (when combined with things), and social technologies (when combined with processes). By the same token, supplementing market forces from within via inputs to the emergence algorithm can strengthen the evolutionary process, and yield a richer outcome. The key is to influence the quantity of inputs, without disturbing the quality of decisions derived ultimately from the algorithm itself. Even light-touch moves can have big downstream effects, both good and bad.

\begin{itemize}
\item \endnote{426}{ORMEROD, supra note 6, at vii.}
\item \endnote{427}{Id. at viii.}
\item \endnote{428}{AXELROD & COHEN, supra note 19, at 29.}
\end{itemize}
An inescapable conclusion of Romer’s work is the need to find ways to increase economic growth. By all accounts, the market by itself is not sufficient to provide every useful input to the rough equation for emergence. One way to feed the evolutionary algorithm is to use the government’s spending authority to channel resources. 429 Many experts have discussed the urgent need for technology policy to support research and development. 430 As the Net’s own origins plainly show, government-sponsored R&D can help create generative platforms, big and small, for economic growth.

b. Foster Agent Connectivity

The adaptive policymaker also can foster connectivity and networking between various agents in the market. This can be done, for example, by strengthening or adding links (lines of communication) between nodes (agents).

New growth will not happen if the right infrastructure, or institutions—of science and the markets, of conventions and rules—are not in place. 431 What some call the “New Alexandrians,” like their ancient counterparts, understand that “creating a shared foundation of knowledge on which large and diverse communities of collaborators can build is a great way to enhance innovation and corporate success.” 432 We cannot always rely on competition and short-term self interest alone to promote an optimal infrastructure for ideas. “Vibrant markets rest on robust common foundations: a shared infrastructure of rules, institutions, knowledge, standards, and technologies provided by a mix of public and private sector initiatives.” 433 Of course, the Internet is the single best example of such a shared infrastructure, emerging from a mix of first public, and then private actions. So at minimum policymakers should facilitate ways for agents to communicate and interact via the Net.

Joel Mokyr has produced a masterly historical and analytical account of how the costs of accessing useful knowledge (roughly equivalent to our Physical Technologies and Social Technologies) determine how likely it

429. Romer, supra note 265.
431. Bailey, supra note 130.
432. TAPSCOTT & WILLIAMS, supra note 214, at 178.
433. Id.
is that such knowledge will expand. 434 He found that the lower the costs of access, and the greater the supply, the more knowledge will be cumulative. 435 “[T]he knowledge revolution in the eighteenth century was not just the emergence of new knowledge; it was also better access to knowledge that made the difference.” 436 Policymakers can look to this salient example as a model for fostering greater connectivity between agents in the market.

c. Shape the Landscape

Encouraging greater increases in income over a shorter period of time arguably is the central economic policy task of any nation. 437 And in that quest, incentives for growth obviously matter. 438 With regard to four decades of repeated attempts to turn poverty into prosperity, Easterly concludes, “[n]either aid nor investment nor education nor population control nor adjustment lending nor debt forgiveness proved to be the panacea for growth. [These formulas did not work] . . . because [they ignored] . . . the basic principle of economics: people respond to incentives.” 439 Countries where activities that promote growth are rewarded will grow faster than countries where this is not the case. 440 The contribution of the entrepreneur in the growth process is substantial; it has been argued that economies that want to advance faster should embrace a mix of entrepreneurial and big-firm capitalism. 441 Thus, the policymaker can serve as a “fitness function shaper,” which amounts to acting so that “the evolutionary processes of the market can be better shaped to serve society’s needs.” 442 Because incentives provide useful signals to all agents in the market, the best way to use the fitness landscape to achieve policy objectives is to employ market-based incentives. This can be accomplished by, for example, setting broad policy goals, and then allow agents operating under unfettered economic and non-economic conditions to meet those goals. By shaping the metaphoric fitness landscape within which agents operate—providing incentives to scale particular mountains, or supporting the discovery and sharing of path shortcuts—policymakers encourage policy objectives without interfering with the core activity of

434. See MOkyR, supra note 236.
435. Id. at 8.
436. Id. at 74-75.
438. EASTERLY, supra note 52, at 177.
439. Id. at 143.
441. Id.
442. BEINHOCKER, supra note 22, at 427.
market evolution.

One of the best examples of a public policy built on a correct understanding of “shaping the landscape” is the FCC’s Computer Inquiry precedent. As discussed previously, the Commission created its basic/enhanced regulatory dichotomy largely as a way to fence off the online world from unwarranted carrier-style regulation. The FCC’s rules established the basis for market forces eventually to evolve new and beneficial Social and Physical Technologies. There would have been no Internet (at least as we now understand it) without that prescient policy decision taken years before the successful rise of commercial online services for consumers.

d. Enhance Feedback Mechanisms

A final form of potentially beneficial tinkering involves creating or enhancing market feedback mechanisms, essentially filling in various information or transparency gaps in the market. This means providing agents with more and better information, and perhaps enhanced decision-making tools as well, so they can make informed decisions. Agents as consumers or users typically lack information, and foresight, and can be easy victims in a marketplace tilted against them. Bounded rationality, asymmetric information flows, cognitive biases, linear thinking—these findings and more suggest that users often stand little chance when negotiating with more powerful agents. The policymaker can help even the odds, at least to some degree. Because consumers and users are adaptable and able to learn and grow, policymakers should give them what they need to take that leap: more information, and a voice.

To be clear, the government should not attempt directly to alter the market outcome. However, policymakers could have a role in maximizing the voices in the marketplace, and trying to ensure they are clearly heard. “As a general rule, democratic interests tend to favor greater transparency, openness, intelligibility, and cheap access to information.”\textsuperscript{443} One way to do this is to arm the users with tools to better discern for themselves truth from falsehood.

Transparency not only alerts and educates those who make themselves educated agents, consumers, citizens, and producers. It also acts as a form of self-discipline on the affected firms and other entities. Those entities would be less likely to pursue anti-competitive or anti-consumer practices if they must advertise them to the world. Moreover, education can and does go both ways, with students/users imparting

\textsuperscript{443} STARR, supra note 162, at 17.
knowledge by challenging various assumptions, and asking questions not previously considered. 444 By allowing users greater transparency into market processes, and more information about market decision points, governments can initiate a virtuous cycle of interaction between policymaker and citizen. A mutually beneficial “cognitive diversity” can result. 445

Some lean on user transparency as a key remedy to the network neutrality conundrum. Among other suggestions, Phil Weiser and Rob Atkinson call on the FCC to adopt a “notice and monitoring regime” that would require broadband providers to announce details about their provision of service to consumers, and then adhere to such policies. 446 Atkinson separately has discussed another tool for policymakers, creating user-generated mapping interfaces to track broadband deployment. 447

More information also can help promote self-help; after all, if even a small fraction of end users are more aware of the policies and limitations on service, they can use software or hardware tools to engage in their own efforts to monitor their broadband connections—and, if possible, act accordingly.

Thus, in the context of the fitness landscape metaphor introduced in Section I, this dichotomy between acceptable “tinkering” and unacceptable “tampering” in the workings of the market might be usefully conceptualized as such:

---

444. JARED M. DIAMOND, COLLAPSE: HOW SOCIETIES CHOOSE TO FAIL OR SUCCEED 419 (2005). Reflecting echoes of behavioral economics, Diamond goes on to dissect various paths to failure by group decision-making, including an inability to anticipate, perceive, attempt to solve, and actually solve major problems. Id. at 419-40.

445. PAGE, supra note 241. Nonetheless, more information is not always better. Consumer choice can be taken to an extreme; too many options can mean confusion, and even paralysis, while increasing costs unnecessarily to providers. TALEB, supra note 67, at 142-45. As with all things, policymakers need to seek an appropriate balance.


CONCLUSION

What we have here labeled and critiqued as Old School Economics—that form of economics that has become received wisdom by too many in the U.S. public policy community—still holds many important truths about our human condition. At the same time, some of the key assumptions and verities of that influential form of economic thinking have been proven overstated, or even wrong. The market is a far more rich, dynamic, and complex place than has been assumed. While the larger field of academic economics has been incorporating the newer ways of thinking, for the most part news of these developments has not reached the chambers of the U.S. Congress, or the West Wing of the White House, or the eighth floor of the Federal Communications Commission. For our country’s larger economic, social, and political interests to be better served, that situation should change.

What we have distilled and call here Emergence Economics offers us the promise of a new conceptual framework, a way of approaching and understanding the growth-oriented network economy that is being brought about by the Internet. That framework seeks neither to deterministically engineer this dynamic economy, nor to blindly assume that it is evolving toward perfect efficiency. But with new frameworks come new ways of seeing. Romer and others have amply demonstrated that knowledge and technology are not just outputs of the economy, but also essential inputs that drive economic growth and countless other social benefits. Numerous researchers also have shown how game-changing, disruptive innovations tend to emerge from the edges of the Net. These innovations in turn create far-reaching benefits to unaffiliated entities, in the form of innovation “spillovers,” and further inputs, throughout the network. This sort of edge-driven, broadly beneficial, mutually reinforcing activity thrives in an environment of open “generativity,” where no market player—whether government or firm—unilaterally can pick winners and losers.

The government’s unique role in all this, at best, should be to experiment with the optimal background conditions for a dynamic, unpredictable, and evolving environment. In particular, adaptive policymakers should determine whether and how to tinker with the market’s inputs, connectivity, incentives, and feedback—and then stand back to let the process itself unfold. With empowered agents working through connected networks via evolutionary processes, we are more likely to unlock the full-blown emergence of new ideas and innovation, of economic growth and other “Net effects.” Only when private markets and public policies learn to work constructively with each other, and not in needless conflict, can those emergent benefits be more fully realized in our everyday lives.
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INTRODUCTION

In this essay I will describe several ways to reduce the growing disconnect between the utilitarian rationale that undergirds copyright law and the copyright law itself. Before I come to the arguments, however, a few words regarding the premise: What do I mean by the “disconnect” between copyright law and its justification?

Copyright is sometimes justified as the appropriate reward for an author's creative labor. 1 And copyright is also sometimes justified as a way that we acknowledge an author's strong interest in a creation that reflects and embodies his or her personality. 2 But the dominant justification for copyright, at least in the United States, is explicitly utilitarian. Congress’s power to create patent and copyright laws is provided for explicitly in our Constitution, and—uniquely among the

* Associate Professor, University of Virginia School of Law. Thanks to participants at a conference on antitrust and intellectual property organized by Tom Cotter at the University of Minnesota Law School. Thanks also to Albert Choi, Scott Hemphill, Bill McGeveran and Dan Ortiz for helpful comments on an earlier draft, and to Brady Cox for expert research assistance. All errors are, of course, mine.


provisions describing Congress’s powers—the grant contains a purpose clause that sets out an explicitly utilitarian rationale. Congress is given the power to pass patent and copyright laws “[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts.”

Congress has operationalized that command in laws that provide copyright owners with the right to prevent others from copying (either in whole or in any not-insubstantial part), performing or displaying, or distributing their works without authorization. Our copyright laws are based on our expectation that, by creating these property rights, we will encourage the creation of new artistic and literary works. And at the level of theory, this makes sense: without some form of inducement, we would have cause to worry about the amount of new works produced. Creative works are often quite expensive to produce, and yet cheap to copy. Without some control over copying, we would expect that competition from copyists would force the price of creative works down toward the marginal cost of making a copy. By providing property rights that rightsholders can assert against copyists, we enable rightsholders—at least those in possession of commercially-valuable works—to charge a

5. See, e.g., U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
7. Note the qualification; many artistic and literary works have no commercial value at all, and for these works, copyright creates neither demand nor scarcity and therefore it cannot produce economic benefits for rightsholders. It is only in the case of commercially valuable works where copyright’s incentives rationale has any bite. I have previously argued for
higher than competitive price. We hope that this lure will stimulate investment in creative works.

Of course, stimulating the production of more creative works is not the only thing required to "promote progress." We must also worry about access to the new works we have incentivized authors to produce—artistic and literary works are valuable because they create our culture, but they do so only if they are widely accessible. Technological developments, including, most importantly, the rise of digital platforms and the Internet, have lowered dramatically the cost of distributing many creative works, thereby lowering the cost of access. But too-strong copyright law is a threat to the increased access that technology would otherwise permit: by raising the price of commercially-valuable new works, copyright threatens to restrict access. This is true in the simple sense of pricing people out of access to works that they would be able to afford in a competitive market. But there is another, very important element to access—i.e., the ability of creators to use pre-existing works as building blocks for new works. Copyright law interferes with this process, and raises the cost of creating new works.

For these reasons, copyright law must seek a balance between private incentives to create new works, and public access to the works created. To pursue balance, copyright law cannot simply provide rightsholders with complete control over their works, and it never has. So, for example, although copyright owners have the right to control the initial distribution of their work, under copyright law's first sale doctrine, owners of copyrighted works are and long have been unable to restrict the price or terms at which their works are re-sold. 8 Similarly, copyright owners' rights have long been limited by a general (albeit narrowly-focused) exemption from liability for uses deemed "fair." And of course copyright rights have always been subject to time limits—the Constitution's "limited Times" proviso proscribes perpetual copyright, 10 and a term that ends, thereby eventually sending works into the public domain where they will forever remain as "free as the air to common use", 11 is an important way in which American law has balanced private copyright's reformalization – i.e., for the reintroduction into the copyright law of a set of copyright formalities such as registration, notice, and renewal – as a means for focusing copyright on the commercially valuable works for which property rights are salient. See Christopher Sprigman, Reform(alizing Copyright, 57 STAN. L. REV. 485 (2004).

8. See 17 U.S.C. § 109 (2006); Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Straus, 210 U.S. 339 (1908) (holding that copyright law does not allow rightsholder to control price or terms for resale of his or her work).


incentives with public access. The particular limitations point toward a more general axiom: a copyright law built on utilitarian foundations should be limited to those rights necessary to create and maintain an ample supply of new works. All other uses should be left unregulated.

To achieve this balance, copyright law must be based on a theory of harm—i.e., we must understand the kinds of uses that cause significant harm to authors’ incentives, and those that do not, so that we might focus on regulating the former and not the latter. And here is where the problem arises: although we understand copyright’s concept of harm at an abstract level—i.e., copyright “harm” arises from any use that threatens to suppress author incentives significantly below the optimal level—the theory is exceedingly difficult to apply in many cases.

One frequently-occurring example is the creation of a derivative work—i.e., a work based on a pre-existing copyrighted work that adds significant new creativity. Current copyright law gives rightsholders the exclusive right to make or to authorize the production of all works that use a not-insubstantial amount of material from their work—even where the second creator adds substantial new creativity of his own.\(^{12}\) What is the justification for this very broad limit on others’ creativity? At the very least, the rule seems overbroad, for authors’ incentives are not automatically implicated whenever someone makes and distributes an unauthorized derivative work. If a derivative is close enough (both in subject matter and time) to the original that it competes with it, or perhaps preempts a product or licensing market that the author might otherwise plan to enter, then the derivative work at issue may harm the original author. In such an instance, if the copyright law did not reach conduct in this category, we might fear overall harm to author incentives to create. However, if (as is often the case) the derivative is not closely similar to the original, does not compete with it for audience patronage, and does not preempt a market that the original rightsholder realistically is positioned to exploit, then the existence of the derivative is unlikely to harm the original author. In a large number of cases, plaintiffs have claimed, as we would expect, that they are harmed because the defendant

\(^{12}\) See 17 U.S.C. § 106(2) (2006). A property right of this sort is far from an inevitable feature of copyright. Indeed, the early U.S. copyright statutes contained no derivative work right, but limited copyright to the “sole right and liberty of printing, reprinting, publishing and vending” — i.e., exclusive rights of reproduction and distribution. Copyright Act of May 31, 1790, ch. 15, 1 Stat. 124 (1790) (repealed 1802). It is also entirely possible, moreover, that a copyright system could give copyright owners a right to get paid for derivatives, but not to control them. The law could do this by, for example, subjecting derivative works to a liability rule — i.e., the second author would be free to make the derivative, but would be required to pay compensation. The current copyright laws already use this intermediate type of right for derivative works based on copyrighted musical compositions— known colloquially as “cover songs” — which may be produced under a compulsory license so long as the basic character of the work is preserved. 17 U.S.C. § 115 (2006).
did not pay for a license to make the derivative. And courts have tended to approve these claims.\textsuperscript{13} They do so in part because they lack a theory, or indeed much evidence, to help them distinguish cases in which control is necessary to maintain author incentives from those in which defendants’ use does not pose any meaningful chance of harm.

In the absence of such a theory, the courts’ tendency has been to give to rightsholders more and more complete control over derivative works. This is true especially because copyright is a strict liability tort. Once a plaintiff proves unauthorized copying of any not-insubstantial protected material, the burden shifts to the defendant to prove that its use is fair.\textsuperscript{14} And, importantly, fair use is currently not well designed to produce information about potential harms. Defendants bear the burden of proving fairness, and yet it is plaintiffs who are most often in possession of any evidence relevant to the likelihood that a particular use will harm them. In the absence of evidence, courts are reduced to casual empiricism, or, worse, abstract theorizing about markets and effects. In sum, copyright law’s current structure and distribution of proof responsibilities has contributed to copyright’s growing disconnect from its utilitarian justification.

It’s time to think of a new approach. There has been useful work recently that begins the work of restructuring copyright law along more defensibly utilitarian lines. I refer in particular to important articles by Shyamkrishna Balganesh\textsuperscript{15} and Christina Bohannan.\textsuperscript{16} Balganesh suggests the addition to the copyright plaintiff’s prima facie case of a generally-applicable test of “foreseeable copying”—i.e., that the defendant’s copying was of a type reasonably foreseeable as of the time that plaintiff created the work in suit.\textsuperscript{17} The aim of this additional element of the plaintiff’s case, Balganesh argues, is to limit copyright to the scope of its utilitarian justification: if the copying was not of the type that an author reasonably would have foreseen \textit{ex ante}, it could not have

\begin{itemize}
  \item 13. See, e.g., Bridgeport Music, Inc. v. Dimension Films, 410 F.3d 792, 801 (6th Cir. 2005) (holding, in a case involving audio sampling of two-second guitar chord, that defendant must “[g]et a license or . . . not sample”); Rogers v. Koons, 960 F.2d 301 (2d Cir. 1992) (failure to license plaintiff’s photograph for use as model for defendant’s sculpture preempts licensing transaction and not fair use); Video-Cinema Films, Inc. v. Lloyd E. Rigler-Lawrence E. Deutsch Found., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 26302 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 1, 2005) (failure to license found likely to harm value of plaintiff’s movie clips).
  \item 17. Balganesh, supra note 15, at 29.
\end{itemize}
affected (one way or the other) his incentives to create.\textsuperscript{18}

Like Balganesh, Bohannan argues for a concept of copyright harm that requires proof that a particular use of a copyrighted work is likely to have a material effect on a reasonable copyright owner’s \textit{ex ante} incentive to create a new work.\footnote{Bohannan, supra note 16, at 970.} Bohannan would, however, employ a foreseeability standard not as an element of the plaintiff’s prima facie case but rather to reform the fair use defense—in fact, Bohannan argues that, properly understood, the Supreme Court’s fair use cases already hew to this model.\textsuperscript{20}

The Balganesh and Bohannan articles make an important contribution by using foreseeability analysis as a means to re-link copyright law with its utilitarian justification. With that said, in my view, adding a foreseeability requirement, either to plaintiff’s prima facie case or to the fair use doctrine, will not in itself supply an administrable theory of copyright harm. The reason for this can be glimpsed in the Supreme Court’s recent opinion in \textit{Eldred v. Ashcroft}.\textsuperscript{21} In \textit{Eldred}, the Court upheld against Copyright Clause and First Amendment challenges Congress’s 20-year extension of subsisting copyrights.\textsuperscript{22} The gravamen of the Copyright Clause challenge was a seemingly commonsensical proposition: the Copyright Clause premises Congress’s copyright lawmaking on the promotion of progress, but extension of existing copyrights cannot possibly promote progress because authors create any particular work only once, and so extending terms retrospectively is simply a \textit{quid pro nihilo}.\textsuperscript{23} In her opinion for the Court, Justice Ginsburg made quick work in dismissing this argument. Noting that Congress consistently has extended subsisting terms each time it extended future terms, Justice Ginsburg wrote, “the author of a work created in the last 170 years would reasonably comprehend, as the [protection] offered her, a copyright not only for the time in place when protection is gained, but also for any renewal or extension legislated during that time.”\textsuperscript{24}

This is obviously a point about foreseeability, and it illustrates what I take to be an intractable defect that makes the concept difficult to employ as a stand-alone limitation to copyright’s theory of harm. What is “foreseeable” in any particular copyright case is uncertain and readily manipulable. If Justice Ginsburg and a majority of the Court believe that the prospect of distant future copyright term extensions helps to shape

\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Id.} at 34.
\textsuperscript{19} Bohannan, supra note 16, at 970.
\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Id.} at 991-1002.
\textsuperscript{21} 537 U.S. 186 (2003).
\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.} at 218-19.
\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.} at 189.
\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.} at 214-15 (footnote omitted).
the incentives of rational authors, then who is to gainsay that the prospect of licensing revenues from the use of plot incidents from a famous television comedy as fodder for a quiz book,25 or from turning a children’s book involving a trouble-making cat into a satirical comment on the O.J. Simpson murder trial,26 or from the use of a picture postcard photograph as the basis for a modern art sculpture,27 will foreseeably shape author incentives as well and thus class among the uses subject to copyright law?

Copyright scholars will continue the quest for a useful theory of copyright harm. But in the meantime I suggest we lower our sights. There are other, more modest, ways to nudge copyright law back toward its utilitarian justification. We can rely on a set of indirect strategies to push the incentives of rightsholders in a direction that will helpfully separate unauthorized uses that reduce author incentives from those that do not. I want to briefly suggest and defend two related strategies.

First, we should distinguish between conduct we know will harm author incentives over the run of cases, and conduct with more ambiguous effects. So creation and distribution of exact copies of a work should be treated differently than creation of a derivative work. The first we know will almost always be harmful; whether the second is depends on the facts of a particular case.

Second, we should re-structure copyright’s burdens of proof to better filter harmful from harmless uses. This second strategy grows out of and is aimed at implementing the first. For cases involving infringing conduct that is very likely to cause harm, we should preserve copyright’s current strict liability rule. Indeed, perhaps we should strengthen it by limiting the availability of the fair use defense in these cases of “per se” copyright liability. But for cases involving infringing conduct in our second category—i.e., where the effect of the infringing conduct is ambiguous—we should require plaintiffs to prove that they have been harmed in some substantial way.28

There are two principal benefits of such a change. First, by requiring that plaintiffs show substantial actual or likely harm in these “rule of reason” copyright infringement cases, we will encourage plaintiffs who have suffered substantial harm to come forward, while discouraging

25. Castle Rock Entm’t, Inc. v. Carol Publ’g Group, 150 F.3d 132 (2d Cir. 1998) (defendant’s Seinfeld Aptitude Test, a quiz book based on plot elements of the Seinfeld television comedy show, was infringing and not fair use).
28. *See infra* Section II. B.
suits by rightsholders who suffer no harm, or only speculative harm. Second—and perhaps most importantly—altering the plaintiff’s prima facie case in this way will produce information about harms and benefits of different uses of copyrighted works. To do this effectively, the law needs to place the burden on the party most likely to have information about the harm—in virtually all cases, that is likely to be the plaintiff. The law as structured now does not reliably produce this information, with the result that copyright litigation does not help us to know more about how creative incentives are or are not harmed. If we hope to improve our understanding over time, we should re-structure the law so that litigation produces the information about harm that we currently lack.

I. COPYRIGHT RULES VS. ANTITRUST STANDARDS

A. Per Se Copyright vs. Hybrid Antitrust

Given the costs of copyright regulation, the wide range of conduct regulated, and the differing effects on authors’ incentives arising from different forms of infringing conduct, one would expect to find some feature in the copyright law that separates the unauthorized uses of copyrighted works that we suspect will, in almost all cases, strike at authors’ incentives from those that have more ambiguous effects. There is, however, no such mechanism in current copyright law. Copyright operates, for all practical purposes, according to a blanket per se rule.

By “per se”, I mean that copyright liability is imposed without requiring any showing of actual harm or that the incentives of the plaintiff in an individual case (or of authors generally) have been or would be impaired in any way by the infringing conduct. Instead, current law imposes liability wherever there is conduct that transgresses one of the copyright owner’s exclusive rights.29 Harm to the plaintiff is presumed based on proof of the infringing conduct.

If we decided to re-structure copyright to account for the differing propensities of various types of infringing conduct to harm creative incentives, our first task would be to identify the forms of infringing conduct that we believe are likely in most cases to harm authors’ incentives. Conduct in this category should be treated as “per se” copyright infringement and condemned without any need for an individual plaintiff to show that he, or authors in general, have been harmed or are likely to suffer harm in the future. However, for conduct that, although infringing, has ambiguous effects on authors’ incentives,

liability should be reserved for instances in which individual plaintiffs can show that they have in fact been harmed.

We see such a bi-partite liability structure in the law of antitrust, where a small (and shrinking) category of conduct is subject to a per se rule of illegality, but where most forms of potentially anticompetitive conduct are made subject to antitrust’s rule of reason. Conduct in this latter category is, unlike that subject to antitrust’s per se rule, not the type of conduct that experience or economic theory has identified as reliably anticompetitive across the run of cases. Rather, conduct subject to antitrust’s rule of reason has ambiguous welfare effects. Depending on the facts of a particular case, rule of reason conduct may be anticompetitive, or it may be competitively neutral or even pro-competitive. And since we don’t know which it will be in advance, plaintiffs in antitrust rule of reason cases are required, as an element of their prima facie case, to demonstrate that the particular conduct at issue harms competition. Copyright law would benefit from the adoption of something approximating antitrust’s strategy of calibrating the liability trigger to different forms of potentially harmful conduct. Toward that end, we might consider the importation of a “rule of reason” governing infringing conduct with ambiguous effects on authors’ incentives. A copyright law reformed to differentiate between per se and rule of reason infringement would better balance protection of authors’ incentives with the widest possible public access to creative works. The introduction into copyright law of an antitrust-like approach could, therefore, yield a substantial efficiency gain. Such a move would also take considerable pressure off of copyright’s fair use doctrine, which was never meant to serve—and has in practice never sufficed—as a general mechanism to weed out claims where authors’ incentives are not at stake. Finally, and perhaps most importantly over the long term, the introduction of a per se/rule of reason distinction into copyright law would incentivize the production of more information about the incentive effects of a variety of uses of copyrighted works. Progress in our understanding of copyright rules and the effect of unauthorized uses on authors’ incentives requires empirical data illuminating the effects of different uses on the markets for the huge variety of creative works that copyright law governs. And yet at the moment, copyright is structured in a way where such information has little salience, and is therefore not produced.

B. Choosing Between Rules and Standards

I should pause to make a quick point about terminology. I am

arguing for a copyright rule of reason, but the “rule of reason” is not properly a rule at all. It is, rather, a standard.

Rules are legal commands that differentiate between legal and illegal conduct in a way that readily may be determined _ex ante_. The way in which we typically regulate speeding is an example—a speed limit is posted (e.g., 65 mph), and you violate the law if you exceed it. Speeding usually is subject to selective enforcement; it may be that in a particular jurisdiction few drivers are pulled over for doing less than 70 when the posted speed is 65. But selective enforcement does not change the fact that the offense of speeding is defined according to a rule. The proscribed conduct is identified and readily understood in advance.

In contrast, standards are legal commands that differentiate between legal and illegal conduct in a way that requires significant decision-making _ex post_. An example would be a speeding rule that directed drivers to “drive reasonably according to the current weather and traffic conditions.” Enforcement of a standard against speeding would require police officers, and then courts, to assess reasonableness under the conditions in each case. This may sound bizarre as a regime to govern speeding. It is, however, the regime that governs the accidents caused in part by speeding, for our conduct as drivers in general is assessed according to a standard. All of us are required when driving to conform to an objectively reasonable standard of conduct, assessed according to circumstances in individual cases.

There is an enormous and well-developed literature setting out the trade-offs between rules and standards in structuring legal commands.31 Rules promise simplicity, at the cost of accuracy. Staying with the speeding example, 65 mph is not an ideal speed limit for all drivers and all vehicles in all conditions traversing any stretch of road so marked. Speed limits are nonetheless structured as a rule because of the cost and difficulty of enforcing a standard, where neither drivers nor police would know with certainty, until a judge or other fact-finder sorts through the

31. See, e.g., RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, SIMPLE RULES FOR A COMPLEX WORLD, 21–128 (3d ed. 1997) (arguing for simplification of law by favoring formal rules in many different contexts); Colin S. Diver, The Optimal Precision of Administrative Rules, 93 YALE L.J. 65 (1983) (illustrating the applications and limitations of precise rules and imprecise standards); Isaac Ehrlich & Richard A. Posner, An Economic Analysis of Legal Rulemaking, 3 J. LEGAL STUD. 257 (1974) (arguing that the desire to minimize costs is a dominant consideration in the choice between precision and generality in the formulation of legal rules and standards); Louis Kaplow, Rules Versus Standards: An Economic Analysis, 42 DUKE L.J. 557 (1992) (concluding that the desirability of rules and standards is most influenced by the frequency of the conduct that will be governed by the law); Carol M. Rose, Crystals and Mud in Property Law, 40 STAN. L. REV. 577, 604–10 (1988) (arguing that since “muddy” standards and bright-line “crystal” rules serve different functions, neither is necessarily preferable to the other); Kathleen M. Sullivan, The Supreme Court 1991 Term: Foreword: The Justices of Rules and Standards, 106 HARV. L. REV. 22 (1992) (outlining several arguments commonly used in support of both rules and standards).
particular case, where the borderline lies between lawful and unlawful conduct. So in the case of speed limits we favor a rule because of the expense of enforcing a standard through individualized determinations, combined with the expectation that we have little to gain from more precisely tailoring the speed limit via a standard (especially given the availability of selective enforcement of the rule, which also serves a tailoring function, albeit incompletely).

Standards promise the converse: they provide accuracy, at the cost of complexity. An example would be parties in a closely contested tort suit arguing about the reasonableness under the circumstances of specific conduct. The tort system’s negligence standard requires substantial investment to determine whether the conduct in question falls below the threshold. Undertaking that investment is worthwhile, however, wherever the possible varieties of negligent conduct are so great that defining a rule in advance is likely to lead to unacceptable over- and under-inclusiveness.

C. Copyright’s Per Se Rule and the Fair Use Standard

Current copyright law contains both rules and standards, although they are distributed idiosyncratically. The plaintiff’s prima facie case in a copyright infringement lawsuit is structured as a per se rule—i.e., if the plaintiff proves infringing conduct (even if undertaken unconsciously), the defendant is liable. This is so whether or not the plaintiff was harmed by the particular infringing conduct. Once the rule is shown to have been breached, harm is presumed.

Copyright law includes a defense to infringement liability that is constructed as a standard, or, in Congress’s conception, as an “equitable rule of reason.” This is the fair use defense, which arose as judge-made doctrine but is now set out in the statute itself:

§ 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include—

32. See H.R. REP. NO. 94-1476, at 65 (1976), reprinted in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 5659, 5679 (“since the [fair use] doctrine is an equitable rule of reason, no generally applicable definition is possible, and each case raising the question must be decided on its own facts.”).
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.

The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors.33

Is reliance on the fair use defense a workable way to focus copyright on harmful conduct? Judging from the life of the defense thus far, the answer appears to be no. Current law constructs fair use as a defense to infringement, with the burden of proof on the defendant.34 But in most copyright cases it is the plaintiff that has superior access to information about harm—harm to himself, directly, and, by extension, harm to other authors similarly situated. Fair use does not oblige the plaintiff to produce that information. Courts are instead reduced to theorizing about harm, and they do this badly.

There is another reason—probably of greater practical importance—that fair use cannot function as a general mechanism for sorting harmful from harmless uses. This has to do with copyright's remedies provisions. These are constructed in a way that makes it difficult to predict, with any precision, what penalties are likely if an infringement is not excused as a fair use. Under current law a copyright owner who successfully brings a lawsuit for infringement of a registered copyright is entitled to choose between two principal measures of damage. The plaintiff may elect to recover his “actual damages” as well as “any additional profits of the infringer” that are “attributable to the infringement and are not taken into account in computing the actual damages.”35 Under this formulation, the plaintiff is entitled to recover his actual losses (including the value of any license that might have been obtained absent the infringement) plus the disgorgement of any profits realized by the infringer. Alternatively, in instances in which the plaintiff’s copyright was timely registered, the plaintiff may choose to recover statutory damages in amounts set out in the copyright law and

34. See sources cited supra note 14.
not linked to any particular showing of harm. Current law permits statutory damages ranging between $750 and $30,000 per work infringed for ordinary infringement,\(^\text{36}\) and up to $150,000 per work if the infringement is deemed willful.\(^\text{37}\) Additionally, and importantly, the court is permitted, but not required, to award prevailing parties’ court costs and attorney’s fees\(^\text{38}\) and (most likely) prejudgment interest.\(^\text{39}\) And injunctive relief is available and is freely granted on both a preliminary and permanent basis.\(^\text{40}\)

The wide variation in possible damages, the easy availability of equitable relief, and the possibility that plaintiffs may obtain wide-ranging remedies even in the absence of any showing of harm, means that would-be users are unlikely in many instances to rely on fair use as a sorting mechanism. The risks of failure are too great.

At this point we can assess the merits of the current per se rule in copyright. Our current approach has the benefit of (relative) simplicity—the plaintiff’s prima facie case is premised solely on proof of conduct defined in advance and the fair use defense applies not in cases involving “ordinary uses of copyrighted works,” but only to those involving “unusual or marginal activities.”\(^\text{41}\) But reliance on the per se rule produces inaccuracy—current copyright law condemns all infringing conduct according to the same rule, whether or not the particular conduct is likely

\(^{36}\) Id. § 504(c)(1). A plaintiff’s ability to collect statutory damages is contingent upon registration of the work either prior to its infringement, or within three months of its publication. Id. § 412.

\(^{37}\) Id. § 504(c)(2). Conversely, in cases of innocent infringement – i.e., infringement unaccompanied by any intent to infringe or knowledge regarding the unlawfulness of the infringing conduct – a court may reduce statutory damages to as little as $200 per work infringed. Id. The availability of these special statutory damages is conditioned on the plaintiffs’ registration of the infringed work prior to the infringement’s commencement. Id. § 412. In addition to money damages, courts are permitted to order the seizure and destruction or other disposition – including transfer to the prevailing plaintiff – of infringing articles. Id. § 503.

\(^{38}\) Id. § 505. Like statutory damages, the availability of attorney’s fees is conditioned on timely registration of the work. Id. § 412.

\(^{39}\) In Design v. K-Mart Apparel Corp., 13 F.3d 559, 569 (2d Cir. 1994) (noting that availability of pre-judgment interest an unresolved issue in Second Circuit); Kleier Adver., Inc. v. Premier Pontiac, Inc., 921 F.2d 1036, 1040-1042 (10th Cir. 1990) (awarding pre-judgment interest). In addition to these civil remedies, the copyright laws also impose criminal penalties for certain instances of copyright infringement. The federal Copyright Act imposes prison terms of up to ten years and substantial criminal fines for infringement of registered works if the infringement has been undertaken either “for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain,” id. § 506(a)(1), or for reproduction or distribution, within a 180-day period, of copies with a total retail value exceeding $1000, id. § 506(a)(2). Under these definitions, the prospect of criminal penalties hangs over many, if not most, instances of infringement. Thus far, however, the federal government has been sparing in its application of the criminal penalties.


to harm authors’ incentives.

The costs and benefits of a copyright rule of reason are precisely counter to those inhering in the current rule. Under a copyright rule of reason, liability would be premised not simply on proof of an infringing act, but on proof of the actual or threatened imposition of the type of harm that is anticipated. Employing this liability standard would present greater complexity—the plaintiff’s prima facie case in every rule of reason infringement action would include not just proof of infringing conduct, but an assessment of whether harm is likely. The benefit of such an expanded inquiry would be a better fit between means and ends—i.e., between copyright’s application and the preservation of authors’ incentives.

D. Mixing Rules and Standards in Antitrust

Antitrust, like copyright, is an economic regulatory system focused on avoiding a form of market failure—in the case of antitrust, the possibility that firms or groups of firms with market power will suppress competition, raise prices, and deter innovation and investment.\(^{42}\) And like copyright, antitrust must perform a balancing act. Most conduct that is potentially anticompetitive is also potentially procompetitive. Which outcome is likely in any particular case depends on the characteristics of the firms, products, and markets at issue. There is the persistent worry, moreover, that the welfare effects of most forms of potentially anticompetitive conduct often is ambiguous even upon close examination, and courts therefore may err in their assessment of these effects. As a result, antitrust liability rules that are too aggressive may deter or preempt procompetitive, as well as anticompetitive conduct.

Unlike copyright, however, antitrust law features a mix of rules and standards tailored to different forms of potentially anticompetitive conduct. For conduct known to harm competition in most cases—e.g., conspiracy to fix prices, rig bids, or divide markets\(^{43}\)—antitrust imposes liability according to a “per se” rule. For conduct in this category, a plaintiff demonstrates a violation of the antitrust law by showing that the defendant intentionally engaged in the proscribed conduct. The plaintiff is not required to prove that the defendant intended—or even was aware of the possibility of—harm to competition. Indeed, the existence of such

---


harm is irrebuttably presumed.44

A very different liability standard applies, however, to conduct with ambiguous welfare effects—i.e., to conduct that may harm competition in some instances, but that may be neutral or even procompetitive in others. In such cases, antitrust law assesses liability under a “rule of reason”. Courts employing the rule of reason do not presume harm to competition; rather, the plaintiff must demonstrate it, and show that the competitive harm outweighs any associated and offsetting precompetitive effects ascribable to the conduct at issue.45

In order to show harm, plaintiffs in rule of reason cases are typically required to describe the relevant market—i.e., the economic market in which the products or services at issue compete. The likelihood of competitive harm is assessed by analyzing the effect of the conduct at issue on competition within that market or markets. In addition, it often is said in the rule of reason context that plaintiff must show that defendant acted with the intent to harm competition. This does not mean that plaintiff must show that defendant subjectively intended to cause competitive harm, but rather that such an intent can be inferred objectively from the character of the conduct.46

Importantly, plaintiffs in a rule of reason antitrust case must demonstrate that the specific conduct at issue threatens, on balance, to

44. *N. Pac. Ry. Co.*, 356 U.S. at 5 ("[T]here are certain agreements or practices which because of their pernicious effect on competition and lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusively presumed to be unreasonable and therefore illegal without elaborate inquiry as to the precise harm they have caused or the business excuse for their use. This principle of *per se* unreasonableness not only makes the type of restraints which are proscribed by the Sherman Act more certain to the benefit of everyone concerned, but it also avoids the necessity for an incredibly complicated and prolonged economic investigation into the entire history of the industry involved, as well as related industries, in an effort to determine at large whether a particular restraint has been unreasonable – an inquiry so often wholly fruitless when undertaken.") (emphasis added).

45. Antitrust courts have been quite adept at using burden-shifting methodologies when plaintiffs have made initial showings that a particular form of conduct is quite likely, in the circumstances to harm competition. *See*, e.g., United States *v.* Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 59 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (noting that after plaintiffs make a prima facie case demonstrating anticompetitive effects, the burden shifts to the alleged monopolists, who may offer procompetitive justifications for their conduct in order to shift the burden back to the plaintiffs to rebut the claim).

46. *See* Ronald A. Cass & Keith N. Hylton, *Antitrust Intent*, 74 S. Cal. L. Rev. 657, 659 (2001). In contrast to antitrust, copyright infringement is a strict liability offense – there is no knowledge or intent requirement, and even accidental or unconscious infringement is actionable. *See*, e.g., De Acosta *v.* Brown, 146 F.2d 408 (2d Cir. 1944); Bright Tunes Music Corp. *v.* Harrisons Music, Ltd., 420 F.Supp. 177 (S.D.N.Y. 1976), *aff’d*, ABKCO Music, Inc. *v.* Harrisons Music, Ltd., 722 F.2d 988 (2d Cir. 1983). In this aspect, copyright’s *per se* rule is even more categorical than antitrust’s – no one has ever been held liable for “accidental” or “unconscious” price-fixing, market allocation, or bid-rigging.
harm not just the plaintiff but competition in some relevant economic market. This dominant form of antitrust analysis requires case-specific inquiries into market harm.\textsuperscript{47}

By varying liability rules in this way, antitrust doctrine tailors the law’s application to account for the varying likelihood, given different forms of potentially anticompetitive conduct, of actual threat to competition. Perhaps just as importantly, antitrust law’s mix of rules and standards incentivizes the production of more and better information about the market impact of various forms of potentially anticompetitive conduct.

Again, the difference between antitrust’s per se and rule of reason methodologies is the difference between rules and standards. Antitrust mixes a select number of per se rules (entering into an agreement to fix prices is unlawful) with a relatively large area where conduct is judged according to a standard (an exclusive dealing contract will be judged unlawful if harm to competition from the arrangement’s exclusion of rivals outweighs any efficiencies gained via the arrangement). For the conduct subject to per se rules, antitrust sacrifices some accuracy—even price-fixing does not harm competition in all cases. (Think, for example, of a situation involving an incumbent and a potential entrant, and where entry (absent agreement) is likely to trigger marginal-cost pricing. Entry under these conditions might be unattractive to the potential entrant, especially if the incumbent is a lower-cost producer and would thus be able to underprice the entrant in a competitive market. But if the entrant is able to credibly pre-commit to entry and reaches an imperfect price agreement with the incumbent, the result will be duopoly pricing—pricing above marginal cost, and therefore not as good as full competition, but better for consumers than monopoly pricing. Price-fixing under these conditions makes entry and hence lower-than-

\textsuperscript{47} Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania Inc., 433 U.S. 36, 49-50 (1977) (“Under [the rule of reason], the fact-finding weighs all of the circumstances of a case in deciding whether a restrictive practice should be prohibited as imposing an unreasonable restraint on competition. Per se rules of illegality are appropriate only when they relate to conduct that is manifestly anticompetitive.”) (citations omitted); Chicago Bd. of Trade v. United States, 246 U.S. 231, 238 (1918).

The true test of legality is whether the restraint imposed is such as merely regulates and perhaps thereby promotes competition or whether it is such as may suppress or even destroy competition. To determine that question the court must ordinarily consider the facts peculiar to the business to which the restraint is applied; its condition before and after the restraint was imposed; the nature of the restraint and its effect, actual or probable. The history of the restraint, the evil believed to exist, the reason for adopting the particular remedy, the purpose or end sought to be attained, are all relevant facts. This is not because a good intention will save an otherwise objectionable regulation or the reverse; but because knowledge of intent may help the court to interpret facts and to predict consequences.
monopoly pricing possible). But the law also gains clarity and predictability—if you agree to fix prices, you have violated Section 1 of the Sherman Act, full stop. And the prophylactic rule that the law sets up against per se conduct also conserves prosecutorial and judicial resources: antitrust criminal prosecutors and civil plaintiffs need not offer proof of harm in individual price-fixing cases to establish liability, and courts are spared the task of assessing that evidence.

The situation is, of course, reversed for conduct subject to antitrust’s rule of reason. The rule of reason standard sacrifices clarity and predictability by subjecting conduct with uncertain welfare effects to an inquiry that varies significantly in individual cases. (The rule of reason inquiry necessarily varies because both the details of competition in different relevant economic markets and the varieties of competitive harm and procompetitive efficiencies that may arise in these settings are as diverse as the forms of potentially anticompetitive conduct). This loss is—in theory—balanced by increased accuracy. If courts are able reliably to distinguish between procompetitive and anticompetitive conduct, then only the latter is subject to sanction. Plaintiffs are required to shoulder the burden of establishing harm to competition, which suggests a bias toward tolerance of type II errors (i.e., false negatives) over type I errors (i.e., false positives).

One final point: based on the differences in proof requirements set out above, it appears to me that antitrust and copyright are premised on divergent understandings of the workings and potential failures of markets. Copyright is justified, as has been stated, by a fear of market failure created by uncontrolled copying, and resulting in sub-optimal incentives to create new artistic and literary works. Judging from the expansion of copyright scope, duration, and the law’s indiscriminate use of a per se liability rule, copyright appears to proceed from a view that market failure is the ordinary expectation in the absence of legal intervention. That is a contestable premise, and it is interesting to note that the trend in antitrust law over the past quarter-century is in some tension with copyright’s view of markets as fragile. Antitrust—which, because of its dominant rule of reason methodology has developed a much deeper understanding of the likely harmfulness of a wide spectrum of potentially anticompetitive conduct—has migrated toward a concept of markets as robust and not frequently subject to failure, and therefore toward more skeptical treatment overall of claims that particular forms of conduct will suppress competition. Accordingly, the domain of the per se methodology in antitrust has been shrinking. Still in this category is price fixing—the “supreme evil of antitrust”\(^\text{48}\)—and related forms of conduct

\(^{48}\) *Trinko*, 540 U.S. at 408.
such as bid-rigging, certain horizontal group boycotts, and market division (whether by territory or customer). But the trend in antitrust is to move other forms of conduct, once carefully fenced within the per se enclosure, toward more circumspect treatment under the rule of reason. Just two years ago, the Supreme Court overturned a century of precedent subjecting minimum resale price maintenance to per se treatment, holding that economic experience had shown that the practice often had procompetitive effects and was therefore appropriately analyzed under the rule of reason.49 And less dramatically, but no less surely, the Supreme Court and lower federal courts have whittled away at the previous per se test for tying, such that at this point there is little, if anything, left to distinguish the antitrust analysis applying to potentially anticompetitive ties from the ordinary rule of reason.50 In sum, the clear trend in antitrust law is to subject the great bulk of potentially anticompetitive conduct to the rule of reason. The per se category remains for the few forms of conduct that are believed reliably to lead to competitive harm. This raises an important question: given antitrust’s view that markets are in general robust against a variety of threats to competition, should we be skeptical of copyright’s implicit assumption that markets for innovation fail readily in the face of copying—even copying that does not appear to displace demand for the plaintiff’s original work? Copyright, as it is structured now, does not produce information useful to address this question. This should concern us.

II. SORTING INFRINGING CONDUCT

A. Per Se Rule for “Consumptive” Infringement

At this point, I will provide a quick summary. Technology has increased enormously the potential uses of creative works. Copyright law has expanded to embrace—i.e., to characterize as infringement—almost all of these uses. Some unauthorized uses of copyrighted works strike directly at authors’ incentives to create new works. Other unauthorized uses do not threaten the kind of market failure that copyright exists to preempt. Freeing these uses would create welfare gains, measured in terms of access to works that otherwise would be unavailable.

One would expect, given the above, that copyright would sort the

harmful from the harmless uses. Unlike in the case of antitrust, copyright lacks an internal mechanism to do so. Copyright relies instead on fair use, which is not up to the job.

What can we do about this? We should consider importing into copyright law an internal sorting mechanism. In designing this mechanism we might take cues from the law of antitrust. If we were to do so, we would define categories of “per se” and “rule of reason” infringement. We would re-structure the copyright law to condemn conduct in the former category based solely on proof that the conduct has occurred. Conduct in the latter category, in contrast, would be condemned only where a plaintiff establishes harm to authors’ incentives.

Which brings us to the final question: what kind of conduct belongs in each category? I should preface what follows with an important observation about the stakes—any initial allocation of infringing conduct into per se and rule of reason categories is just that: an initial allocation. One of the signal virtues of an antitrust-style reformulation of copyright liability rules is that the application of rules and standards will be informed over time by information about the harms (or lack thereof) produced by different forms of infringement.

With that in mind, we can identify a very significant category of infringing conduct that belongs in the per se category. I refer to “consumptive” infringement. By “consumptive” I mean forms of infringement involving the reproduction and distribution of copies that are either exact or near enough so that they are almost certain to compete with the original work for patronage.

As an example of consumptive infringement, consider the reproduction and distribution of exact copies of a copyrighted song. Although there are cases in which unauthorized copying and distribution of this kind could benefit an author (for example, by creating demand for a previously unknown work, which the author is able later to exploit), this wholesale copying is likely, over the run of cases, to harm authors by diverting to copyists sales that authors otherwise would have made.

The category of consumptive infringement will apply to a large percentage of copyright cases that plaintiffs will wish to bring. Most copyright violations involve the making and distribution of exact or near-exact copies. Virtually all of the infringement via peer-to-peer networks falls into this category. So for all of these instances, the per se rule for consumptive infringement preserves current law.

Let me offer a few caveats. First, this per se category of “consumptive” infringement should apply only if an exact or near-exact copy has been made and distributed. Accordingly, the per se liability standard should not apply in cases of copying for personal use, including copying for the purpose of time-shifting (i.e., personal use of a VCR or
digital video recorder), or device-shifting (as in copying songs from a person’s CD collection for listening on that same person’s iPod), or to make a back-up copy. Nor should the per se standard apply in cases of “intermediate” copying, by which I mean any copying done not for the purpose of offering the copy in competition with the original, but rather to create some other product or service. The Google Book Search service—a fully-searchable database that eventually will contain many millions of both public domain and copyrighted books—is made possible by intermediate copying. Google makes wholesale digital reproductions of copyrighted books to construct its search database, but the search service returns only “snippets” showing the occurrence of a searched-for term, and does not distribute the copies themselves (except in the case of public domain books or other books for which the rightsholder has agreed to allow distribution of a full-text or partial copy). 51 Because intermediate copying done to offer a separate, non-competing product or service is not very likely to harm copyright owners and depress incentives to invest in new works, this type of conduct should be actionable under a copyright rule of reason only in cases in which a plaintiff is able to establish harm.

Another important example of intermediate copying is the reverse engineering of software. Most software reverse engineering involves the copying of potentially copyrighted computer object code, and then the reconstruction, using engineering techniques, of the human-readable source code. By reconstructing the source code, rival software firms learn how the targeted software works, and how to provide similar or better functionality in their own products.

Assuming for the moment that the reverse engineering is “clean”, the process only involves intermediate copying of object code. That is, the rival firm will eventually market a product that may be based in part on what they have learned from copying the target’s object code and reverse engineering it back to a facsimile of the target’s source code. The rival’s product will not, however, distribute any of the copyrighted object code contained in the targeted software. In this case, what emerges from the process is not a copy, but a separate product.

Reverse engineering has been judged fair use in two important cases in the Ninth Circuit. 52 Under the copyright rule of reason, the same result would be obtained in almost all reverse engineering cases, with the exception that the plaintiff would bear the burden of proving harm.

Second, even in cases of copying and distribution of exact or near-
exact copies, the per se rule should not apply unless a copyright in the plaintiff’s work has been timely registered. For reasons I have explained elsewhere, registration is a signal that the copyright owner places some positive economic value on the property right that the copyright law establishes in a creative work. Only in the instances where a copyright owner expects the work to compete and earn returns can we imagine a copy diverting some of the owner’s expected market. Infringement claims involving unregistered works should be treated in all instances under a rule of reason.

Classing unregistered works under a rule of reason would substantially ease the current problem with orphan works—i.e., works that are under copyright, but for which would-be users find it difficult or impossible to identify a rightsholder to ask permission to use. Many orphan works are unregistered, and the use of works that lack either registration or some relatively easily-found data regarding ownership is unlikely, in the run of cases, to produce many instances where authors’ incentives are harmed. Why is that? Because under current law pre-infringement registration provides important benefits, including the availability in infringement actions of very powerful statutory damages and attorney’s fees. Accordingly, the failure to register a work is a signal that the author does not expect that work to produce a significant return. In such cases, any presumption that unauthorized reproduction and distribution harms the author’s incentives to create new work is unjustified, for the copying cannot affect incentives if the expected return from a work is at or near zero.

Of course, harm is possible in such cases—for example, if the copying is undertaken as part of the creation of a derivative work of a type that the author can show that he intended to produce, or to license. The plaintiff should be put to the proof of such harm—i.e., the plaintiff should produce evidence that he was likely to enter such a market, and also that presence of a competing derivative was likely to displace demand rather than create it. We should expect that plaintiffs will rarely be able to make such a showing—as Stewart Sterk has noted, situations where control of derivative works makes a substantial difference in an author’s ability to recover his costs are quite rare.

56. Stewart Sterk, Rhetoric and Reality in Copyright Law, 94 MICH. L. REV. 1197, 1215-17 (1996) (One argument for giving authors copyright in derivative works is that the prospect of profits from derivative works is necessary to create adequate incentives for production of the original. The argument is persuasive only in those situations when (1) the projected returns from the original work are too small to justify the costs of
A third caveat is that the definition of consumptive infringement must be carefully drawn to avoid the temptation to which copyright law’s general “substantial similarity” liability standard has already fallen victim—i.e., the condemnation of any non-de minimis use of protected material. The gravamen of the consumptive infringement category is our strong intuition that production and distribution of exact or nearly exact copies of commercially valuable works will divert some increment of the potential audience for the original to the copy. That intuition is strong enough to support the application—at least initially—of a per se rule to all such infringing conduct. This is not to say that every instance of distribution of even exact copies will inevitably harm the rightsholder in the original work. One might imagine, for example, instances in which the unauthorized distribution of copies of a song could lead to a bandwagon effect that turns the song into a hit, thereby raising consumption of the original—even in the face of the copying—far beyond what circumstances might otherwise have provided. The question is not whether there will be some inaccuracy—some inaccuracy is in the nature of a per se rule. The question is whether the gain in clear understanding of proscribed conduct, stable expectations, and simplified enforcement that a rule provides are worth the occasional misapplication of the law. For copies that are exact or nearly so, the answer to that question is, at least on current evidence, yes.

B. Rule of Reason Infringement

Now that we have developed, at least in brief, a concept of consumptive infringement subject to a per se liability rule, let us move to the second and in some ways more interesting category. What kinds of infringing conduct belong under the rule of reason? Anything that does not fall under the category of presumptively consumptive use. I have already mentioned personal uses, intermediate copying, and the use of production, and (2) the projected returns from the derivative work are so large relative to the cost of producing the derivative work that the difference will more than make up the projected deficit on the original work alone. These conditions may apply when the original work is an extraordinarily high-budget movie with the potential for sales of toys, t-shirts, and the like, but they are less likely to apply in more common derivative-works cases.

57. “Substantial similarity” has long been the predominant liability standard in copyright law. In assessing whether two works are “substantially similar”, a court will first look to whether the defendant in fact copied plaintiff’s work. In doing so, the court will assess whether the defendant had access to plaintiff’s work, and whether the works are similar enough that an inference of copying is warranted. If the court finds copying in fact, it will then inquire whether that copying went too far—i.e., whether it involved non-de minimis appropriation of protected material—so as to constitute an improper appropriation. See Arnstein v. Porter, 154 F.2d 464, 468 (2d Cir. 1946).
unregistered or orphaned works. These are all important, but the most significant cases in this category are likely to involve the creation of derivative works.

Depending on the circumstances in particular cases, a derivative work may, or may not, compete with the original. What, then, should we do with derivative works which use substantial portions of an original work, but are neither exact copies nor nearly so? For these works, we should apply the rule of reason, conditioning liability on the plaintiff’s proof of the particular types of harm that we might imagine.

The plaintiff might seek to prove, for instance, that there is significant cross-elasticity of demand between the original and the derivative, and therefore allowing unauthorized reproduction and distribution of the derivative will in fact divert enough of the sales that the original author might otherwise have enjoyed that the court is able reasonably to conclude that the loss, if assessed ex ante, would have affected the author’s incentive to create. A plaintiff might make such a showing by producing survey evidence of cross-elasticity, in just the way that plaintiffs in antitrust cases are required to support allegations of competitive harm by demonstrating (often via evidence about cross-elasticity of demand) that they compete with the defendant in a relevant product or service market. Another good example is the burden of proof that must be discharged by plaintiffs pressing trademark confusion claims in Lanham Act cases. These plaintiffs are required to introduce evidence that consumers actually are confused when presented with a senior mark and a similar junior mark—i.e., direct evidence of the kind of harm that the trademark law seeks to prevent.

Similarly, in cases where the plaintiff claims preemption of a derivative market or a licensing market, the impugned derivative work may represent a market that the original work’s author may wish to enter (as either an author or a licensor), or it may not. In cases involving alleged preemption of licensing opportunities, plaintiffs should be put to proof that they have exploited similar licensing markets in the past, or that similarly-situated rightsholders have done so, or that they stand ready and have taken steps to do so. A bare desire to collect the rents that the defendant has collected is not enough.

Plaintiffs should also be required to demonstrate that the licensing market at issue is one that would be economic for them to enter—i.e., that the transaction costs of licensing would not overwhelm the likely revenues that might be obtained. This is an inversion of Wendy Gordon’s suggestion, in a classic article, that the fair use doctrine should

free uses from copyright liability where the transaction costs of licensing overwhelm the value of the use. Working within copyright law’s current structure, the burden of establishing this market failure rests on the defendant as part of the fair use analysis. Under the revised structure described here, I would place a burden to establish “market viability” on the plaintiff as part of his prima facie case.

Moreover, and importantly, even if the derivative market is one which the author would be likely to enter, and even if licensing is otherwise economic, the plaintiff must show that this market is significant enough that, if viewed from the perspective of the author ex ante the creation of the original work, the freedom of another author to occupy that market with an unauthorized derivative would be likely to have an appreciable effect on the author’s innovation incentives. For this showing to be made, the harm of market preemption must be substantial relative to the total expected return from the original work. Substantial harms are more likely to be foreseeable—but I should emphasize that the use of foreseeability that I advocate here is not the same as that advanced by Balganesh or Bohannan. I would not have the court determine whether the use was in fact objectively foreseeable ex ante the creation of plaintiff’s work. I would, instead, focus on an importantly different counterfactual—i.e., whether the use, if in fact foreseen ex ante, would have meaningfully affected the author’s creative incentives.

C. A Final Note on the Modesty of My Proposals

I should admit here, if it is not already obvious, that none of the changes to copyright law that I have proposed will make the ultimate question of what counts as harm in copyright less difficult or contentious. The modest but, I believe, nonetheless helpful, effect of my suggested changes to the structure of copyright would be to re-distribute the burdens of uncertainty. At present they rest almost entirely on defendants. Under my division and re-ordering of cases, some of the burden of uncertainty in copyright rule of reason cases would be transferred to plaintiffs.

The effect of this shift would be to shape the incentives of those copyright owners who are considering bringing suit. The burden of establishing harm will create expense and uncertainty for potential plaintiffs in copyright disputes classed under the rule of reason. Plaintiffs who believe that they have been substantially harmed, and who consider themselves in a position to offer evidence about harm, will come forward in the expectation that the burden of proving their case ultimately will be

borne by the defendant (under copyright law’s provision for shifting costs and attorneys fees).61 Those who are not substantially harmed, will not file suit—litigation costs and the necessity of proving harm will, for these plaintiffs, serve as a screen.62 This is a desirable outcome—both limiting litigation and forcing prospective plaintiffs to think hard about their damages before filing suit. Of course we should worry about potential plaintiffs who believe that they have been harmed but cannot precisely quantify such harms. Nothing I have suggested requires precise quantification (or even nearly so). To make out a prima facie case in a copyright dispute governed by the rule of reason, plaintiffs will be obliged to describe their harm, and to show that it is substantial enough that it could have affected incentives if considered ex ante. Such evidence will usually be more readily available to plaintiffs than to defendants. It is therefore on plaintiffs—at least in rule of reason cases—that the burden of proof should fall.

These, then, are the structural shifts that should guide an efficient reform of copyright law. The basic principles are, however, friendly to at least two very different implementations. The first, and most direct, I have treated at length. It would be to require, as a predicate to liability in any case involving infringing conduct with ambiguous welfare effects, proof of actual or likely harm to authors’ incentives.

The second would be, in some ways, conceptually more modest but nonetheless perhaps more demanding of plaintiffs in actual cases. It would be to limit damages and other remedies for conduct falling within the rule of reason. That is, while plaintiffs in copyright rule of reason cases would not be required to prove harm as a predicate to a liability finding, their recoveries would be limited to proved actual damages. Neither statutory damages nor attorney’s fees would be recoverable, and injunctions would be available only where the plaintiff succeeds in showing harm irreparable via an award of damages.

The screening effect of the second implementation would be similar to the first. Only plaintiffs who have suffered substantial harms would bring suit for infringement falling within a rule of reason. Plaintiffs unable to show such harms would find the prospect of filing a lawsuit unattractive. This is precisely the sorting mechanism we would want for an efficient copyright system. This implementation would, however, require plaintiffs to prove their damages with greater precision.

62. For a valuable explanation of the potential role of litigation costs in efficiently shaping incentives to sue in the case of incomplete contracts, see Albert Choi & George Triantis, Completing Contracts in the Shadow of Costly Verification, 37 J. LEG. STUD. 503 (2008).
CONCLUSION

The copyright law should be reformed to differentiate its treatment of conduct likely over the run of cases to lead to harm to authors’ incentives from other types of conduct that have more ambiguous and context-dependent effects.

I have identified a category of “consumptive” uses as the type of infringement about which copyright need be most concerned. That conduct should be subject to a strong rule-based proscription. All other conduct should be treated according to a more sensitive standard, where plaintiffs have the opportunity to enjoin the conduct and recover damages when they can show that they have been harmed, but cannot do so otherwise.

These suggestions do not in themselves supply an answer to the most basic and enduring problem in copyright law—i.e., what counts as a relevant harm. They do, however, shape incentives in ways that will teach us more over time about the circumstances in which the many and varying forms of infringing conduct cause harm, and when they do not. This is valuable information the production of which the current structure of copyright law does not encourage.
SPECTRUM AUCTIONS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST

ELLEN P. GOODMAN*

INTRODUCTION

Last year, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) held its largest spectrum auction, selling exclusive rights to use coveted wireless frequencies for approximately $20 billion.¹ Not only was this the largest ever auction of spectrum, it was the largest ever single auction of public property in U.S. history.² Aside from its sheer magnitude, this auction of frequencies in the 700 MHz band was notable for other reasons, including the federal government’s attempt to use the auction as a mechanism to value contested public policy goals.³ In essence, the FCC

---

¹ Saul Hansell, Verizon and AT&T Win Big in Auction of Spectrum, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 21, 2008, at C3 (reporting generally on results of auction, noting that Verizon Wireless won licenses in an auction that raised $19.12 billion after more than seven weeks of secret bidding).


³ Service Rules for the 698-746, 747-762 and 777-792 MHz Bands, Second Report &
acknowledged that its policy goals for use of the spectrum involved tradeoffs, and that pursuing one of its principal goals might exact a toll in auction revenue. The FCC set out to ascertain, for the first time ever, just how much a policy goal would cost in foregone auction revenue and vowed to give up the goal if it cost too much.4

This use of auctions as a heuristic for valuing public interest goals raises interesting questions about the relationship between markets and policy, and between government as a proprietor of public resources and as a regulator of those resources. In this Article, I argue that it is possible to use auction results to inform the policy process without elevating revenue goals over other public policy objectives. In the 700 MHz auction, however, the FCC misunderstood what information auctions can yield and then failed to design an auction that would supply even that information. Correcting these problems for the spectrum auctions of the future – what may be the last great “land rush” to obtain wireless resources valued at more than $1 trillion – would lead to a more rational, transparent, and equitable communications policy.

Part I below shows how the FCC attempted to use auctions to evaluate communications policy goals in the 700 MHz proceeding. It is sometimes suggested that substantive communications policy goals, such as competition and innovation, should not be permitted to intrude on an otherwise neutral, market-based auction process. This ideal of value-free license assignments is neither possible nor desirable, I argue in Part II. Rather, the assignment process that culminates in auctions is invariably shot through with substantive communications policy goals. Auction results serve both signaling and substantive functions and these should be exploited. Auctions can be structured to reveal private valuations of regulatory burdens that the FCC must otherwise only guess at, thereby aiding in a regulatory process that accounts for policy tradeoffs. Of course auctions can also be structured to yield more or less revenue for the purchase of communications policy objectives. Part III shows the flaws in the FCC’s first attempt to use auctions as a sophisticated policy tool and how this attempt is instructive for future policymaking.

I. 700 MHZ AUCTION

The expansion of broadband communications capacity and services


4. Ultimately, the revenue goal for the auction was met, so the FCC never had to compromise on its policy goal, nor to assess its cost, using the re-auction procedure established in case the auction revenue target was not met. See Susan Crawford, 700 MHz C Block Reserve Price Met, PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE, Jan. 31, 2008, http://www.publicknowledge.org/node/1376.
is among the chief goals of U.S. communications policy. One of the main impediments to better and more plentiful mobile broadband service is a shortage of wireless spectrum. It is thus a significant event whenever the FCC makes additional spectrum available to wireless service providers. No such event has generated more interest than the reallocation of 700 MHz spectrum from television broadcasting to mobile wireless services. This 700 MHz reallocation culminated in a January 2008 spectrum auction – what one FCC Commissioner called the "auction of the century." The FCC auctioned off 1099 licenses covering 62 MHz of what is known as "low band" spectrum – frequencies that are particularly well suited for mobile wireless services.

Because of the importance of the spectrum, interested parties lobbied intensively to get the FCC to structure the licenses and subsequent auctions in ways that would achieve their objectives. As is


7. Another aspect of the proceeding dealt with a perplexing and critically important communications problem: The lack of a nationwide broadband network over which first responders (e.g., fire and police) can communicate. The FCC allocated spectrum for a public-private partnership whereby a private entity would build out a nationwide network for public safety use and, in return, have access to dedicated public safety spectrum at times when emergency communications were unnecessary. See 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,428. The complexity of this proposed partnership, combined with the credit crunch, deterred private entities from bidding for the spectrum. Because the reserve price was not met, the spectrum was not assigned, and the FCC will now have to decide how it will assign rights to the spectrum. Press Release, FCC, FCC Delinks 700 MHz Upper D Block from Other Blocks, Will Release Information on 700 MHz Auction Winning Bidders (Mar. 20, 2008), http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-280948A1.pdf.

8. 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,571 (statement of Comm’r Robert M. McDowell, approving in part, dissenting in part).

9. Id. at 15,316; see also Philip J. Weiser & Dale Hatfield, Spectrum Policy Reform and the Next Frontier of Property Rights, 15 GEO. MASON L. REV. 549, 577-78 (2007) (describing the propagation characteristics of the 700 MHz band that make it so desirable for wireless communications, namely that signals are able to travel long distances, penetrate walls, and navigate around buildings and other obstructions).

usually the case in FCC rulemakings, all parties contended that their favored policies would advance public interest goals – in this case, competition, innovation, and the provision of affordable broadband service.\textsuperscript{11} The FCC, for its part, adopted largely compromise positions in designing the licenses to be auctioned and the rules governing wireless operation in the band.\textsuperscript{12}

The most controversial rule was a requirement that those winning the largest licenses must abide by “open platform conditions.” These conditions grew out of one of the key communications policy quandaries of the digital era, known as the “net neutrality” debate. This debate poses the question of whether broadband network operators, who control cable, fiber, and wireless communications networks, should be required to act as common carriers in transmitting traffic over their networks. That is, should they be required to carry all traffic without discrimination or should they be left alone to control network traffic?\textsuperscript{13}

A somewhat different, but related, question is whether consumers should have the “right to attach” devices of their choice to the networks or should operators be able to control what devices their networks will support?\textsuperscript{14} Proponents of net neutrality argue that regulation is required to ensure unfettered consumer access to third party applications (such as web-based video services or search functionality) and devices.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{11} Compare Comments of Public Interest Spectrum Coalition to Google’s Motion to Condition Grant, Report No. AUC-73, File No. 0003382444, May 9, 2008, http://www.newamerica.net/files/PISC-Google-Motion-Comments.pdf (favoring the imposition of open platform conditions on licensees in the name of innovation and the public interest), with Comments of Verizon Wireless to the 700MHz Order, DA 07-3415, AU Docket No. 07-157 (Aug. 31, 2007), http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native_or_pdf=pdf&id_document=6519721231 (opposing the imposition of open platform conditions on licensees in the name of innovation and the public interest).

\textsuperscript{12} See 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,360.


Opponents counter that network operators have no incentives to get in consumers’ way unless doing so is necessary to manage network quality or to support investments in network upgrades.\(^{16}\)

Although in some respects quite technical, the net neutrality debate has profound implications for digital communications. What net neutrality proponents fear is a world in which several powerful companies are able to pick and choose what kinds of services – and therefore what kinds of expression – are privileged on their networks. In such a world, those who create innovative Internet applications and services will have to strike deals with the network operators before being able to reach consumers in a meaningful way. By contrast, what network operators fear is a world in which the government “dumbs down” their networks, preventing them from offering different levels of service or managing their networks efficiently. At stake is who gets to exercise what forms of control over communications traffic in the digital era and what role the government has in framing and securing a healthy communicative sphere.

Prior to the 700 MHz proceeding, the FCC had refrained from imposing net neutrality requirements, although in 2005, it did adopt non-binding net neutrality principles.\(^{17}\) In the 700 MHz proceeding, the FCC went farther. It was moved by evidence “that wireless service providers are blocking or degrading consumer-chosen hardware and applications without an appropriate justification” and therefore decided “to take a measured step to encourage additional innovation and consumer choice at this critical stage in the evolution of wireless

\(^{16}\) 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,358; see also Christopher S. Yoo, Network Neutrality and the Economics of Congestion, 94 GEO. L.J. 1847, 1852-53 (2006) (arguing that networks owners that manage their networks in a way that harms consumers will be at a competitive disadvantage); Letter from John T. Scott, III, Vice President & Deputy General Counsel, Verizon Wireless, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (July 24, 2007), http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native_or_pdf-pdf&kid_document=6519556209; Reply Comments of Verizon Wireless, RM-11361, Apr. 30, 2007, at 5, http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native_or_pdf-pdf&kid_document=6519411455 (arguing that inter-brand competition prevents wireless providers "engage[ing] in any conduct that would result in the loss of customers.").

\(^{17}\) Michael K. Powell, Chairman, FCC, Preserving Internet Freedom: Guiding Principles for the Industry, Remarks at the University of Colorado Silicon Flatirons Symposium on The Digital Broadband Migration: Toward a Regulatory Regime for the Internet Age (Feb. 8, 2004), http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-243566A1.pdf (stating that broadband users should have the unfettered ability to access content, use applications, attach personal devices, and obtain service plan information).
broadband services, by removing some of the barriers that developers and handset/device manufacturers face in bringing new products to market.18

In order to “promote innovation” on the largest and most desirable block of spectrum (known as the C Block), the FCC imposed conditions “to provide open platforms for devices and applications.”19

The open platform conditions the FCC adopted go some distance toward implementing net neutrality mandates. They require a licensee to permit consumers to use any wireless device (e.g., an iPhone) on the network so long as the device causes no harm.20 Moreover, a licensee may not block consumer access to, or otherwise discriminate against, particular applications (e.g., WiFi) unless it is necessary to do so to manage the network.21 These conditions were incorporated into the licenses that were auctioned, thus helping to define the set of rights that an entity buys when it is the winning bidder.

By adopting the open platform conditions, the FCC was taking a highly controversial step that was opposed by the incumbent wireless operators thought to be the most likely (and ultimately the actual) winners of the C Block licenses, Verizon Wireless and AT&T.22 The conditions were supported by entities predicted to be the most serious challengers to the incumbents, especially Google.23 Indeed, Google informed the FCC that it would commit to bid in the auction and meet the FCC’s announced reserve price only if the FCC adopted open

———

18. 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,363.
19. Id.
20. Simon Wilkie, Open Access for the 700 MHz Auction: Wholesale Access Licensing and Could Increase Auction Revenue, NEW AM. FOUND., July 23, 2007, http://www.newamerica.net/publications/policy/open_access_700_mhz_auction (a licensee may not impose “prohibitions against devices that may be connected to the network so long as the devices are compatible with, and do not harm, the network”).
21. 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,363 (a licensee “may not block, degrade, or interfere with the ability of end users to download and utilize applications of their choosing on the licensee’s C Block network, subject to reasonable network management.”).
22. See, e.g., Letter from John T. Scott, III, Vice President & Deputy General Counsel of Regulatory Law, Verizon Wireless, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, Skype Communication’s Petition, RM-11361 (Aug. 28, 2007), http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native_or_pdf=pdf&cid_document=6519708296 (arguing that open platform conditions are unnecessary in a competitive environment, would unduly burden wireless operators, and would depress auction values).
23. See Letter from Richard Whitt, Washington Telecom and Media Counsel, Google, Inc., to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, WT Dkt. No. 06-150 (July 9, 2007), available at http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native_or_pdf=pdf&cid_document=6519548049. Similar conditions were first proposed by Frontline Wireless, the principal proponent to build the joint public-safety/commercial network. Comments of Frontline Wireless, LLC, PS Dkt. No. 06-229 30 (Feb. 26, 2007), http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native_or_pdf=pdf&cid_document=6518908196 (proposing that operators using a portion of the spectrum be required to support “open devices . . . open services and content, [and] . . . open offerings [wholesale or roaming]”).
platform conditions. The FCC approved the open platform conditions by a vote of 4-1 with obvious trepidation. There were good policy arguments, proffered not only by potential licensees, but also by public interest groups, that the open platform conditions would spur innovation and competition. Google's support of the conditions made them more appealing by promising to enlarge the group of prospective bidders for the spectrum, thereby increasing bidding activity, and raising auction yield. On the other hand, the incumbents submitted credible evidence that the conditions would mire the FCC in continual oversight of a competitive industry and would deter investment in wireless broadband. Furthermore, they argued that open platform conditions would depress auction revenue.

The FCC acknowledged the complexity of the public interest calculation and the statutory requirement that it balance potentially conflicting objectives, including innovation and the recovery of value from the spectrum to be auctioned. The open platform requirements, it

24. Letter from Eric Schmidt, Google, Inc., to Kevin Martin, Chairman, FCC, WC Dkt. No. 06-150 (July 20, 2007), http://www.google.com/intl/en/press/pressrel/20070720_wireless.html. In fact, Google had proposed two conditions in addition to the no-locking, no-blocking conditions that the FCC actually adopted, and Google insisted that all four be adopted. Id. ("[S]hould the Commission expressly adopt the four license conditions requested in our July 9th letter – with specific, enforceable, and enduring rules – Google intends to commit a minimum of $4.6 billion to bidding in the upcoming auction.").

25. 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,386 (discussing and rejecting Google's broad open platform proposal).

26. Id. at 15,358-61.


29. Google itself asserted that the open platform conditions would reduce auction revenue. See Letter from Richard Whitt, supra note 23 (asserting that open platform conditions would drive down the price for the spectrum being auctioned).

30. 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,368; see also U.S. Airways, Inc. v. FCC, 232 F.3d 227, 234 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (quoting Fresno Mobile Radio, Inc. v. FCC, 165 F.3d 965, 971 (D.C. Cir. 1999)) (recognizing competing statutory goals contained in the FCC's auction authority, 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(3) (2006), and that a "regulatory decision in which the Commission must balance competing goals is . . . valid if the agency can show that its resolution 'reasonably advances at least one of those objectives and [that] its decisionmaking process was regular."); Melcher v. FCC, 134 F.3d 1143, 1154 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (recognizing that even within one of the 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(3) objectives – subsection (B) – Congress set forth "a number of potentially conflicting objectives" and that the Commission can choose which to privilege) (citing MobileTel, Inc. v. FCC, 107 F.3d 888, 895 (D.C. Cir. 1997)).
predicted, “may result in a net gain of efficiency, given the potential that it holds for encouraging the development of new and innovative devices and applications in connection with such spectrum use.” On balance, it concluded that this potential gain outweighed “whatever possible negative effect [the open platform conditions] have with respect to the other [statutory] objectives” and that the benefits of such conditions justify any “potential for reducing the monetary value and decreasing efficient use of spectrum in some respects.”

Despite this confident conclusion, the FCC was concerned that the incumbent wireless providers would be proved right and the open platform conditions would result in an auction that underperformed, leaving the FCC open to charges that it had mismanaged the sale of a great public asset. It therefore decided to hedge its bets by doing something it had never done in the past. It announced that if bidders for the C Block licenses failed to meet the FCC-adopted reserve price of $4.6 billion, the agency would remove the open platform conditions and re-auction the licenses. In addition, the FCC vowed to change the geographic area and channel size of the licenses in any re-auction to make the licenses cheaper and thus more attractive to a larger set of potential bidders.

It is difficult to know exactly what the agency’s reasoning was in adopting this novel procedure because, disturbingly, there was no notice and comment on it. In its order, the FCC merely stated that the re-auction procedure would “address the possibilities that license conditions adopted today significantly reduce values bidders ascribe to those licenses and/or have unanticipated negative consequences.” The Order said very little about how the FCC conceived of the relationship between the competitive bidding process and the valuation of license conditions. One can only conclude that the FCC wanted open platform conditions so long as they did not cost too much. In other words, the agency was acknowledging that the innovation and competition to be gained through open platform conditions might exact a price in auction revenues that was too great to bear.

Before addressing the FCC’s use of the auction mechanism in 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,368 (discussing the requirements of 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(3)(D) that the FCC foster the most efficient and intensive use of the spectrum). 32. Id. at 15,368.
33. Id. at 15,399. For the FCC’s statutory authority to adopt reserve prices for spectrum licenses, see 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(4)(F); 47 C.F.R. § 1.2104(c) (2006).
34. 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,402-03.
35. The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking did not propose the re-auction procedure. At some point during the administrative deliberations, the FCC did let parties know about its intent to adopt the procedure and there were ex parte comments on the matter. See, e.g., 700 MHz Order, supra note 3; Letter from Richard Whitt, supra note 23.
36. 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,402.
MHz policymaking, there is a more basic question to consider: The proper relationship between auction revenue and the public interest.

II. AUCTIONS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST

After the 700 MHz auctions concluded in March 2008, Congress held oversight hearings to investigate their outcome. Members criticized the FCC for having sold the C Block spectrum at a bargain price – a discount they attributed to the open platform conditions. In addition to the C Block, the FCC had also auctioned smaller licenses of reduced frequency size and geographic scope in other blocks of the 700 MHz spectrum. Because of the difference in license size and composition, it is hard to make an apples-to-apples comparison of the prices paid. But according to the conventional measurements of spectrum value, the C Block spectrum sold for about one-third of the unit price of the spectrum that was not burdened by open platform conditions.

Should policymakers care about the prices that spectrum fetches? The Communications Act forbids the FCC from regulating spectrum licenses, and designing auctions, for the purpose of maximizing auction revenue, rather than pursuing non-fiscal public interest goals. At the same time, the law mandates that the FCC pursue as one public interest objective “recovery for the public of a portion of the value of the public spectrum resource made available for commercial use….” As many commentators have recognized, the single-minded pursuit of revenue

---


38. Auction Hearings, supra note 37 (statement of Rep. Stearns, Ranking Member, House Comm. on Energy and Commerce) (citing “other studies” valuing the C Block “anywhere up to $30 billion” and Commissioner McDowell stated that the auction “could have done better.”).

39. Auction Hearings, supra note 37 (statement of Harold Feld, Senior Vice President, Media Access Group, on behalf of the Public Interest Spectrum Coalition) (citing AT&T claims that it paid roughly $2.68 MHz/Pop for B Block licenses rather than the roughly $0.76 MHz/Pop that Verizon Wireless paid for C Block licenses to avoid the open platform conditions – a reduction of nearly $1.90 MHz/Pop).

40. 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(7)(A) (“[T]he Commission may not base a finding of public interest, convenience, and necessity on the expectation of Federal revenues from the use of a system of competitive bidding . . . .”).

41. Id. § 309(j)(3)(c).
maximization would result in poor communications policy. What has been less commented upon is how the FCC should balance among competing public interest values in the use of spectrum, including value recovery.

This Section argues that the process of defining spectrum rights is never neutral, nor is the process of auctioning them. Auction and license design share responsibility with the “market” for picking “winners” and “losers” in the contest for spectrum rights. Given this, auctioning licenses with an eye towards revenue capture as one of many goals is not a distortion of neutral licensing practices, but of a piece with policymaking. In addition, consideration of revenue generation as one among competing policy values is appropriate because auction results can supply useful information about the costs of regulatory burdens. This information can then be fed into the public interest balance, making it more efficient and transparent.

A. Auctions as a Market Allocation Tool

For nearly fifteen years, auctions have been the principal mechanism used to assign exclusive rights to use the spectrum for wireless communications. There is almost universal agreement that auctions are superior to other FCC methods of license assignment. Before Congress granted the FCC auction authority, the agency had assigned licenses by lottery and by comparative hearing. Throughout the second half of the twentieth century, economists urged the FCC to abandon these methods in favor of auctions. The argument was that competitive bidding would

42. See, e.g., Thomas W. Hazlett, Liberalizing US spectrum allocation, 27 TELECOMMS. POL’Y 485, 492 (2003) (“a pre-occupation with government revenue extraction leads to anti-consumer policies.”); Glen O. Robinson, Spectrum Property Law 101, 41 J. L. & ECON. 609, 621 (1998) (using auctions “as a means of filling a depleted treasury . . . has the effect of making communications policy a simple tool of fiscal policy, probably to the detriment of both.”).

43. See, e.g., Auction Hearings, supra note 37 (statement of Harold Feld) (criticizing the FCC for its refusal to “pick winners” in designing the 700 MHz auction and, as a result, allowing the best-capitalized incumbents to win).


47. See, e.g., Ronald H. Coase, The Federal Communications Commission, 2 J.L. & ECON. 1, 30 (1959) (urging the FCC “to dispose of the use of a frequency to the highest bidder, thus leaving the subdivision of the use of the frequency to subsequent market transactions.”); David Porter & Vernon Smith, FCC License Auction Design: A 12-Year Experiment, 3 J.L. ECON. & POL’Y 63 (2006) (“Economists have long argued that auctions would promote efficiency in various ways, including the reduction of rent seeking and the avoidance of transaction costs used to reassign licenses in secondary markets.”); see also Thomas W. Hazlett, Assigning
deliver initial entitlements to use the spectrum to those who valued them most. Even in the absence of auctions, transactions in secondary markets for wireless assets could transfer licenses to their highest valued use, but these transactions entailed significant costs and sacrificed desirable efficiencies.

In 1993, seeking to ensure that the FCC allocated spectrum efficiently for its most productive uses, Congress gave the agency the authority to auction spectrum licenses in cases of mutually exclusive license applications. Four years later, Congress made auctions obligatory for most commercial services.

What is auctioned is a license to transmit an electrical signal over a particular frequency band at a particular power in a certain geographic area. Auctions determine who gets the initial entitlements to use spectrum, which may be sold thereafter subject to continued regulatory oversight. Licenses are for a limited period of time, typically 10-15 years, but are usually subject to renewal and function effectively as permanent entitlements. As the law stands today, the FCC must auction spectrum when there are mutually exclusive applications for any initial license to provide a commercial service, unless the spectrum use is one of several


48. See Clayton P. Gillette & Thomas D. Hopkins, Federal User Fees: A Legal and Economic Analysis, 67 B.U. L. Rev. 795, 805 (1987) (An alternative to auctions would have been spectrum user fees that “can successfully ration limited supplies of currently available goods and services to more highly valued uses, signal whether particular output levels should increase or decrease, avert wasteful usage, and encourage use of more suitable substitutes” as “an alternative to first-come, first-served, to lotteries, and to administrative judgment.”); see generally Evan Kwerel & Alex Felker, FCC Off. for Plans & Pol’y, Using Auctions to Select FCC Licensees (1985), http://www.fcc.gov/Bureaus/OPP/working_papers/oppwp16.pdf.

49. See Coase, supra note 47.


51. Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-66, § 6002, 107 Stat. 312, 388 (1993) (“If mutually exclusive applications are accepted for filing for any initial license or construction permit which will involve a use of the electromagnetic spectrum... then the Commission shall have the authority... to grant such license or permit to a qualified applicant through the use of a system of competitive bidding that meets the requirements of this subsection.”).

52. Balanced Budget Act of 1997, Pub. L. No. 105-33, § 3002, 111 Stat. 251, 258 (1997) (codified at 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)) (“If... mutually exclusive applications are accepted for any initial license or construction permit, then, except as provided [herein], the Commission shall grant the license or permit to a qualified applicant through a system of competitive bidding that meets the requirements of this subsection.”).

enumerated exceptions.54

B. Auction Revenue as Compensation

As important as efficiency was in the adoption of spectrum auctions, another motivation was equally powerful: the desire to capture revenue from commercial use of the spectrum. One of the problems with the private markets for spectrum licenses that were initially assigned by lottery or by hearing was that the revenue went to private parties, not the government.55 By holding auctions for initial licenses, the government could capture this “windfall” for the public at the same time that it facilitated an efficient allocation of the spectrum resource. It was no accident that Congress gave the FCC auction authority during the budget crisis of the early 1990s when the desire to monetize public assets was particularly keen.56 The legislative history of the auction legislation makes clear that the efficiency gains associated with spectrum auctions were of no more importance than the distributional effects, namely that the Treasury was compensated for licensee use of the spectrum.57

The law does not say exactly how much the pursuit of auction revenue should influence federal spectrum policy. In deciding when to use auctions, who is eligible to bid in them, and what the characteristics of the auctioned licenses should be, the FCC is instructed to pursue public interest objectives.58 It is forbidden from merely equating the public interest with auction revenue.59 And yet, one of the public interest objectives it must pursue is “recovery for the public of a portion of the value of the public spectrum resource made available for commercial

54. The FCC is not permitted to auction licenses for public safety radio services, for noncommercial educational or public broadcast stations, or for digital television service provided by incumbent television broadcast licensees. 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(1)-(2). The FCC is also prohibited from auctioning licenses for satellite orbital slots or to provide international or global satellite communications services. Id. § 765f.
56. See Noam, supra note 53. Although communications legislation ordinarily comes out of the Congressional Commerce Committees, the auction legislation was the product of the Budget Committees whose main interests lie in the management of money, not communications.
59. Id. § 309(j)(7)(A) (FCC “may not base a finding of public interest, convenience, and necessity on the expectation of Federal revenues”).
use”. In other words, the FCC should seek to collect a fair return on use of the public airwaves. It is fair to say that, when it comes to auctions, the FCC must operate between two extremes, neither ignoring auction revenue in the design of spectrum policy nor focusing exclusively on revenue generation.

The FCC has had little success in assessing the relative importance of monetary recovery as a public interest goal. In one of the rare cases in which it has addressed the question, it suggested that monetary recovery should take a back seat to other goals: The “most basic spectrum-management power is to assign spectrum to achieve public interest benefits other than monetary recovery.” Two sentences later, however, the FCC suggested that monetary recovery is one among equally important public interest “factors the Commission must consider in establishing bidding qualifications and license conditions.”

However important the FCC believes monetary recovery to be, the fact is that the agency is motivated by money. Whenever Congress orders the FCC to assign licenses in a particular block of spectrum, it also commissions a spectrum valuation from the Congressional Budget Office (CBO). For example, the CBO estimated the value of the auctionable 700 MHz spectrum to be $12.5 billion. Although the FCC is not required to achieve the “score” that Congress has given a particular spectrum asset, this number becomes a target that the FCC tries to hit when it conducts its auction. It is the rare FCC Chairman who can resist reveling in the delivery of a large check to the Treasury, or who wants to bear the obloquy of delivering a small one. As an independent agency, the FCC is sensitive to Congressional criticism and the legislature’s members have roundly criticized the agency when spectrum

60. Id. § 309(j)(3)(C).

61. To this end, Congress eliminated the “pioneer’s preference” program which had allowed the FCC to bypass the auction process by awarding a license to an especially innovative technological pioneer. See, e.g., id. § 309(j)(13)(F); Qualcomm, Inc. v. FCC, 181 F.3d 1370, 1380-81 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (when Congress withdrew the FCC’s authority to grant pioneer’s preferences, “its focus was on increasing federal revenues” by requiring the FCC to recover for the public a portion of the value of the spectrum); FCC Pioneer Preference Policy: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Energy and Commerce, 103d Cong. 24 (1994) (statement of Rep. Edward Markey, Chairman, House Subcomm. on Telecomm. and Finance).


63. Id.


65. See, e.g., Auction Hearings, supra note 37 (statement of Deborah Taylor Tate, Comm’r, FCC) (“Given that the Congressional Budget Office estimated auction receipts of $10 billion to perhaps as much as $15 billion, the [700 MHz] auction was clearly a financial success”).
auctions have failed to produce as much revenue as expected or desired.\textsuperscript{66} Charges of spectrum “giveaways” abound whenever the FCC distributes spectrum usage rights at zero or reduced price.\textsuperscript{67} To some extent, these complaints are rooted in efficiency concerns about non-market allocations of resources. But they also reflect a more basic insistence on the equitable distribution of public resources and on public compensation for their benefits.\textsuperscript{68}

In addition to its distributional value, auction revenue is an appropriate consideration in shaping spectrum policy because of what it can signal.

\textbf{C. Auction Revenue as a Signal}

In spectrum auctions, the FCC does not act solely as auctioneer. Its more important function is to define the property rights that are auctioned off. The “metes and bounds” of the spectrum right are identified by the frequency range that the license covers, the geographic scope of the license and the conditions under which the licensee can operate.\textsuperscript{69} Under the Communications Act, the FCC must define these license terms in accordance with the “public interest.”\textsuperscript{70} It is well known

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{67} Snider, supra note 66, at 26-27.
\item \textsuperscript{69} As Phil Weiser and Dale Hatfield have pointed out, the spectrum right is not nearly as clearly defined as a real property right. Weiser & Hatfield, supra note 9, at 587.
\item \textsuperscript{70} Congress commanded federal communications regulators from the earliest days of radio regulation to administer “[r]adio [c]ommunication as “a public utility... in the public interest.” THOMAS G. KRATTENMAKER & LUCAS A. PowE, Jr., \textit{Regulating Broadcast Programming} 9 (1994) (quoting \textit{To Amend the Radio Act of 1912: Hearings on H.R. 11,964 Before the House Comm. on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries}, 67th Cong., 4th Sess. 32 (1926) (statement of Hon. Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce)); see also 47 U.S.C. § 302a (2000) (requiring that the FCC rulemaking power over broadcasting must be exercised in “the public interest, convenience, and necessity”); id. § 303 (2000) (requiring that the FCC power to classify, license, and regulate radio must be “as public convenience, interest, or necessity requires”); id. § 303(g) (requiring that the FCC study new uses for radio that are “in the public interest”); id. § 307(a) (2000) (requiring that the FCC grant radio broadcast licenses “if public convenience, interest, or necessity will be served”); id. § 307(e)(1) (2000) (providing that the FCC may authorize certain types of radio broadcasting without a license if it “serves the public interest, convenience, and necessity”).
\end{itemize}
and has been repeatedly shown that the “public interest” standard is highly malleable and has yielded few satisfying rules of decision in communications policy. Because the public is interested in competing social and economic goals, including efficiency, competition, innovation, universal service, public safety, diverse programming, and auction revenue, the process of constructing a license involves policy tradeoffs from beginning to end.

Once the government articulates a public interest goal in connection with licensed spectrum, it can “pay for” that goal in one of three ways (1) impose requirements on licenses to be auctioned, presumably at a discounted price that reflects the costs of the requirements; (2) impose requirements on licenses in lieu of auction payments, thereby effectively discounting the licenses 100%; or (3) auction licenses without public interest requirements and reinvest the proceeds to achieve the same goals. Suppose, for example, that the government was considering auctioning off broadcast licenses conditioned on the provision of at least one hour per day of local political programming. The FCC could mandate the programming as a license condition in lieu of an auction. It could impose the mandate and auction the licenses at a discount, or it could auction the licenses and pay out of pocket (or through tax subsidies) for the desired programming.

It is difficult for a government agency to assess the relative merits of these options without attaching a price to the public interest requirements imposed – the price of compliance for the regulated entities plus the indirect costs that the regulations might impose on third parties or on the economy as a whole. As a general matter, federal administrative agencies use cost-benefit analysis in decisionmaking because it guides, and makes more transparent, the selection of regulatory options.


Indeed, it is for this reason that the FCC is required by law to consider the costs of its regulations where “small [business] entities” are affected.74

Because it lacks the wherewithal and resources to conduct its own research and because so many of the judgments that it makes are predictive, the FCC must rely on prospective licensees’ assessments of the costs of public interest requirements. Often, regulated entities will forecast their own economic ruin in the event that proposed public interest requirements are adopted.75 At other times, as in the 700 MHz proceeding, the predictions of doom will be more muted and vague, such as Verizon Wireless’ prediction that open access requirements would exact a toll on wireless innovation and service.76 These cost predictions may reflect honest assessments or they may be rent-seeking attempts to reduce encumbrances on spectrum entitlements.

The auction process can be helpful in flushing out parties’ actual valuations of the costs (to them) of public interest requirements. The simultaneous auctions described in Part IV below would simulate a market for spectrum with assorted regulatory requirements. Provided that the FCC has developed a record on the appropriate price to be paid for a public interest goal, these valuations would provide useful input into the particular proceeding in which they are revealed. But even in the absence of such a record leading up to the auction, the data would improve future spectrum policy decisions by telling us, for example, whether and to what extent open platform conditions are likely to shackle wireless operations. This information about the actual cost to the bidders of policy choices would improve subsequent asset sales and public

---

74. The Regulatory Flexibility Act requires federal agencies to assess the economic impact of rules on “small entities.” 5 U.S.C. § 603(b)(4) (2006). The analysis should consider alternatives “which accomplish the stated objectives of applicable statutes and which minimize any significant economic impact of the proposed rule on small entities.” Id. § 603(c). No cost-benefit analysis is required so long as agencies investigate least cost alternatives in regulation. “[A]n agency may provide either a quantifiable or numerical description of the effects of a proposed rule or alternatives to the proposed rule, or more general descriptive statements if quantification is not practicable or reliable.” Id. § 607. See also Alenco Comm’ns., Inc. v. FCC, 201 F.3d 608, 625 (5th Cir. 2000) (noting that the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. § 604(a)(5), “specifically requires ‘a statement of the factual, policy, and legal reasons for selecting the alternative adopted in the final rule’” but does not require “cost–benefit analysis or economic modeling.”).

75. See, e.g., Seth Grossman, Creating Competitive and Informative Campaigns: A Comprehensive Approach to “Free Air Time” for Political Candidates, 22 YALE L. & POLY REV. 351, 376 n.110 (2004) (citing broadcaster testimony in response to 2001 legislative proposal that would require free advertising time for federal candidates that requirement would “severely injur[e] a television station’s ability to raise revenue” and a National Association of Broadcasters’ claim that free time would “pose substantial financial burdens to the industry, and could even result in lay-offs of employees”).

interest debates.

D. Auction Revenue as Substance

Beyond its value as a source of public compensation and policy information, the most obvious public interest benefit of auction revenue is that it can buy communication services of interest to the public. Under current law, spectrum auction revenue is deposited in the federal Treasury and cannot be allocated to communications projects in the absence of special legislative authority.\(^77\) For example, Congress has authorized the use of auction revenues to fund the provision of digital converter boxes to facilitate the transition from analog to digital broadcast television, and the purchase of public safety communications equipment by police and fire departments.\(^78\)

Many more public interest objectives might be purchased with auction revenues. One purpose of the 700 MHz proceeding was to auction spectrum to a private entity that would subsidize the construction of a nationwide public safety network for interoperable emergency service communication.\(^79\) Unfortunately, the spectrum block that was to be auctioned for this purpose – the D Block – failed to attract a bid over the reserve price and the licenses were not assigned. Prior to the 700 MHz auction, there had been calls for the federal government to use spectrum auction revenue to provide for a public safety network, rather than relying on license design.\(^80\)

Of course, Congress could simply appropriate funds for a public safety network, or for any other communications policy objective, rather than relying on earmarks from auction revenue. Indeed, in the aftermath of the failed D Block auction, the then-Chairman of the FCC himself urged Congress to allocate funds for the network.\(^81\) It turns out, however, that such appropriations have been difficult to come by.\(^82\) Even for the

\(^{77}\) See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. § 309(j)(8)(A) (directing 700 MHz auction revenue to be deposited in the federal Treasury).


\(^{79}\) 700 MHz Order, supra note 3, at 15,386.


\(^{81}\) Auction Hearings, supra note 37 (statement of Kevin J. Martin, Chairman, FCC).

\(^{82}\) Congress recently appropriated approximately $4.7 billion for broadband communications development in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-16, §§ 6001(b)(4), 6001(k)(2)(D) (2009). Public safety networks are eligible to receive grants under the programs created by this law, but there is no mandate that they
provision of a public safety network – a relatively appealing and uncontroversial goal – the political will has been lacking. This is so notwithstanding the well-publicized public safety communications disasters of September 11 at the World Trade Center and the Katrina hurricane in New Orleans. Auction revenue earmarks provide a more politically palatable way to funnel federal funds to communications projects. Public interest goals that reduce auction revenues, while perhaps ultimately worthwhile, should be assessed with the opportunity costs in mind.

E. Skewing the Auction Results

It can be argued that if regulators take expected revenue into account in structuring a spectrum auction, they will skew the auction towards certain outcomes and away from the auction’s natural, market-determined course. This would indeed be problematic if revenue maximization became the be-all-and-end-all of communications policy, but it is much less worrisome if revenue is only one factor in what is necessarily a value-laden process of spectrum allocation. Indeed, revenue consideration in auctions is consistent with, not a deviation from, the public interest balancing that takes place throughout the process of spectrum allocation.

Spectrum policy involves the government in two functions – public interest regulation and the disposition of a public asset. As has been recognized in other contexts, “government property dispositions” are a form of “regulatory policymaking.” This is nowhere truer than in the spectrum context. The very existence of an exclusive right to use the spectrum – the existence of an asset that can be auctioned – is a government creation that embodies public interest judgments about industry structure and the public good. Moreover, the value of the spectrum entitlements when they are auctioned, unlike the value of physical assets like timber on federal lands, is entirely dependent on government choices about how the entitlement should be defined.

principal recipients or receive any funding. Id.

84. Kent & Zeppos, supra note 55, at 1747.
85. Property rights are always structured by government policies that create and enforce legal entitlements. Because of the nature of spectrum rights, however, government’s role is especially intensive. The government does not define the properties of land it might auction, or other physical assets like timber and oil. The assets themselves have characteristics that preexist the regulatory structure. Zoning rules, or limitations on the extraction of natural resources, are imposed on extant assets. While regulatory interventions affect the value of the physical assets, the regulations are layered atop assets that have an independent existence and value.
The first step in any spectrum policy decision is the allocation of spectrum for a particular purpose. Spectrum is divided into blocks, which are then further divided into channels of varying bandwidths. Spectrum allocation is the process of defining the bands that may be used for particular services. These allocations are often referred to as spectrum zoning. Because many kinds of spectrum uses are incompatible with each other, the FCC must privilege some uses over others for each spectrum band: satellite in one, broadcasting in another, mobile wireless in a third, “mixed use” in a fourth. Since the commercially usable spectrum in the United States has already been allocated for some purpose, this process is really a process of re-allocation, typically leading to contests among rival claimants for the spectrum.

The FCC seeks to resolve these contests in the public interest. How the FCC frames competing public interest objectives will determine eligibility for spectrum entitlements. If the FCC concludes, for example, that the public interest in competition is paramount, it will allocate spectrum for services that it thinks will provide a competitive balance to incumbents. If the agency is taken with the public interest in diverse speech, it might allocate spectrum for additional broadcast stations. As potential uses of the frequencies change, the very entities that were given entitlements for one reason (e.g., to increase broadcast speech) become an obstacle to distributing entitlements for another reason (e.g., to increase broadband competition by freeing spectrum for new entrants). It is the government, based on public interest considerations, that makes

86. 47 U.S.C. § 303(b)-(c) (authorizing the FCC to “[p]rescribe the nature of the service to be rendered by each class of licensed stations” and to “[a]ssign bands of frequencies to the various classes of stations”); see also TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAW AND POLICY, supra note 46, at 62.

87. See, e.g., DIGITAL CROSSROADS, supra note 5, at 267; Goodman, supra note 66, at 282.


89. Id.


91. For example, the FCC may decide to allocate more spectrum for low power FM radio stations dedicated to commercial-free educational programming. See generally Creation of a Low Power Radio Service, Third Report and Order, 22 FCC Rcd. 21,912 (2007) (establishing rules and policies designed to foster growth in LPFM, especially within local groups such as schools, churches, and other community-based organizations).

the market for spectrum assigned by auction.

Allocation decisions not only reflect public interest determinations, but will influence public interest considerations “downstream” in the administrative process. How the FCC allocates spectrum will determine, for example, whether spectrum users can share the frequencies in a non-rivalrous fashion or whether they need exclusive licenses to operate. This allocation choice will determine whether or not spectrum rights are auctioned at all, or are given away. This is because, under the law, only mutually exclusive (or rivalrous) spectrum usage rights may be auctioned.93

The second step in the rulemaking process is the establishment of “service rules” for spectrum use. The limitations and obligations contained in these rules are incorporated into the spectrum licenses. Service rules may impose construction deadlines and service requirements to keep licensees from warehousing the spectrum. They may require licensees to interconnect with competitors or to provide emergency services, and impose other kinds of public interest service obligations.94 Each of these mandates entails public interest tradeoffs, such as rural service at the expense of urban service or interconnection at the expense of network investment.

The service rule that has the most impact on a spectrum auction – the one that most directly defines the “metes and bounds” of the license – is the definition of the license size. In any given spectrum proceeding, the FCC chooses to create a few nationwide licenses, dozens of regional licenses, or thousands of smaller licenses. The decision about license characteristics reflects public interest choices and industry predictions. Smaller licenses (in terms of geography and bandwidth) tend to favor smaller players and/or new entrants as well as local services over national ones.95 Larger licenses can be expected to have the opposite effect.

Given the pervasiveness of the regulatory power in the construction of spectrum licenses, it should be understood that there is nothing inevitable or “neutral” about a particular auction result.96 All spectrum
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96. This is even before one considers the ways in which spectrum design might bias the outcome in favor of certain bidders. See, e.g., GREGORY ROSE, SPECTRUM AUCTION BREAKDOWN: HOW INCUMBENTS MANIPULATE FCC AUCTION RULES TO BLOCK BROADBAND COMPETITION 18-19 (New Am. Found., Wireless Future Program, 2007), http://www.newamerica.net/files/WorkingPaper18_FCCAuctionRules_Rose_FINAL.pdf; see also SIMON WILKIE, CTR. FOR COMM. L. & POL’Y, U. OF SO. CAL., SPECTRUM AUCTIONS ARE NOT A PANACEA: THEORY AND EVIDENCE OF ANTI-COMPETITIVE AND RENT-SEEKING BEHAVIOR IN FCC RULEMAKINGS AND AUCTION DESIGN 7-10 (2007),
auctions reflect a chain of decisions that, from beginning to end, incorporate regulatory values and priorities. At no point is this process value-free or driven purely by efficiency concerns. At every stage, the government makes decisions that will favor certain bidders over others and certain spectrum applications over others in what it claims is a vindication of the public interest.

III. THE AUCTION HEURISTIC

I have argued that it makes sense to use the auction process to produce information about the cost of public interest objectives, and that such information can ultimately be used in the policymaking process to assess tradeoffs among communications policy goals. This seems to be what the FCC wanted to accomplish in the 700 MHz auction. Unfortunately, the re-auction technique it created to trade off policy goals could not have accomplished the agency’s stated goal. This Section shows why and concludes with some thoughts on how auctions might be structured to provide more useful inputs into the policymaking process.

A. The Problem With the 700 MHz Re-Auction Concept

Section I above described the FCC’s assumption that the open platform conditions on C Block licenses would reduce the high bids for those licenses. The FCC asserted that if bidders failed to meet the reserve price of $4.6 billion for the licenses, it would be because the conditions imposed “a greater negative impact on network operations” than the agency had predicted. In that event, the FCC would have to change its “assessment of the net public interest benefit of imposing these requirements (i.e., the benefit of fostering the development of innovative devices and applications vs. the potential negative effects on network operations)…” The FCC would then immediately re-auction the C Block licenses without the open platform conditions, presumably to achieve a better balance between the benefits of innovation and the negative effects on network operations.

This procedure suffers from two fundamental errors (1) Auction results say very little about the benefits of a public interest condition and therefore cannot reveal the net benefits of the associated policy choice; and (2) auction results can say something about the costs of a public interest condition, but only if there are simultaneous auctions that
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control for a single variable and are able to measure the magnitude of devalued bids, as the FCC’s reserve price trigger could not.

1. Measuring Benefits

For an auction to reveal the “net public interest benefit” of the open platform conditions, as the FCC asserted it could, the auction process would have to quantify both the benefits and costs of imposing the open platform conditions.

One basic problem with this approach is that there is simply no way to calculate the actual or even putative value of open platform conditions. By its nature, the fostering of innovative devices and applications produces widespread benefits that accrue to numerous players. Many of these benefits are positive externalities to the auction transaction. Beneficiaries include the developers of applications and the manufacturers of devices that would have nondiscriminatory access to the C Block networks. In addition, proponents predict that the consumer liberty to attach devices to, and freely use applications on, the network will produce a consumer surplus. These benefits, which we can call “X,” are unquantifiable, at least ex ante. Google, or some other bidder, might well capture some of the value of X indirectly through greater broadband penetration or device usage, but not all of it.

Commentators have recognized the limitations of any cost-benefit analysis when it comes to quantifying the benefits of regulation. Indeed, some of the most influential proponents of cost-benefit analysis concede that the analysis cannot identify the benefit-maximizing rule. Rather, it is a tool for generating information about some of the likely consequences of a proposal. In other words, it is a heuristic for
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evaluating contested regulatory options along one dimension.

2. Measuring Costs

In theory, an auction could reveal the costs of open platform conditions to the prospective licensees. In the 700 MHz proceeding, the FCC plausibly defined the costs as the “potential negative effects [of the conditions] on network operations…”106 Assuming rational bidding, these costs will equal the premium a network operator would pay for unconditioned spectrum over what it would pay for the conditioned spectrum. If Verizon Wireless, for example, would pay $4.6 billion for the conditioned spectrum, but $5.6 billion for the unconditioned spectrum, then the cost of the conditions to the network operator is $1 billion. What needs to be measured then, and what the FCC said it was measuring, is “the magnitude of the devalued bids.”107

The FCC asserted that it would know this number was too great to support its presumption that the open platform conditions produce net public interest benefits if bidders failed to meet the reserve price it set for the C Block licenses in the initial auction.108 The problem with this logic is that the reserve price mechanism says nothing about the magnitude of auction revenue under different regulatory conditions. The reserve price mechanism is Boolean. If the reserve price is not met, at which point the FCC automatically drops the open platform conditions and re-auctions the spectrum, the agency actually knows nothing about the difference in value between the conditioned and unconditioned licenses. It is only after the conditions have been removed and the spectrum re-auctioned that there is any useful information on the magnitude of the devalued bids. By this time, however, the information is irrelevant to the policy choice about whether or not to impose the conditions. In other words, this information cannot be brought to bear on the fundamental question of whether the open platform conditions are worth their costs.

Let us suppose, for example, that the high bid in the initial auction is $4.5 billion, just $100 million shy of the $4.6 billion reserve price. When re-auctioned, the licenses fetch $4.7 billion. The magnitude of the devalued bids is thus rather small – only $200 million. Was it worth dropping the open platform conditions for a mere $200 million? This is a discussion that should be conducted before the conditions are lifted, of course, but can only be conducted as a hypothetical after the decision has
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been made. Now, suppose that the high bid in the initial auction is $4.6 billion. Because the reserve price has been met, there will be no re-auction. If there had been a re-auction, suppose that the high bid would have been $5.6 billion. In this example, the magnitude of the devalued bid is $1 billion, but because the reserve price was met, we will never know that the open platform conditions (which we were willing to give up for a mere $200 million if the reserve price was not met) actually cost $1 billion.

Another problem with the FCC’s re-auction procedure is that it assumed, but did not implement, a controlled experiment. If the only thing that changes between the auction with conditions and the auction without conditions is the presence of conditions, then we can learn what the conditions cost. This was not the case in the 700 MHz proceeding. The FCC announced that in addition to dropping the conditions from the licenses in a re-auction, it would also disaggregate the licenses into smaller blocks of spectrum covering smaller geographic areas. Given that the re-auction would involve an entirely different package of assets, it cannot be said that the difference in price says anything in particular about the open platform conditions.

**B. Towards a Valid Auction Heuristic**

The only way to accurately price a particular public interest obligation, like the open platform conditions, is to hold simultaneous auctions of conditioned and unconditioned licenses. A simultaneous auction of two assets, different in only one respect, should tell us the magnitude of the devalued bids for conditioned spectrum. There is much that such an auction would not tell us. It could not answer the normative policy decision about whether the costs of the public interest requirement are worth bearing. It could not determine whether a proposed public interest requirement produced net benefits, at least not where there are positive externalities.

The question an auction heuristic could help answer is whether the costs of a public interest requirement, as measured by foregone auction revenues, is acceptable given all of the competing considerations. Where the public interest obligation involves public health and safety, such as an obligation to provide E911 services, the answer might well be that no price is too high and there is nothing that auction results can teach us. There will undoubtedly be greater ambivalence about other public interest obligations, particularly those that seek to structure economic markets.

To make the auction heuristic useful, the rulemaking that precedes
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the auction would have to produce two prices. The first would be an ordinary reserve price. The second would be the maximum price the public is willing to pay for a particular policy goal. If it is $1 billion for open platform conditions, then the winner of the auction for the conditioned licenses would win the licenses so long as its bid was no more than $1 billion less than the highest bid for the unconditioned licenses in a simultaneous auction.

There are undoubtedly practical challenges in the construction of such simultaneous auctions. All auction design is complex and susceptible to gaming by bidders. Whether or not game theorists could surmount these auction design challenges, I cannot say. What does seem clear is that a sequential auction of the kind envisioned in the 700 MHz proceeding would have told us very little about the actual costs of the open platform conditions. A comparison between the C Block license prices and those of unencumbered licenses in other 700 MHz bands is similarly uninformative because of the variables of frequency, license size, and other license conditions.

CONCLUSION

Thoughtful critics of the FCC are calling for a new approach to telecommunications policymaking that is more transparent and fact-based.110

Fact-based decisionmaking can be difficult when parties to spectrum proceedings throw around conflicting, often detailed, claims that any given policy choice will confer dramatic benefits or equally dramatic losses on the public, and the FCC lacks the means to independently evaluate the claims. In some cases, the claimed benefits and losses will be captured by private assessments of the value of spectrum licenses that have been encumbered by public interest conditions or otherwise crafted to advance specific public policies. In these cases, fact-based decisionmaking would be aided by using the auction process to flush out the parties’ actual (rather than claimed) assessments of the benefits and burdens of the FCC’s tentative policy choices.

Ultimately, the choice to forgo auction revenue to achieve specific public interests must be a normative one based on telecommunications policy objectives. For sound reasons, the FCC is not permitted under law to maximize auction revenue at all costs, lest fiscal policy usurp telecommunications policy responsibilities. And yet, particularly in times
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of federal budget deficits, there is pressure on the FCC, codified in law, to obtain fair value for wireless licensee use of the spectrum. What fair value is and what kinds of benefits the public is receiving for spectrum use are questions that are, to some extent, empirical inquiries. They can be advanced by well-designed auction procedures. Use of an auction heuristic along the lines that the FCC developed in the 700 MHz proceeding, but corrected to function properly, would provide important feedback for future spectrum policy decisions. It would also allow the FCC to defend policy choices that reduce auction revenue or, indeed, to abandon them.
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INTRODUCTION

On June 3, 2002, BBC News announced that “Napster, the California company that pioneered the mass-market swapping of music online, has filed for bankruptcy protection from its creditors.” 1 Napster was a well known Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network that allowed users to upload copyrighted music files without charge. Napster’s legal troubles began in 1999 when the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) filed suit against Napster for copyright infringement. 2 Napster’s troubles continued when Metallica discovered the unauthorized circulation of its demo “I Disappear” on the Napster network. 3 Unlike other artists in similar situations at that time, Metallica did not passively allow the illegal file sharing to continue and filed suit for copyright infringement in violation of the Digital Media Copyright Act (DMCA, or “the Act”). 4 At the time these suits were filed, the Act was relatively new and the legal community perceived the suit against Napster as the Act’s first real test. 5 The Act prevailed. On July 26, 2000, the District Court of Northern California issued an injunction against Napster, which was later upheld by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. 6

injunction barred Napster from “causing, assisting, facilitating, copying, or otherwise distributing all copyrighted songs or musical compositions.”

The decision was met with concern and criticism from major technology and Internet companies. These companies filed lengthy legal briefs, stating that the decision “could threaten the future of much of the technology industry.” Industry-wide developments in the wake of the Napster decision have confirmed these companies’ greatest concerns.

The Napster decision has come to serve as a primer in a chain of events leading up to the current antitrust suits filed against Apple Computer. This article will investigate this causal chain and its effect on the current lawsuits pending against Apple. Part I of the article will provide an introduction to the basics of copyright law. Part II will explore the implementation of the DMCA and what it forbids. Part III will examine Apple’s digital rights management (DRM) encryption schematic, FairPlay, in detail and explain what makes FairPlay different from other DRM encryption systems. Part IV will parse out different perspectives on inoperability and how they apply to Apple. Part V will scrutinize the facts and legal arguments of the current U.S. cases, Tucker v. Apple Computer Inc. and Somers v. Apple Computer, Inc. Part VI of the article will examine how Apple’s release of DRM-free music will affect the Tucker and Somers plaintiffs’ anti-tying claims. A thorough investigation of the history and legal claims surrounding DRM-protected music yields the conclusion that Apple, by releasing DRM-free music, could have implemented less restrictive measures of music protection than FairPlay to protect its property rights. This conclusion reinforces Tucker’s claim that Apple engaged in anticompetitive behavior in violation of antitrust laws.

I. COPYRIGHT LAW

When a musician creates or produces a song, that work of art is afforded the protections inherent under copyright law. However, recent digital technology advances have made enforcing these protections much more difficult. In particular, the advent of P2P networks in the early 1990s significantly undermined the rights guaranteed under copyright.
law by facilitating the online transfer of free bootlegged music. The proliferation of P2P network users resulted in an enormous number of file downloads in violation of copyright law. In order to understand the violations that occurred, it is first necessary to understand the basics and boundaries of copyright law.

A copyright is a form of legal protection provided to authors of “original works of authorship” by the Copyright Act, found in Title 17 of the U.S. Code. An “original work of authorship” can include literary, dramatic, musical, artistic and intellectual works. The 1976 Copyright Act gives the owner of a copyright the rights to reproduce the work in copies or phonorecords, prepare derivative works, distribute copies of the work, perform the work publicly, display the work publicly, and in the case of sound recordings, to perform the work publicly by means of audio transmission. It is illegal for anyone to violate these rights but exceptions do exist such as “fair use” and “compulsory license” under which certain uses of copyrighted works are permitted.

Copyrights are secured when a work is created, and creation occurs when the work is fixed in a copy or phonorecord for the first time. Once a copyright is created, it generally lasts for the lifetime of the author plus seventy years after the author’s death, although exceptions do exist. Notice of copyright to others is not required, but it is often beneficial to the copyright owner because effective notice informs the public that the work is protected by copyright. Since notice is not required under the Copyright Act, it can be difficult for potential infringers to know whether a work is copyrighted or not. Even an individual who does not profit from infringing a copyright can be held liable for violation of the Copyright Act if that individual simply distributes a copyrighted work. This is not to say that all copyright infringers are held criminally responsible. Copyright is mostly civil law, but the Copyright Act does have a provision for criminal offenses. The Copyright Act states that a person can be held liable for criminal infringement of a copyright when that individual willfully infringes for
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either 1) purposes of commercial advantage or personal financial gain, or
2) distributes or copies one or more copies or phonographs or their
equivalent, if such copies are worth over $1,000.21

With the possibility of a civil fine or even a felony charge lurking
overhead, one might wonder why a music lover would choose to
administer or even download from a P2P network. The answer is that
the Copyright Act, as it existed in 1998, did not actively fight music
piracy or enforce punishments, thus allowing P2P users to enjoy
unfettered use of copyrighted works.22 The record and movie companies,
displeased with this trend, pushed for reform and convinced Congress to
pass the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998.23

II. THE DIGITAL MILLENNIUM COPYRIGHT ACT

The DMCA, commonly known for its crippling effect on free P2P
networks such as Napster, was Congress’ solution to online music piracy.
The Act was passed by Congress on October 12, 199824 and was signed
into law by President Clinton sixteen days later.25 The purpose of the
DMCA is to update U.S. copyright laws for the digital age and impose
criminal sanctions on those who infringe copyrights.26 One aspect of
copyright law regulated by the DMCA is the circumvention of
technological measures used to protect copyrighted works. In particular,
Section 1201 of the DMCA establishes that contracting parties have a
responsibility to provide effective protection against circumvention of
technological measures used to protect copyrighted works.27 The Act
defines a technological measure as one that “effectively controls access to
a work” and “requires the application of information, or a process or a
treatment, with the authority of the copyright owner, to gain access to
the work.”28

In order to comply with Section 1201 of the DMCA, companies
selling licensed music over the Internet were compelled to develop
adequate “technological measures” to protect copyrighted works.29 The
common response was the development of DRM. DRM is a
comprehensive term for access control technology that limits the use of
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copyrighted digital media. On the most basic level, DRM allows a user
to download music legally while at the same time restricts the user's
ability to share the legally-downloaded music over P2P networks by
encrypting the media file.30 In response to the DMCA provision,
Microsoft developed Windows Media DRM in 1999.31 Microsoft
licensed its Windows Media DRM to online music stores such as
SpiralFrog, Directsong, Napster To Go, PassAlong, and Rhapsody to
Go.32 Although Windows Media DRM was available for licensure,
Apple decided to develop its own DRM called FairPlay to protect music
sold through its own online store.

III. FAIRPLAY

Like Windows Media DRM, FairPlay encrypts legally purchased
music files from the iTunes Music Store to prevent infringement and
protect the copyrighted works. Apple first introduced the iTunes Music
Store on April 29, 2003.33 Music sold through iTunes Music Store
differs from music sold by other online media stores in two ways: music
files sold through iTunes are 1) AAC files and 2) encrypted with
FairPlay DRM.

First, instead of using Windows Media Audio (WMA) or MP3
formats, Apple chose to employ Advanced Audio Coding, or AAC, to
encode its iTunes digital audio collection. All three technologies, WMA,
MP3, and AAC, are compressed audio files designed to greatly reduce
the amount of data necessary to reproduce high-quality versions of the
original uncompressed recording.34 The reduced size of compressed audio
files allows users to easily download and play the files on their portable
music players.35

Audio experts generally agree that WMA and AAC deliver higher
quality sound than MP3. WMA was developed by Microsoft to compete
with the original MP3 while AAC was developed by the same audio
experts who created the original MP3. Apple’s iPod can only play files that are in MP3 or AAC format. However, unprotected (DRM-free) WMA files are automatically converted to MP3s when imported into iTunes and can, therefore, be played on the iPod.

The second and more controversial way music sold through iTunes differs from music sold through other online media stores is its employment of FairPlay DRM encryption. While iTunes files can play on five computers and an unlimited number of iPods, FairPlay DRM renders music purchased from iTunes inoperable with digital music players that are not iPods. In order to understand why use of FairPlay DRM promotes inoperability two questions must be addressed. First, how does FairPlay work? And second, precisely how are iTunes files inoperable with non-iPod digital music players?

A. How does FairPlay work?

FairPlay DRM encrypts every song purchased from the iTunes store through a series of complex coding processes. Before purchasing media from iTunes, a user has to create an account with Apple’s servers. Creation of an account not only registers the user with iTunes but also authorizes the user’s PC or Mac with the iTunes Store by creating a user ID for that computer. When a user purchases a song from the iTunes Store using any of five authorized computers, iTunes creates a user key for the purchased song. The purchased track is then scrambled by a master key and the master key is encrypted with the user key. The user key is held by the purchaser’s iTunes account and is also sent to the iTunes store. This process results in a system that does not require iTunes to interact with Apple every time it plays a song—the necessary information to play a track is stored in that song’s user key within iTunes.

The FairPlay encryption system is capable of authorizing up to five different computers using a single iTunes account. When a new computer is authorized, the Apple server sends the machine all of the user keys for the songs purchased by the user’s account. This enables the
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user to play previously purchased music on a newly authorized machine.

Once authorization is complete, a user can connect his iPod to any of the five authorized machines and transfer music. However, the complex process of encryption works to protect the purchased tracks from being played by any portable music player that does not have access to the information stored in the user key. By connecting an iPod to an authorized computer, the user is not only transferring music but is also giving the iPod access to the user keys stored on that computer.

An iPod can only play music purchased from the iTunes store once it has decrypted it and can only decrypt the music by accessing the necessary user keys. This arrangement places several limitations on a user's ability to transfer music to an iPod from a computer that is not authorized on the users' iTunes account. First, if a user has music in his iTunes library that lacks a user key—either from another computer or from a computer that has been deauthorized—that music will not be copied to the iPod because the iPod lacks the user keys to decrypt it.

Second, a user cannot dock his iPod to an unauthorized computer and transfer music while at the same time retaining the music already on the iPod. If a user transfers music from an unauthorized computer onto his iPod, the new music will replace his existing music as the new user keys will replace existing user keys and the old music will no longer be playable.

Third, the iPod will not play music protected with DRM other than FairPlay (i.e., Windows Media DRM) because the music lacks the necessary user key. These three aspects of the user key system exemplify how FairPlay's design results in inoperability between the iPod and improperly encoded music. The inoperability between FairPlay encrypted music and non-iPod portable music players, however, is accomplished through a process by which FairPlay DRM actually alters the underlying music file, and renders the altered file unplayable on non-iPod portable music players.

B. Why iTunes music files are inoperable with non-iPod digital music players

Music files purchased from the iTunes store are inoperable with digital music players other than the iPod. Inoperability occurs because FairPlay encryption alters the structure of the typical AAC file so that it can no longer be converted to MP3 format and is not compatible with other players. FairPlay alters the structure of the typical AAC file by replacing a standard element of the file called the "mp4a atom" with a non-standard proprietary "drms atom." Every four letter sequence at the
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beginning of a line of code is an atom, and the replacement drms atom contains the same basic song information as the mp4a atom plus information about the identity of the song purchaser as well as some cryptographic information necessary in ultimately decrypting the music.\textsuperscript{41} Because the atom is altered and encrypted, a digital music player that does not have the decryption codes (i.e., one that is not an iPod) cannot unlock the file.\textsuperscript{42} Thus, by altering the structure of an AAC music file, the FairPlay DRM causes that file to be inoperable with other digital music players.

IV. INOPERABILITY

As stated above, Apple’s FairPlay DRM creates an overall system of inoperability between iTunes and other portable digital music players as well as protected music purchased from other online digital music stores and the iPod. While critics of Apple have faulted the company for this arrangement, proponents of Apple argue that inoperability is the only way to ensure that music is protected from piracy.\textsuperscript{43} Counter to this argument, there exist at least three other measures Apple could have taken to protect music from piracy other than creating a system of inoperability: 1) Apple could have licensed WMA from Microsoft; 2) Apple could have licensed FairPlay to other online music stores; or 3) Apple could have allowed other companies to develop DRM encryption that would be playable on an iPod. These alternatives raise an important question—is operating an inoperable DRM system the least restrictive way by which Apple can protect its music?

A. Inoperability Alternative Number 1: Apple could have licensed WMA from Microsoft

Instead of creating FairPlay DRM when opening its iTunes store, Apple could have licensed Windows Media DRM from Microsoft. The first version of Windows Media DRM was released in April 1999, almost two years before Apple announced the release of iTunes and FairPlay DRM.\textsuperscript{44} This early version of Windows Media DRM was compatible with both early versions of Windows (Windows 95 and later) and with Mac O.S. 8.1.\textsuperscript{45} Numerous online music stores chose to license
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Windows Media DRM, including AOL MusicNow, FYE, Musicmatch Jukebox, Napster, Yahoo Music, PassAlong, CinemaNow, and Wal-Mart music downloads. Not only have online music stores chosen to license Windows Media DRM, but many companies that manufacture portable digital music players have ensured that their products will be compatible with files encrypted with Windows Media DRM. These portable digital music companies include Archos, Cingular, Cowon, Creative Labs, Denon, Digitrex, D-Link, Ericsson, Insignia, iRiver (a Samsung product), Motorola, Nokia, Palm, Pioneer, Phillips, Roku, RCA, Samsung, SanDisk, Sony, and Toshiba. However, since Microsoft’s DRM can only protect WMA files and not AAC files, by choosing to use the AAC encryption, Apple precluded the possibility of Windows Media DRM licensure and failed to join the army of Windows Media DRM compatible companies.

Even though Windows Media DRM is unable to protect AAC files, it remains possible for Apple to license Windows Media DRM if it desires. In order to protect its files with Windows Media DRM, Apple would first have to switch new files to a WMA format and convert old AAC files to WMA format before the files could be protected. Once the files were successfully converted to WMA format, Apple could then license Windows Media DRM to protect its music. Since Microsoft charges royalty fees of $0.20 per unit or an annual maximum fee of $800,000 dollars to license Windows Media DRM, using 2005 sales figures, Apple could license Windows Media DRM at a cost of about $0.03 per iPod sold.

Despite the obvious upside of interoperable DRM, two arguments support Apple’s decision not to license Windows Media DRM from Microsoft. The first is an argument against monopolies. Economists since Adam Smith have documented the issues surrounding un- or under-regulated monopolies and cautioned the public against them. If Apple licenses Windows Media DRM from Microsoft, it will contribute to a Microsoft monopoly over DRM protection. As a competitor, Apple has no incentive to pass business over to Microsoft because it has already created DRM protection on its own.

The second argument against licensure is rooted in the fact that Microsoft’s DRM code is frequently cracked and Apple could not
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rationally license a mediocre product. In 2006, a program was released called FairUse4WM that removed Windows Media DRM encryption from WMA files. Windows has since secured the breach, but to those who argue against licensure, programs such as FairUse4WM strengthen an anti-licensure argument. This is not to say that Apple’s FairPlay code has been free from attack by hackers. Programs such as QTFairuse, PlayFair, and PyMusique are all hacker designed programs that have exposed Apple’s DRM to security breaches in the past. However, since Microsoft has not developed a truly superior DRM, Apple does not have an incentive to license it.

B. Inoperability Alternative Number Two: Apple could license FairPlay to other online music stores

With the seemingly common aim of interoperability, one would think that if Apple is unwilling to license Windows Media DRM from Microsoft, it would be willing to license FairPlay so that consumers could achieve interoperability between all portable digital music players and all music sold by online music stores. This thought pattern, however, does not reflect Apple’s demonstrated business decisions. Indeed, Apple’s unwillingness to license FairPlay has been a central issue in lawsuits and legislation arising out of the European Union. The French legislature recently passed a bill regarding inoperable DRM that attempted to force Apple to license FairPlay. Apple, nevertheless, was saved from the dictates of the French legislature when the French Constitutional Council held the bill unconstitutional in part. France is not the only country interested in mandatory licensure of FairPlay. The Danish Minister of Cultures warned that forthcoming legislation regarding Apple’s DRM schematic would be adopted in 2007. Norway took its
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qualms against Apple one step further. The Consumer Council in Norway lodged a complaint charging Apple with violation of Norwegian contract law. The complaint alleged that Apple breached a contract between itself and Norwegian consumers when it restricted consumer use of music by employing FairPlay DRM. These international legal matters reflect the views of many U.S. consumers—that Apple should license FairPlay to make the digital music industry as interoperable as commercially feasible.

On its face, licensing FairPlay appears to be a win-win scenario. The consumer wins because licensing FairPlay will create an interoperable DRM, allowing the consumer to play music purchased from any licensing music store on an iPod. Apple would also seemingly benefit from licensing FairPlay by collecting royalties from use of its license. Although Apple concedes that licensure royalties would provide a slight benefit, it argues that the potential detriments of such a licensure would outweigh the benefits of royalty payments.

These potential detriments were described by Apple President Steve Jobs in an open letter dated February 7, 2006. In this letter, Jobs lists two primary reasons why Apple refuses to license FairPlay DRM. First, licensing a DRM entails disclosing some of the DRM's secrets to many people in many different companies, and with widespread exposure, these secrets may leak. If these secrets leak, then the DRM could be disabled and legally purchased music could be used in an illegal fashion. Second, fixing a leak would be more difficult if it had to be conducted by many licensees instead of just one company. If leaks such as this were to occur, Apple would no longer be able to guarantee DRM protection, and the “Big Four” music companies—EMI, Sony BMG, Universal, and Warner—may not sell as much of their music catalog to Apple. The potential of a leak, coupled with the difficulty of fixing such a leak, led Mr. Jobs to categorically reject any proposals to license FairPlay.
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C. Inoperability Alternative Number Three: Apple could allow other companies to develop DRM encryption that would be playable on an iPod

Not only will Apple neither license Windows Media DRM nor offer FairPlay for license, it also has thus far declined to allow other companies to sell music protected by a DRM schematic other than FairPlay, which could still be played on an iPod. In 2004, RealNetworks attempted to sell its own DRM music protection called Harmony.64 Unlike other DRM music at the time, Harmony-encrypted music could be played on the iPod.65 Apple lashed back, stating "we are stunned RealNetworks has adopted the tactics and ethics of a hacker to break into the iPod, and we are investigating the implications of their actions under the DMCA and other laws."66 Despite this strong language, RealNetworks did not back down. Rather, RealNetworks stated that it never broke the DMCA because the statute "explicitly allows the creation of interoperable software."67 In response to RealNetwork's refusal to discontinue Harmony, Apple altered the iPod's design rendering Harmony-encrypted music unplayable on the iPod.68 Although the matter was never litigated, the clash between Apple and RealNetworks demonstrates Apple's commitment to being the exclusive company able to manufacture DRM music playable on the iPod.

V. INOPERABILITY AND TYING

Although Apple successfully defended its inoperable FairPlay DRM from the attacks explored above, two recent pending U.S. cases, Tucker v. Apple Computer, Inc. and Somers v. Apple Computer Inc., have paved another avenue upon which inoperability can be challenged: antitrust tying.69

A. Tucker and Somers Background

The allegations brought forth against Apple in Tucker and Somers are markedly similar. Therefore, to simplify discussion concerning the cases at hand, this article will only thoroughly discuss the more advanced
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case, Tucker, as the facts and legal arguments in Somers practically mirror the Tucker case.

Plaintiff Melanie Tucker brought an antitrust class action suit against Apple Computer on seven counts, three counts alleged violation of the Sherman Act and the remaining four counts alleged violation of related state law. Specifically, under the Sherman Act, the plaintiff alleged Apple engaged in “(1) unlawful tying or bundling of Online Video and FairPlay music files to the iPod; (2) unlawful acquisition or maintenance of monopoly power in the digital music player market; and (3) attempted monopolization of the online music and video markets.”

Tucker filed the suit after she purchased an iPod from Apple and, periodically thereafter, purchased music from iTunes Music Store and transferred her downloaded music files to her iPod. In her complaint, Tucker identified three separate markets in the U.S. in which Apple conducts business. The first of these markets is the “Online Music Market.” The ‘Online Music Market’ is the market for digital music delivered to the consumer by way of Internet download. At the time of the hearing, Apple’s share of the Online Music Market was 83 percent. The second market identified by the plaintiff is the “Online Video Market.” The Online Video Market is the market for downloading digital video files that can be played on a computer or a video enabled digital music player. Apple’s share of the Online Video Market was found to be “at least 75 percent.” The third market identified by plaintiff is the “Digital Music Player Market.” The Digital Music Player Market is the market for portable battery powered devises that can store and play a large number of music files. The Digital Music Player Market is comprised of two different types of portable music players: hard drive based and flash drive based. Apple’s share in these markets is about 90% and 70% respectively.

Tucker alleged that Apple deliberately made music from the iTunes Music Store inoperable with other digital music players and that Apple
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deliberately manufactured the iPod so it is unable to play music purchased from competitors’ online music stores.\textsuperscript{84} According to the complaint, inoperability is achieved through both the construction of the iPod and the workings of FairPlay DRM.\textsuperscript{85} Tucker examined each obstruction to inoperability in turn.

First, Tucker examined the structure of the iPod. Apple’s core processor is the “Portal Player System-On-A-Chip.”\textsuperscript{86} This processor naturally supports WMA files, but Apple changed the configuration of the processor so that it only plays FairPlay protected AAC files.\textsuperscript{87} Deliberately disabling a feature of a computer, as Apple has allegedly done, is known as “crippling” the product.\textsuperscript{88} Software that has been altered in such a manner is known as “crippleware.”\textsuperscript{89} Since iPod is “crippled” from using any DRM other than FairPlay, iPod owners’ only option for transferring music to an iPod is to do so through iTunes.\textsuperscript{90}

Second, the plaintiff addressed Apple’s FairPlay DRM, and argued that it renders music purchased on iTunes incapable of playback on any digital music player other than iPod and, thus, obstructs interoperability.\textsuperscript{91}

Last, Tucker contended that these features of iTunes and iPod allowed Apple to charge a supracompetitive price.\textsuperscript{92} Stemming from the above contentions, the plaintiff alleged three antitrust claims against Apple, the first of which, unlawful tying, is at the heart of the discussion below.\textsuperscript{93}

\textbf{B. Unlawful Tying or Bundling of Online Video and FairPlay Music Files to the iPod}

Section 1 of the Sherman Act proscribes contracts, conspiracies, and combinations that restrain trade.\textsuperscript{94} “Tying in violation of Section 1 can either be a per se violation or a violation of the rule of reason.”\textsuperscript{95} Tucker’s complaint alleged that Apple participated in both per se tying and tying in violation of the rule of reason. A plaintiff seeking to establish a per se
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tying arrangement must establish that there exists “1) a tie between two separate products or services sold in separate markets; 2) sufficient economic power in the tying product market to affect the tied market; and 3) an effect on a substantial volume of commerce in the tied product market.”96 Implicit in these three elements is the requirement that the seller of the tying product “force[s] the buyer into the purchase of the tied product that the buyer did not want at all, or might have preferred to purchase elsewhere on different terms.”97 This final element, in effect, is an element of coercion and needs to be included in a plaintiff’s complaint if the same is to survive a motion to dismiss.98

In its response to Tucker’s claim, Apple contended that the plaintiff failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted and moved to dismiss the tying claims pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). In accordance with this Rule, the court may dismiss a complaint for failure to state a claim based on either lack of cognizable legal theory or absence of sufficient facts to support such a legal theory.99 When analyzing a motion to dismiss, “the court must presume that all factual allegations of the complaint are true and draw reasonable inferences from those factual allegations in favor of the non-moving party.”100 In the present case, Apple argued that the plaintiff failed to state a claim in three different legal theories of Tucker’s complaint, namely: failure to allege an act of individual coercion; failure to allege a per se tying violation; and failure to allege an antitrust violation under a rule of reason analysis.101 Each allegation is discussed below.

1. Individual Coercion

Apple first moved to dismiss the tying claim on the ground that the plaintiff failed to allege any “individual coercion.”102 To succeed in a tying claim, a plaintiff must allege some “modicum” of coercion.103 In other words, a plaintiff cannot allege an antitrust tying violation if she acted out of free will and was not compelled to act by the defendant. The Tucker court acknowledged this necessity, but stated that the law did not require an allegation of coercion at the individual level and that an allegation at the market level was all that was needed for the action to
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survive a motion to dismiss.\textsuperscript{104} In analyzing Tucker’s coercion assertion, the court looked to the language of the Ninth Circuit, quoting that “the essence of an antitrust tying violation is not the seller’s unilateral refusal to deal with a buyer who refuses to buy the tied product, but the use by the seller of its ‘leverage’ to force a purchaser to do something he would not do in a competitive market.”\textsuperscript{105} While Tucker’s complaint did not allege individual coercion, it did allege coercion in the general sense (i.e., that iPod owners are coerced into purchasing music from iTunes because Apple placed technological restraints on the iPod).\textsuperscript{106} Applying the standards set forth by the Ninth Circuit, the court held that the plaintiff sufficiently alleged coercion and denied Apple’s motion to dismiss this count.\textsuperscript{107}

\section*{2. Per Se Tying}

In her complaint, Tucker posited two theories of antitrust tying. First, Apple deliberately used technological restrictions to force purchasers of Apple’s iPod (tying product) to purchase online music and online video only from iTunes Music Store (tied product).\textsuperscript{108} And second, Apple deliberately used technological restrictions to force purchases of online music and online video from iTunes.\textsuperscript{109} Through these two theories, the plaintiff alleged that Apple’s conduct constituted a per se tying violation.\textsuperscript{110} A tying claim consists of three elements “1) a tie between two separate products or services sold in separate markets; 2) sufficient economic power in the tying product market to affect the tied market;” and 3) as a result of these first two elements, there has been an effect on the substantial volume of commerce in the tied product.\textsuperscript{111} Tucker’s claim could only survive a motion to dismiss if it sufficiently alleged all three of these elements.

Apple contested the first element of the per se tying claim—namely by refuting the claim that iTunes and iPod are actually tied.\textsuperscript{112} In defense of this argument, Apple stated that “[s]ome people buy iPods and never buy music from iTMS. That some people, like Tucker, choose to buy
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both does not constitute unlawful tying." 113 Addressing Apple’s
contention, the court examined whether the complaint sufficiently
alleged all three elements of the tying claim. 114 First, the court
acknowledged that the plaintiff alleged a tie between separate products
sold in two separate markets, which the complaint described as the
Digital Music Player Market and the Online Video and Music
Markets. 115 Next, Tucker alleged that each product, iPod and iTunes, is
both a tied and tying product. 116 The plaintiff then alleged significant
market power in each of the tying markets with 83% market share of the
Online Music Market, 75% market share of the Online Video Market,
and 90% market share in the Digital Music Player Market. 117 Last, the
court found that the plaintiff alleged that Apple’s conduct sufficiently
affected the tied product markets. Since Tucker alleged all three of
elements of a per se tying claim, the court found Apple’s argument that
some consumers do not buy products in both markets unavailing. 118 As a
result, the court denied Apple’s motion to dismiss this claim. 119

3. Rule of Reason

The rule of reason requires a fact finder to weigh the anti-
competitive and pro-competitive effects of defendant’s business practices
to determine whether the practice is unreasonable on balance. 120 To meet
this burden, a plaintiff must show that “the activity is the type that
restrains trade and the restraint is likely to be of significant
magnitude.” 121 Since the court found that the plaintiff properly alleged
these elements in her per se tying claim, it did not find a reason to
explore the rule of reason and denied Apple’s motion to dismiss. 122

C. Court’s Holding

The court held that the plaintiff alleged illegal tying claims
sufficient to withstand a motion to dismiss. Tucker is still awaiting trial,
as is the factually similar Somers.
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VI. DRM-FREE ITUNES AND ITS EFFECT ON TUCKER AND SOMERS

Since the court in Tucker denied Apple’s motion to dismiss in December 2006, two major changes occurred in Apple’s online music store. First, iTunes began offering some of its catalog as DRM-free music.\textsuperscript{123} Beginning in May 2007, Apple and EMI (one of the four biggest record labels) teamed up and offered EMI’s entire catalogue DRM-free through iTunes Music Store.\textsuperscript{124} This new DRM-free service is called “iTunes Plus” and when first launched, sold DRM-free music on iTunes at $1.29 per song while the DRM music was still offered for sale at $0.99 per song.\textsuperscript{125} Apple attributed the increased price of its iTunes Plus music not only to the DRM-free status of the music, but also to the enhanced sound quality.\textsuperscript{126} Apple, however, is not the only online music retailer bitten by the DRM-free bug. In the fall of 2007, both Amazon and RealNetworks began offering DRM-free music but only charged between $0.89 and $0.99 per song, respectively.\textsuperscript{127} Unable to justify the increased song price for DRM-free music when the same music was being offered for the market price of DRM music by competing online music retailers, Apple announced in October 2007 that it was ready to lower the price of its iTunes Plus music to $0.99 per song.\textsuperscript{128} Even though Apple began offering EMI’s entire catalogue as DRM-free music for the same price of music that has DRM, EMI music does not constitute the entirety of the iTunes library, and as a result, many music files are still only available with DRM encryption.

That was all about to change. In January 2009, Apple announced that it expected to offer its entire catalog DRM-free by the end of the first quarter of 2009.\textsuperscript{129} These successive changes beg the question: Will recent developments in Apple’s iTunes music store will affect Tucker’s and Somers’ tying claims?\textsuperscript{130} First both plaintiffs need to argue illegal
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tying by demonstrating “a tie-in between two distinct products or services.” By offering music as DRM-free and thus eliminating the FairPlay tying mechanism, does Apple render these plaintiffs’ arguments moot or strengthen their underlying allegations? This article addresses several potential answers below.

A. Apple’s Potential Argument: Apple’s actions are justified by the “business justification” defense, a defense that was only strengthened when Apple began offering DRM-free music in response to the record companies’ licensure policies.

Under antitrust law, if the elements of an illegal tying claim are established and the products are deemed to be illegally tied, the defendant is liable for violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act. However, tying law does recognize certain per se tying defenses to an otherwise illegal tying practice. One of these defenses is known as the “business justification” defense. In cases involving the business justification defense, the court may find ample evidence of a tying violation, either per se or through a rule of reason analysis, but hold that the defendant is not guilty of an otherwise illegal tying arrangement because there are sound business interests that justify the conduct. A common illustration used by courts when determining whether conduct is necessary under the business justification defense is the “one legged man” scenario. As one court put it, it does not seem necessary that a seller sell only one shoe (out of a pair) to a one legged man when business interests would require that the shoes be sold as a pair. As demonstrated by the one legged man illustration, the business justification must be compelling, and if a
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defendant can establish such a necessity, then otherwise illegal tying actions will not be held as antitrust violations.

Apple has long emphasized that employing FairPlay DRM was not a choice, but a necessary measure mandated by the Big Four record companies to enforce compliance with the DMCA. According to Steve Jobs, “when Apple approached these companies to license their music to distribute legally over the Internet, they were extremely cautious and required Apple to protect their music from being illegally copied.” 137 These four record companies control over 70% of the world’s music, and FairPlay is Apple’s response to demands these companies place on online music stores. 138 At the end of his letter, Jobs claimed that “if the Big Four Music companies would license Apple their music without the requirement that it be protected by DRM, we would switch to selling only DRM-free music in our iTunes Store.” 139

Shifting the blame for inoperability of FairPlay DRM from Apple to the record companies has been Apple’s illegal tying counterargument since its DRM dilemmas began. Now that EMI is willing to license its catalogue to Apple as DRM-free music, Apple may argue that it is no longer necessary for them to employ FairPlay DRM to protect the music for EMI. 140 Furthermore, because Apple no longer uses FairPlay DRM on music from EMI’s catalogue, Apple could argue that iPod and iTunes are no longer tied because DRM-free music sold can be played on every digital music player and DRM-free music sold from other online music stores can play on the iPod. By arguing that FairPlay DRM was a necessary measure for music licensure mandated by the record companies, Apple may be able to demonstrate a necessary business justification and escape liability for antitrust violation.

B. Plaintiff’s Potential Response: Apple’s actions have demonstrated that alternatives exist to protect licensed music and, thus, DRM encryption was not a necessity and cannot support the “business justification” defense

The business justification defense, while seemingly an ideal exit route for Apple, is not an easy hurdle to clear. In order to establish that the actions it took were justified, Apple must demonstrate that its actions were implemented for a legitimate purpose and no less restrictive alternative was available. 141 On first blush, it may appear that this was the
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case; Apple’s only choice was to use DRM, and now that EMI is licensing its music DRM-free, Apple is free of that burden. This observation, however, is misconceived. Apple still needs to comply with the DMCA and the music sold on iTunes must still be protected against piracy. Instead of using DRM, Apple implemented a new form of protection: digital watermarking coupled with other forms of data storage.

1. Watermarking and iTunes

The phrase “digital watermarking” was first coined in 1992 by Andrew Tirkel and Charles Osborne.\(^\text{142}\) Watermarking is the process of embedding information into a digital file and is primarily used for copyright protections.\(^\text{143}\) For example, a downloaded file may contain the downloader’s personal information, including IP address, credit card number, and other private data. Apple does exactly this.

Apple is using watermarking to hide an iTunes music purchaser’s personal information, such as full name and account email, in the purchased iTunes track.\(^\text{144}\) This personal encryption is not unique to Apple’s DRM-free music.\(^\text{145}\) As discussed above, DRM music also has the user’s personal information stored within it. But watermarking is not the only form of data storage used by Apple in its iTunes tracks. Music files purchased on “iTunes Plus” also contain large amounts of information in what seems to be a table format.\(^\text{146}\) The information in these tables has not yet been decrypted, but through comparison to other AAC files, researchers have determined that the information stored on iTunes tracks is not only massive in size but detailed in nature.\(^\text{147}\) Although Apple has not officially commented on the purpose of the controversial watermarking and information storage on its DRM-free files, it suggested that the obvious reason these measures were enacted was so Apple can track users who try to distribute DRM-free files over P2P networks and thus still protect the music licensed to them by
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Will Plaintiff’s tying claim survive Apple’s release of DRM-free music?

Tucker’s and Somers’ complaints alleged that Apple intentionally used inoperable DRM; while Apple countered that it had no other choice. Apple’s defense can be opposed on two grounds: behavioral and, the more legally compelling, technological. As discussed above, Apple demonstrated through its past actions, including its disagreement with RealNetworks, that it would rather choose inoperability over interoperability. While this refusal does not amount to legal evidence against Apple, it does speak to Apple’s attitude regarding its tied product. The second, and more legally compelling, counter to Apple’s defense is that Apple could have used watermarking technology to protect its music instead of DRM. Since watermarking technology existed prior to the release of iTunes and was actually built into iTunes files before they were offered as DRM-free, implementing a system of inoperable DRM was not the only way that Apple could protect its music. Apple, therefore, had access to a “less restrictive alternative,” which it could have used instead of FairPlay DRM. Since such an alternative existed that did not inhibit interoperability, Tucker may be able to argue that Apple cannot prevail with the business justification defense. With no defense to justify its actions, Apple could be held liable for an illegal tying arrangement in violation of antitrust law and, thus, Tucker’s and Somers’ suits may well prevail.

CONCLUSION

The controversy concerning Apple’s FairPlay DRM schematic has affected consumers across the globe. The exodus of DRM from some of the most popular online music stores saves consumers new to the online music community from having to suffer the ill effects of DRM encrypted files. Furthermore, those consumers who have purchased Apple’s DRM music, which is now available in a DRM-free form, can update their files and rid themselves of the burdensome encryption. Unfortunately, fairly large populations of music purchasers remain who still experience the tying effects of Apple’s products. These consumers remain tied because the DRM music that they purchased does not have a DRM-free update. They are left in a situation similar to those experienced by Tucker and
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Somers in the pending suits against Apple. Fortunately for consumers in this situation, Apple might have sewn the seed of its own destruction by releasing iTunes Plus. Since Apple demonstrated that it could employ a less restrictive means to protect its music than FairPlay, it should not prevail on a business justification defense to an illegal tying claim. Assuming that these plaintiffs can establish the other elements of the per se claim, Apple will be held liable for its anticompetitive conduct. Consumers around the world can only hope that the monetary and punitive damages imposed on Apple after such a result would change Apple’s business practices and perhaps then Apple would finally start playing fair.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Modern computer and telecommunications technologies are particularly susceptible to network effects, where the value of a technology increases the more that people use it. Network effects combine with related phenomena, such as the drive toward technological standardization, to create markets that are often dominated by one

* John Bergmayer is a law student at the University of Colorado. He would like to thank Paul Ohm, Scott Challinor, and Shanelle Kindel for their feedback, and Susie Baker, for her patience.
technology. In personal computer software, and by analogy with the agricultural phenomenon, the dominance of Microsoft technology has been called a “software monoculture.” In addition to its software being pervasive, it has been argued that Microsoft’s engineering practices result in its software being overly complicated and insecure. Because of the widespread dependence on Microsoft’s software, these insecurities are then argued to have widespread negative repercussions for the economy and national security. Various proposals, such as requirements that Microsoft share its technology, an expansion of tort liability principles, or merely isolating high-value computer systems from the Internet, have been advanced to deal with this problem.

This Note neither seeks to defend Microsoft’s engineering practices, nor to argue that the dominance of its software is a good thing from an economic or engineering perspective. It only notes that the problem of software monoculture is largely a problem with technology, and that technological developments alone, without any legal or policy impetus, may be sufficient to deal with the problem. It also notes that the experience of a particular company following particular engineering principles at a particular time should not be extrapolated to general policy prescriptions. Because the evidence of the negative consequences of software monocultures is usually related to Microsoft products, the case against “monoculture” is really a case against one company.

The analogy to the dangers of excess homogeneity in biological systems is instructive when thinking about technology and software, and many of the same principles that explain the rise of an agricultural monoculture also explain the rise of a software monoculture. But measures that seek to improve diversity, while perhaps appropriate to agriculture, may not be applicable to the more malleable domain of computer software. Even if there are valid policy justifications for some intervention to increase technological diversity, countering the security effects of software monocultures is not among them. Legal reforms should be approached warily, because the risk of unintended consequences that could follow from an improperly calibrated liability regime is very great. Although the picture may have looked different only a few years ago, recent experience shows that such reforms are not justified as a means of counteracting negative security consequences of software monocultures.
I. BACKGROUND

A. Network Effects and Related Phenomena

Microsoft has undoubtedly attained a dominant, near-monopoly position in some software markets. Unlike accounts that attribute Microsoft’s success solely to its business and technological acumen, or that paint it as a company perpetually engaging in abusive, anti-competitive behavior, this Note will argue that its success is at least in part attributable to a number of economic and technological phenomena that have amplified and sustained its successes. In order to understand why a software monoculture might arise, it will be helpful to explain these phenomena and see how they apply to software monocultures and to Microsoft. To that end, this section will discuss network effects, indirect network effects such as the “applications barrier to entry,” standardization, and path dependence. Often, the same phenomenon can be viewed as an example of more than one of these concepts. The purpose of this section is not to hold up aspects of Microsoft or of other software monocultures as exemplars of particular concepts. Rather, it is to help demonstrate that the rise of a software monoculture is at least partly the result of a complicated interplay of related economic, technical, and market forces, and not necessarily solely the result of improper behavior or an abuse of a dominant market position. Viewing the dominance of Microsoft in this light, it may be easier to accept that the similar forces can be relied on to counteract social costs that may have been caused by its success.

1. Network Effects

Markets for communications technology are particularly susceptible to network effects. Products that feature network effects become more valuable to a person the more that other people use them. While a hammer is just as valuable to a carpenter no matter how many other carpenters use the same kind of hammer, a fax machine is valuable only if there are other fax machines to send faxes to. The more people who have fax machines, the more valuable all fax machines become. Robert

---

1. Much has been written on whether Microsoft is a monopoly, and whether markets for software products can be considered natural monopolies. See, e.g., COMPETITION, INNOVATION, AND THE MICROSOFT MONOPOLY: ANTITRUST IN THE DIGITAL MARKETPLACE (Jeffrey A. Eisenach & Thomas M. Lenard, eds., 1999). This discussion is largely irrelevant to this Note as whether or not a software company is a monopoly in the sense that it is able to take monopoly profits, it may still control a monoculture by having a large enough base of installed users. Additionally, monopolies may be distinguished from technology monocultures in that it is possible for one company to support multiple technologies, and for multiple companies to contribute to a software monoculture.
Metcalfe, co-inventor of Ethernet, stated the value of a telecommunications network is proportional to the square of the number of the users of the system. While “Metcalfe’s Law” has been criticized as inaccurate and overly simplistic, it helps to keep in mind, as a rule of thumb, that communication networks obtain their value not just from the quality of their technology, but from the number of people who use them. Telephone networks offer a key historical example of network effects in a communication system. Although at first, there were several competing telephone networks that did not interconnect with one another, one network, the Bell System, soon drew enough users to make its offering significantly more valuable than that of its competitors.

Network effects are pervasive in newer electronic communications networks, as well. Even social networking sites such as MySpace benefit from network effects.

Many computer technologies, notably operating systems, are subject to network effects. The dominance of Microsoft Windows makes it vital that all PCs, even those running Linux and Macintoshes, be able to communicate with Windows PCs. Therefore, even as Apple has...
moved away from its proprietary AppleTalk networking technology in favor of the open standard TCP/IP, it has continued to improve its support of SMB, a technology used by Windows. The widespread support for SMB on non-Microsoft platforms is an example of SMB benefitting from a direct network effect. Network effects also account for the rise of the Internet itself. Although most software applications do not benefit from this kind of network effect, applications that engage in any form of communication do. For instance, Microsoft Office benefits from the network effect of large numbers of computers being able to view and edit its documents. In the 1980s, when word communications systems. See Beck, supra note 6, at 55-56 (describing different forms of “compatibility” and noting that in some instances the dominant platform (Windows) is compatible with the smaller one (Macintosh)); Klaus W. Grewlich, Governance in “Cyberspace”: Access and Public Interest in Global Communications 148 (1999) (“Without interconnection a small network would be severely disadvantaged relative to a large one”).

8. Shelly Brisbin, All Roads Lead to Rendezvous, MacWorld, July 2, 2003, http://www.macworld.com/article/26841/2003/07/allroadstorendevous.html (AppleTalk is a Mac-only technology in a cross-platform world. These days, most network hardware, PCs, and printers—as well as other devices don’t support AppleTalk. They use TCP/IP, the language of the Internet. Universal TCP/IP support provides both seamless communication with the Internet and a single networking medium that all computer makers, software vendors, and users can agree on. As a result of this, Apple—while continuing to support AppleTalk in OS X—has started to focus on TCP/IP.


12. For instance, a non-networked computer game does not derive its primary value from a large installed base. By contrast, game consoles themselves (as platforms) are subject to various kinds of network effects. See David S. Evans, The Antitrust Economics of Multi-Sided Platform Markets, 20 Yale J. On Reg. 325, 364 (2003).

13. Stan J. Liebowitz & Stephen E. Margolis, Winners, Losers, and Microsoft: Competition and Antitrust in High Technology 181 (Independence Institute 2001); Knowledge@Wharton, Rivals See Their Sights on Microsoft Office: Can They Topple the Giant?, http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article.cfm?articleid=1795 (quoting Kendall Whitehouse as saying [Y]ou bought Word because people send you Word files and you need to edit them. The one thing that’s critical [in a competing product] is the ability to read and write those files. If you have a Mac [using iWork] that can read and write Word and PowerPoint files, then your ability to switch [away from Office] becomes a lot easier. The differentiator becomes user interface, speed and stability. (bracketed text in the original.) To be sure, Microsoft probably gained an initial edge due to its having a superior product. Liebowitz & Margolis, supra, at 180-200 (arguing that
processors were used primarily to create printed documents, there was much more competition among different technologies than exists today. Today, it is just as important that people be able to email each other documents and be sure that they were able to be viewed.14

2. Indirect Network Effects

Although technologies such as Java that have sought to lessen the importance of desktop applications have not lived up to expectations,15 the recent rise of web-based applications has been very rapid. For some users, web-based applications offer advantages over desktop software in categories such as email.16 In the near term, however, desktop software is likely to remain important.17 The overwhelmingly popular choice for desktop operating systems is Microsoft’s Windows, and the majority of new applications are written for that platform.18 This remains a significant advantage for the Windows platform, which continues to benefit from indirect network effects that reinforce its popularity.

Microsoft’s dominance in word processors came about through the quality of their products, and containing charts showing the reduction in the number of major players in the word processing market). But see Ed Foster, The Gripelog: How Did Word Perfect Go Wrong?, Dec. 27, 2007, INFOWORLD.COM, http://weblog.infoworld.com/gripeline/archives/2007/12/how_did_wordper.html (quoting one reader as writing that “MS Office crushed its competition for one reason and one reason ONLY—undocumented application programming interfaces”).

14. LIEBOWITZ & MARGOLIS, supra note 13, at 181.
15. Andy Johnson-Laird, Looking Forward, Legislating Backward?, 4 J. SMALL & EMERGING BUS. L. 95, 115 (2000) (Created by Sun Microsystems . . . Java is an object-oriented programming language with goals that include the ability to write programs that will run on many different computers. This goal was dubbed “Write Once, Run Anywhere,” and while being an admirable goal, it has not been attained yet--the epithet “Write Once, Debug Everywhere” is unfortunately more appropriate.


18. The total market share of operating systems for personal computers of various kinds of Windows has been estimated to be around 90%, with the Macintosh at around 7.3%, and Linux and “other” rounding things out. NEOWIN.NET, OPERATING SYSTEM MARKET SHARE (2007), http://staff.neowin.net/slimy/dcs2007.pdf. On February 23, 2008, the website Versiontracker.com registered 52 updates its directory of Windows applications, and only 18 updates for its directory of Mac OS X applications. See Versiontracker, http://www.versiontracker.com (snapshot of site from Feb. 23, 2008 on file with author).
Indirect network effects are advantages popular platforms enjoy other than those directly related to interconnection. A computer platform becomes more valuable if many third-party applications are written for it, but developers will only create applications for platforms that have many users. A self-reinforcing cycle can develop as users gravitate towards platforms with the most applications, and application developers gravitate towards platforms with the most users. As this cycle makes it difficult for a new entrant to create a software platform, it has been called “the applications barrier to entry.” The past success of a software platform therefore contributes to its future success, in an example of “path dependence.”

Switching costs also contribute to the continued popularity of a platform. Once a user has invested time and money in a particular platform, the costs of switching to a new platform may outweigh any gain to be had from adopting a new platform.

A popular platform enjoys a few other advantages besides software availability and direct switching costs. For example, it is easier to obtain support and assistance for technologies that are widely used, and new employees may need less training. Companies that provide popular

---

19. Kenneth G. Elzinga, David S. Evans, & Albert L. Nichols, U.S. v. Microsoft Corp.: Remedy or Malady?, in MICROSOFT, ANTITRUST, AND THE NEW ECONOMY 154 (David S. Evans, ed., 2002). Note that the current prevalence of three video game consoles (the Wii, XBox 360, and Playstation 3), each of which has a software library incompatible with the others, demonstrates that the desire for software compatibility is not sufficient by itself enough to create a platform monopoly. Cf. BECK, supra note 6.

20. See PAUL J. EDWARDS ET. AL, UNDERSTANDING INFRASTRUCTURE: DYNAMICS, TENSIONS, AND DESIGN 17 (“Path dependence refers to the ‘lock-in’ effects of choices among competing technologies. It is possible, following widespread adoption, for inferior technologies to become so dominant that superior technologies cannot unseat them in the marketplace.”).


24. ICT Hub Knowledgebase, Software Standardization, http://www.icthubknowledgebase.org.uk/softwarestandardisation (“If you standardise [sic] on software which is widely used in the outside world, it will make sharing information easier and
technologies are unlikely to go out of business, leaving their customers “orphaned.” Furthermore, it is easier for IT purchasers to justify investments in widely-used platforms.

3. Standardization

Communication technologies and computer software are also subject to pressures of standardization. Among other things, a “standard” is a technology or method that is selected because there is an advantage to picking just one. There may not be any advantage at all to a standard, other than the fact that it is a standard. The metric system is a standard. So is the gauge of railroad tracks, household electric voltage, the custom of driving on the right-hand side of the street in most countries, the use of certain formulations of gasoline, and AM radio. Standards may exist because of law, a dominant marketplace position, or habit. By virtue of its dominant marketplace penetration, Microsoft’s software has become a de facto standard for home and business use. Standards have wide-ranging benefits. Railcars can move easily between different railroad tracks that share a standard gauge. Different manufacturers create AK-47 rifles, and different manufacturers produce the 7.62 mm ammunition they use. Because people in a country all drive on the same side of the street, accidents are reduced.

reduce training needs of new staff. Many organisations [sic] have standardised [sic] on Microsoft Office for this reason.


26. See LOIS KELLY, BEYOND BUZZ: THE NEXT GENERATION OF WORD-OF-MOUTH MARKETING 115 (2007) (“The classic anecdote, ‘You’ll never get fired for buying IBM,’ was based on anxieties. If I buy a little-known technology and it bombs, I’ll be fired for it. If I hire IBM and the technology fails, IBM will be blamed, not me.”)


28. For an informed discussion of the forces at work in settling on a standard gauge for railroads, see GEORGE HILTON, AMERICAN NARROW GAUGE RAILROADS (1990).

29. In order to move freight from Russia into Germany, Hitler’s Germany had to offload freight from cars using one railroad gauge onto cars of another gauge. ALBERT L. WEEKS, RUSSIA’S LIFE-SAVER: LEND-LEASE AID TO THE U.S.S.R. IN WORLD WAR II 91 (2004).

30. Sometimes, countries switch their traffic directionality from one side of the street to the other. See Paul Friedlander, H-Day is Coming to Sweden, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 20, 1967, § 10, at 1 (describing the transition from left side of the road driving to right side of the road driving that was to take place in Sweden on September 3, 1967); see also Scott Berinato, When Voice Becomes Data, CSO ONLINE, Sept. 21, 2006, http://www.csoonline.com.au/index.php?id=924061898&fp=16;fpid=0 (switch from driving on one side of the road to another in Sweden had no measurable effect on the accident rate in the long term). The arbitrariness of the choice of which side of the road to drive on can be seen by the importance placed on it by the “xenophobic, capricious, [and] superstitious” General Ne Win, former president of Burma (now Myanmar). General Ne Win, DAILY TELEGRAPH, Dec. 6, 2002, at 31. In addition to having been observed “in the middle of the night, dressed as a
benefits, as well. When a standard exists and is widely adopted, there is a greater pool of human knowledge to draw on regarding that standard. A Microsoft-certified engineer has better employment prospects than a computer specialist who knows only IBM System z servers.  

There are many reasons why markets for computer operating systems are subject to pressures of standardization. Purchasers’ lives are made easier, because they don’t have to worry about picking the “right” system. The old saying that “you never get fired for buying an IBM” today applies to Microsoft. Users only have to be trained on one kind of system, and there are fewer worries about compatibility. Nevertheless, as discussed below, the homogenizing pressures of technology standards can have negative consequences.

B. “Monocultures” in Agriculture and Technology

The analogy between agriculture (and biology generally) and software is pervasive in discussions of computer security. The term “monoculture” itself has an agricultural origin, and many computer security threats have biological names, like “worms” or “viruses.” The perceived threat from excess homogeneity in software is likened to the threat to crops and species from insufficient genetic diversity. Therefore, it will be helpful in the understanding of the above-described economic effects to understand how they might apply to agriculture, as well as to complex technologies and computer networks.

The economic and cultural pressures on agricultural tend to create


33. Jim Chen, Webs of Life: Biodiversity Conservation as a Species of Information Policy, 89 IOWA L. REV. 495, 505 (2004) (“Though the biosphere and the world of human-generated information teem with diversity, both are slouching toward uniformity. Driven by the value that inheres in networks and in the cost-reducing benefits of uniform operating standards, the quest for universal interoperability in electronic communication and commerce has come close to realization. This quest has come dangerously close, in fact, for uniformity carries a cost of its own, in the natural realm as well as the electronic. “Never before in human history have there been comparable monocultures … of billions of genetically similar plants covering millions of acres across whole continents.”) (citing H. Garrison Wilkes, Plant Genetic Resources over Ten Thousand Years: From a Handful of Seed to the Crop-Specific Mega-Gene Banks, in SEEDS AND SOVEREIGNTY: THE USE AND CONTROL OF PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES 67, 73 (Jack R. Kloppenburg, Jr. ed., 1988)).
food economies heavily dependent on particular crops.  

In the first instance, only certain plants are suitable for domestication.  

However, among the possible candidates, species that were domesticated in one place were not domesticated in another.  

In many instances, one plant is domesticated while its equally suitable near relatives are not.  

The choice of exactly which plant to domesticate may therefore be seen as somewhat arbitrary—a standard, like what side of the road to drive on or the length of a meter.

While the reasons one plant species may be domesticated and another not may be complex, it is easier to continue to grow already-domesticated crops than to domesticate new ones. This demonstrates path dependence. Crops can also be viewed as being subject to indirect network effects, because many agricultural “applications,” from particular formulations of pesticide to planting cycles, run on top of agricultural “platforms.” Technological advances have greatly increased the pressure to rely on only a few crops.  

While historically, farmers had to grow a wider variety of crops in order to effectively exploit their soil, modern fertilizers have limited the need for that kind of crop rotation.  

Furthermore, while genetic diversity within a species was once the norm, commercial seed distribution has homogenized crops to an unprecedented degree. As a result of these pressures, currently, “[a] mere dozen species account for over 80 percent of the modern world’s annual tonnage of all crops.”

Michael Pollan has described how commercial pressures create incentives for farmers to rely heavily on monocultures,  

34. The same pressures apply to the agricultural use of animals. However, I will limit my discussion to plant-based agriculture.  

35. JARED DIAMOND, GUNS, GERMS, AND STEEL 132-133 (2nd ed. 1999).  

36. Id. at 133.  

37. Id. at 134.  

38. Kyuma, infra note 50, at 68 (  

Three technological factors pushed farmers toward monoculture. The first is mechanization, which enabled farmers to expand their farms. ... With a heavy investment in large, specialized machinery, the farmer has a strong incentive to grow only the crop for which the machinery was designed.

The improvement of crop varieties is the second force pushing farmers toward monoculture.... By concentrating on a single, improved crop, the farmer can exploit its traits to the utmost.

The third technological factor underlying the shift toward monoculture is the development of chemicals, i.e., fertilizers and pesticides, which have made it possible to grow a single crop year after year....  


40. Id. at 132.  

41. MICHAEL POLLAN, THE BOTANY OF DESIRE: A PLANT’S-EYE VIEW OF THE WORLD 231 (2002) (“Monoculture is where the logic of nature collides with the logic of
and his thinking on agricultural issues generally has been extremely influential.42

C. Negative Side Effects

Above, this Note briefly covered how different economic and technological phenomena work together to create a standard technology or product. In most cases, this standardization leads to great economic efficiency. However, the homogenizing results of these phenomena cause negative “externalities.”

An externality is a cost or benefit to a party not involved in a transaction that is caused by the transaction.43 Economic regulation is often focused on limiting externalities that have a negative social impact. For instance, A and B may enter into a transaction that is mutually beneficial. But that transaction may impose costs on C that exceed the benefit to A and B together. In those instances, the transaction is a net loss to society, and government regulation may seek to modify or prevent it. Alternatively, the transaction may be a net benefit to society, but equity concerns may motivate the government to limit the costs borne by third parties such as C. Markets that prominently feature negative externalities justify regulatory intervention.44 There may be compelling reasons that lead to the creation of technology standards and software monocultures, but there may also be negative externalities and costs associated with those processes must be acknowledged.

The creation or maintenance of a monopoly may be an example of a negative externality caused by transactions that create technology standards. Monopolies and monocultures are different creatures, but they may contribute to one another. A firm that manages to have one of its technologies become a standard may have monopoly control of that technology, which it can maintain through patent, copyright, or otherwise. A monopoly is a firm that has little or no competitive pressure, and is able to charge high prices for a product it has no incentive to improve.45 Public utilities and communications regulation

42. Pollan’s thinking has started to shape the national debate over food policy. For one prominent example, then-candidate Obama at one point remarked that he had just read an article by Pollan, and went on to say that our agriculture system is “creating monocultures that are vulnerable to national security threats, are now vulnerable to sky-high food prices or crashes in food prices, huge swings in commodity prices, and are partly responsible [for various health care problems].” The Full Obama Interview, TIME, Oct. 23, 2008, http://swampland.blogs.time.com/2008/10/23/the_full_obama_interview.


44. Id. at 1204-05.

45. Some markets, such as utilities or telecommunications, can be described as “natural
has traditionally been premised on the presumed negative consequences of allowing a monopolist to control a network that many depend on without check.\textsuperscript{46} Despite some similarities, however, monopolies are a different concept than monocultures. A monopoly is a single firm that has excess market power—but it may provide many different, robust technologies. It is at its core an argument about a lack of diversity among firms. By contrast, a monoculture may be supported by a variety of firms—it is an argument about a lack of technological diversity. Nevertheless, technology monocultures may tend to produce business monopolies.\textsuperscript{47} Therefore, to the extent that monopolies are undesirable for their own set of reasons, it may be desirable to limit the technology monocultures that may contribute to them.

The heavy reliance on any single commodity can have wide-ranging economic repercussions, as it creates a “bottleneck” and a single point of failure.\textsuperscript{48} One key example is the 1970s oil crises, where the world’s dependence on a single commodity for much of its energy needs showed that even a modern industrial economy could be surprisingly fragile.\textsuperscript{49} A farmer’s reliance on a single crop can also cause him problems.\textsuperscript{50} While agricultural monocultures carry certain economic benefits, there are also attendant risks. Large-scale agricultural monocultures, though efficient,
require more modern agricultural products such as chemical pesticides than do mixed plantings. Not only is the farmer more economically vulnerable to swings in the price of the crop, but everything he grows becomes susceptible to the same pests and diseases. Because 19th century Ireland depended on the potato for much of its nutrition, when the potato blight struck Ireland in 1845, mass starvation resulted. Indeed, Pollan writes that “it was not the potato so much as potato monoculture that sowed the seeds of Ireland’s disaster.” Genetic homogeneity carries risks outside of agriculture, as well. A genetically homogenous human population is more susceptible to endemic disease, and an ecosystem with many different species is considered more robust than a simpler ecosystem.

Monocultures in crops, commodities, or technologies create economic fragility. They may contribute to the creation of a monopoly that is able to charge higher prices for its products, and when an economy depends heavily on a monocultural bottleneck for an important activity, threats to that single item can bring an entire economy to its knees.

D. Software Monoculture

While it is hard to argue against the virtues of standardization when it comes to light bulbs or soda can sizes, as with agriculture, the standardization of desktop operating systems has had certain negative side effects. By analogy with agriculture, the prevalence of Microsoft’s products has been called a “software monoculture.” Just as large-scale plantings of single crops are susceptible to being wiped out by a single disease, a software monoculture can lead to a majority of the world’s computers simultaneously becoming susceptible to the same security vulnerability; and just as biodiversity contributes to an ecosystem’s robustness, a more diverse software “ecosystem” may be less susceptible to security flaws.

It is important to bear in mind that Microsoft is neither the only company that has had a dominant position in a software market, nor the only example of such dominance leading to widespread security incident.

51. See Pollan, supra note 41, at 225-26.
53. See Pollan, supra note 41, at 230.
55. The term is certainly loaded. Describing Microsoft Windows as a “standard” has neutral or even positive connotations, while the term “monoculture” is extraordinarily negative. Nevertheless, it is the usual term used when discussing this issue.
56. Chen, supra note 33, at 549-50.
The Morris worm of 1988, the first computer worm to propagate itself over the Internet, took advantage of security vulnerabilities in sendmail and other programs to hobble the Internet. It infected 6,000 Unix computers, crashed 10% of the Internet, and caused $100 million in damage. The Morris Worm incident led to the creation of the Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination Center. The widespread use of MoveableTypes’s blogging software has made it easier for spammers to take advantage of weakness and post spam comments on blogs. The Internet’s dominant web serving software, the open source program Apache, has occasionally been subject to a security vulnerability that put the majority of the world’s web sites in danger simultaneously. As John Quarterman writes, “[m]onoculture is not limited to operating systems or application software, nor even to application servers. Monoculture can exist in network routers as well. And if an exploit becomes widely known for a widely used router, big problems could result.” These examples show that the issue of monoculture is pervasive in computer technology. Nevertheless, most of the attention given to software monocultures has focused on Microsoft, and the majority of the most widespread and severe security incidents have affected Microsoft products.

One of the first Microsoft vulnerabilities to receive widespread attention was the “I love you” virus, which in late May 2000 spread rapidly throughout the world by taking advantage of flaws in VBScript, a simple programming language included in all versions of Microsoft Windows since 1998. An earlier program called “Melissa” was also very fast-spreading, but was relatively benign compared with “I love you.” John Markoff, April 30-May 6: An “I Love You” Virus Becomes Anything But, N.Y. TIMES, May 7, 2000, § 4, at 2; John Markoff, A Disruptive Virus Invades Computers Around the World, N.Y. TIMES, May 5, 2000, § A, at 1.
of computers, and was the first volley in what was to be several years of fast-spreading and damaging computer viruses and worms. Another incident leading to greater consciousness of the problem of a security vulnerability being discovered and exploited on a large number of computers simultaneously was the “Code Red” worm (named in part because the researchers who identified it drank Code Red Mountain Dew to “fuel[] their efforts”).67 The Code Red worm demonstrated “the speed at which a malicious exploit of a ubiquitous software bug can incapacitate host machines.”68 Drawing a biological analogy, the authors also noted that “[a]s is the case with biologically active pathogens, vulnerable hosts can and do put everyone at risk.”69 High-profile computer worms demonstrated the risks and costs of a software monoculture could be very high. Insecure software was widely deployed to end users who may not have had much computer expertise, but “machines operated by home users or small businesses (hosts less likely to be maintained by a [sic] professional systems administrators) [were] integral to the robustness of the global Internet.”70 This widespread deployment of insecure software operated by nonexpert users led to several years of high-profile security exploits, as names like “Nimba,” “Blaster,” and “Slammer” joined the rogue’s gallery with “I love you” and “Code Red.”71

A more exotic phenomenon facilitated by the Microsoft software monoculture is the “zombie botnet.” A “botnet” is a network of computers that have been infected by some computer worm that then connects them, unbeknownst to their owners, to a network of other computers that have also been so infected.72 Each infected computer is known as a “zombie,” and the botnet is then indirectly controlled by its “owner” to perform some nefarious act.73 Common uses of botnets are Distributed Denial of Service attacks (DDoS), whereby many thousands of computers simultaneously try to access some resource on a target computer, overloading and perhaps damaging the target.74 Another use is

68. Id. at 282.
69. Id.
70. Id.
73. Id.
74. Id.
to send spam—it is difficult to block unsolicited email based on its source, when its source is thousands of seemingly unrelated computers located around the world.\textsuperscript{75} The magnitude of botnets is hard to overstate. In 2005, Dutch police discovered and managed to shut down a botnet comprised of 1.5 million infected zombies,\textsuperscript{76} and Vint Cerf has estimated that one in four computers connected to the Internet are part of one or more botnets.\textsuperscript{77} Peter Gutmann, a computer scientist at the University of Auckland, recently stated that the “Storm” botnet could be viewed as the most powerful supercomputer in the world.\textsuperscript{78}

II. RESPONSES TO MONOCULTURE

Concerns about the negative consequences of monocultures and dependence on bottleneck technologies or commodities are very domain-specific, although certain common features can be noted. The responses either seek to do away with the monoculture by increasing diversity in some way, or give the government a regulatory role in limiting the harms caused by the monoculture. In crops, different planting and crop rotation techniques can limit the bad effects of monocultures.\textsuperscript{79} To counter the heavy reliance on oil, energy independence has become a watchword not only among environmentalists, but among those concerned with national security.\textsuperscript{80} For most of the twentieth century, telecommunications regulation was premised on the assumption that telecommunications networks are natural monopolies.\textsuperscript{81} More recently, the net neutrality

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{79} See James F. Power, Legumes and Crop Rotations, in SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE IN TEMPERATE ZONES 178, 198 (Charles A. Francis et al. eds., 1990).
\item \textsuperscript{80} See Stephen D. Solomon, For National Security, Get Off Oil, SCIENTIFIC AM., Oct. 2008, http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=is-oil-a-threat (former CIA director R. James Woolsey sees oil dependence as a national security threat); Set America Free Coalition, An Open Letter to the American People, http://www.setamericafree.org/openletter.htm (“our present dependency creates unacceptable vulnerabilities. In Iraq and Saudi Arabia, America’s enemies have demonstrated that they can advance their strategic objective of inflicting damage on the United States, its interests and economy simply by attacking critical overseas oil infrastructures and personnel.”).
\item \textsuperscript{81} See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 4, at 55.
\end{itemize}
movement has advocated the regulation of ISPs in order to prevent them from becoming Internet gatekeepers.\footnote{SaveTheInternet.com, Frequently Asked Questions, http://savetheinternet.com/faq ("The nation’s largest telephone and cable companies—including AT&T, Verizon, Comcast and Time Warner—want to be Internet gatekeepers, deciding which Web sites go fast or slow and which won’t load at all.") (last visited May 5, 2009).} The responses to perceived excess homogeneity in software, and its attendant negative consequences, have been similarly varied, ranging from regulation of the dominant software provider designed to increase interoperability, to a modification of tort and contract law principles, to more pragmatic approaches designed to better protect important computer systems from security vulnerabilities.

\section{Geer}

In 2003, a report titled “CyberInsecurity: The Cost of Monopoly—How the Dominance of Microsoft’s Products Poses a Risk to Security” was published.\footnote{DAN GEER ET AL., CYBER INSECURITY: THE COST OF MONOPOLY (2003), http://www.ccianet.org/papers/cyberinsecurity.pdf (emphasis in original).} The report’s principal author, Daniel Geer, was shortly thereafter fired from his position at @Stake, a computer security firm with ties to Microsoft.\footnote{See Ellen Messmer, Oh Dan Geer, Where Art Thou?, NETWORKWORLD, Dec. 22, 2003, http://www.networkworld.com/weblogs/security/003879.html.} This widely-publicized firing helped make the report (whose thesis was attention-grabbing in itself) famous. More than any other document, Geer’s report kicked off the monoculture debate.\footnote{See Warning: Microsoft “Monoculture”, WIRED, Feb. 15, 2004, http://www.wired.com/politics/security/news/2004/02/62307.} Although primarily focused on perceived problems with Microsoft’s engineering practices, the report explored the risks of software monocultures generally. For instance, it notes that “[a] monoculture of networked computers is a convenient and susceptible reservoir of platforms from which to launch attacks . . . \(t\)his susceptibility cannot be mitigated without addressing the issue of that monoculture.”\footnote{GEER ET AL., supra note 83, at 7.} It further notes that “[t]he NIMDA and Slammer worms that attacked millions of Windows-based computers . . . spread from one to another computer at high rates. Why? Because these worms did not have to guess much about the target computers because nearly all computers have the same vulnerabilities.”\footnote{Id. at 10.}

However, the bulk of Geer’s argument is focused on problems specific to Microsoft.\footnote{See id.} He argues that certain engineering practices of Microsoft exacerbate network effects and create a level of consumer lock-in that would not otherwise exist.\footnote{Id. at 13.} He explains that Microsoft tightly
integrates its operating system and its application software in ways that give its own applications significant advantages, arguing that it uses “inter-module interfaces so complex, undocumented and inaccessible” that no one outside Microsoft can effectively exploit them. He also argues that Microsoft integrates certain components, such as its Internet Explorer software, more deeply into the operating system than necessary from an engineering perspective, thereby making it difficult to replace or replicate Microsoft software or any of its components. Geer argues that “[t]ight integration of applications and operating system achieves user lock-in by way of application lock-in. It works.” In other words, from a business perspective, Microsoft’s engineering strategy has been a very successful means of holding on to customers.

An unintended side effect of Microsoft’s engineering strategy, however, has been to increase the complexity of its products. As Geer points out, “[t]he central enemy of reliability is complexity.” By achieving user lock-in through creating a high level of dependence between different pieces of software, Microsoft has created a software ecosystem that is both dominant (because difficult to switch away from or replace) and highly unreliable (because overly complex). He argues that “[a]bove some threshold level of code complexity, fixing a known flaw is likely to introduce a new, unknown flaw” and that the Microsoft’s code base is unlikely to ever become secure.

Finally, while Geer notes an increased awareness of security issues in Microsoft at the time of his article’s publication, he worries that certain solutions then pushed for by Microsoft, such as those known under the rubric of “Trusted Computing,” could serve to increase Microsoft’s dominance. His solution to these problems is quite broad. For instance, he proposes requiring that Microsoft release comparable versions of its application software such as Office for Mac OS X and Linux before it is allowed to release Windows versions. He would also support requiring thorough and open documentation of Microsoft APIs, to allow better competition with its products.

In the “Coda” section of the report, Geer writes that “[t]hese comments are specific to Microsoft, but would apply to any entity with similar dominance under current circumstances. Indeed, similar moments of truth have occurred, though for different reasons, with IBM
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or AT&T.” It is true that dominant firms are often accused of tying their products together, and attempting to unfairly leverage a powerful position in one market into a powerful position in another market. Dominance by particular firms has long been a phenomenon of high technology and telecommunications markets. However, no company besides Microsoft has been accused using bad engineering practices to accomplish a kind of tying that has such severe negative security consequences. There are no other firms with “similar dominance under current circumstances,” and new ones are unlikely to arise. In its specifics, Geer’s monoculture argument is applicable to Microsoft alone.

B. Picker

Randal Picker agrees that insecure software can be a real problem, but he argues for what he sees as a more cost-effective response. In the first instance, he does not disagree that the rise of the networked economy has been accompanied by regrettable side effects. He argues that just as networking computers together has given rise to positive externalities in the form of what Yochai Benkler has described as “shareable goods,” it has also given rise to negative externalities. He cites spam and phishing as prominent examples, and goes on to a broader discussion of problems of computer security.

Picker does not address the arguments made by Geer that network effects and negative security consequences are exacerbated by specific engineering choices made by Microsoft. Neither does he deny that homogenous networks can have negative consequences. He writes that “there is a real downside to all of this connectivity: problems percolate quickly throughout an interconnected system, and problems that might have been just local disturbances end up everywhere.” He later continues that

[t]he monoculture is another name for a homogenous, connected system. In the monoculture framework, heterogeneity is used as a barrier to the spread of a virus throughout a connected computer system. The anti-monoculture idea also taps into our sense of
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necessary biodiversity.  

Although he has many quibbles with the specifics of the monoculture argument as laid out by Geer and others, the thrust of his argument is quite simple: Even if Geer is right about the security consequences of software monoculture, a simpler and more cost-effective solution than forced heterogeneity is what he calls “autarky”—simply isolating important computer systems from the Internet, so that they are immune to the negative externalities associated with networking computers together. Picker’s argument does little, however, to address the concerns that remain for those machines that, for various reasons, must stay connected to the Internet.

C. Government Support of Open Source

Some governments have sought to counteract problems in the software market by adjusting their policies in ways that benefit alternatives—primarily open source software. For instance, in 2001, several Brazilian municipalities began giving open source software preference. There are many similar initiatives throughout the world. These actions are undertaken for a variety of reasons, not all of which are specifically aimed at reducing software monoculture. But some actions, such as the Japanese government’s recently-announced policy to promote open source software, are expressly designed to lessen their dependence on Microsoft software. Government policies favoring software diversity, even if they are limited to shaping the government’s own purchasing decisions, have the potential to reduce monoculture by sustaining alternative products that otherwise would not thrive in the marketplace.

These policies, however, are not without their critics. David S. Evans and Bernard J. Reddy argue that government preferences for open source software will likely cause more problems than they solve. They
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106. See ROBERT WILLIAM HAHN, GOVERNMENT POLICY TOWARD OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE 4-5 (2002) (“Open source” software has many interesting characteristics and has license terms that prevent vendor lock-in. From the perspective of governments, however, sometimes its chief selling point is that it is not from Microsoft.)
107. Id. at 5.
108. For a frequently updated list of resources concerning the use of open source software in government, see California Environmental Protection Agency Air Resources Board, Government-Related Open Standards/Open Source Software Articles, http://www.arb.ca.gov/oss/articles/articles.htm.
110. David S. Evans & Bernard J. Reddy, Government Preferences for Promoting Open-
note that they are aware of no compelling evidence that governments have special expertise in analyzing the software industry to effect solutions . . . . Whether ‘open code’ in any given situation is actually ‘as powerful’ as ‘closed code’ is an everyday business judgment that should be made by businesses, governments, and private users; it does not strike us as a policy issue that should be decided by bureaucrats or legislators, or even by lawyers and economists.\textsuperscript{111}

If open source software (or any software alternative) has advantages, then government IT professionals and purchasers would be well-advised to carefully consider those products when making their purchasing decisions, as part of their business judgment.\textsuperscript{112} Even skeptics of the monoculture argument acknowledge that it can be rational to take into account the effects of buying into or supporting a software monoculture when making a technology choice.\textsuperscript{113}

But, since government decisions can have negative unintended consequences and can distort markets, governments should hesitate before fixing software preferences as law or policy.

\textit{D. Extension of Law}

Several commentators argue that legal reform increasing liability for software vendors who ship insecure products may alleviate negative consequences of technology monoculture. As Robert W. Hahn and Anne Layne-Farrar note, “the liability rules governing the distribution and use of software remain unclear, even after some thirty years of debate.”\textsuperscript{114} A few scholars have introduced proposals to clarify those rules. They have generally noted that the current legal climate does not assign liability to those parties best able to bear it, and certain behaviors in the marketplace create negative externalities for third parties. Through various means, they propose to realign the economics of software security by internalizing negative externalities. By causing costs to be borne by those who create them, they attempt to define a legal and economic

\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.} at 393-94.
\textsuperscript{112} \textit{See id.} at 394.
\textsuperscript{113} Greg Goth, \textit{Addressing the Monoculture}, IEEE SECURITY AND PRIVACY, Nov/Dec 2003, at 8-10 (quoting John Carroll as saying “[i]t is good that consumers factor monoculture costs into their calculations when choosing a particular platform. It is not good to treat those costs as more important than any others.”).
environment more likely to result in secure software. After briefly touching on ideas of Pamela Samuelson and Jennifer A. Chandler, this section will focus in detail on Emily Kuwahara’s approach.

1. Chandler, Samuelson

Jennifer A. Chandler has argued that given the unique nature of Distributed Denial of Service attacks, only holding software vendors liable would properly internalize risks to those most able to prevent them. Unlike many other security problems, DDOS attacks can cause harm to computers that do not themselves have any security vulnerabilities—and the users whose computers are compromised may not suffer any economic loss. Increasing the liability for the creators of insecure software is therefore the only way to create incentives to prevent the harm. Chandler therefore proposes to create a new tort of “negligently creating an unreasonable risk of harm from third parties.”

In an article from the early days of the online revolution, Pamela Samuelson notes that the policy reasons explaining why information vendors are generally not held liable in the same way that products vendors are for defects or errors do not necessarily apply to software or electronic information. Concerns about free expression have led courts to limit liability for defective or erroneous information to defamatory statements and situations where a person claims to have specialized knowledge (for instance, through malpractice actions against doctors or lawyers). But some kinds of “information” seem more like products than like communications, and Samuelson observes that, in a case involving aeronautical charts, there is precedent for treating “information” as a product governed by standard liability rules. She notes that in cases where an information product “behaves like a machine,” courts are likely to apply products liability principles,

115. Distributed Denial of Service (“DDOS”) attacks occur when a large number of computers simultaneously attempt to access resources on a remote computer. In one common scenario, a large number of computers are compromised by software that allows them to be remotely controlled by a malicious hacker. Those compromised computers then simultaneously send common network requests to a target computer system, overtaxing its ability to deal with them. A DDOS attack therefore allows a computer that is not itself subject to any particular security vulnerabilities to be brought down by a large network of computers that are. See Jennifer A. Chandler, Security in Cyberspace: Combatting Distributed Denial of Service Attacks, 1 U. OTTAWA L. & TECH. J. 231, 236 (2004).
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including, in some cases, strict liability.\textsuperscript{120}

2. Kuwahara

Emily Kuwahara argues that product liability law could be extended to hold software vendors liable for defective products, provided the current liability disclaimers are invalidated and an exception is created to the economic loss rule.\textsuperscript{121} Kuwahara observes that the “prevalence of viruses and worms on the Internet is astounding”,\textsuperscript{122} noting that an unprotected computer on the Internet has a 94\% chance of being infected within an hour.\textsuperscript{123} She writes, though, that the current state of case law suggest that recovery is not available against a software vendor such as Microsoft either in cases of extensive damage caused by a widespread security incident, such as the Slammer worm, or in situations where an individual brings an action after her personal computer has been hacked.\textsuperscript{124} She offers a survey of the thinking about increased tort liability for software vendors, from Howard Schmidt, “who oppose[d] liability for software companies because it will raise costs and prices, stifle innovation, and lead to job cuts,”\textsuperscript{125} to Bruce Schneier, “who strongly believes that the cost of insecure software is an externality that should not be borne by users, but by software companies.”\textsuperscript{126} She also discusses more exotic proposals, such as the creation of a new tort of “negligent enablement of cybercrime,”\textsuperscript{127} or the creation of a code of professional practice for software engineers, which would open the door to malpractice actions.\textsuperscript{128} She also notes the argument that Microsoft’s dominant market places special burdens on it that wouldn’t necessarily be shared by other software vendors. For instance, the Computer and Communications Industry Association issued a report that placed a “special burden . . . upon Microsoft because of [the] ubiquity of its product.”\textsuperscript{129}

Kuwahara goes on to detail a number of policy rationales for allocating risk to Microsoft particularly, including: compensation of victims; a lack of competition that reduces its incentives to increase its software’s security; its superior ability to bear financial risk; the beneficial
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establishment of a standard of care in software design; the reluctance to allow Microsoft to use contract law to evade liability when consumers often have little choice but to use its products; and little actual bargaining ever occurs; the fact that liability insurance would likely remain available and affordable for all software companies; the fact that increased liability hasn’t deterred innovation in other fields; and the fact that mere disclosure of software flaws does not offer consumers a sufficient remedy.130

At its core, her argument is that, because products liability has been successful in other areas of commerce, it is likely to be successful in software, as well. It is rooted in an assumption that software is best understood as a “product” or “good”131 more similar to an automobile than a service.132 Her alternative approach of a non-disclaimable statutory warranty offers a reasoned compromise to tort liability and addresses the imbalance in bargaining power between large software vendors and consumers. Her argument, however, depends on a number of historically-bound circumstances. It may make sense to be skeptical of adhesion contracts in the context of Microsoft, given that most consumers see no choice but to run its software, and must accept the terms of its licenses. It is also true, however, that in recent years Microsoft competitors, such as Apple, have met with increasing success,133 and the web is increasingly becoming an important platform for software development. At the margins, at least, these developments may have an effect on how Microsoft does business. Because Kuwahara’s argument depends heavily on facts that are specific to Microsoft, and because the market may already be acting to curb some of Microsoft’s perceived defects, it is probably premature to adopt her proposed reforms. Additionally, if the software security problem remains primarily a Microsoft problem, as opposed to a problem that is endemic to an industry, it may be more prudent to enact regulations that target Microsoft particularly. Introducing principles of general application based on the behavior of a single company may have unintended consequences on non-culpable parties.

E. Policy Should Not Be Based on Contingent Circumstances

An analysis that proposes to introduce changes to the legal
environment is best made without too much reliance on the historically specific (and likely transitory) circumstance of a dominant software firm also having extremely vulnerable products. This circumstance was brought about by a number of specific businesses, technological, and historical reasons and is unlikely to be reproduced again. For example, Windows was initially developed for computers that had rare and transient network connectivity. Today’s always-on broadband environment changes that, and increases the exposure of the computer to the outside world for attacks. Computer systems designed for the older world have shown themselves to be not very well suited for the new world, and security incidents proliferated. However, as the risks of always-on network connections have become internalized by software developers, it is likely that the number of vulnerabilities will decrease. For example, in its first year of deployment, Vista had fewer security vulnerabilities than either Windows XP or Mac OS X.

The risk of unintended consequences is too great to justify a change to the law unless there is a real, concrete problem to be addressed. A poorly calibrated liability regime could result, for instance, in more money being spent to prevent security vulnerabilities than the vulnerabilities themselves are likely to cause, resulting in a net social cost. As Steven Pinker suggests, it may sometimes be better to look for practical, engineering solutions to social problems, than to immediately think of redesigning the legal environment. He writes,

> [t]here are many other issues for which we are too quick to hit the moralization button and look for villains rather than bug fixes. What should we do when a hospital patient is killed by a nurse who administers the wrong drug in a patient’s intravenous line? Should we make it easier to sue the hospital for damages? Or should we redesign the IV fittings so that it’s physically impossible to connect the wrong bottle to the line?

While economic incentives may cause software providers to develop new technologies and improve their products’ security in ways they would not have done absent those incentives, without a technological solution to the underlying problems that cause software insecurity,
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modifications to the liability regime of software markets will amount to little more than a series of transfer payments. Such modifications may be justified as matters of equity, or to harmonize software liability with other areas of products liability. But market and social incentives over the past several years have already increased the focus of the software industry on security issues. Given that the current incentives to create secure software may be adequate, and given that software security has measurably increased in the past few years, changes to the liability environment for software may be premature, and the risk of unintended consequences may be too great, to justify any drastic changes solely on the basis of improving security and counteracting the negative security consequences of a software monoculture.

III. TECHNOLOGY HAS PROVEN SUFFICIENT TO DEAL WITH MOST COMPUTER SECURITY ISSUES

As noted above, discussions of the negative security consequences of software monocultures are generally focused on the problems of a Microsoft monoculture particularly. While any software monoculture can be threatened by the rapid exploitation of a software vulnerability (and, as demonstrated by the Internet Worm, non-Microsoft monocultures have been), in the case of Microsoft, the monoculture effect is seen as a “force multiplier” that greatly increased the effects that are ultimately caused by flawed software in the first place. Therefore, my analysis of the proper policy response to a software monoculture will be based primarily on an analysis of the factors that have led to Microsoft’s products being widely viewed as insecure, and on the responses that Microsoft has deployed in order to deal with this problem. It is also informed by an understanding that government interventions in markets often have unintended consequences. As Hahn and Layne-Farrar write,

From an economist’s perspective, before the government decides to intervene to impose software security, it must be reasonably certain that private parties are unable to do so on their own. In other words, it must be clear that the market failed in some way. Otherwise, interventions run the risk of interfering with properly functioning

markets and, therefore, of introducing inefficiencies where none existed before—what could be termed a “government failure” as opposed to a market failure.\footnote{Hahn & Layne-Farrar, supra note 114, at 299.}

After a comprehensive review of the marketplace for computer security, those authors remain skeptical that government intervention is needed. They even point out that seemingly benign reforms, such as a “lemon law” for software, could have negative consequences.

Because, as discussed below, technological solutions to many fundamental computer security issues (including the problem of monoculture itself) appear to be making progress, in order to avoid potential negative consequences, the government should not regulate to increase software diversity.

Geer’s analysis of the problematic nature of Microsoft’s software engineering principles is sound.\footnote{Indeed, despite the progress Microsoft has made in increasing the security of Windows Vista, Windows is still widely seen as overly complicated and slowed in its development cycle by Microsoft’s commitment to retain backwards compatibility with older software, and hardware compatibility with as much of the PC ecosystem as possible. See Steve Lohr & John Markoff, Windows Is So Slow, But Why?, Sheer Size Is Causing Delays for Microsoft, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 27, 2006, § C, at 1.} However, it bears keeping in mind that Microsoft is a software company that became successful in a time before ubiquitous, always-on computer networking. Indeed, broadband adoption is not yet complete: in 2007, 23% of Internet users still used dial-up connections.\footnote{John B. Horrigan & Aaron Smith, Home Broadband Adoption 2007 1 (2007), http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP_Broadband%202007.pdf.} Microsoft’s design strategies may have always been bad from a software engineering standpoint. But most computer worms, virus and trojans today spread over the Internet.\footnote{But see Gregg Keizer, Best Buy Sold Infected Digital Picture Frames, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 23, 2008, http://www.nytimes.com/idg/IDG_002570DE00740E18002573D9007CF01E.html.} In the days where the primary vector of computer malware transmission was the floppy disk or BBS downloads,\footnote{See David J. Stang, Network Security 237 (1992) (a contemporary source describing PC malware of the early 1990s).} many computer vulnerabilities would simply not be exploited. The penalty throughout the 1980s and 1990s for insecure software design was not as severe as it is today. It is reasonable to assume that even without any policy action, Microsoft’s software engineering strategies will change to reflect the new, networked reality.

In fact, Microsoft’s approach to software engineering \textit{has} changed in the past several years. The year before Geer’s paper, Microsoft issued its “Trustworthy Computing” whitepaper. This paper called for a fundamental reengineering of computers, down to the level of the
microprocessors, with the aim of increasing security and preventing unauthorized code from running. Many, including Geer himself, have criticized that paper’s proposals, arguing that the proposal for a Next Generation Secure Computing Base, commonly referred to as “Palladium,” threatened to put too much control of what software can run on a computer into too few hands and to exacerbate the risk of vendor lock-in.143 Microsoft has since abandoned the most ambitious of its “trusted computing” plans.144 Although overly ambitious and perhaps misguided, the Trusted Computing whitepaper did at least demonstrate an increased awareness of security issues.

Several other initiatives have had more of a practical impact. In 2002, Microsoft undertook a two-month hiatus in the development of its software in order to focus on security concerns.145 It has shown itself to be more nimble in its response to problems as they are uncovered.146 Its research arm has begun to look for long-term security solutions that, unlike secure computing, do not rely on changes to hardware.147 However, Microsoft’s improved dedication to security issues can most clearly be seen on a practical level by looking at a few of the security-related improvements found in the most recent version of the Windows operating system, Vista.148

One longstanding weakness in Windows had been that it possessed a “file permissions system” that did not adequately prevent untrained users or rogue programs from making damaging changes to the operating system. Vista addresses this by introducing a more robust, Unix-style permissions system whereby even computer administrators need to supply a password before certain settings or files can be changed. Under Vista, Internet Explorer now runs in a “sandbox” that makes it so neither it, nor any programs it spawns (such as malware from a web site) can do much damage to the underlying system.149 Vista also contains security features designed to prevent a user’s computer from becoming part of a botnet,150 and the most notorious current worm, Storm, which makes
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computers it infects part of the Storm botnet, currently does not infect Windows Vista.\footnote{151}

These examples show that there are often technological solutions to problems created by technology—solutions that make a policy response unnecessary. One technological change in particular, however, has the potential to alleviate many of the negative externalities caused by software monocultures. This technology, Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR), uses software techniques to produce a kind of virtual diversity, limiting the vectors by which malware can spread.\footnote{152} Elements of software traditionally load into a particular part of a computer’s memory. Malware can take advantage of this fact to more easily spread from one computer to another. ASLR reduces the ability of malware to spread from one computer to another by randomly changing the memory location software loads into.\footnote{153} As Ollie Whitehouse writes,

\begin{quote}
ASLR is a prophylactic security technology that strengthens system security by increasing the diversity of attack targets. Rather than increasing security by removing vulnerabilities from the system, ASLR makes it more difficult to exploit existing vulnerabilities. . . . By randomizing the memory layout of an executing program, ASLR decreases the predictability of that layout and reduces the probability that an individual exploit attempt will succeed.\footnote{154}
\end{quote}

Although ASLR is not a new technology, its inclusion in Windows Vista shows technological methods taken by Microsoft can lessen the effects of software monoculture. It is the flexible nature of software that gives it the ability to create virtual diversity of this sort—it is difficult to imagine an analogous solution to the problem of, for example, agricultural monoculture. The impressive number of technological solutions Microsoft has brought to bear in Vista in order to address software security should at least argue in favor of giving technology, rather than law and policy, the chance to solve problems in computer security.

Only time will tell whether Vista’s improved security model will indeed lead to a more secure system in the long term. But the early signs
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are encouraging. For instance, Peter Bright noted in January 2008 that “[a]fter a year on the market, Vista has had fewer security vulnerabilities discovered than XP did in its first year. According to a post on the Windows Vista Security blog, Vista has had 36 fixed and 30 unfixed security vulnerabilities, compared to 68 fixed and 54 unfixed vulnerabilities in XP. Patches have been issued on 9 occasions so far with Vista, compared to 26 for XP.”

CONCLUSION

The fact that Microsoft has improved the security of its flagship product in the absence of the kinds of reforms argued for by Geer, Kuwahara, and others, argues against the need for government action or legal reform as a means to improve computer software security. Nevertheless, some of the reform proposals may have other reasons that would justify their adoption. It may be that increased tort liability against Microsoft and other software vendors for shipping vulnerable products is justified from principles of equity—software companies may be superior risk-bearers, even if the added financial incentives were not necessary to get them to improve their products’ security. Geer’s proposals for forcing Microsoft to be more “open” may be justified as a means of increasing competition in the software market, or as a means to reduce the risk of monopoly. Certain measured responses may be justified even in the absence of evidence that they are necessary to counteract the problems of a software monoculture. For instance, Picker’s autarky proposal is probably a sound prophylactic engineering practice under any circumstance. Governments and companies desirous of avoiding vendor lock-in should consider using open data formats, communications protocols, and software. Education of IT buyers could lead to an increase in the awareness of alternative software, which may have its own merits. Finally, governments should ensure that their actions do not promote the creation of a software monoculture unnecessarily.

Extraordinary efforts by governments are not needed to address what appears to be a transient, technology-driven problem. In recent years, Microsoft has undertaken a number of security initiatives and adopted a number of new security technologies, including those like Address Space Layout Randomization that partially undermine the


156. Similarly, it has been argued that governments at the very least ought to end subsidies that increase agricultural monocultures to levels perhaps beyond what the market itself would produce. See Michael Pollan, You Are What You Grow, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 22, 2007, § 6 (Magazine), at 615.
monoculture argument. The arguably flawed nature of Microsoft products should be a concern for IT managers and technologists, not policy-makers. If Microsoft’s continued dominance is to be challenged by regulators, it should be because of established, economics-based antitrust reasons, and not under the guise of an attempt to improve computer security.
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INTRODUCTION

Today indigenous peoples must use the arrows of 0's and 1's and satellites. Information is a way to overcome today's monsters.\(^1\)

Speaking before the World Summit on the Information Society, Navajo Nation President Joe Shirley, Jr.’s statement captures a vision of the telecommunications revolution the Navajos find themselves leading today. A geosynchronous satellite orbiting thousands of miles above the rugged remote Four Corner landscape is breaking down the “Digital Divide”\(^2\) and creating a communication revolution for North America’s largest native tribe. Over the past ten years, the tribe has begun a process of technological integration and innovation that will play an important role in shaping, developing, and preserving Navajo culture.

Ten years ago, the U.S. Commerce Department’s National Telecommunications and Information Administration (“NTIA”) began using the term “Digital Divide” to capture the growing separation between the Internet “haves” and “have-nots.”\(^3\) The NTIA report showed that Native Americans living on rural reservations lagged considerably behind the U.S. national average in access to the Internet and to computers.\(^4\)

Historically, extending even basic telephone service onto tribal lands has proven difficult. The Navajo Nation’s remote and rugged landscape, low population densities, and low incomes have discouraged the deployment of telephone infrastructure.\(^5\) Even with the backing of

---


3. Id. at 2-3.

4. Id. at 12-13; see also Press Release, The Navajo Nation, Navajo President Joe Shirley, Jr., receives tribal leadership technology award at 20th RES 2006 (Feb. 12, 2006) (noting that in 2002, 15% of Navajo families had computers and only 10% had Internet access), http://www.navajo.org/images/pdf%20releases/George%20Hardeen/fcb06/Navajo%20President%20receives%20ICT%20award%20at%20RES%202006%20Feb%2013.pdf [hereinafter Shirley Press Release 1].

Universal Service Fund ("USF") money, which provides federal dollars to back basic phone service to rural America, including tribal lands, the Navajo Nation has remained far behind the national average, and even behind the average of other tribes, in obtaining phone service. \(^6\) Data from the 2000 Census estimated that 67.9% of Native American households on reservations had telephone service. \(^7\) In stark contrast, Navajo telephone penetration rates fell far below this average at 37.4%. \(^8\) At the same time, 94% of non-native rural households had telephones. \(^9\)

Since 2000, the Navajo Nation has begun to overcome this communication divide with the help of earth-orbiting satellites. \(^10\) This development reflects the shift towards more spectrum-based technology \(^11\) that has occurred across the United States over the past decade. This technological revolution through wireless technology helps to tackle a long-standing problem facing the Navajo Nation—how to spread telecommunications and information technology across the Navajo Nation. \(^12\)

Spectrum-based technologies remove the need to lay wires to reach individual Navajo households on the Nation. Some have described this as “technological leapfrogging.” \(^13\) As Navajos incorporate wireless technologies into their lives, an opportunity arises for the Nation to consider the broader question of how to shape the use of these telecommunications and information services in a way that helps the Nation develop economically and still preserve its culture. One of the first comprehensive studies of contemporary communications technology in Indian Country made the following important point:

---

6. Id. at tbl.3.
7. Id. at tbl.1.
8. Id. at tbl.3.
10. See Cullen, supra note 1, at 1.
11. Spectrum-based technologies range from radio to cell phones; I will use the term to cover any communications technology that uses the electromagnetic spectrum, rather than wires, to transmit signals.
12. The terms “telecommunications” and “information services” help differentiate how the FCC regulates these different services under the 1996 Telecommunications Act. Generally, “telecommunications” refers to basic telephone services, while “information services” are more advanced services like broadband Internet services. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, infra note 21, at 152. The significance of the difference between these two types of service will be discussed below and will help shape several of the arguments made within this paper. See infra Part II.
Community and cultural development is perhaps the development area most commonly considered for tribal communications. Many projects within Indian Country fit under this label. Noncommercial radio and television stations have been part of the tribal landscape for years, and have as their main purpose the provision of culturally appropriate services to Indian communities. Other examples include Internet education and access projects, satellite services, and public safety radio networks.\(^\text{14}\)

This paper examines the cultural and legal issues surrounding the Navajo Nation’s efforts to provide and regulate advanced telecommunications services (“ATSs”), specifically high-speed wireless Internet access, on tribal lands. Part I connects the Navajo’s history of technological incorporation, such as weaving and silversmithing, with the tribe’s growing use of Internet technologies. The discussion focuses on the Navajo’s most recent plans to develop its own high-speed wireless Internet network called “Internet to the Hogan.” Part II provides an overview of federal telecommunications law and explores how the Federal Communications Commission historically regulated the telecommunications and electronic information industry. The role that the states have taken in this field will be reviewed. The discussion ends with an examination of the specific statutory language that covers ATSs. Part III then provides an analysis of how tribal sovereignty, federal regulation, and state jurisdiction issues should be viewed to help provide the tribe with the strongest arguments for asserting control over ATSs on tribal lands. Part IV concludes this paper with a look to the future of the Navajo Internet network, making several recommendations for policy and statutory changes to further empower Navajo cultural and legal control over its Internet infrastructure.

I. THE INTERNET AND NAVAJO CULTURAL ADAPTABILITY

We used silver that came from outside and learned to silversmith and became world-renowned for that. We took the technology of weaving and made it our own and we’ve become world-renowned. Internet technology is a tool that has come from outside. Now we have to take that and become world-renowned.\(^\text{15}\)

Navajo culture is well known for its ability to adapt and to


\(^{15}\) Cullen, supra note 1, at 4 (quoting Ernest Franklin of the Navajo Nation Department of Capital Improvement).
incorporate new technologies that it encounters.16 “The Navajos have always brought in new people, new ideas, and new elements and, over time, made them Navajo.”17 The Internet is no different. Just as the Navajos have developed their own style of weaving and silversmithing, “the Navajos will continue to demonstrate their capacity for learning initially from others and ultimately develop[] forms of cultural expression that, regardless of their derivation, will emerge as fundamentally, centrally Navajo.”18

Over the past ten years, the Navajo Nation has begun the process of weaving the Internet into Navajo life. Starting in 1998, grants from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation’s Native American Access to Technology Program have helped to launch a program that provides funding to install computers in all 110 Navajo chapter houses and to connect each chapter house to the Internet.19 Because of the rugged landscape and remoteness of many of the chapter houses, the primary ways that most Americans obtain access to the Internet, either through their phone line or through cable, are not practical for most Navajos. Rather, the Navajos turn to the skies above and receive their connection to the Internet using a geosynchronous satellite orbiting thousands of miles above the Navajo Nation.20

The use of satellite technology to connect to the Internet shows one way that the Navajos are tapping into the rapidly evolving world of telecommunications technology. Commentators call it technological convergence and digital migration.21 Where once communications were sent via analog signals, whether over wires or airwaves, today communications are usually sent via digital signals. While the significance of this analog to digital switch may not be obvious, the key is that digital technology reduces the world of communications to a binary system, where messages are translated into a coded series of 0s and 1s.22 As a result, it does not matter if one is trying to connect to the Internet using a phone line, fiber optic cable, radio tower, or satellite. All this information, in the end, is reduced to the same basic building blocks of

17. Id.
18. Id. at 32.
19. Andrew C. Gordon et al., Native American technology access: the Gates Foundation in Four Corners, 21 ELEC. LIBR. 428, 431-32 (2003); Navajos – Overview, History, Modern Era, The first Navajos in America, Settlement, Acculturation, and Assimilations, http://www.everyculture.com/multi/Le-Pa/Navajos.html (“The basic unit of local government in the Navajo Nation is the Chapter, each with its own Chapter House. The Chapter system was created in 1922 as a means of addressing agricultural problems at a local level”).
20. Gordon et al., supra note 19, at 431-32
22. See id. at 116.
0s and 1s.

The significance of this digital revolution is that many forms of technology can more easily switch from one means of reaching individuals to another, and one device can handle many different types of applications. This is known as technological convergence.23 In the past, different technologies required different devices, whether it be televisions, phones, or computers. Now, technological convergence and digital technology allows all these technologies to come together as one. Therefore, the satellite Internet connection to each Navajo chapter house can allow for a wide variety of technologies through one device.

The relevance of this technological convergence as it pertains to tribal and cultural sovereignty is that the evolving state of telecommunications technology provides different options for tribes to consider when developing telecommunications infrastructure and how to regulate it. Although the Navajo Nation may have lagged behind the rest of the nation with respect to basic telecommunications services through the year 2000, technological convergence now allows the Nation to make a technological leapfrog forward.24 The Navajo Nation faces critical decisions about where it wants to land in this new technological world. As will be discussed in subsequent sections of this paper, the state of telecommunications regulation in America has established several avenues by which tribes can seek to regulate these services on tribal lands with an eye towards establishing greater cultural sovereignty and self-governance.25

The Navajo Nation has already started making these choices by the ways that it utilizes the Internet and makes the Internet its own. One of the original motivations for connecting each chapter house to the Internet was so that the Nation could help satisfy “the Local Governance Act (LGA), which had been passed in 1998 to encourage the Navajo Nation’s 110 chapters to become more self-sufficient.”26 Each chapter house has its own website through which community planning and development information is provided.27 As a result, over fifty local Navajo communities have developed land-use plans based on information gathered by locals through the Internet that have

23. Id. at 23.
25. See infra.
26. See Cullen, supra note 1, at 1-2; see generally, NAVAJO NATION CODE tit. 26, § 1B (1998).
“empower[ed] individual communities to take the lead in rebuilding their lives.”28 These decentralized efforts at community empowerment go to the heart of Navajo culture: “the Diné are far from being a unified nation but rather constitute a series of autonomous groups with highly localized leadership patterns.”29 At the same time, as Navajo Nation President Joe Shirley, Jr. said more broadly, “The most important thing is that our people are communicating with their government, and their government is communicating with them.”30

Navajo chapter houses are using their satellite connection to the Internet as a cultural preservation and adaptation tool on several other levels. Along with providing a means for better government services, the Internet also helps bridge generations.31 Young Navajos drive much of the interest in integrating the Internet into Navajo society.32 “Some chapters have created programs in which youth teach elders to use computers that have been installed in senior centers. In return, the elders teach the youth traditional Navajo stories.”33 Furthermore, the Navajo Nation is providing Internet access at all the Navajo’s Head Start schools.34 As a tool, the Internet allows teachers to “use online resources to plan their classroom curricula and find out about changing federal [education] requirements.”35 Navajo President Shirley commented, “Education, as we see it, as an indigenous nation, is one of the ways to get back to standing on our own two feet, sustaining ourselves as individuals, as families, as communities, and, ultimately, as a nation.”36

More broadly, the Internet helps protect Navajo culture through the Internet’s other educational and economic aspects. Older Navajos are taking online distance education classes and earning both undergraduate and graduate degrees.37 Navajos are also participating in eCommerce; over 600 Navajo artists presently sell their works, including jewelry, rugs, and pottery, online.38 Navajo President Shirley is now talking with other

29. IVERSON, supra note 16, at 25.
31. Cullen, supra note 1, at 5.
32. Id.
33. Id.
34. Id.
35. Id.
37. See Shirley Press Release 1, supra note 4, at 2.
38. Id.
less developed nations about the “Navajo Model” for utilizing Internet technology: “[t]he Navajo Nation has demonstrated to the world that a people who value culture, language, and tradition can use satellite and wireless technology to help maintain their way of life.”

The next step on this path of technological transformation involves spreading the “Internet to the Hogan.” Leaders of the transformation plan “to leapfrog the Navajo Nation ahead of what’s available in the finest homes and communities in New York City or Denver.” The Internet to the Hogan Plan involves establishing a state of the art wireless broadband network that is owned and operated by the Navajos rather than relying on a non-Navajo Internet Service Provider (“ISP”) as the Nation has done to date. Furthermore, instead of utilizing satellite communications, the Internet to the Hogan network will rely on terrestrial wireless technology. This will allow the Navajo network to become true high-speed broadband, as the satellite technology used to date is more comparable to slow narrow-band dial-up access to the network. The new network will allow Navajos to achieve Internet speeds 10 to 100 times faster than what they have experienced so far. Furthermore, Navajo chapter houses and Navajo colleges will have portable mini-supercomputers onsite to help build the backbone of this network.

As the Navajo Nation establishes its Internet to the Hogan network, the Nation will use wireless technology to allow individual Navajo homes to go online through wireless connections to communication towers, similar to the technology used for cell phones. According to the Internet to the Hogan Plan, “[t]he Navajo Nation culture and values will help shape the strategic plan[] and provide guidance in developing [and] implementing modern information

39. *Id.*
41. Draper, *supra* note 24, at 1 (quoting Tom Davis, Dean of Instruction at Navajo Technical College).
43. See Draper, *supra* note 24, at 1.
44. See Digital Equity Network, http://www.nnenden.org/ (providing information about OnSat, the satellite Internet Service Provider to the Navajos).
45. See *id*.
technology within the Navajo Nation’s boundaries and beyond.”

“From Chapter Houses to the central government Navajos still integrate traditional prayers in hopes of acquiring the best for [the Navajo] people. Values generated by [Navajo] way of life will be the driving mechanism in this plan; integration with current technology will also drive the implementation of [information technology].”

At its root, the Internet to the Hogan Plan will allow the Navajos to control their connection to the Internet. Navajo President Shirley has talked about the importance of such indigenous Internet portals that connect peoples like the Navajo to the rest of the world: “Our portal will allow us to share, with our own voices, our traditions, values, history and language as well as our aspirations for the future.” The creation of indigenous Internet portals like the Navajo Network will help “stave off complete cultural assimilation . . . [as] indigenous peoples are embracing the technology of the digital age to ensure their continued survival.”

Nonetheless, there are several important jurisdictional issues that may impact the Navajo Nation’s power to control their own wireless network and its connection to the global Internet. The following sections of this paper examine how the different jurisdictional arguments that the federal, state, and tribal governments may assert could affect the Internet to the Hogan Plan.

II. ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES:
UNDERSTANDING FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION LAW IN THE NAVAJO CONTEXT

The Navajo way of life is a process of moving from a domain of perfect beauty into history, the threat of chaos motivates a return to ritual in order to achieve re-creation and renewal. Navajo life can be portrayed as a pathway out of the domain of the perfect beauty of fresh creation and into history, into the profane world.

Understanding the legal issues that may arise when the Navajo Nation provides and regulates Internet services requires delving into the complex world of federal communications law. Several broad conceptual

47. INTERNET TO THE HOGAN TECH. PLAN, supra note 40, at 9-10.
48. Id. at 5.
51. SAM D. GILL, NATIVE AMERICAN RELIGIONS: AN INTRODUCTION 24-25 (2nd ed. 2005).
ideas will help clarify the legal and jurisdictional issues pertinent to this paper. First, the Communications Act of 1934 ("the 1934 Act"), provides the basis for almost all regulation of communications over wire or air. Federal and state regulation which arose under the 1934 Act compartmentalized communications under different statutory titles. Technological convergence and digital migration are now causing problems with this compartmentalization. Fortunately, the Telecommunications Act of 1996 ("the 1996 Act"), which amended the 1934 Act, provides some regulatory flexibility that is important for the analysis of the provision and regulation of wireless broadband services by the Navajo through the Internet to the Hogan Plan.

A. The Communications Act of 1934

Federal legislation regarding telecommunications started during the early part of the twentieth century, in part as a result of the tragic sinking of the Titanic and also the need to create a functional national telephone system. During the sinking of the Titanic, distress signals were sent out over radios, but the lack of a coordinated, unified system for using radios led to calls for help going unheeded. Around the same time, local telephone companies were starting up around the country. However, because again no coordination amongst telephone companies existed, connecting users of different phone services often proved impossible. By 1934, Congress passed the 1934 Act, providing broad statutory authority for a new federal agency, the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"), to oversee telecommunications development across the country. While the FCC’s power to regulate telecommunications preempted the states from regulating interstate communications, state public utility commissions could still regulate intrastate communications.

53. Id.
55. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 232.
56. See id. at 5-6.
58. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 47-49 (discussing dual jurisdiction between federal and state governments with respect to traditional telephone service).
i. The Multi-Silo Approach to Telecommunications Regulation

Depending on the nature of the service, whether over the air (like radio broadcasts) or over wires (like traditional telephone service), both the FCC and state public utility commissions apply regulations under several statutory titles of the 1934 Act, as amended. For the purposes of this paper, Titles I, II, and III provide the key provisions shaping the discussion. Title I ancillary jurisdiction is the most significant to this paper as it is a catch-all title allowing for regulation of communication services and technologies that do not fit neatly into any of the other categories yet may impact the services provided under the other titles.59 Title II provides for regulation of traditional common carrier services over wires, such as basic telephone service. Common carrier regulation typically involves industries that have natural monopolies, and thus the regulation imposes upon phone companies the obligation to ensure equality in how they provide services.60 Title II’s importance to this discussion relates to the division between federal and state regulation of common carriers, creating dual jurisdiction issues; the FCC regulates interstate telecommunications, while the states regulate intrastate telecommunications.61 Under Title III, the FCC regulates the use of the airwaves, or electromagnetic spectrum. Historically, this involved regulating radio and television broadcasters. Today, however, with the rise of more wireless technology, whether wi-fi hubs or cell phones, Title III covers a broader category of services than it originally did.62 Typically, Title III federal regulation completely preempts state regulation. Several other titles fill out the FCC’s regulatory authority: Cable Enforcement (Title IV), Penalties (Title V), and Miscellaneous Provisions (Title VII).63

Because FCC regulation is divided into several different titles, the rise of digital technology and technological convergence has caused numerous regulatory headaches. A new telecommunications technology often fits under several different titles. The following sections of this paper will present specific regulatory aspects affecting different communication services and technologies.64

59. See id. at 218 (providing an overview of Title I ancillary jurisdiction). Section 4(i) gives the FCC the power to “perform any and all acts, make such rules and regulations, and issue such orders, not inconsistent with this [Act] as may be necessary in the execution of its functions.” 47 U.S.C. § 154(i) (2000).
60. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 23.
61. Id. at 47-48.
62. See id. at 24.
63. See BENJAMIN ET AL., supra note 57, at 54-55.
64. See infra.
broader discussion regarding how tribal sovereignty over advanced telecommunications services, such as the broadband wireless network of the Internet to the Hogan Plan, will allow the Navajo Nation to determine how it wants to provide and regulate Internet infrastructure on tribal lands. Each of the following sections examines the key elements of federal regulation but also provides a closer look at where states play a role in regulating some of these telecommunications services. This provides a basic framework for further analysis when considering how tribes like the Navajo might take on more roles that bear resemblance to telecommunications regulation by federal or state regulators.

ii. Common Carrier Regulation under Title II

Under Title II, the FCC regulates interstate common carrier services that are provided over wires. Long distance telephone service is the best known interstate common carrier service. However, states regulate intrastate telephone service, typically through state public utility commissions. On both the state and federal levels, regulators play an important role in approving the rates that are charged for phone services. In addition, regulators also ensure that telephone service is provided in a non-discriminatory way. As discussed in later sections, both the federal and state governments have established Universal Service Funds, which are additional charges tacked onto phone bills. These help to subsidize underserved communities, either because of income disparity or difficulty in providing service (i.e., remote communities). The important take-away is that both the federal government and state governments play a role in regulating phone service because of its separate, yet interconnected, interstate and intrastate aspects.

Although the Navajo's Internet to the Hogan Plan involves using wireless technology to create a communications network for the Navajo Nation, it does have aspects that are reminiscent of common-carriers. The network will provide access to a potentially essential service, which is similar to many common carriers like traditional phone. In addition, the Internet to the Hogan Plan has similarities to intrastate phone services as it provides service within the reservation boundary. If the Internet to the Hogan Plan becomes the only real means for Navajos to connect to the

65. See The 1996 Act, supra note 54.
66. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 48.
67. Id.
68. See id. at 214.
69. Id.
70. Id. at 52.
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broader communications world, the resemblances to common carriers may suggest that the Internet to the Hogan Plan be regulated as a common carrier under Title II.

iii. Spectrum Regulation under Title III

Because electromagnetic radio signals, such as AM and FM, can easily cross state boundaries, the federal government has taken exclusive jurisdiction over spectrum regulation since 1927 when Congress passed the precursor to the 1934 Communications Act. Two essential principles provide guidance to spectrum regulation. First, spectrum regulation at its root is about avoidance of interference between different users. As a result, much of the past eight decades of spectrum regulation placed the FCC in a command-and-control position, where the FCC dictated who gets to use which slices of spectrum for what purposes and where. Nonetheless, since the passage of the 1996 Telecommunications Act, a slow shift has begun towards deregulation that chips away at the FCC’s historic command-and-control of spectrum.

The other essential principle is that spectrum is owned by the public. Because the “airwaves” are seen as being owned and shared by the public, Congress wrote language into the original Communications Act that imposed public trust obligations on those who used spectrum to broadcast to the public; Congress called on the FCC to regulate spectrum “from time to time, as public convenience, interest, or necessity requires.” When a radio or television station needs to use spectrum to transmit its signal, it has to go to the FCC and get a license. Historically, these licenses were, in effect, given away. More recently, spectrum has been auctioned off, most notably to cell phone companies.

Because the Internet to the Hogan Plan will rely on wireless technology and spectrum, Title III regulation has the most significance to the future of the Navajo network. On some level, the Navajo Nation will have to work with the FCC to coordinate spectrum usage. In Part III, this paper discusses in more detail the jurisdictional issues that could impact this issue.

73. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 229.
74. See BENJAMIN ET AL., supra note 57, at 67.
75. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 239.
76. See id. at 229.
77. 47 U.S.C § 303 (2000).
78. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 236.
79. Id. at 237.
iv. Internet Regulation under Title I

Generally, Congress and the FCC have avoided regulating the Internet. In the 1996 Telecommunications Act, Congress added a statement suggesting its Internet policy: “to preserve the vibrant and competitive free market that presently exists for the Internet and other interactive computer services, unfettered by Federal or State regulation.”\(^{80}\) However, services that rely on the Internet have faced scrutiny to determine if regulation is necessary. Two active areas caught both Congressional and FCC Commissioners’ attention over the past few years (1) Internet Service Provider (“ISP”) discrimination towards content providers and (2) Internet telephone services, like Voice-over-Internet-Protocol (“VoIP”).\(^{81}\) Under the FCC’s Title I ancillary authority, the FCC can take steps to regulate telecommunications industries that may impact the other spheres that the FCC more formally regulates.\(^{82}\) VoIP is of significance to this paper as this Internet-based telephone service has drawn the attention of state regulators.\(^{83}\) Furthermore, the Navajo Nation has taken active steps to begin using VoIP to provide phone service for its government agencies.\(^{84}\) For the purposes of this paper, what is most relevant is that Section 706,\(^ {85} \) discussed in the following section, specifically contemplates both the FCC and state utility commissions using different regulatory approaches to help ensure that all Americans have access to high-speed broadband Internet connections, regardless of the specific applications that might be used.

\(^{80}\) 47 U.S.C. § 230(b)(2) (2000); see also NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 197.

\(^{81}\) See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 155, 197 (discussing network neutrality and VoIP regulation, respectively).

\(^{82}\) See id. at 218; see also United States v. Sw. Cable, 392 U.S. 157, 178 (1968) (upholding FCC ancillary authority to regulate industries like cable that may impact broadcasters).

\(^{83}\) However, the FCC has determined that VoIP is “indivisibly interstate,” thus preempting state regulation. NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at 205.

\(^{84}\) See INTERNET TO THE HOGAN TECH. PLAN, supra note 40, at 70.

B. The 1996 Act and Section 706: Advanced Telecommunications Services

In 1996, Congress amended the 1934 Act to account for the many changes that had occurred in the ways we communicate.86 The Telecommunications Act of 1996 focuses on deregulating the telecommunications industry by having the FCC promote competition within the markets.87 In addition, the 1996 Act contains new provisions to account for emerging technologies like the Internet. Section 706 specifically provides the FCC and state public utilities commissions with broad discretionary powers as to how these commissions can either regulate or deregulate Internet infrastructure.88 The language of Section 706 focuses on what are called “advanced telecommunications capabilities.”89 Basically, it refers to high-speed broadband service, which is the form of telecommunications and information service within the Navajo Nation’s Internet to the Hogan technology plan.90 The goal of Section 706 is to see the timely deployment of broadband Internet service to all Americans, and the section includes a requirement that the FCC make regular inquiries into the deployment of this advanced telecommunications service.91 The specific language of Section 706 is informative:

The Commission and each State commission with regulatory jurisdiction over telecommunications services shall encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans (including, in particular, elementary and secondary schools and classrooms) by utilizing, in a manner consistent with the public interest, convenience, and necessity, price-cap regulation, regulatory forbearance, measures that promote competition in the local telecommunications market, or other regulating methods that remove

86. See The 1996 Act, supra note 54.
87. See NUECHTERLEIN & WEISER, supra note 21, at ch.3.
88. See BENJAMIN ET AL., supra note 57, at 955.
89. Section 706, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., § 1302(d) (“The term ‘advanced telecommunications capability’ is defined, without regard to any transmission media or technology, as high-speed, switched, broadband telecommunications capability that enables users to originate and receive high-quality voice, data, graphics, and video telecommunications using any technology.”).
90. See INTERNET TO THE HOGAN TECH. PLAN, supra note 40, at 13-14.
91. Id. For the remainder of this paper, I will use the terms “advanced telecommunications capabilities,” “advanced telecommunications services,” and “ATSs” interchangeably.
barriers to infrastructure investment.92

In effect, Section 706 opens up the regulatory and deregulatory toolboxes that the FCC and the state commissions have used in the past and anticipated needing in the future in order to ensure that broadband Internet access (along with other advanced technologies) reach Americans in a reasonable and timely fashion as called for in the 1996 Act.

The FCC has applied many of these different approaches over the past ten years. Most notably, the FCC has moved towards minimizing regulation of advanced telecommunications services (“ATSs”). For example, the FCC categorized both cable modems and telephone digital subscriber lines (“DSL”), the two prominent ways that many Americans achieve access to high-speed broadband Internet service, as “information services,” rather than as offerings of “telecommunications services.”93 This distinction brought these ATSs outside of the sphere of Title II common carrier regulation and put them under the more deregulatory approach of Title I ancillary jurisdiction. While wireless broadband ATSs—like those the Navajo’s Internet to the Hogan Plan anticipate—have yet to be categorized, the general trend of FCC regulation would suggest the FCC will not treat wireless broadband providers as common carriers.

However, the specific provisions of Section 706 do give the FCC and state commissions the power to impose regulation in order to help ensure that all Americans have access to broadband Internet services.94 Thus, if regulation is needed to help ensure the viability of the Internet to the Hogan Plan, Section 706 provides a means to achieve these regulations. As discussed in the next two Parts of this paper, the Navajo Nation should play a role in determining what type of regulation will be helpful for the Internet to the Hogan Plan.

The states also play a role, though more limited by the jurisdictional restriction to intrastate matters, in regulating ATSs. Most important for this discussion, some state legislatures have passed laws that prohibit local municipalities from providing wireless broadband services.95 This

92. Section 706, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., § 1302(a).
94. See Section 706, supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., § 1302(a); see also BENJAMIN ET AL., supra note 57, at 955.
could potentially impact the Navajo Internet to the Hogan Plan if a state, such as Utah, were to try to assert this authority over the Navajo wireless broadband network; this issue is further analyzed in the following section.96

III. INTERNET TO THE HOGAN: TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY, FEDERAL TRUST, AND STATE JURISDICTION

[Jurisdiction] gives [tribes] the governmental power required to operate cultural and economic programs on which to build a future for the people living on the reservation. Indians see this ability to make and enforce laws in particular territory as an essential force necessary to preserve a geographic and cultural core, and to perpetuate their survival as tribal peoples.97

The extent to which federal and state regulatory authority over telecommunications services in Indian Country exists has never been universally defined. In most cases, for example, because the tribes have not exercised their authority to regulate telecommunications services within reservation boundaries, the state regulatory agencies have exercised jurisdiction over telecommunications services within Indian Country by default.98

As the tension between these two quotes suggests, tribes have an important role in asserting jurisdiction over activities that impact a tribe’s culture. Yet within the arena of common carrier telecommunications, tribes have generally not asserted such jurisdiction and, in some cases, states have stepped in to fill the void.99 At the same time, however, some states have gone back and forth as to whether they have jurisdiction over telecommunications on tribal lands.100 In the area of spectrum regulation, the FCC has generally regulated Title III telecommunications services prohibit local municipalities from providing broadband Internet services); see also FTC, MUNICIPAL PROVISION OF WIRELESS INTERNET (FTC Staff Report, Sept. 2006) (providing an analysis of the pros and cons of municipal wireless), http://www.ftc.gov/os/2006/10/V060021municipalprovewirelessinternet.pdf [hereinafter MUNICIPAL PROVISION REPORT].

96. See Cybertelecom, Municipal Broadband, http://cybertelecom.org/broadband/muni.htm (providing a list of states that prohibit or restrict municipal broadband, including the state of Utah) [hereinafter Municipal Broadband].


98. CASEY ET AL., supra note 14, at 15.

99. Id.

100. Id. (pointing out that both California and Arizona have at different times stated they do not have jurisdiction over telecommunications services on tribal lands).
on tribal lands since the passage of the Communications Act of 1934.\textsuperscript{101} However, the FCC did little to promote and support tribal use of spectrum until recently.\textsuperscript{102} As the remainder of this paper argues, an important shift occurred over the past decade in which the Navajo began to assert more control and jurisdiction over telecommunications services on tribal lands.\textsuperscript{103}

This section examines more closely the principles of tribal sovereignty and the federal trust relationship as they impact tribal jurisdiction and regulation of ATSs on tribal lands. In addition, this section looks at issues that may arise if states assert jurisdiction in the telecommunications arena. This section provides the foundation for the conclusion where this paper argues that the FCC should promote the Navajo Nation’s desire to require that the FCC and the states “r[ecognize the rights of tribal governments and communities to exercise regulatory jurisdiction over telecommunication activities within the boundaries of reservations.”\textsuperscript{104}

Despite the apparent de facto FCC and state jurisdiction over telecommunications service to native nations, some commentators argue that the questions of jurisdiction still remain unresolved therefore leaving ambiguity over the authority the FCC has to regulate telecommunications on tribal lands.\textsuperscript{105} This section addresses three specific questions: (A) how does tribal sovereignty affect the power of the FCC to regulate on tribal lands; (B) what role does the federal trust relationship play in defining the FCC’s relationship with tribes; and (C) what role do states play in regulating telecommunications services on tribal lands. Through examining these three questions, this paper will develop a vision of tribal telecommunications regulation.

\textsuperscript{101} Miller & Guzelian, \textit{supra} note 9, at 280.


\textsuperscript{105} See CASEY ET AL., \textit{supra} note 14, at 15; \textit{see also} Daniel J. Adam, Note, \textit{Tribal Telecom: Telecommunications Regulation in Indian Country}, 27 J. LEGIS. 153 (2001) (providing a basic overview of telecommunications regulation in Indian country).
A. Tribal Sovereignty and Federal Telecommunications Jurisdiction

Tribal sovereignty goes to the heart of the Navajo Nation’s power to self-govern. Within the tribe’s inherent sovereignty exists cultural sovereignty, “the effort of Indian nations and Indian people to exercise their own norms and values in structuring their collective futures.”

This section examines the different arguments the Navajo Nation could make in asserting exclusive jurisdiction over advanced telecommunications services on tribal lands. While exclusive jurisdiction might do the most to empower Navajo cultural sovereignty, it is a difficult case to argue. Instead, this paper suggests that the Navajo Nation should work with the federal government to establish a telecommunications regulation for a tribal status somewhere between that of a state and a foreign nation. This is the best position to take to avoid individual state control while also taking advantage of the FCC’s telecommunications expertise and financial support programs.

The Communications Act of 1934, as amended, is best described as a federal statute of general applicability. While a Supreme Court decision held that “general Acts of Congress apply to Indians as well as to all others in the absence of a clear expression to the contrary,” the 9th Circuit outlined the generally applied exceptions to this rule in Donovan v. Cœur d’Alene Tribal Farm:

A federal statute of general applicability that is silent on the issue of applicability to Indians tribes will not apply to them if: (1) the law touches “exclusive rights of self-governance in purely intramural matters”; (2) the application of the law to the tribe would “abrogate rights guaranteed by Indian treaties”; or (3) there is proof “by legislative history or some other means that Congress intended [the law] not to apply to Indians on their reservations. . . .”

Because the 1934 Act is a federal statute of general applicability that is silent with regards to Indians, it is appropriate to apply the Donovan exceptions to this analysis. One may first argue that the 1934 Act should not apply to the Navajo Nation because it impacts tribal self-governance in purely intramural matters. The Nation is developing its telecommunications infrastructure under the Internet to the Hogan Technology Plan in large part to implement the Nation’s Local

108. 751 F.2d 1113, 1116 (9th Cir. 1985) (quoting United States v. Farris, 624 F.2d 890, 893–94 (9th Cir. 1980)).
Governance Act. Thus, telecommunications is being used as part of the Nation’s self-governance in purely intra-mural matters. The Nation should therefore have exclusive jurisdiction over the telecommunications issues related to the Internet to the Hogan Technology plan.

Closely reading different sections of the 1934 Act, several commentators have further argued that tribal governments should have exclusive jurisdiction over telecommunications on tribal lands based in part upon factors similar to the Donovan exceptions. For example, Section 152 of the 1934 Act reads broadly, applying to “all persons engaged within the United States in such communication or such transmission of energy by radio.” Section 301 goes on to refer to radio transmissions taking place in “any State, Territory, or possession of the United States.” Some commentators have used this language to argue that because cases “have held that reservations are not states, territories, or possessions of the United States pursuant to full faith and credit statutes, the National Labor Relations Act, and the Occupational Safety and Health Act,” tribes should have exclusive jurisdiction over telecommunications on tribal lands.

Because the Communications Act does not explicitly apply to tribal lands, arguments are made that any implicit intent to regulate telecommunications services on tribal lands is ambiguous. In NLRB v. Pueblo of San Juan, the 10th Circuit held that tribal economic regulation can preempt a federal statute of general applicability when federal intent to regulate the tribes is uncertain. The Navajo’s establishment of a regulatory commission to oversee telecommunications services, along with the provisions and plans the Navajo have created to oversee the development of advanced telecommunications services, contains enough similarities to tribal economic regulation that the reasoning of

109. See supra Part I.
110. Id.
111. See Miller & Guzelian, supra note 9, at 286-88.
112. 47 U.S.C. § 152 (2000); see also Miller & Guzelian, supra note 9, at 286-88 (providing a more detailed analysis of this argument).
114. Miller & Guzelian, supra note 9, at 286-87. However, the National Labor Relations Board in 2004 held that federal labor law does apply to tribes as employers, “overruling 30 years of its own precedent.” Getches et al., supra note 97, at 339 (citing San Manuel Indian Bingo & Casino, 341 NLRB No. 138 (2004)).
115. Miller & Guzelian, supra note 9, at 293 (discussing NLRB v. Pueblo of San Juan, 276 F.3d 1186 (10th Cir. 2002)).
117. See generally Internet to the Hogan Tech. Plan, supra note 40.
the Pueblo of San Juan decision may be applied.

Upon further examination of the Navajo Nation’s Internet to the Hogan Plan, several points of the plan favor an exclusive tribal jurisdiction position. First, the initial drive to develop Internet infrastructure on Navajo land was the desire to help Navajo connect to their government, while maintaining their decentralized ways of living.\(^\text{118}\) The Navajo Nation thus use the Internet for intra-cultural purposes. Furthermore, the Internet to the Hogan Plan creates an intra-network for the entire reservation.\(^\text{119}\) While the network will allow access to Internet resources outside the Navajo Nation, the purpose of developing the broadband wireless network is essentially an internal one. One could reasonably argue that the way that the Navajo Nation has put the Internet to the Hogan Plan together fits Donovan’s first exception.

However, making these arguments may prove risky, especially because the wireless broadband plans for Navajo involve the use of spectrum rather than wireline connections. Using spectrum inevitably implicates the key reasons for federal exclusive jurisdiction. The airwaves know no boundaries; thus the Navajo’s use of spectrum could potentially cause interference problems for other spectrum users outside of the reservation. In comparison, if the Navajo were using wire or cable infrastructure, like DSL over phone lines or cable modems, the Navajo would be able to argue that they were creating an exclusive intra-tribal infrastructure and could then regulate as do states with regard to intrastate phone services. However, this argument also runs into problems since the Internet itself seems “indivisibly interstate,” a feature that has been used to preempt state regulation for Voice over Internet Phone service.\(^\text{120}\)

Rather than seeking exclusive jurisdiction over advanced telecommunications services on their tribal lands, the Navajo Nation might find strategic advantages in working with the FCC to help establish and regulate the Internet to the Hogan broadband wireless network. Examining the potential trust relationship between the FCC and the Navajo Nation represents the next step in advancing this discussion.

\(^{118}\) See Cullen, supra note 1, at 1; see also Internet to the Hogan Tech. Plan, supra note 40, at 7.

\(^{119}\) See Internet to the Hogan Tech. Plan, supra note 40, at 41.

\(^{120}\) See Nuechterlein & Weiser, supra note 21, at 205-06; see also Vonage Holding Corporation Petition for Declaratory Rule Concerning an Order of the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission, Memorandum Opinion & Order, 19 FCC Rcd. 22,404 (2004) (ruling that VOIP is indivisibly interstate), aff’d in part Minn. Pub. Utils. Comm’n v. FCC, 483 F.3d 570 (8th Cir. 2007).
B. The Trust Relationship

Although the Navajo Nation could attempt to assert complete jurisdiction over advanced telecommunications services on its tribal lands, a more fruitful approach may involve an examination of the federal trust relationship. Invoking the trust relationship does not necessarily go against the Nation’s efforts to assert more cultural sovereignty and self-governance. Supreme Court jurisprudence with respect to the trust relationship focuses on the specific obligations of the federal government with respect to tribes based on the language of federal statutes. The Mitchell cases show the extremes, from a bare trust to a fiduciary trust.\(^121\) The key consideration is often the degree of management a federal agency takes in overseeing and regulating a tribal resource or asset.\(^122\)

Within the context of telecommunications law, there are several important points in this trust relationship analysis. First, when focusing on providing telephone services to underserved low-income and rural Americans under the USF provisions of the 1996 Act, the FCC interpreted the USF to include efforts to reach tribal communities who do not have adequate phone service.\(^123\) Furthermore, the FCC effectively asserted control of spectrum available to tribal lands because of its exclusive jurisdiction over spectrum.\(^124\) Thus, while the 1996 Act does not explicitly invoke the word “trust,” the actions of the FCC show its intent to establish this relationship.

This last argument is bolstered by the fact that the FCC in 2000 established a specific government-to-government policy statement regarding its relationship to native nations like the Navajo.\(^125\) To


\(^{122}\) See Mitchell II, 463 U.S. at 225; see also Seminole Nation v. United States, 316 U.S. 286 (1942) (discussing the fiduciary duty of the federal government regarding tribal trust funds).


\(^{124}\) See supra Part II, A, iii.

\(^{125}\) FCC, Statement of Policy on Establishing a Government-to-Government Relationship with Indian Tribes 4-5, FCC-00-207, June 23, 2000 (
establish this policy, the FCC looked first to the 1996 Act, which mandates that “consumers in all regions of the Nation, including low-income consumers and those in rural, insular, and high-cost areas, should have access to telecommunications and information services.”126 The FCC realized that tribal lands fall distinctly within this category and affirmed its “commitment to promote a government-to-government relationship between the FCC and federally-recognized Indian Tribes.”127 This government-to-government relationship suggests several things. First, it provides a basis for treating tribal governments, such as the Navajo, who have telecommunications regulatory structures as if the tribal governments have inherent power to regulate in this area. This gives support for the idea that with respect to telecommunications regulation on tribal lands, the Navajo Nation should be treated on a level at least comparable to how the states are treated with respect to intrastate telecommunications regulation. At a minimum, the policy requires that tribes like the Navajo be brought into all proposed rule making that impacts their interests. This is discussed more in the last section of this

3. The Commission will strive to develop working relationships with Tribal governments, and will endeavor to identify innovative mechanisms to facilitate Tribal consultation in agency regulatory processes that uniquely affect telecommunications compliance activities, radio spectrum policies, and other telecommunications service-related issues on Tribal lands.

4. The Commission will endeavor to streamline its administrative process and procedures to remove undue burdens that its decisions and actions place on Indian Tribes. As administrative and organizational impediments that limit the FCC’s ability to work with Indian Tribes, consistent with this Policy Statement, are identified, the Commission will seek to remove those impediments to the extent authorized by law.

5. The Commission will assist Indian Tribes in complying with Federal communications statutes and regulations.

6. The Commission will seek to identify and establish procedures and mechanisms to educate Commission staff about Tribal governments and Tribal culture, sovereignty rights, Indian law, and Tribal communications needs.

7. The Commission will work cooperatively with other Federal departments and agencies, Tribal, state and local governments to further the goals of this policy and to address communications problems, such as low penetration rates and poor quality of services on reservations, and other problems of mutual concern.

8. The Commission will welcome submissions from Tribal governments and other concerned parties as to other actions the Commission might take to further goals and principles presented herein.

9. The Commission will incorporate these Indian policy goals into its ongoing and long-term planning and management activities, including its policy proposals, management accountability system and ongoing policy development processes.

126. Id. at n.2 (quoting 47 U.S.C. § 254(b)(3) (2006)).
127. Id. at 2-3.
C. Dealing with State Jurisdiction Assertions

State legislatures and their public utility commissions present potentially the greatest problem for tribes like the Navajo that try to assert control over advanced telecommunications services. Because federal communication laws like the 1934 and 1996 Acts allow state jurisdiction over telecommunications that pertain to intrastate matters, some states have taken this power to impose their state regulation on tribes. As the quotes at the beginning of this Part suggests, these state public utility commissions often act to fill the regulatory void where tribes have not regulated telecommunications.

At the same time, state public utility commissions have not taken the initiative to help tribes develop telecommunications infrastructure even if commissions do assert jurisdiction over tribal lands in this arena. Part of the problem is that states have often gone back and forth as to their jurisdictional power over tribal telecommunications. Consider Arizona, for example, within which the largest percentage of Navajo lands is found. For many years, Arizona’s state public utility commission did not assert telecommunications jurisdiction over Indian-owned and operated telecommunications companies. More recently, it started asserting jurisdiction when the telecommunications provider is non-tribally owned. However, with the growing governmental structures of many tribes, most notably the Navajo, the time has come to reconsider the whole question as to whether states should have any regulatory power over telecommunications services on tribal lands, regardless of who provides the telecommunications services.

Asserting tribal jurisdiction over advanced telecommunications services like the Navajo’s Internet to the Hogan broadband plan is especially important today because of recent regulatory efforts on the part of several states. The Utah state legislature and numerous other states have passed laws banning local municipalities from providing wireless

128. CASEY ET AL., supra note 14, at 15.
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130. Id
132. See CASEY ET AL., supra note 14, at 15; see also Federal State Joint Board on Universal Service, Order, 15 FCC Rcd. 8544, ¶ 9 (1999) (finding that Arizona state public utility commission does not have jurisdiction over tribally owned and operated telecommunications companies on tribal lands).
133. See Tribal ETC, supra note 123, ¶ 142.
134. See, e.g., Navajo Nation Telecommunications Regulatory Commission, supra note 116.
Internet or other forms of broadband to their community members.\(^{135}\) The Supreme Court held that such state laws are valid.\(^{136}\) If a state like Utah, Arizona, or New Mexico were to try to assert this type of law over the Navajo Nation, it could have a devastating effect on the Internet to the Hogan project.

However, the Navajo Nation has several strong arguments it can make to counter any argument a state might use if the state were to try to assert jurisdiction over Navajo-provided telecommunications services. In *Nixon v. Missouri*, a local government which provided broadband internet to its community relied upon 47 U.S.C. § 253,\(^ {137}\) which states that: "No state or local statute or regulation, or other State or local legal requirement, may prohibit or have the effect of prohibiting the ability of any entity to provide any interstate or intrastate telecommunications service."\(^ {138}\) When the state of Missouri tried to shut down the local government broadband service, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the right of states to restrict local municipalities from delivering telecommunications services explaining that:

> [W]hen a government regulates itself (or the subdivision through which it acts) there is no clear distinction between the regulator and the entity regulated. Legal limits on what may be done by the government itself (including its subdivisions) will often be indistinguishable from choices that express what the government wishes to do with the authority and resources it can command. That is why preempting state or local government self-regulation (or regulation of political inferiors) would work so differently from preempting regulation of private players that it is highly unlikely that Congress intended to set off on such uncertain adventures.\(^ {139}\)

In effect, the Court pointed out that because local governments receive their power from the state government, local governments cannot try to bypass that state authority using federal preemption, even if the federal government may have appeared to have preempted such power. Because tribal governments do not receive their power from the states, it would be a simple argument to make that states can thus not limit a tribal government from providing telecommunications services.

However, in *Nixon* the Court acknowledged that a local government is an “entity,” yet argued, “that the strange and indeterminate results of using federal preemption to free public entities

\(^{135}\) See Municipal Broadband, *supra* note 96.

\(^{136}\) See *Nixon*, 541 U.S. at 131–40.

\(^{137}\) *Id.* at 130.


\(^{139}\) *Nixon*, 541 U.S. at 134.
from state or local limitations is the key to understanding that Congress used ‘any entity’ with a limited reference to any private entity when it cast the preemption net.” 140 So, while the Court on one hand emphasized that local governments cannot bypass state law through a preemption analysis, in this case, the Court may have inadvertently limited Section 253 to private entities.

Because Section 253 may only apply to private entities, any analysis regarding tribal jurisdiction over telecommunications services in Indian Country should also examine the core Supreme Court rulings pertaining to state civil jurisdiction over Indian Country. The following analysis shows that none of the three states within which the Navajo Nation resides should have regulatory powers over the tribe’s advanced telecommunications services in the Internet to the Hogan Plan.

In general, the Court applies a fact-specific, balancing-of-interest test when determining whether federal law preempts state jurisdiction in Indian Country. 141 “State jurisdiction is preempted by the operation of federal law if it interferes or is incompatible with federal and tribal interests reflected in federal law, unless the state interests at stake are sufficient to justify the assertion of state authority.” 142

Further Supreme Court decisions help fill out this understanding of how state jurisdiction may be precluded in Indian Country, including the “infringement” analysis from Williams v. Lee 143 and the “preemption” analysis from McClanahan v. Arizona Tax Comm’n. 144 Under all these tests, state regulation of Navajo owned and operated advanced telecommunications services should not be allowed. Furthermore, state regulation of non-tribally owned and operated advanced telecommunications should also be preempted based on the analysis in Warren Trading Post v. Arizona Tax Comm’n. 145 In addition, California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians 146 shows that states cannot prohibit the Navajo Nation from providing advanced telecommunications services if the state allows its municipalities to provide similar services.

140. Id. at 133.
142. Id. at 334.
144. 411 U.S. 164, 172 (1973) (precluding state regulation on reservation when federal law preempts state authority, based on a balancing of state, federal, and tribal interests).
146. California v. Cabazon Band of Mission Indians, 480 U.S. 202, 209 (1987) (holding that if a state permits certain forms of conduct, and doesn’t absolutely ban such conduct, it does not have authority to enforce its regulation within an Indian reservation if the state regulation is incident upon the tribe or its members).
The Navajo Nation has its strongest arguments against state regulation when the activity regulated is performed by its own tribal members or the tribe itself. Since the Internet to the Hogan Plan directly involves advanced telecommunications services that the Navajo Nation will provide, allowing state regulation would directly infringe upon the rights of the Navajo to make their own laws and be ruled by them, thus violating the principles in Williams and McClanahan. The incidence of any such state regulation would fall directly on individual Navajos or the tribe itself.

The strongest argument that a state could make for regulatory authority in this case would be if the state was directly funding the Internet to the Hogan Plan through a funding mechanism like the state’s Universal Service Fund. However, even in this case, the Navajo Nation would have a strong argument against state jurisdiction because funding alone does not create a regulatory nexus. The Navajo Nation should nonetheless be cautious before accepting such funds from the state, and should turn to federal USF for support instead.

A stronger case for state regulatory authority arises when non-tribal telecommunications service providers are involved. Presently, the Navajo Nation does rely on a non-tribal telecommunications company to provide its satellite-based Internet service to chapter houses. In such cases, the preemption test in Warren Trading Post, White Mountain Apache Tribe v. Bracker, and Cent. Mach. Co. v. Arizona Tax Comm’n is appropriate. These cases again involve balancing-of-interest tests like that used in McClanahan. Here, the Navajo Nation has a strong argument because tribal members and the tribe itself are directly benefiting from the services on the reservation. The only real reason for the state to regulate is to provide possible revenues for its Universal Service Fund. Again, as discussed above, this is a critical issue. If states are funding telecommunications infrastructure development or subsidizing tribal telecommunications in some way, then states have a stronger argument for regulation. However, as discussed further in the following section, private grants and some federal dollars have primarily helped fund the

147. See Williams, 358 U.S. at 223; see also McClanahan, 411 U.S. at 172.
148. See generally Williams, 358 U.S. 217; McClanahan, 411 U.S. 164.
150. These three cases all involve non-tribal companies that have commercial relationships for services on the reservations with tribal members or the tribe itself. Preemption precludes state regulation in White Mountain and Central Machinery because the tribes are the buyers and the value added is on the reservation. See White Mountain Apache Tribe v. Bracker, 448 U.S. 136 (1980); Cent. Mach. Co. v. Ariz. Tax Comm’n, 448 U.S. 160 (1980); see also Warren Trading Post, 380 U.S. at 690.
advanced telecommunications infrastructure on Navajo land to date. Furthermore, the fact that the FCC has worked to establish a government-to-government relationship with the Navajo Nation through policy statements goes to the heart of preemption analysis. If a state were to assert authority over the Internet to the Hogan, it would need to show that its interests in regulating outweighed the interferences it would place on the government-to-government relationship between the FCC and the Navajo Nation.

Lastly, Cabazon provides an argument for final preclusion of any state effort to stop the Navajo Nation from providing advanced telecommunications services itself, even if a state—like Utah—prohibits municipal wireless broadband services. In Cabazon, the Supreme Court held that if a state permits certain forms of conduct, and doesn’t completely ban such conduct, it does not have authority to enforce its regulation within an Indian reservation if the state regulation is incident upon the tribe or its members. Although a state might try to stop local governmental entities from providing ATSs, they rarely if ever ban private entities from providing advanced telecommunications services. Thus, states would not have authority to enforce their telecommunications regulation in Indian Country, such as the Navajo Nation. Furthermore, ATS regulation falls under a civil/regulatory category, rather than a criminal/prohibitory category, the critical distinction found in Cabazon. Accordingly, states should not be allowed to prohibit tribal governments from providing ATSs such as the Navajo’s Internet to the Hogan Plan.

151. See infra Part IV.
152. See FCC Tribal Policy, supra note 125.
153. See Cabazon, 480 U.S. at 209.
154. Id.
155. See generally Nixon, 541 U.S. at 125 (discussing situation in Missouri where private companies could provide broadband service but state wanted, and succeeded, in stopping local municipalities from providing municipal broadband services).
156. Id.
157. Furthermore, a state’s ability to stop a municipality from providing ATSs is based on the fact that municipalities get their power delegated to them from the state. Tribal governments have inherent sovereignty that is not delegated to them from either the states or the federal government. See Talton v. Mayes, 163 U.S. 376, 384 (1896) (holding that tribal powers of self-government are not delegated but rather are inherent). Congress could step in with its plenary power and try to change this, effectively giving the state the power to stop tribally-provided ATSs. See Lone Wolf v. Hitchcock, 187 U.S. 553, 564-65 (1903) (holding that Congress has plenary power over tribes). However, the efforts in Congress recently have tended to go the other direction, geared at stopping the states that have passed prohibitions on municipal ATSs. See MUNICIPAL PROVISION REPORT, supra note 97, 35-38 (providing examples of proposed federal legislation preempts states from limiting municipal provision of wireless internet).
IV. **Weaving the Future Navajo.net**

Navajo people consider the opening [of the hogan] as a pathway leading out of the enclosed space. It is always seen as the road out, and this road is the road of life. . . . The pathway through the opening in the circle shows that the space inside and the space outside, the time of story and the time of humans in history, the world of beauty and order and the world of ugliness and disorder, are intimately interdependent.158

Looking to the future of the Navajo Nation’s Internet to the Hogan Plan, this paper concludes with several policy, regulatory, and statutory suggestions that could help foster more cultural empowerment to the Navajos as they work with their advanced telecommunications services. These recommendations focus on actions both the federal government and the Navajo Nation can take to enhance the provision and regulation of ATSs. At their root, these suggestions explore the idea of developing advanced telecommunications regulation in the tribal interest.

The idea of tribal interest regulation is a merging of two key principles within present telecommunications law and policy. The first foundation of tribal interest regulation comes from Title III spectrum regulation. Within Title III, the FCC is mandated to regulate the use of the airwaves in the name of public interest, necessity, and convenience.159 This public interest mandate has resulted in numerous regulations that encourage diversity of voices over the public airwaves and localism for broadcasters.160 While the public interest standard generally applied to TV and radio, it is still applicable to all uses of the electromagnetic spectrum. Emphasizing the importance of localism, the second foundation of tribal interest, the FCC’s government-to-government relationship with the tribes,161 would allow the Navajo Nation and the FCC together to establish principles for regulating in the tribal interest. The root of the tribal interest standard would be based on notions of cultural sovereignty and tribal self-government. The following sections address specific federal and Navajo programs—beyond the Internet to the Hogan Plan—and how they might incorporate this notion of regulating in the tribal interest.

158. **Gill,** *supra* note 51, at 24-25.
159. *See supra* Part II, A, iii.
160. *See Nuechterlein & Weiser,* *supra* note 21, at 358.
161. *See supra* Part III, B.
A. Federal Programs

After releasing its government-to-government policy statement,\(^\text{162}\) the FCC took several steps to try to improve access to telecommunications services on tribal lands like the Navajo Nation. At the same time, they also took steps that may have inadvertently thwarted these efforts. The FCC needs to reconsider how these programs and regulatory decisions may impact the interest of tribes like the Navajo in light of tribal programs like the Internet to the Hogan Plan.

i. FCC’s Indian Telecommunications Initiative

In 2002, the FCC established the Indian Telecommunications Initiative (“ITI”) to improve telecommunications services on tribal lands.\(^\text{163}\) The ITI has 3 primary goals (1) increase the number of Native Americans who have phone service; (2) increase telecommunications infrastructure on tribal lands; and (3) “inform consumers in Indian Country about financial support available through federal government programs.”\(^\text{164}\) To date, the ITI has focused most of its work on educating tribes about the Enhanced Lifeline and Link-Up programs (discussed in the following section), which provide federal dollars to subsidize the cost of telephone service for individuals.\(^\text{165}\) Senior FCC officials have also met with tribal leaders to discuss telecommunications issues on tribal lands.\(^\text{166}\)

While educating tribes and their members about the availability of federal dollars to help pay for phone service may be useful, it does not address some of the more fundamental problems that plague tribal lands, where the basic technological infrastructure has not even been established to provide services like basic telephone. However, the Navajo’s Internet to the Hogan Plan provides one means to leapfrog this problem—use wireless technology instead of traditional wirelines. The Internet to the Hogan Plan will allow for phone service to reach individual hogans, using VoIP technology.\(^\text{167}\) The FCC’s ITI should take into consideration such innovative ways of addressing long-standing infrastructure problems. Furthermore, instead of just educating tribes about the programs the FCC has to offer, the FCC should also use the ITI to educate itself about the specific tribal cultural issues that impact

\(^{162}\) See FCC Tribal Policy, supra note 125.
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\(^{165}\) See United States Gov’t Accountability Office, Telecomms.: Challenges to Assessing and Improving Telecomms. for Native Ams. on Tribal Lands 27 (GAO-06-189, Jan. 2006) [hereinafter GAO TRIBAL TELECOM REPORT].
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\(^{167}\) See Internet to the Hogan Tech. Plan, supra note 40, at 35.
telecommunications services on tribal lands. For example, the FCC could educate itself about how Navajos are utilizing Internet access via chapter houses to provide the FCC with more insight as to how Navajos perceive, incorporate, and maybe even reject the Internet within the context of Navajo culture. Considering cultural issues will thus allow the FCC to tailor its ITI program to help fit the notion of regulating in the tribal interest.

ii. The Universal Service Fund

As noted above, since 2000, the FCC has directed its ITI work towards educating tribes about federal dollars that were historically targeted at subsidizing low-income or rural individuals to help with paying for telecommunications services. Under the federal Universal Service Fund, the FCC implements two national programs, the Enhanced Link-Up and Lifeline programs. The Enhanced Link-up program provides a one-time discount to help with installation fees for setting up the cost of basic phone service. The Lifeline program provides ongoing discounts on basic telephone service, allowing low-income Indians on tribal lands to pay as low as $1 a month for such service.

Unfortunately, USF data is not broken down into enough detail to allow for analysis of how many individual Indians or individual tribes have been able to take advantage of this program. One important step that the FCC’s ITI could take is to start collecting data on individual Indian and tribal utilization of USF funds. These subsidies, however, are generally targeted at phone service, either through wireline phones or wireless cell phones. The FCC should adjust this program so that Indians can utilize both programs to help connect individual Indian homes, like Navajo hogans, through alternative communications technology, like the broadband wireless network being established through the Internet to the Hogan Plan.

iii. Eligible Telecommunications Carriers

Another aspect of the USF is its High Cost program. This program provides funds to telephone service providers rather than subsidizing individuals. The funds are intended to help companies provide service to customers in remote or rural areas, where the cost of providing these
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services is substantially higher than in urban areas. In 2004, the High Cost Fund dwarfed the Lifeline and Link-up programs by nearly 360% ($3.5 billion compared to $758.8 million). It is through programs like High Cost that communications companies can actually find the federal dollars needed to help deploy infrastructure into native communities. In addition, High Cost Funds are also used to support the deployment of broadband Internet infrastructure.

In order for a telecommunications company to get High Cost Fund dollars, it must be designated as an Eligible Telecommunications Carrier (“ETC”) by either the FCC or a state public utility commission. Receiving ETC status commits these companies to certain obligations to provide service to rural and remote areas, and the ETC receives in exchange money to subsidize the work. A critical problem that has arisen with regard to ETCs is uncertainty over whether the surrounding state or the FCC needs to make the ETC designation for a telecommunications provider wanting to serve tribal lands. As the FCC has stated, this issue is “a legally complex and fact specific inquiry, informed by the principles of tribal sovereignty, federal Indian law, treaties, as well as state law.” The FCC decided these issues based on principles from Montana v. United States.

In Montana, the Court held that Indian tribes, in general, cannot regulate the activities of non-Indians on land held in fee simple within reservation boundaries by non-tribal members. There are several exceptions, however. First, a tribe may regulate such activities when the non-Indians have entered into contractual or business agreement with the tribe. Second, a tribe may regulate such activities if the activities “so threaten the Tribe’s political or economic security as to justify tribal regulation.” As argued in Part III.C above, the preemption analysis under McClanahan or Warren Trading Post is more appropriate in this context. First, the telecommunications services provided either by or for the Navajo Nation involve activities that will occur predominantly on
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tribal lands as there is very little land held by non-tribal members within the borders of the Navajo Nation; this suggests that the Montana rules do not even apply in this case. Second, in the case of non-tribal related telecommunications providers, the providers in almost all cases would have some contractual or business relationship with the Navajo Nation; this would give the Nation the authority to regulate. So, while the Navajo Nation may regulate based on this analysis, the surrounding states such as Arizona should have no authority to regulate based on the preemption analysis of Part III.C above.

One should note that one applicant for ETC status, Smith Bagley Inc., has been waiting over 3 years to hear if it would receive ETC status.\textsuperscript{181} The FCC should reconsider the whole basis for how it is making these decisions. In order to regulate in the tribal interest, the FCC should allow individual tribes to determine ETCs that may provide subsidized telecommunications services on a tribe’s land, taking on a role comparable to a state public utility commission.

Unfortunately, the FCC recently took steps that could curtail native telecommunications programs from tapping the High Cost Fund.\textsuperscript{182} Because of widespread criticism of the USF’s growing size, the FCC adopted an interim cap on competitive eligible telecommunications carriers (“CETC”).\textsuperscript{183} Thus, High Cost Fund dollars are only available to incumbent ETCs. Tribal lands often do not have an established or incumbent telephone provider, so this policy could effectively stop High Cost Fund dollars from reaching these communities. Furthermore, new companies are often the entities that are actively seeking opportunities to help deploy facilities and services to Native American households.\textsuperscript{184} The FCC should reconsider its cap on CETCs, at least for new CETCs on tribal lands.

The issues surrounding ETCs suggest that the FCC needs to hear tribal voices more clearly when addressing these critical USF issues. In the continuing discussion over regulation in the tribal interest, placing tribal representatives on the Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service would help deal with the problems tribes face in dealing with access to High Cost USF.

\textsuperscript{181} GAO TRIBAL TELECOM REPORT, supra note 165, at 29.
\textsuperscript{182} See Federal-State High Cost Decision, supra note 174, ¶35.
\textsuperscript{183} Id.
B. Empowering the Navajo Nation Telecommunications Regulatory Commission

Over twenty years ago, the Navajo Nation took its first steps to actively try to regulate telecommunications services on its tribal lands. In 1984, the Navajo Nation Council established the Navajo Nation Telecommunications Regulatory Commission ("NNTRC"). Through the NNTRC, the Nation "develop[ed] and adopt[ed] a regulatory code subject to Navajo Nation Council enactment, which will govern any and all Navajo Nation telecommunications activities, not inconsistent with Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regulation." The NNTRC works to establish policies regarding regulation of telecommunications activities on the Navajo Nation including telephone, cellular, satellite, internet, and two-way radio. The NNTRC's policies show indirectly how the Nation sees its role in regulating this industry as an exercise of tribal sovereignty over telecommunications on tribal lands. Besides the Internet to the Hogan Plan, the NNTRC has focused on other wireless technology deployment like cell phone towers.

i. NNTRC Right of Way Regulation

To date, the NNTRC has directed most of its efforts at providing policies that facilitate the deployment of telecommunications infrastructure on tribal lands, focusing primarily on "enabl[ing] telecommunications providers to furnish comprehensive and efficient wireless communication services to the community, while minimizing the adverse impacts their facilities may have on neighboring properties." The NNTRC presently works on ways to streamline the process to obtain tribal consent for rights-of-way ("ROW") on tribal land for telecommunications equipment and infrastructure.

The ROW issue is one of the factors that has contributed to the
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slow deployment of telecommunications infrastructure onto tribal lands. The ROW process on tribal lands tends to be more complicated than on non-tribal land because the Bureau of Indian Affairs (“BIA”) must give its approval for all ROW requests on Indian land.191 The complexity of getting BIA approval has caused confusion and delays for some telecommunications service providers.192 Part of the problem is that ROW regulations are outdated, focusing on “the size of the right-of-way needed and voltage levels of electrical equipment that may be installed for commercial purposes, but similar descriptions and guidance are not available for advanced telecommunications rights-of-way.”193 The NNTRC’s effort to streamline the process for a wireless company to gain tribal approval for a ROW is one way to address this problem.

ii. A Proposal for Future NNTRC Regulation

While this paper has focused on the Navajo Nation’s development of advanced telecommunications service infrastructure as a tool to develop their culture, another critical issue not explored in any great detail is the actual regulation of the content that is accessed and distributed through the Navajo’s intranet network. As Angela Riley argues:

[T]he proliferation of the Internet presents a new threat to indigenous cultural property. Sacred materials can be taken, distorted, and sent around the world almost instantaneously. Until recently, if a sacred ceremony was viewed without authorization from the tribe, the viewer had limited means of communicating the ceremony’s contents. Today, if that same ceremony is recorded on a digital camera, for example, it can be placed on the Internet and sold or disseminated globally in a matter of moments. 194

While traditional intellectual property law may not have proved effective in guarding against this threat to indigenous cultures,195 the Navajo Nation may have another regulatory tool to consider—Intranet content regulation. As a first step down this path, the NNTRC, working with the tribal council, could work to fashion tribal codes that would impose penalties on anyone who uses the Navajo’s Internet to the Hogan network to distribute secret sacred information.196 While the
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jurisdictional boundaries of the Navajo Nation may limit the effectiveness of this proposed regulation, it has potential for dealing in part with the problem of cultural misappropriation that has historically plagued tribes like the Navajo.

This proposed regulation suggests several questions that will have to await a future paper. Can the Navajo Nation legally regulate Internet content distributed through the Navajo network? Several issues immediately come to mind. If the Internet itself is “indivisibly interstate,” would the FCC’s or Congress’s power in this area preempt any such regulation? What about the free speech implications of such regulation? The U.S. Congress has faced strict scrutiny from the Supreme Court every time that it has tried to regulate Internet content. Yet, tribal governments are not limited by the federal Constitution, but rather the Indian Civil Rights Act (“ICRA”). What are the implications of *Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez* in assessing the remedies someone could seek if the Navajo Nation imposed penalties on them for violating this regulation? Does the compelling interest standard apply to free speech claims brought before tribal courts with respect to tribal Internet content regulation? All these questions suggest there is still much to explore within the topic of the Internet and Indian tribes.

**CONCLUSION**

As Navajo President Shirley has recognized, the Internet and information technology will play a critical role in the future of the Navajo Nation. This paper examined the cultural and legal issues surrounding the Navajo Nation’s efforts to provide and regulate AT&Ts, specifically high-speed wireless Internet access, on tribal lands. Navajo culture has a long history of technological incorporation, such as weaving and silversmithing. New broadband infrastructures and the Internet used as a cultural preservation and advancement tool will be no different. The Navajo’s most recent plans to develop its own high-speed wireless Internet network called “Internet to the Hogan” reflect this continued cultural adaptation. It is time for the Navajo Nation to take a more active

---
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role in overseeing the regulation of their advanced telecommunication services. While the Federal Government has a part to play in this regulation, the Navajo Nation has several strong arguments it can make if the states try to interfere with the Navajo’s Internet to the Hogan Plan. In weaving the Navajo.Net, the Nation can develop regulation for its advanced telecommunications in the tribal interest and look to other ways to help preserve Navajo culture through Internet regulation.